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The following pages record interviews conducted on the dates indicated.  The interviews
were electronically recorded, and the transcription was subsequently reviewed and edited
by the interviewee.

The contents hereof and all literary rights pertaining hereto are governed by, and are
subject to, the Oral History Agreements included herewith.

©   2019 Historical Society of the District of Columbia Circuit.
         All rights reserved.



PREFACE

The goal of the Oral History Project of the Historical Society of the District of Columbia Circuit
is to preserve the recollections of the judges who sat on the Courts of the District of Columbia
Circuit and lawyers, court staff, and others who played important roles in the history of the
Circuit.  The Project began in 1991. Interviews are conducted by volunteers, trained by the
Society, who are members of the Bar of the District of Columbia.

Indexed transcripts of these interviews and related documents are available in the Judges' Library
in the E. Barrett Prettyman United States Courthouse, 333 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C., the Library of Congress, and the library of the Historical Society of the
District of Columbia.  With the permission of the person being interviewed, oral histories are
also available on the internet through the Society's web site, www.dcchs.org.

Such original audio tapes of the interviews as exist, as well as the original diskettes of the
transcripts (in WordPerfect format) are in the custody of the Society.
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Schedule A

Transcripts resulting from 7 interviews of Laurence H. Silberman on the following dates:

Date Number of Tapes Pages of Transcript

June 26, 2001 2 1-39

September 26, 2001 1 40-68

December 13, 2001 2 69-116

January 25, 2002 2 117-163

February 6, 2002 1 164-237

January 23, 2008 1 238-262

February 4, 2008 1 263-294

The transcripts of the 7 interviews are contained on one DVD.
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 MR. RASENBERGER:  This is an Oral History Interview on behalf of the D.C.

Circuit Historical Society with Judge Laurence Silberman.  The date is June 26, 2001.  The

interviewer is Raymond Rasenberger.  I’m going to begin by remarking to Judge Silberman that I

have read a good bit of the oral history that he has given to the State Department.  Having been

an Ambassador at one time in his career, he has been subjected to this same process by that

agency and has covered a great deal of the same background that I might have covered,

particularly his early years of schooling.  So with his permission I’m going to skip some

questions about dates and places since they are already covered in the other transcript and just

ask a few other questions related to his youth and education that occur to me.   That’s agreeable

Judge Silberman?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Certainly.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay, let’s start with your birth in 1935.  That was, as

you recall, in the middle of the  Depression and you grew up–I guess you by the time you reached

a sensible age we were into WWII–but do you recall the Depression having any particular impact

on you, either in terms of what you saw or how you lived or anything of that nature?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Now that I think about it, it must have had some impact

on me because both of my grandfathers were extremely wealthy men in the '20s.  One of them,

my maternal grandfather, lost everything in the Depression, and I’m sure I was aware of that now

that I think about it.  I had almost no contact with my maternal grandfather, because after he lost

all of his money he sort of retreated to somewhere in Northern New York.  And he didn’t have as

much contact with my mother, for reasons that are not at all clear to me, but may have had

something to do with the psychological blow.  My paternal grandfather was enormously wealthy.
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He was one of the partners of Luria Brothers Trade and Steel, which eventually became a

national monopoly, attacked by the FTC, and partially broken up as a monopoly in the brokerage

business of scrap, iron, and steel sold to the steel companies.  And during the Depression he had

invested very heavily in real estate in Philadelphia.  Those real estate holdings went sour, and, as

a result, he forced his three brothers-in-law, two brothers-in-law left alive, to buy him out; he

remained a wealthy man, but nowhere near as wealthy as he was prior to the Depression.  But,

when he died in 1945, he had an estate of approximately a million dollars, so he was certainly

quite affluent. My paternal grandfather was an immigrant, as opposed to my maternal family

which had been here in this country for some time, and, as so often happens with sons of very

successful immigrants, my father was spoiled and pretty much a ne’er-do-well who lost a great

deal of money in various ventures financed by my grandfather.  So, in any event, those fortunes

or misfortunes of my family, which somewhat were attributable to the Depression,  I’m sure had

an impact on me.  But we were never faced with anything remotely approaching poverty. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  One other thing that I read is that you were born not long

after an older brother was killed in an accident, first of all let me ask you— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The other way around.  My older brother, five-years older

than I, was killed when I was nine months old.  According to my mother, I was actually speaking,

obviously in a rudimentary fashion at nine months, but when my brother was killed, I stopped

speaking until I was three years old, causing great concern on the part of my parents as to

whether I would ever speak. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  It’s interesting.  Did your brother’s death have any

longer-term consequences for you?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  I think it impacted seriously on my parents.  I don’t

think they ever recovered from it and it probably contributed to their divorce when I was nine

years old.  Certainly my father never recovered from it, my mother didn’t really either, and

there’s a strange aspect of the family pictures of my brother and the pictures of me at the age of

four and five–they are indistinguishable, we are virtually twins, five years apart.  And I think, at

an unconscious level, of course, a nine-month-old child has much more sensitivity and

understanding than we once thought, and I’m sure his death had an enormous impact on me, and

I still have somewhat of a vague emotional attachment to this brother and still keep his pictures

around.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?  Do you have any other siblings?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, a sister who was born three years after I was born. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  But your sense is that this traumatic event affected life in

the family to some extent in some way?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Enormously, enormously.  When parents lose their first

child in such a cruel and horrible fashion–a seventeen-year-old man who just got his license, was

speeding and ran over my brother–when they suffer that, it has an enormous impact on them.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Absolutely.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And it must have had an enormous impact on me.  The

exact dimensions of which of course I’m not prepared to say. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Well now the other thing that happened that is

sometimes traumatic is that your parents got divorced, as you said.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That is correct.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Did that make a difference to your life or your

development in any particular way?  Obviously before they were divorced there were–not

obviously, but probably–there were tensions that were evident in the family, what can you say

about that part of your childhood?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well that’s rather strange because I have virtually no

memory of my father.  For whatever reasons, it was largely wiped out, and that would be up to a

psychiatrist to figure out why.  But I do remember there were tensions between my mother and

my father, and I do recall that I must have assimilated my mother’s sense of disappointment with

my father.  And I remember somewhat, on a barely conscious level, one element of

disappointment may have been that he did not go into the service in World War II, when all of

my mother’s brothers and many of my cousins who are older than I am in the Silberman family,

three of them were in the Eighth Air Force flying B-17s and my mother’s brothers were in the

service.  My father did not go in the service, he was marginally too old. I think he was 36 or 37

when the War broke out, but I think my mother was disappointed that he didn’t enlist and

somehow I assimilated that. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  I do get the sense that your mother played a very

important role in your life.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  My mother and my paternal grandfather, my father’s

father, and one uncle, who was a lawyer.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, is that perhaps where the seed of becoming a lawyer

yourself was planted?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Between my grandfather, Max Silberman, and my uncle,
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Issac Hirsch.  Those two, perhaps my mother as well, but those two, had an impact on my

becoming a lawyer.  My grandfather, Max Silberman, wanted me to go to Harvard Law School

from the time I was five years old.  I remember that.  He was, as I told you, a very successful

businessman, but he had a very high regard for lawyers, and two of his sons-in-law were

lawyers–one of them a graduate of Harvard Law School, one of whom he had brought into Luria

Brothers and ultimately became President of Luria Brothers.  So my grandfather Max had very

much the idea that I should be a lawyer.  Why?  I don’t know.  Because certainly none of the sons

of his generation, sons of he or his brothers-in-law became professionals, they were all

businessmen. But he very much wanted me to be a lawyer.  And that’s it.  That had an impact on

me, and my mother’s brother, who was very badly crippled from polio, was a lawyer, and

because he was so badly crippled, I think, he went to work as a lawyer in the Internal Revenue

Service.  He also was very close to me, and perhaps was a model that I had to be a lawyer.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And with respect to your grandfather, it is nice to know

that there are, were perhaps, some businessmen that thought lawyers were worth being, or

having. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, that’s true. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  That isn’t always the case. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, it’s somewhat ironic, because I did what I could to

persuade my son not to go to law school. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  You did?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  And the other day he said to me, it was the best

advice he ever got.  He is now the CEO of Strayer Education, which, as you know, is the
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company that owns Strayer University.  Prior to that he was President of Cal Energy in Omaha. 

He’s a very successful businessman.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Why did you advise him not to become a lawyer?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Because I thought it wouldn’t be his highest and best use.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Knowing his particular talents you mean? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, I think he would have been a fine lawyer, but I’ve

come to the view, as you have read in my articles, that one of the mistakes that the United States

has made has been to encourage too much of its best talent into law as opposed to business.  I

thought he was a natural leader and would be happier in business and he has been. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  You were right about that.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  My older daughter, on the other hand, who recently

took retirement from the Antitrust Division of the Justice Department to raise three boys, I

persuaded to go into law, rather than taking a PhD in History, and she was very happy in it for a

long time and may come back to it some day when the kids are grown up.  I think, for women of

her generation, law was a particularly attractive and useful profession and I thought she was very

well suited to be a lawyer and a litigator–and she was very good. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Less of a glass ceiling in the law?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, yes, certainly that’s true.  For women, particularly

women who want to have children, law is a much more attractive calling than business because

you can take five or ten years off and come back much more easily than you could ever in

business.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Well let me just go over your children.  Your son
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is how old now? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Forty three.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And he is head of Strayer University?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He is actually President and CEO of Strayer Education.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Strayer Education— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Which owns Strayer University.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  This is a profit-making operation, it is not a non-profit. A

group of investment bankers purchased Strayer Education about five months ago and recruited

my son from Omaha, Nebraska, where he was President and Chief Operating Officer of Cal

Energy Corporation, to come to run the company.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see, and then your next oldest is a daughter?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Kate, Kate Balaban.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And she is how old? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  She is forty one.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And she is the one with three children? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  My son has four children.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh!  Okay, you’ve got quite a few grandchildren.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Seven grandchildren.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  My son was in the Reagan and Bush Administrations in

various positions, ending as Assistant Secretary of the Army for Manpower.  He was, after
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college, a navel officer for four years.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Did he go to business school?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He went to SAIS while he was at the Pentagon.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He took a master’s degree from SAIS in International

Economics.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And then your third, third?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The third child is a producer for MSNBC.

MR. RASENBERGER:  What’s her name?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Ann.  She’s married to a fellow by the name of Nathaniel

Otis, so her name is Ann Otis, or, as we call her, Annie Otis. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay, and she is in Washington?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  She is.  All three are, fortuitously for us, in Washington.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That is fortuitous.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And to show some political diversity, my son, is a

Republican, my older daughter and her husband are Republicans, as is my son’s wife.  My

younger daughter is a passionate liberal Democrat, and her husband Nathaniel Otis was in the

Clinton Administration before he went to business school.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  And they are treated with, I assume, the

same respect as the Republicans?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, but a lot of amusement.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I bet, yeah, I’m sure.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And we feel he’s redeemed to a certain extent because he

went to business school.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I’m sure it makes family gatherings more interesting

maybe than otherwise they might be–okay, well back to your education, you went to public

schools in Ventnor, I take it, until completing two years of high school and then went to prep

school.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, I was doing not very well at all in public high school

in Atlantic City.  I went to Atlantic City High School for two years.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Ventnor is basically a suburb of Atlantic City.  My grades

were quite mediocre.  My mother had me tested and concluded that she should send me off to

prep school.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You were an underachiever? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Apparently a gross underachiever.  My father had gone to

Mercersburg Academy so, of course, that was out of the question, I couldn’t go there.  But my

mother wanted me to go to Lawrenceville, and Lawrenceville accepted me, but on the condition

that I drop back a year.  I was young for my age and I certainly should have dropped back a year,

but I was too stubborn and proud and wouldn’t do that, so she found a prep school, also in New

Jersey, called Croyden Hall Academy.  I don’t know who recommended it, but it was a little

school up in Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey.  It was a de facto Catholic school, but not de jure,

but I think I was the only non-Catholic in the school.  Twenty years ago it went out of existence. 

It was a very marginal place, but I did reasonably well. 
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Well something happened to make you pay more

attention, or work more closely to your potential, whatever it was that happened there.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Maybe just getting away from Ventnor or Atlantic City

High School?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I don’t know what it was.  My SATs went up

dramatically between my junior year and senior year.  I don’t know what the devil happened, but

certainly it was positive.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well, as usual, mother was right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  She was pretty cold-blooded about it.  She wasn’t

sure whether I was all that intelligent; she thought I was intelligent but she wasn’t sure, she was

hard-nosed about it so she had me tested first.  Then when the tests came out, as they did, she

decided she should do something to send me away to school.  She thought I would be an

academic someday because she thought I was much too impractical to ever operate in the world

of affairs, although she thought I would probably go to law school.  She assumed I would be an

academic because she thought I was hopelessly impractical. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Well to some extent you actually have

achieved that, right? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  [Laughter.]  Yes, I suppose.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Your mother wasn’t totally wrong, she was a very major,

strong person, it sounds to me like, in every respect. 
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Very.  Not without her own neurosis or neurotic behavior

in some respects.  She was a woman who eloped on her way to Cornell University, which was a

grave mistake, because she had enormous intelligence and talent and had she gone through

college, I think she really would have made something of herself at an early time.  She was very

much before her time in believing that women could do anything.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Interesting.  So there came a time when you finished

Croyden with pretty good grades.  You took SATs in those days?  And you had—  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think I was first in my class, so I was able to get into

good colleges. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  And I take it that your choice was Dartmouth partly

because it was further away, partly because they didn’t require the mathematics. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That is correct.  The trustees of the prep school wanted

me to go to Princeton, which they thought they could get me into.  Princeton was attractive in one

respect because they had a 150-pound football team, and I was dying to play football (I didn’t

know that Dartmouth didn’t have it), but I was too skinny and light to play on a regular team. 

But I was terrified of math and Princeton required math.  At Dartmouth you could satisfy the

math requirement with a course called Math I, which was a logic course, and although I had

never been bothered by mathematical reasoning, I have a terrible problem with numbers. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s interesting.  So your math SATs would be quite

different than your verbal ones?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  They were less, but actually I didn’t do as badly on the

SATs as I would do in a math class because they give you more of a structured question. My
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math wasn’t that bad on the SATs but I did have enormous problems dealing with numbers in a

course. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Interesting.  You mentioned one other reason I just

wanted to list:  that you didn’t apply to Harvard because you had already made up your mind to

go to Harvard Law School.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That is correct.

MR. RASENBERGER:  This was in prep school?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That’s right.  Well, I told you my grandfather put it in my

head when I was only five- or six-years old. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Had you been to Dartmouth to look at the place

before you decided on it?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, I think so.  And Dartmouth almost has the

paradigmatic image of what an American college should look like.  And I did want to go to a

more rural college because I had in mind a more urban law school.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Well how did it work at Dartmouth?  Well let me

ask you one other thing before that.  Throughout your high school and prep school years you

were interested in sports.  I take it that was sort of a constant— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Although I was hardly a recruited athlete for the

colleges, I started on the prep school basketball team and baseball team.  I never could hit all that

well, and I wasn’t a great basketball player, but I was a pretty good fielder and I love sports.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So it wasn’t totally books.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh no, no, never. 
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Or anything close to that. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, I don’t think so.  I was pretty fun loving too.   As you

probably noted, I was kicked out of college. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  I didn’t know whether to ask you about that or not. 

Lets talk about Dartmouth.  Did that particular semester of suspension have any lasting effect on

you other than, I gather, you met your wife?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, I went to Harvard for two summers, so I ended up

with seven semesters at Harvard, between the college and the law school, and seven semesters at

Dartmouth.  The first summer I met my wife at a dance on July 2, 1955.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Very good.  Can she remember that date also?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  She certainly can.  I was introduced to her by three

roommates of mine at Harvard, one at Harvard College, one at Dartmouth, and one at Yale, and

after dancing with her once I went back to the three, I was 19, and said I was going to marry her.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  That’s a wonderful story.

JUDGE SILBERMAN: Is that in the State Department?

MR. RASENBERGER:  No, that’s not in the other one.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the one at Harvard was a Haitian, by the name of

Jean-Claude Amie–a great tennis player I used to play with. Many, many years later when I was

Special Envoy on the Mideast, the Secretary General of the United Nations called George

Schultz, the Secretary of State, and asked whether the Undersecretary of the UN who specialized

in Mideast affairs could come down to Washington to talk with me. George said of course.  I was

then a dollar-a-year man still at Morrison and Foerster and he came down to meet with me at the
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Morrison and Foerster offices, walked down the hall, opened the door, and here he was, Jean-

Claude Amie.  And he said, you did marry her, didn’t you? 

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  That’s a wonderful story.  Over all, what do

you want to say about the four years at Dartmouth in terms of what you got out of it, in terms of

the people that had some influence on you?  I did get a little out of the State Department study

about Arthur Wilson, and I had a similar feeling about Arthur Wilson.  John Adams, I think, was

not there when I was at Dartmouth.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, no, John Adams must have been there when you

were there.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well if he was, I missed him.  He was a History

Professor? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You were a History major.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  His name, it just came out recently, was originally

Adamovic. It was John Adams who kindled in me the great interest in the Balkans. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, well in any case— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, you know Dartmouth as well as I do.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I know Dartmouth, but I’m about eight years before you,

or seven years, or something like that. And I do remember certainly the same professors.  You

know Dartmouth had a reputation, which may have carried over into your era, of being not anti-

intellectual, but certainly sort of a country club.  Intellectual matters were there but a gentleman’s

“C” was perfectly okay.  Did you have that sense about the school?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I did.  I did not like the anti-intellectualism of Dartmouth,

and what I found a little frustrating was that the intellectuals who were there tended not to be

very fun loving, and the fun loving people tended not to be very intellectual, and so— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  They couldn’t be both.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That’s right.  Now, the ones who were somewhat anti-

intellectual turned out to be, in many respects,  pretty smart people who were covertly serious

about their work, but never wanted to discuss intellectual matters.  And I found that a little

frustrating. Although this is probably irrelevant, you would understand it, the fraternity situation

for me was an interesting one.  I did not approve of the all-Jewish fraternities, and so I wanted

nothing to do with them.  I ended up a social member of Sigma Chi, which was a peculiar–

[END TAPE 1-Side A; START TAPE 1- Side B]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  –because I was not given one of the twenty-two rushes,

or whatever they were.  I was very disappointed, but several of the upperclassmen came to me

when I came back after being kicked out for that semester and invited me to become a social

member, because they couldn’t do more than twenty-two.  So I was de facto a member of the

Sigma Chi fraternity for all other purposes–I just didn’t go to the secret meetings. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see, you had the requisite social skills I take it for a

fraternity life.  

SILBERMAN:  I don’t know, but I enjoyed it very much and they were a number

of good friends.  But I always felt a little peculiar. I think I may have been the only person in my

class who was a social member of a fraternity but not a full member.  It was rather strange. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  Did you have to take Great Issues when you were
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at Dartmouth?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, I did.  I thought it was a very important course,

which I enjoyed very much.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I’m glad that you said that because I was an

instructor for a year in Great Issues.  And how did you do in terms of academic achievement, not

that it really matters at this stage of your life, but I mean were you turned on academically in any

sense, by History?  Or everything?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, yes, by much of what I had at Dartmouth.  I didn’t

particularly like languages.  In fact, I am terrible at languages and getting through French was a

bad problem.  I ended up passing the French exam only because the passage that they gave us to

translate was one that I had worked for two months translating in prep school.  I was very lucky,

and I think I got a D in that course; it was the lowest grade I ever had but just enough to pass.  I

did well at Dartmouth, but not spectacularly.  I finished, according to the FBI reports, 125th in my

class.  But I did graduate with distinction in my major because I did very well on the

comprehensive exams.  I typically would not study very much until the end of the course and

then read the book the night before the exam, and did well enough.  Actually my grades from my

one semester at Harvard were slightly better than my grades at Dartmouth.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Using the same study techniques?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well the same study techniques became a problem when

I got into law school. I will tell you about that later, but I used to rely heavily on memory, of what

I heard in class, and then just read the book the night before.  But, as I said, I graduated 125th in

my class, and only got into Harvard Law School because I did very well on the LSATs.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh really. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well 125th was respectable in a class of eight hundred

and fifty, but it wasn’t typical Harvard Law School material.  Yet I was accepted to Harvard,

Yale, Columbia, and Penn, and that was surely based on my LSATs.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Which were very strong, I bet.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  But it’s interesting that you ask about Dartmouth

because at the end of my freshman year I had a friend at Harvard who played football at Harvard

as I recall, and we got together one weekend when I was seriously considering transferring to

Harvard, and he was seriously considering transferring to Dartmouth. We talked each other out of

it. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s a wonderful story, a great story.  And I gather

your son and daughter went to Dartmouth. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  They did.  And my daughter-in-law’s father went to

Dartmouth.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Your daughter-in-law’s father— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh, I forgot, my son and daughter, my daughter-in-law,

and my daughter-in-law’s father. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Should we spend just a minute comparing your views

about Dartmouth as of today with then, or maybe college education generally then and now. 

There have been changes obviously.  I don’t know whether you have reflected on them or have

anything to say.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, as you know, I have been very critical of
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Dartmouth and the lead academic institutions generally, because I think they have become

incredibly intolerant of any kind of conservative views, astonishingly intolerant.  And I worry a

good deal about that.  I was briefly on the Alumni Council for Dartmouth College after I became

a judge, and it was only briefly because I resigned after the first meeting.  I proposed that we

have an Alumni-Faculty Committee to encourage diverse philosophic and political views at

Dartmouth, which was the kind of diversity I thought important, and to encourage toleration of

diverse views.  This was shortly after Jim Freedman became President, and he made clear at that

meeting that he was opposed to any such group.  I think the subtext was that there was a good

deal of hostility to the Dartmouth Review, and he didn’t want any tolerance toward diverse

political views.  I was truly astonished–because of his opposition my proposal was defeated by a

close vote in the Alumni Council.  I realized afterwards that the colleges had become such

political institutions that it was inappropriate for a judge to be part of them, but I was also

heartsick that Dartmouth, as well as other institutions that I’ve been associated with, have

become so incredibly intolerant at what is half of the political views in the United States. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Sort of an aspect of political correctness, or maybe

political correctness is an aspect of it, I suppose.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No it is political correctness, that’s what I’m talking

about, the lack of toleration of anything that remotely resembles conservative views.  It may well

be that the key to that is affirmative action, which you may know I had a great deal to do with the

invention of here in government. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  No, I didn’t know that.  I want to get into that. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Surely I’ll go back into that when we get to the
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government part.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay, right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But the political correctness movement is, I think,

generated in no small part to protect the affirmative action policies because the colleges do not

want open discussion of that subject. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah, I hear what you are saying. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In any event, I have been very disappointed in

Dartmouth.  In some respects it’s better because there is much more of an intellectualism at

Dartmouth than was true in our day, but this intolerance I find horrifying. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Do you think it may have something to do with the fact

that while faculties have always been somewhat–or not always, but for a long time–been more

liberal than the student bodies?  We now have senior faculties who are basically Vietnam

generation, baby boomers, or whatever, and are much more polarized by spending a youth in that

environment.  But that possibly may pass with another generation.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I would say two things is response to that.  The first point

is, it is not true that historically academics have been to the left of the student body or the public

as a whole.  As a matter of fact, the faculty of Ivy League colleges and universities back in the

'20s was probably more conservative than the population as a whole. One should never forget

that when the Nazis were trying to come to power in Germany one of the first groups they were

able to gain a foothold in was the German universities, the academics.  So I’m not sure that

general proposition is correct. It is certainly true even when we were at Dartmouth the faculty

was generally liberal, but I don’t think they were intolerant, and I don’t think it was impossible
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for a conservative to get on the Dartmouth faculty.  I’m thinking, for instance, of Vince, the

fellow who was a Harvard Law School graduate and who taught political science for many years?

MR. RASENBERGER:  I think I know who you mean, but I can’t recall his name.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He taught my kids and I’ve forgotten his name.  He was a

conservative.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Starzinger?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, Vince Starzinger.  But today, someone with my

philosophic views, who is a graduate of Dartmouth and a PhD at Harvard with the highest grades

anybody had in twenty years, could not get on the Dartmouth faculty.  And that is very troubling.

Now, part of the reason is the point that you made about the Vietnam generation.  Those young

people who went on to the Dartmouth faculty or the Harvard Law School faculties believed

everything was politics; therefore, it was appropriate to try to prevent anybody whose political

views were contrary to theirs from even getting on the faculty, and that’s what’s so troubling to

me.  I remember the summer before I entered Dartmouth, Eisenhower gave that wonderful

speech against McCarthy:  please don’t join the book burners.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, at Dartmouth.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  At Dartmouth. And I despised McCarthy for his

intolerance of political views on the left, and it was conservatives who eventually overthrew him

on the right.  I have been sorely troubled that liberals in the United States haven’t taken up the

cudgels to prevent the universities from becoming so intolerant against conservatives. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay, well let’s go on to Harvard Law School where we

have sort of a parallel in terms of the issue we just talked about.  But let’s first talk about your
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own development at Harvard Law School.  I gather it was not only a place that you had always

pointed towards, but you were not disappointed in when you got there, in terms of what it offered

you, and what you were able to do with what it offered?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I loved Harvard Law School. I loved the legal education,

and I loved the atmosphere of the law school, and I really liked the people that I was with

enormously.  I was able to go back and teach a course in Administrative Law in '98, which was

the 40th anniversary of the year that I entered, and it was a particular thrill.  It was logistically

difficult to get up and back–so one time was enough–but I really got an enormous kick out of it. 

The first year my grades were rather ordinary because I had assumed that if I just went to class

and took notes, which I hadn’t done through college, that I would be so far ahead of how much

work I had done in college that I would be all right.  The problem was that I didn’t take very

good notes, I never had taken notes before, and I was relying on my memory, which had worked

always in college.  But Harvard changed the rules because we didn’t get exams until the end of

the year, and I found my memory wasn’t as good for a whole year as it had been for a semester at

Dartmouth.  The second and third year I did much better after I learned how to— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Did you like Socratic teaching?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I did, and I use the Socratic method at Georgetown. I’ve

taught at Georgetown, NYU, and Harvard and used the Socratic method the whole time in

Administrative Law.  Next year I’ll be teaching Labor Law as well at Georgetown.  And you

might be interested in the student evaluations that I typically get and that I got this year.  All but

one of the students heartily approved the Socratic method. Again and again I regret that more

professors don’t use it.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s interesting, I mean there was a period, I think,

when students thought that it was abusive of them to subject them to Socratic dialogue.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Precisely.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So either you do it differently or the students are

changing in terms of some generational thing.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Could be.  I had 80 some students, and there must be a

certain self-selection process–that people that don’t want the Socratic method don’t take my

class.  A number of them said in their evaluations that they were afraid of the Socratic method,

but they found it to be enormously useful and helpful to them.

MR. RASENBERGER:  What do you think it does for a lawyer that teaching

outside the Socratic methodology doesn’t do?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I don’t think a lawyer learns properly, analytically,

without a Socratic method of one kind or another.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You mean the give-and-take of it?  Is it learning the

give-and-take that law practice involves, or is the give-and-take something that is the only way

you can learn? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You force a motive analysis which lawyers need to

employ.  The oral give-and-take is enormously useful for litigators–for all kinds of lawyers I

suppose–but indispensable to litigators.  More importantly, the Socratic method hones the

analytical skills in ways in which a lecture could never accomplish. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah, point well taken.  Did you have any particular

teachers at Harvard Law School that you thought were influential, effective, particularly
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memorable?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Funny, Merrick Garland was just asking me that question

this morning, yes.  Henry Hart and Al Sacks, who taught the Federal Courts and Legal Process,

were brilliant teachers, as was Louie Jaffe, who taught Administrative Law.  Those were the ones

that I remember as being absolutely outstanding.

MR. RASENBERGER: It wasn’t the courses, it was the teachers that— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It was both, I think. I loved those courses, too, but those

teachers were absolutely wonderful. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Did you discover anything about yourself in terms of

either writing or oral skills in law school that you hadn’t known about?  I gather you were able to

develop yourself in both areas, but was anything particularly surprising to you in terms of the

product that came out of law school compared to the one that went in?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The truth of the matter is that I don’t think I really ever

learned to write until I was Ambassador to Yugoslavia. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, to write well.  Oh, I wrote briefs as a practicing

lawyer, but I think I  didn’t really learn to write as well as I think I do now until I was writing

cables all the time.  Then, when I left government and went to AEI, I started writing articles and

taught myself to write better than I had earlier.

MR. RASENBERGER:  What do you mean about writing well? I mean how can

you— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I’m not sure I can.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Communicating more effectively?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think I became much more conscious of writing style

and structure. I always could write–as you can see from my background, I have written a lot of

articles, including newspaper articles, and so forth–and I’m told I write rather clearly as a judge. 

But I didn’t really learn to write until I started writing cables as Ambassador.  I think when I

wrote briefs I was very conscious of legal reasoning but not as conscious about expressing myself

in the best way possible.  Law school doesn’t teach you how to write, as you know.

MR. RASENBERGER:  But suppose you were on Law Review.  Were you on

Law Review? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, I was not.  I didn’t have good enough grades. 

Nowadays, probably even in my day, Law Review doesn’t teach you how to write well either.  In

fact, Law Reviews generally teach young men and women how to write badly.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You think so?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Because of the emphasis on being concise and

footnoting.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, they are not concise–they are turgid.  They are not

concise.  They are much too verbose.  Dick Posner has written a law review article about judges’

writing, and he talks about formalistic writing, which is the euphemism for clerks’ drafts that

judges don’t write on their own.  That’s the way many law review articles come out, and they are

really just awful.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I agree with that.  I was thinking of the case notes and
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things like that.  I remember learning how to hone down my thinking in my writing, writing case

notes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, that’s true.  That teaches you how to think properly,

but not necessarily how to write well.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Well, to write well first you have to be able to

think well.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, that is correct.  But even after learning how to think

properly, you should develop your own style and be a little less turgid, formal, and almost

constipated in a way, as lawyers often write. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  As a judge I’m sure you see both kinds. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, it’s amazing what a difference there is in skills and

writing.  Oral expression, I think I’ve always instinctively known how to do that, and did very

well in law school.  As a matter of fact, one of my classmates said there was a private bet that I

might be first in my class.  I didn’t even come remotely close to it, but I did much better in class

than on exams, in the first year anyway, for a number of reasons. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well the give-and-take of Socratic dialogue is something

I think that seems natural to you.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think it was natural, and I think I usually understood the

thrust of where the professors were going. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Let me ask about the way you write, while we are on the

subject.  Are you a one-draft person, or are you a rewriter, or are you something in between that?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  As a judge, I have been pretty close to one draft.  What I
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typically do is get a draft from my law clerk, then in 95% of the situations I will sit down and

rewrite the opinion.  Perhaps I’ll edit the statement of the facts, but I will rewrite the analysis,

then when I’m through with that I will give that draft back to the law clerk for editing, and

arguing. Then I’ll get back those edits to my draft and I will make some changes, but I would

rarely rewrite the whole thing again.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, right.  Well sometimes, I know in my case, I don’t

know what I think until I see what I have written.  Does that ever happen to you?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Absolutely.  Absolutely.  Which is why I rewrite even

when I get a draft (I may be getting lazier now as a senior judge).  For most of the time as an

active judge, if I got a draft that looked good to me I’d sweat, because I knew that if I didn’t

rewrite it I wouldn’t really think it through myself.  And so I would usually worry about it for a

couple of days and then say, no, I’d better rewrite it.  And, of course, the structure usually came

out entirely different and occasionally the result was different because it wouldn’t write properly. 

I think that’s a big difference between federal judges who write their own opinions, or at least

rewrite an opinion from a draft, and those who don’t.  There are exceptions.  Pat Wald, for

instance, can write beautifully, her speeches were wonderful, but, she would be the first to say,

she didn’t very often write her own opinions, although she had a great deal of control over the

opinions nevertheless.  And there are some judges who do.  I couldn’t do that without rewriting

it, because I wouldn’t be able to think it through.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  I can personally relate to that very much.  Before

we leave Harvard Law School let’s revisit it in terms of the modern, current-day Harvard Law

School.  Harvard has gone  through some traumas with critical legal studies since you were a
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student there.  What’s your take on all of that, what it did or didn’t do to the school, the students,

and where we are today in that area?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I thought when I graduated from Harvard Law School it

was indisputably the best law school in the country.  One of the reasons I chose it over Yale was I

thought its pedagogical methodology was better, and it was the most rigorously analytical place

in the world, or in the United States.  I think they’ve unfortunately lost a good bit of the

comparative advantage they had, in part because of the influence of critical legal studies, which, I

think, is intellectual garbage, for the most part.  As I have written, it’s basically Marxism with

usually just a different choice of the oppressed class and the bourgeois, in other words, race or

gender or so forth.  It’s all a Marxist construct, in which there is an oppressed group and

oppressors.  It’s essentially simplistic, and not very intellectual or analytical, and certainly not

very legal.  One of the things that is so sad about the law schools is very few judges read law

reviews anymore.  They are useless.  Chicago is probably a little better than anywhere else, but I

haven’t read a Harvard Law Review article in years.  So there are some good professors, but the

faculty at Harvard Law School today is nowhere near as strong analytically and intellectually as it

was when I was there.  That’s true of most law schools.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Think so?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Chicago is probably better.  I think they have a

better faculty, and Yale is not bad.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Do you think that’s because of certain bias in the

selection of teachers?  I mean certainly there are those that are getting out of law school with

academic teaching interests who are, maybe, I don’t know, totally oriented in that direction. 
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There must be qualified people who want to teach who have sort of a balanced view of how you

handle— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, you have no idea how discriminatory the law

schools are today.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes. A number of my clerks are teaching, but it’s no

accident that the ones who tend to get jobs most easily are either women or Asians.  And it is

very hard for a white male with a traditional view of law to get on the faculty of Harvard, Yale,

wherever.  So it’s really very problematic in that respect, and many of the ones who do get on the

faculty are teaching utter crap.  But fashionably politically correct crap.  So that’s a very

discouraging process.  I hoped Bob Clark, when he was put in the position of dean by Derek Bok,

would lead a counterrevolution. He’s a traditionalist, not necessarily a conservative, but a

traditionalist.  But he has been hamstrung by a faculty which is more than a third either critical

legal studies adherents or fellow travelers, and then they become a blocking force preventing

traditional young people from getting on the faculty.  Also, as you probably know, many law

schools actually have a prejudice against young people who have practiced law. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes. It’s incredible, not all law schools, but I mean we

have had some— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The elite ones.  They would much prefer people coming

directly off clerkships on this court or the Supreme Court, and that’s it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah, they haven’t been poisoned by association.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The real world.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  The real world, that’s right.  Now let me just give you a

proposition to see if you agree with it:  critical legal studies is sort of an offshoot of

deconstructionism in a way. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That is correct.

MR. RASENBERGER:  However it has taken a big political turn.  Now

deconstructionism is a theory, if I am understanding correctly, that you have to, when you look at

history, you have to look  at who wrote it, the context in which it was written, and it isn’t all

necessarily like it was because the writer adds his own biases, conscious or unconscious, to it. 

Do you think there’s any merit at all in that? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  If that’s all deconstruction meant, I would be in favor of

it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You would be okay?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That’s not what it means, usually.  Again, it’s got a

strong Marxist subtext.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, well that’s what I’m trying to discern.  It seems to

me  a concept that might have had merit had it not been politicized, has— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I think, to be truthful, Ray, it was always politicized. 

That was its whole purpose.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see. It could never winnow out just the non-political

part of it. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No. Of course not.  And you never saw any critical legal

studies people who were conservatives, or even traditionalists. They all had a quasi-Marxist or
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Marxist agenda. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  It’s just pretty hard to understand in this day and

age but– 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh no, but Pat Moynihan once— 

[END TAPE 1 - SIDE B; START TAPE II - Side A]

MR. RASENBERGER:  We were talking about Pat Moynihan.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I should recall he once said that with the decline of the

Soviet Empire, the only Marxists left were in the American Ivy League schools. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Truly incredible when you think about it. 

Let me ask you a little about your contacts or lack thereof with economics, either economics as a

separate discipline, or economics as it interacts with legal thinking.  I remember reading in your

State Department interview how you said you had studiously avoided economics as a subject of

study in school.  To your regret, you eventually had to learn it.  Can you talk a little about that

subject?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Sure, sure, that was part and parcel of my math or my

arithmetic anxiety. Anything with numbers I assiduously avoided.  I remember I was shocked at

Harvard when I got an “A” in accounting, I couldn’t believe it.  In the middle of the exam, the

professor had a little formula or computation, and when I got to it, I panicked and assumed the

conclusion and went on.  I think the professor saw me in the hall and he laughed and said I do

that every year to try to catch the ones with math anxiety, they always just assume the arithmetic

answer, it doesn’t make any difference how you decide that.  I was scared of anything with

numbers, so I stayed away from economics.  Partly as a result of that, I required my children to
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take micro-economics in college, and Spanish, the only two things that I required.  My little one

refused to take micro-economics.  She has much worse math anxiety than I do.  But, in any event,

I really began to learn economics from George Shultz and Jeff Moore, who was head of the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, when I was Solicitor of Labor.

MR. RASENBERGER:  George Schultz was Secretary then? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He was Secretary of Labor and a labor economist.  Jeff

Moore was a brilliant economist specializing in the business cycle who was the head of the BLS.

When I was Solicitor and then Undersecretary of Labor, I became more and more interested in

economics and began to teach myself more. Some years later, when I was Executive Vice

President of Crocker Bank, I had the economics department reporting to me at the end, which

gave me a great deal of satisfaction.  And I found I loved economics and understood it and still

can’t count and still can’t do any computations, but I don’t usually need to.  Doug Ginsburg, who

was very much a product of the law and economics school, once said to me that I understand

economics about as well as any judge my age.  What he meant by that was that those of us that

were trained in law school in the '50s and early '60s were really not trained in economic thinking

the way that law students are today, which was a big gap.  Derek Bok taught me antitrust; though

he had a master’s degree in economics he really didn’t understand economics the way one should

to teach that course and we were not taught antitrust law with sufficient attention to economics. 

We lost out.  He was the leading securities lawyer in the country but he didn’t understand

economics and it didn’t impregnate his course. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  When you say economics are you talking about Chicago?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Micro-economics and price-theory. They really didn’t
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understand price-theory, so they didn’t talk about it enough. Of course it was Chicago that

pioneered the understanding of micro-economics and introduced it into law. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Do you think we are sort of, in terms of that kind of

economics, do you think that we are at the end of history so to speak there?  Do you think that, I

mean, in other words, that it is so generally accepted?  And certainly in our lifetime Chicago

thinking has been. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think it now dominates.  I don’t think there is any real

challenge to Chicago school economics.  I find occasionally, however, I am in disagreement with

my law and economics conservative colleagues because, although I hope I understand economics, 

I do not accept the notion that the Constitution includes a reference to Adam Smith.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right. What about cost-benefit analysis as a way of— ?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Same thing. Although I believe, as a matter of policy, in

cost-benefit analysis, often we deal with statutes which don’t permit it, or don’t call for it, and

I’m prepared to disagree with my colleagues who sometimes feel an imperative to look for it.

I’ve disagreed in writing on certain cases–which you may or may not be aware of. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  So economics doesn’t trump the statute?  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, it never trumps the law.  There are times when

economics can legitimately be brought to bear in analysis of a legal question, and it’s always

appropriate to understand the economics, but it is sometimes necessary to reject sound economics

in favor of a legal structure, a legal opinion, or statutes which are anti-economic.  In fact, most

statutes passed in the United States for the last thirty or forty years have been passed by

Congressmen and Senators who were trying to reject the rules of economics. Perhaps
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ineffectively.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Or create their own?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Or whatever.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay.  Before we totally leave this subject of teaching, I

didn’t find anywhere in the State Department interview any sort of comprehensive understanding

of what your teaching career has been like.  You mentioned earlier going up to Harvard for a

course.  I know you teach a course at Georgetown.  Can we just get into the record here the

various contacts with the teaching profession, as a member of it, over your career?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Certainly.  I first taught a course, college level in Hawaii,

back in the early '60s; I think it was on labor law.  I started teaching at Georgetown about a year

after I became a judge.  I originally had a co-teacher who was an ex-partner of mine at Morrison

and Foerster, and who came up with the idea of teaching a course.  Bob Pitofsky, who was then

Dean of Georgetown, wanted us to teach a course in administrative law, and I did it for a number

of years at Georgetown with a co-teacher, but then eventually six or seven years into it decided

I’d like to do it by myself.  I had such partners as Paul Cappuccio, who is now General Counsel

of AOL, and Sally Katzen, who taught it for two years with me.  Then, as I said, I started

teaching it by myself and the last perhaps ten years I’ve taught it by myself at Georgetown, but

then I was beguiled away by NYU–which offered me a little more money–and I went up there

and taught for two years.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Good. Administrative law?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, same thing.  And then Harvard asked me to come up

one year, so I went up there.   And now I have come back to Georgetown where I have been

teaching the last three years; I guess overall I have taught about twelve years at Georgetown. 

Now that I am a senior judge I’m not limited in the amount I can teach.  Next year I’m teaching

administrative law in the fall and then labor law in the spring.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Had you been teaching labor law only when you first

started in Hawaii?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Remember, I started out as a labor lawyer.  I have always

been fascinated by it, and I have had a number of labor law cases.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So it was no problem getting— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, I don’t know, it’s not going to happen until next

spring. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Why administrative law?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Why was I asked to teach that in the first place?

MR. RASENBERGER:  And why did you agree to do it?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  First of all, I always loved it.  I actually was an

administrative lawyer.  First as a labor lawyer, but then in general administrative law and

practice.  Secondly, if one looks at an administrative law casebook one finds almost the docket of

the D.C. Circuit.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, that is true.  Do you have a particular point of view

that underlies or runs through your administrative law teaching?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I hope not.  I try desperately not to impress students with
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my view and generally the critiques or evaluations come back that I have been respectful of

different views.  Often I will teach against the class; so if I see the class is mostly conservative

I’ll shift left or vice versa–to try to get a dialogue going.  I think it’s illegitimate for law 

professors to try to impress their own philosophy upon students; on the other hand, I always

acknowledge what I am at the beginning and tell them to take it with a grain of salt.  But, I try

very hard not to impose my views.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well there’s obviously something about teaching that

you like.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh, I love it, yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  It’s the interaction with the students?  You get the

stimulation from being a judge to some extent, I guess, but it’s different isn’t it, in a classroom

than a courtroom?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  My students would come to court to watch me, and

would say I’m much nicer to the students than I am to the lawyers.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well they’re not being paid as well, so that’s fair enough. 

Going back to your private practice, let me just review that.  You first went with a firm in Hawaii

out of law school.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  I was going to clerk with a  federal district judge. 

Derek Bok had arranged the clerkship.  The judge died two weeks before I was to arrive.  I had

two children and an understanding that I would come to a Washington firm the following year. 

That firm has since merged two different ways, and I think it did antitrust generally.  I was

interested in both antitrust and labor law.  The judge died and then Derek found me in the
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business school library where I was working on a paper, and asked me whether I would be

interested in going out to Hawaii, at least for a year. I said, Derek, I have been to Europe, I have

never been west of Cincinnati.  He had been out there for a couple of years practicing for the

Defense Department, and he said, you will love Hawaii.  And there is a firm out there that does

basically all the management labor law for the state, and they are really good, and I think you

would like it.  So I interviewed them and they interviewed me and they gave me an offer and we

went out there in 1961, two years after Hawaii became a state, which was a very exciting time to

go there.  I did very well.  I became a partner in three years and a name partner in four.  I really

had a wonderful time and a wonderful practice, but I sort of always regretted that I hadn’t worked

for the government.  I graduated from law school in '61 and your party was in power and I wasn’t

so anxious to go into the government.  But I always felt, as Derek had once said, that if you are

going to practice labor law you have to spend some time in the appellate section of the NLRB,

where you do court of appeals arguments.  At the bar convention in 1967 I had Arnold Ordman

and Steve Gordon, the General Counsel and Deputy General Counsel of the NLRB, to dinner.  I

drank too much, they drank too much, and they said, you know, you’ve argued a couple of cases

against us and you have won in the Ninth Circuit.  What would you think about coming back and

arguing cases for us?  I said, oh my God.  Why in the world?  Well, you know, we are under

investigation by Sam Ervin’s  committee for being too pro-union and we would love to have

somebody, a Republican, a partner in a management firm, we would like to have somebody there

who would give us a little protective coloration.  And I loved appellate work.  So I thought, why

not?  If I don’t do something like this now, when can I do it?  I talked to my wife, who loved

Hawaii, but she said, fine, let’s do it.  We moved back and she cried for six months, not believing
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what she had given up. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  When you moved back from Hawaii?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  She couldn’t believe I left the partnership and went

as a GS-13 or 14 careerist at the NLRB to argue appellate cases.  I didn’t think I would do it

forever–although I had some interesting cases, I found it a little stultifying.  The government

legal practice was nowhere near as interesting as I thought it would be, in part because these

cases just sort of came to me, I didn’t have anything to do with the development of the case down

below.  I loved appellate work, but I loved it better when I was sort of constructing the case from

the beginning.  I found it sort of boring, and after about a year I was probably ready to go back to

Hawaii when fortuitously the Administration shifted.  Nixon got elected, and I was notorious

around the NLRB because I was the only one wearing a Nixon button.  And then all of a sudden I

became a desirable commodity because when you are staffing a labor department in a Republican

Administration, you want people who aren’t objectionable in the AFL-CIO, and here I was, a

Republican, a partner in a management firm, but I had taken a year’s rinse as a neutral.  So before

I knew it, to my astonishment, I was offered the post of Solicitor of Labor.  I was hoping I would

get a job as a special assistant to somebody, or maybe deputy, but I had the advantage of looking

ten years older than I was, and George Schultz offered me the job as Solicitor.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Did you somehow know you were going to end up in

Washington one way or another? Or had you not ever— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, I loved Hawaii.  There were some reasons why it was

fortuitous for me to take some time off from the firm because first, two of the partners were sort

of fighting, and there was a bit of a squeeze and one of the older partners was being forced out.  I
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knew if I left there would be enough work for him, and he was the guy that brought me out there

and I didn’t want to be there when he was forced out, so there was a personal reason to do it.  I

also always grew up thinking of government.  Dean Acheson had always been sort of a hero of

mine, and I felt that I needed to spend some time working for the government.  I was very

impractical, as my mother suspected, so when my income dropped as dramatically as it did, my

wife felt the brunt and I didn’t.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well fortunately it wasn’t forever.  There is a policy

element to the Washington practice and I wondered whether that had any conscious or

unconscious drawing power for you?  I mean, we are practicing law— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Labor law is the same whether you are practicing in

Hawaii, or New York, or Washington.  It’s very national in its impact, it’s the same.  After I left

the government, I went to Steptoe and Johnson for a year between Labor and Justice, and then

back briefly at Dewey Ballantine, and then with Morrison and Foerster.  Then I practiced much

more in the Washington environment–yes, that’s certainly true.  But I don’t think I was drawn

into that practice originally.

MR. RASENBERGER:  No, but that’s true.  Labor is a national practice, except

maybe Railway Labor Act.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, that’s right.  But, when I left the Labor Department

and went to Steptoe and Johnson, I became ambivalent about practicing labor law because I had

been a neutral as Solicitor and Undersecretary of Labor and I felt awkward.  I didn’t want to just

go back as a management lawyer, and I gradually moved out of labor into other things, and then,

bang, I was back in government.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

[END TAPE II - Side A only - END OF 6-26-01 Interview] 
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The date today is September 26, 2001, and this is a resumption of the oral history

interview of Judge Laurence Silberman. The interviewer is again Raymond Rasenberger.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Judge Silberman, when we last spoke, we had gone

through your youth, your well-spent youth I should say, and your first job in private practice in

Hawaii and you had just talked about coming back to Washington, to Washington for the first

time as an appellate lawyer with the National Labor Relations Board.  Do I have that much right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That is correct.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I wanted to ask you just about that experience, that lasted

only a year or so, as I recall, the NLRB job.  I assume you were doing some appellate arguing in

the D.C. Circuit, or is that not so?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Actually, I did have one case in the D.C. Circuit.  I

remember it quite vividly because the Board decision that I was defending was favorable to a

union.  The panel included Judge Bazelon and I barely got a chance to argue.  He virtually took

over the argument and pounded the poor petitioner employer’s lawyer. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  How did the case come out?  Do you recall?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh, I won, of course, but I hesitate to say I won.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Bazelon won.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Although it was called the Bazelon court in those days

for good reason.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Did you have much contact with any of the other D.C.
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Circuit Judges then or did you form any views about the court as a whole that you can recall

worth mentioning?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Not when I was an appellate lawyer at the NLRB. Later,

when I was Solicitor of Labor, I developed a friendship with Harold Leventhal, and we used to

have lunch on occasion.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, he was a very outstanding judge, by most views

anyway.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I thought he was quite brilliant. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Did you think the court at that time, did you tend to think

of it as a strong, relatively strong court despite the Bazelon or— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, its image during the period of the late '60s and '70s

was very much of an activist court. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Do you have any other generalities to say about your

experience at the NLRB as an appellate lawyer?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  I indicated before that I hadn’t found appellate

argument at the NLRB anywhere near as satisfactory as it was in private practice and that I felt

quite stultified there.  For one thing, we didn’t have adequate secretarial help. One time I actually

paid out of my own pocket for a secretary to type a brief.  But even more distressing was that the

appellate section of the Board had developed a style of brief writing which they insisted on

imposing on all lawyers and I thought it was rather unimaginative. It was unwise to try to make

every brief look like it was written by the same lawyer.  As an appellate judge, I can say that my

views as a young appellate lawyer at the NLRB were absolutely correct.  I find Board briefs
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boring because they are all written in exactly the same style.  Unlike, for instance, Solicitor

General or those of the appellate section of the civil division of the Justice Department.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Which have individual characteristics?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  All right then.  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Naturally, what I objected to was the repression of my

own individual mode of expression.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, of course.  Then after about a year you went on to

be Solicitor of the Department of Labor, which is quite a jump from the appellate section of the

NLRB. Other than your brilliant work as an appellate lawyer is there anything else that accounted

for that step, big step? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  As I said in our last session, I had indicated that I

was interested in a job in the Nixon Administration, but expected that I might be in line for a

special assistant job to a political appointee or perhaps a deputy.  It frankly never occurred to me

that I would have a shot at a presidential appointment like the Solicitor of Labor.  There was a

lawyer in town by the name of Ken McGinnis who was doing a good deal of talent spotting or

recruiting for the Nixon Administration, and he knew of me.  I think my grade at the NLRB was

a 13 step 10.  In other words, they couldn’t make me a supervisor, so they brought me in at the

highest pay they could accomplish.  But I had been a partner in a well-known management labor

firm in Hawaii, and I was not unknown in certain circles, so it was between that and the fact that

I was known as a management lawyer before I went to the NLRB.  I even had some political

connections.  Hiram Fong, a Senator from Hawaii, was an acquaintance for whom I had worked
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in his last campaign.  It was that combination of factors, particularly with Ken McGinnis’

recommendation to the White House personnel office.  To my utter astonishment George Schultz

gave me a call, I think sometime in February of '69, and asked me to come over for an interview. 

I then realized that I was being interviewed for Solicitor of Labor.  I think, as I said the last time,

one marginal advantage I had was that I looked 10 years older than I was. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Had you ever met Schultz before?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, but as I realized afterwards, I was a rather unique

commodity because I was perhaps the only partner in a corporate management labor practice firm

who had taken a year’s leave of absence to go argue cases for the NLRB. So, I looked less

combative against trade unions than most management labor lawyers would appear, and therefore

was received as more attractive both to the personnel people in the White House and to George

Schultz as a possible Solicitor.  That was totally fortuitous. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  You got to know Schultz pretty well after you took the

Solicitor’s job I take it?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Of course. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  And formed a strong bond with him, did you?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  We became rather close, although we had our

disagreements.  During the time I was Solicitor of Labor I worked on the development of the

Philadelphia Plan, which has put me in the peculiar position of having persuaded my boss to

adopt a policy which I later determined was mistaken.  I am giving a speech on the circumstances

in the historical background of that in a couple weeks, which I will give you.

MR. RASENBERGER:  How much later?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You’ll see in the speech.  I wrote a piece in 1977, an op-

ed in The Wall Street Journal, which was my mea culpa.

MR. RASENBERGER:  All right.  Were there any other, other than any

affirmative action program, were there any other issues, significant events, that you could

identify as characterizing your tenure as Solicitor of the Department?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  I was largely responsible for the supervision of the

drafting, or in some cases the actual drafting, of the Occupational Safety and Health Act.  I also

worked through the terrible problem of the Yablonski killing, defending the Labor Department’s

refusal to investigate the mine worker’s election while it was still proceeding, which gained me

the great enmity of Joel Rauh and others who blamed me for defending the Labor Department. 

Refusal to do that investigation until the election was over they claimed attributed to Yablonski’s

murder.  So, Joe Rauh testified against my confirmation as Undersecretary of Labor, Deputy

Attorney General, and perhaps every other position I had.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Let’s see what else was going on.  We were also working

on the ERISA statute.  It will occur to me later on.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Let me just ask you about OSHA and ERISA.  Those are

two major statutory landmarks.  What do you know about the origins of OSHA?  Did it come out

of the Labor Department?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh, absolutely.  Well, out of the Congress and the Labor

Department and the AFL-CIO and the Labor Department.  The AFL-CIO and Democrats in

Congress had a vision of what should be done with respect to occupational safety, we had a
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vision, and the final legislation was a compromise between the two. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Were you responding to the administration position?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  There is another thing that I worked on.  I

developed the administration’s response to national emergency disputes, which is a subject you

may have some knowledge about.  As you recall, back in the late '60s and the early '70s the

country was often faced with strikes in the transportation industry covered by the Railway Labor

Act.  But, you recall, the Taft-Hartley Act provided a mechanism for a cooling off period, etc. 

But, more often than not, those disputes ended up in Congress, and Congress was forced to come

up with a collective bargaining agreement to solve the issue.  George Schultz charged me with

coming up with a legislative scheme that would be a better alternative.  I came up with the notion

of final offer selection, which, you may remember, was a device whereby, instead of appointing

an arbitrator to resolve disputes between employers in transportation industries and the Union,

the panel would be obliged to choose between the last offer of one side or the other, and take that

position “holes boles.”  I developed that scheme with the hope that it would never be used

because it would be so draconian. The risk would be so great that one side would lose all

together–that there would be a disincentive to get to that point.  Secondly, the possibility or

imminence of arbitration always chilled collective bargaining because both sides would hold

back thinking the arbitrator was going to split the difference anyway so they were better off not

moving towards the middle.  This mechanism was designed to have exactly the opposite dynamic

that would induce people to come to the middle, because if they did end up in this process they

wanted to be more reasonable more often.  George Schultz liked the scheme and it was put in an

administration working group under John Ehrlichman’s office–I think John had became domestic
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advisor rather than the counsel.  And it was sort of funny because, after I came up with this

scheme, arbitrators were appalled, they hated the idea.  The AFL-CIO didn’t like any compulsory

settlement of disputes so whatever its dynamic they were opposed to it.  They preferred for

obvious reasons the alternative of Congress deciding the merits of a labor dispute because those

days typically had a democratic House and Senate.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s interesting, I have always been attracted to final

offer selection.  I never knew where it came from.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, at the risk of sounding immodest, I developed the

idea when I was sitting thinking one day about why it is that so many tort cases are settled.  They

are settled because both sides have such a high risk of losing all together.  And the reason why

labor disputes weren’t settled is they often ended up with arbitration, either by arbitrators or

Congress, so the risk of trying to be reasonable and moving to the middle was greater than

staying obdurate.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  After I came up with the scheme and George liked it,

arbitrators were opposed, the AFL-CIO was opposed, and George was under some pressure from

people who said it was an unknown leap into the dark.  So, I’ll never forget George once asked

me, Larry, can you find any indication that anybody else ever came up with this?  So I had

lawyers in the Solicitor’s office working for days trying to find another example, and one of my

most intelligent lawyers found, believe it or not, that the idea had been suggested by someone in

the Weimar Republic.  George was very proud to tell The New York Times that the idea went

back to the Weimar Republic.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Isn’t this what is sometimes now called baseball

arbitration?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Baseball took it from this idea.  The Senate came close to

passing the bill.  I think they failed by two votes, and I can’t recall what happened in the House,

but it didn’t pass. However, it was taken up by municipalities dealing with municipal unions and

then ultimately by baseball.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  I didn’t realize the municipalities.  It’s in effect in a

number of places?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  A number of places. But I have a fantastic story to tell

you about it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Tell me.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I’ll get you a picture.  This [referring to photograph] is a

picture of the White House working group that was working on this scheme.  We developed it in

the Labor Department, but then they wanted it washed through the working group under the

auspices of John Ehrlichman, the Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs.  That’s

[referring to photograph] his deputy, Ken Kohl, that’s Dick Cook, White House Legislative

Liaison, Bill Gifford, the Labor Department Legislative Liaison, Jim Lynn, then General Counsel

of Commerce, later Secretary of HUD.  Ed Morgan, who sent me the picture, was one of

Ehrlichman’s assistants as Director of Domestic Council.  He subsequently very tragically went

to jail for having backdated the Nixon deed when he was Assistant Secretary of Treasury, and,

incidentally, I represented him when I was at Steptoe and Johnson.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I had gotten him cleared by the special prosecutor when I

went back as Deputy Attorney General.  I was absolutely convinced of his innocence.  I had only

taken him as a client after cross examining for three days.  I refused to represent John

Ehrlichman.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He asked me to represent his legal defense fund, and I

refused to get involved in any of the Watergate cases because I was of the view that Nixon was

guilty, which is an interesting point.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I was convinced that Morgan was innocent.  After I

went in as Deputy Attorney General, he was represented by Dick Van Dusen, who had been

Undersecretary  of HUD, and was a senior, I think the managing, partner of a big Detroit law

firm.  Dick called me when I was Deputy Attorney General to say that Morgan, consumed with

guilt, had gone in on his own and confessed.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  After we got him cleared.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s an amazing story.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Not only that, but he was so consumed with guilt that

when he left jail he never even tried to resume his career; the last I heard he was on a beach in

Mexico.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, what a sad story.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And he did that without any personal gain.  He backdated
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Nixon’s deed to give Nixon a tax advantage without Nixon even knowing it.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, amazing.  [Reference to picture.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There [referring to photograph] I am making the

presentation to the President.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That’s Tenney Johnson, who was General Counsel of the

Transportation Department, Mike Moskow, who was on the staff of the Council of Economic

Advisors.  I hired him as my Deputy Undersecretary the next year.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And that’s Ehrlichman.  Now, you can see Nixon is

listening intently to this presentation.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right across the table from you.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right. Listening to this presentation, imminently

involved, and aware because he had been a drafter of the Taft-Hartley Act. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, of course.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Now the interesting question is, who is this gentleman?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  After I left the meeting I called Ed Morgan and asked

who was the white-haired gentleman to whom Nixon was deferring, who sitting on the other side

of the table with Nixon in this place of honor, with all the rest of us across the table. And Morgan

said, that’s MacKinnon.

MR. RASENBERGER:  MacKinnon?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I said, do you mean Judge MacKinnon, of the D.C.

Circuit?  Morgan said, yes, he served in Congress with Nixon and they worked together on this

statute.  At which point I said to Ed, don’t you realize how inappropriate that is for a federal

judge?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, then sitting on the Circuit.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Then sitting on the Circuit, having been appointed to the

Circuit by Nixon. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Astounding.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Sitting on the Circuit, with an imminent discussion on

this issue.  I said to Ed Morgan, that is palpably inappropriate.  Don’t you remember what

happened to Fortas? 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Now Morgan had been a lawyer in Arizona, but was not

a litigator, nor was Ehrlichman.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It never occurred to either of them how inappropriate it

was for MacKinnon to be sitting in there discussing this legislation. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  And it apparently never occurred to MacKinnon either?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That’s an interesting story. Because I complained to Ed

Morgan, who complained to Ehrlichman, who I think called me, and I explained why it was quite

inappropriate.  MacKinnon never appeared again.  Many years later–I’ve kept this picture all

those years–I wrote the opinion in Morrison v. Olson, in the independent counsel case, in which I
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was quite critical of the behavior of the special division of the D.C. Circuit, for having gotten

much too activist in the supervision or guidance of the independent counsel.  I thought it was

unconstitutional, as you recall, for a whole host of reasons, but that was one of the reasons, and

indeed that was one ground that Rehnquist was critical of that panel.  Well, in any event, after I

wrote my opinion, and it was published, George MacKinnon came into my office and he was

livid at my opinion criticizing the behavior of the special panel.  In those days George wasn’t

sitting he was just doing his independent counsel stuff. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Had he sat on that panel himself?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He was the presiding judge of the panel.  MacKinnon

was the man who in effect ran the independent counsel business.  When George came in to

complain to me about my opinion, he was red-faced, and he looked up at this picture right over

my desk on the wall, and he paled perceptibly.  He looked at it and said, I would have recused if

anything came up, and turned around and walked out, and didn’t say another word.  And, of

course, what was so interesting as far as I was concerned about it is George’s behavior as the

presiding judge of that special panel was reflective of the same lack of sensitivity to the

separation of powers notions that led him to sit in on these meetings on the legislation being

developed in the Nixon Administration.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Isn’t that interesting?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  A couple of years ago, Frank Swoboda of The

Washington Post wished to do a story on the genesis of final offer selection.  He knew that I had

developed it back in the Labor Department before it had developed in baseball and then

municipalities used it in government unions where they can’t strike.  He came out to get an
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interview on all that, and George had died by that point, I think, and I showed him this picture

and told him the same story.  His eyes widened, he said my God what a story, and went back. 

Somebody killed the story, because in those days, independent counsel was a very popular

notion.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes that’s right. Glad it didn’t come full circle.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  This was before The Washington Post and other

institutions sympathetic to the Democratic party realized that it was just as disastrous when used

against a Democratic president as it had been for a Republican president and that fundamentally

it was a misconceived and, I think, unconstitutional notion.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That, of course, is a major story and The Post wouldn’t

run it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Isn’t that interesting.  Now this meeting was about final

offer selection?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes!

MR. RASENBERGER:  Briefing the President?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes!

MR. RASENBERGER:  Coming up with a decision on it?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes! As an amendment to the Taft-Hartley Act.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  What actually came out of the administration after

that meeting?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Proposed legislation which would have included the final
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offer selection as the major technique to be utilized to avoid strikes in the transportation industry. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  But the Congress, or at least part of it, would have

nothing of that?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, well the AFL-CIO was dead opposed, and as I said I

think it came within two votes of passing in the Senate because it had some Democratic

Senator’s support, but it didn’t pass, and I can’t recall what happened in the House.  It served a

purpose because after we proposed that as a device to avoid national emergency disputes, it

seemed to me there were less of them.  I think the unions were a little worried that if they had a

strike in the transportation industry that legislation would pass.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah, I think a very powerful concept, too bad it’s not

more prevalent.  Speaking of those kinds of situations the Railway Labor Act, of course, was the

primary example.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Forgive me, incidentally, I’m not sure it really is

designed to be used and I wouldn’t have thought of it as particularly appropriate for individual

negotiations such as in baseball.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think it may not be so useful there.  Its major purpose

was not to be used. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  If it had to be used, it was a device that would settle, but

its major purpose was to create a disincentive to its use to force the parties to bargain.  

[END TAPE I - Side A; START TAPE I - Side B]
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MR. RASENBERGER:  On a related subject, as you know, the Railway Labor

Act is notorious for creating long unresolved disputes and has never been successfully amended

in that area.  Did you make a stab at that in your— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well you remember the national emergency dispute

provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act applied to industries like airlines and railroads covered by the

Railway Labor Act.  In fact, the three industries most likely to cause a national emergency were

railroads, airlines, and ships, shipping or longshore.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, but even before you got to the national emergency

you had these protracted negotiations.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  We never made an effort to amend the Railway Labor

Act, nor did we make any effort to amend the National Labor Relations Act, although there was a

good deal of pressure to do so.  At one time George Schultz asked me, as Solicitor, to come up

with “the right answer” to situs picketing, which was a hot issue in the construction industry.  I

finally came back to George and said there was no right answer, it was a question of power.  Do

we want to give more power to the construction unions or less power?  There was no

theoretically “right answer.”  He decided to leave well enough alone.  Situs picketing was, in a

few words, the unions’ picketing other sites, where the same employers were involved.  It is a

problem that arises in the construction industry because on a construction site you have a number

of employers working together.  The question is, how broadly can a union striking one employer

strike the site and thereby perhaps put pressure on secondary employers to put pressure on the

primary employer.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The area of the National Labor Relations Act that deals

with secondary boycotts is very intricate.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Back to OSHA for a minute.  Was that an idea that was

sort of in the air generally?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh yes.  There was no question.

MR. RASENBERGER:  We needed–something like that?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The Democrats wanted an Occupational Safety and

Health Bill and many Republicans did too.  And the Administration came out strongly for an

Occupational Safety and Health Bill, but there were procedural and structural differences

between the Republican and Democratic alternatives.  And there were differences with respect to

how the standards should be set, etc.  The final legislation was something of a compromise.

MR. RASENBERGER:  As is usually the case.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And ERISA, were you, was Labor a major player in the

development of ERISA?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Although it did not pass until after I left as

Undersecretary of Labor.  Actually, I was rather opposed to ERISA for the following reason.  I

was afraid if you imposed regulatory requirements on private pension plans you would deter the

adoption of new plans, since it was not even conceived of requiring employers to have private

pension plans.  Any burdens we placed upon them could create a disincentive, and I think that

was right.  I think a number of employers had dropped the private pension plans after the

legislation because unfortunate–but I did work on the various proposals during my time as
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Undersecretary.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So we have really been talking here about the Solicitor

job and the Undersecretary job.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  I became Undersecretary in 1970.  I think I was

nominated in the spring, and confirmed in September of 1970.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Now, was Shultz still Secretary then?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.  That is why there was a vacancy created.  Shultz had

been moved by Nixon from Secretary of Labor to Director of OMB.  Jim Hodgson was the

Undersecretary and he was moved up to Secretary, and then I was promoted from Solicitor to

Undersecretary. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  That obviously broadened your responsibilities in

various ways.  Any thing significant as far as the Undersecretary job as distinguished from the

Solicitor’s job?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well of course the Undersecretary was basically the chief

operating officer of the Department so there was much more of a management job.  The

Solicitor’s office itself  had been pretty large, but the Undersecretary job is basically the, as I

said, COO, so it is basically a managerial job as well as having its policy component, and Jim

Hodgson and I  had a wonderful working relationship.  We were very close, and he would have

me basically run the management and he would take the major policy issues that he was

interested in.  Not that is wasn’t— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  I can’t believe he kept you out of the policy areas.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, no, no.  We would both be in policy issues and he
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would get involved in management too; we had a wonderful working relationship.  Now George

Shultz, still as Director of OMB, had some interest in labor matters.  And, as I recall–oh, I just

remembered something about that final offer selection legislation.  Bob Packwood was leading

the effort in the Senate to get the bill passed.  He was on the labor committee, and a moderate

Republican.  However, as we came close to the election of 1972, the White House was

particularly interested in attracting the Teamsters, who were one of the unions opposed to the

amendments that included final offer selection.  And I was instructed by George Shultz directly

to tell our allies on the Hill that we were going to abandon the final offer selection, abandoning

push for that as a quid pro quo for the Teamsters’ support; and I had to call Bob Packwood and

tell him that we were withdrawing our position, leaving him out on a limb.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And he was not a happy Senator.

MR. RASENBERGER:  No.  I am sure he wasn’t.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I was honest about it so we remain friends.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.  I mean he understood the imperatives of running

for President, although— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He wasn’t happy, he wasn’t happy about our— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  No reason for him to— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But George did remain involved somewhat in labor

matters.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well his career had been in labor before— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He was a labor economist.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.  You mean at OMB, as Director of OMB he took a

special interested in– 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He had a much boarder portfolio of course, but he did

keep an eye on the labor field.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In some respects Jim Hodgson never developed the kind

of relationship with George Meany and Lane Kirkland which George Shultz had.  Partly because

George Shultz retained that relationship.

MR. RASENBERGER:  What was your take on Meany and Kirkland?  I mean

you must have had some contact with them.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Lane Kirkland and I–well first of all, let me talk

about George Meany.  I developed enormous respect for him.  Many years later when I was

Ambassador to Yugoslavia and somebody asked me what Tito was like, I said put aside the

ideology, the communist ideology, and put aside his proclivity to use rather bloody force, in some

respects he reminded me of George Meany, because both men had absolute unerring instinct for

power, and how to use it, and how to deal with those others who had power.  Meany once said to

me after he, I think it was after he attacked Jim Hodgson once, calling him the janitor, Meany

said to me, when you dislike a policy in government, a policy that the government is pursuing,

always personalize it and attack the person who represents it and see if you can destroy him.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  He had his own Machiavelli.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, I don’t know whether–certainly Machiavellianism. 

It was very tough.  Lane Kirkland and I became very close friends, this is dating back to the time

when I was Solicitor of Labor and went over to the ILO, the International Labor Organization.  I

was there as one of the Labor Department representatives.  I had a prepared speech developed by

foreign service officers and labor department specialists to be delivered in some plenary

gathering.  Just before I spoke, however, the Cuban Ambassador or representative unleashed the

most vicious attack on the United States, and I was being advised by foreign service officers not

to respond, that this was undignified, that we shouldn’t dignify the attack.  But I couldn’t bear it.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  I am not surprised.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I responded as follows:  I said I listened to the

remarks of the representative of the government of Cuba and have determined not to respond to

those remarks because he is the representative of only a temporary political phenomenon.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  At which point the place erupted, and the Russians

walked out screaming and yelling; Kirkland was delighted, and the foreign service officers were

appalled.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Were appalled.  I imagine.  But you were

delighted too, I suspect.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well I was a little stunned at the reaction.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well, perhaps so.  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But of course I was wrong.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Castro was hardly a temporary political phenomenon.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.  You certainly were.  He has turned out to be

pretty durable.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  More durable than communism.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That right, yeah, that’s right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So after that Lane and I became rather close friends, our

wives were friends, and indeed I stayed with him at one point before I went off as Ambassador to

Yugoslavia or when I came back, and we remained good friends, both families, seeing each other

socially a great deal until Clarence Thomas’ nomination and then our wives broke apart over that

issue, and as a result that family friendship dissipated, which is somewhat of a shame.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  The relationship having survived, I am sure,

differences of opinion on many other subjects.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh yes.  Yes, we were not, our major subject of

agreement was national security policy.  After I came back as Ambassador to Yugoslavia, Lane

recruited me in to the Committee on the Present Danger.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Remember that group?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Formed by Paul Nitze, Charles Walker, Lane Kirkland,

and a few others.  It was rigorously bipartisan–half Republican, half Democrats, basically anti-

detente.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And during my period in Yugoslavia it became known

that I was not an unabashed admirer of detente.  So I was recruited into that organization by

Lane.  We had a large measure of agreement on national security policy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Interesting.  And he stayed in his job until when, I cannot

recall.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Until he was deposed by Sweeney.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay.  So he finally had lost the reigns of power rather

than–but in Meany’s case he never did.  He just retired or died I recall.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He died in office.

MR. RASENBERGER:  But Kirkland had a long run as head of the AFL-CIO.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He had a longer run as Secretary-Treasurer of the AFL-

CIO, the number two position.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  A fascinating character.  He was brilliant, a graduate of

the Georgetown School of Foreign Service, a scion of a very distinguished South Carolina

family, was a master mate on a merchant ship in World War II.  He used his influence to get my

son papers as a merchant mariner on a ship during his semester off at Dartmouth.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Which led to my son eventually becoming a naval

officer.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Interesting.  Well it sounds like he was a true friend.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah. 
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Anything else during your period in labor, but

particularly as Undersecretary that is worth mentioning even in terms of the— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I was particularly interested in?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Or the issues you dealt with?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well there are several things.  First, on a substantive

matter I spent a great deal of time trying to understand what was effective and what was not

effective about our manpower programs, which were consuming billions of dollars.  I was

insistent that we do proper evaluation of that outflow of funds.  I had brought Mike Moskow over

to be Deputy Undersecretary and then Assistant Secretary for Policy, and he focused hard on the

evaluation of those programs, hiring a number of economists to help.  We found somewhat

discouragingly that longitudinal studies showed that graduates of our manpower training

programs actually earned less than the control groups that didn’t go through the program over a

ten-year period, which sort of suggested that we were wasting a heck of a lot of money.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Sure did.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But that has probably been true ever since.  I rather doubt

that anybody in— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Programs go on.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.  We also worked on the minimum wage question. 

I, and my colleagues in Mike Moskow’s shop, were always opposed to increases in minimum

wage primarily because we were quite convinced that it had an adverse impact on young blacks,

by pricing them out of the labor market.  We learned that the most important event in a young

person’s life, which was a good predictor of how well they would do ultimately, was the first job. 
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And it didn’t matter whether the first job was flipping hamburgers at McDonald’s or digging

ditches, if they did a good job at it, they showed up all the time, they inevitably got promoted. 

And so when various groups would complain about non-meaningful jobs we would respond, I

would respond, there is no such thing as non-meaningful jobs, so we should do everything we

could to encourage young people to get into some kind of job, particularly minority youths.

MR. RASENBERGER:  The theory was that the system has upward mobility built

into it and if you are willing to show up you are on that track.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You are exactly right.  But that was not a popular view in

certain circles.  So I did a lot of work on that, we did a lot of work on that, not all that successful

in altering policy.  And then the last year–I will put aside the question of affirmative action

because it is dealt with so heavily in the speech, and I think that will tell you almost

everything–but in the last year before the election I ended up in awful fights with Charles Colson

who was then Assistant to the President.  Now much of this has been reported in both The

Washington Times and The New York Post, it came out during the Watergate investigations, so

you can look at it.  But, in any event, Colson was trying to influence cases, law enforcement

cases in the Labor Department and in the NLRB, and I was insistent that we rebuff any of these

efforts and our relationship was poisonous which led to an eruption when, after the Occupational

Safety and Health Act was passed, I got them to put in the bill, the creation of a regional director

of the Labor Department, which was a Schedule C political appointment, to coordinate all the

Labor Department activities in any region.  And that was sometime in '72, we were putting

people in those jobs and Frank Zarb, who was the Assistant Secretary of Administration, was

doing the personnel work recruiting people for those jobs, and he came up with a person by the
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name of Clay Cottrell for Regional Director in New York.  Cottrell was a graduate of Harvard

Business School and had already been the Regional Manpower Administrator, which was the

biggest segment of the Labor Department.  And so we were about to appoint him when the Civil

Service Commission objected, and it turned out they objected because Colson told them to

object.  Colson told them to object because the building trades in New York led by a fellow by

the name of Peter Brennan–who, as you may recall, succeeded Jim Hodgson after the election as

Secretary of Labor–objected to Cottrell as Regional Director, as far as I could tell, simply

because he was black.  By that point I had, as you will see in the speech, lost confidence in our

affirmative action policy, but I was damned if I was going to allow somebody to be dinged

simply because he was black and was clearly the best qualified.  And so as the fight got nastier

and nastier George Shultz got involved.  Nelson Rockefeller was involved, John Mitchell was

involved.  Rockefeller was involved because he was Governor of New York, because the

building trades were so important to Nixon’s reelection, and they were important to him. 

Mitchell was involved because he was then chairman of the Committee to Reelect, and he was

concerned about New York, so it was a very high-stakes issue.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And they were involved in supporting Colson?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Colson was in effect representing Brennan,

Rockefeller, Mitchell.  And Shultz called me and told me to back down.  Jim Hodgson and I

talked about it.  Jim said he didn’t feel that strongly about it, but he understood my concern.  And

I told George I wouldn’t, and so I submitted a letter of resignation.

MR. RASENBERGER:  This was in '72?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In the spring of '72.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Before the election obviously.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  So I submitted a letter of resignation, which has

been alluded to in The New York Times story, but I’ll tell you more about it now.  And George

Shultz and I ended up having, I think, three meals a day for two or three days as he tried to

persuade me to back down or even tried to get me to fly down to Florida to meet with Nixon,

which I would not do because I wasn’t about to negotiate on it, I didn’t think there was any

conduciveness in just telling the President no.  So I told George I would leave quietly, but they

were of course very afraid that the story would get out.  So ultimately Colson backed down;

Cottrell was appointed, I was instructed under no circumstances was I permitted to set foot in

New York State between then and the election.  After the election my resignation was

“accepted,” quote unquote, because we are all asked to submit our resignation.  Brennan was

appointed to be  Secretary of Labor, which of course was Colson’s response, and Cottrell was

fired, shamefully.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Supposedly for cause or for just politically?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.  He is a political appointee.  They got rid of him. 

And at that point Nixon, through John Ehrlichman, offered me a seat on the Ninth Circuit even

though I was being fired as Undersecretary of Labor.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And even though you fought the Administration on this,

I guess the whole Administration was against you.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well I don’t know about the whole administration.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I mean the people that matter.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Nixon’s view, according to Ehrlichman, was that I was a
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good lawyer, but I was too rigid for politics.  So he offered me a seat on the Ninth Circuit, which

I quickly accepted although I was only 37, and then I went to the White House and Nixon

congratulated me at a dinner for departing appointees, he congratulated me on going to the Ninth

Circuit.

MR. RASENBERGER:  This was after his inauguration for his second term?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.  This is after the election before inauguration.  In that

interim period. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I resigned as of January 20th.  But in any event I think this

is in December, towards Christmas, and I am already looking for houses in San Francisco.  I

figured I was being appointed from Hawaii but I would live in San Francisco.  Then I got a call

from Dick  Kleindienst, who was then the Deputy Attorney General.  Has the President offered

you a seat on the Ninth Circuit?  I said yes, through John Ehrlichman.  He said, well there is a big

problem.  I said what’s the problem.  He said the problem is that seat has been promised to a

designee of Ronald Reagan who was then Governor.  I said Dick you are talking to the wrong

guy, I mean you have to talk to the President or John Ehrlichman or somebody.  Well a week or

so goes by and Ehrlichman calls me, very embarrassed, and said this is really a mess but we are

stuck.  Will you take a seat as a Federal District Judge in the District of Columbia, which we had

open, and then we would promise you the next opening on either the Ninth Circuit or the D.C.

Circuit.  Well I was a little annoyed and didn’t really want to be a District Judge anyway.  And so

I declined.  At that point George Shultz called me and offered me the post of Undersecretary of

Treasury, because he was going over to Treasury.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, of course.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There was Treasury.  I think he was going over to

Treasury, and I declined.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Now just why did you decline the Treasury job?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well Undersecretary, I think it wasn’t the Deputy

Secretary, was the number three position, not the number two position, I had already been

number two at Labor.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Although arguably Treasury is more important than

Labor, but I think I was also a little disgusted with that last go around, and I decided that I would

rather go back into law practice and I guess it was about that point I was approached by Tom

Powers at Steptoe and Johnson, so I ended up going to Steptoe, although Jones, Day offered me a

partnership as well.  So I left.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That is quite a story.  I had no idea that you had these

other offers to turn down before you went to private practice.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Another interesting little tidbit which, after I was at

Steptoe and Johnson, I think in February of '72, pre-Watergate blowing— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  That would be February of '73 probably.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  '73.  Exactly; sorry.  I got a call from the White House,

from the President’s secretary asking whether my wife and I would come down and meet with the

President the next day.  I said of course.  So my wife and I went down to meet the President and

at that point he was meeting with some of his senior executive branch appointees who had left in
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the first Administration but were still for some reason a good odor.  There was no question I was

fired at the Labor Department.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I obviously was in somewhat good odor.  I think

Nixon was a little bemused at my stubbornness.  But, in any event, we had this conversation and

it was the strangest conversation.  Nixon’s small talk was not his strong point.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But he questioned me at some length about my

arrangement at Steptoe and Johnson, whether I had negotiated enough pay, and the proper

partnership, and so forth.  And I was very reluctant to discuss that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Very awkward.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Was this just the President and you and your wife.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That’s all.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That all.  In his office?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In his office.  Then he said something that was quite

extraordinary.  He said, Larry I want you to know that my office is always open to you in terms of

law practice.  Well of course that was ludicrous.  He followed that comment with a caveat:  that

would be so only for matters that appropriately would be brought to him.  I was insulted that he

thought it necessary to say that to me.  It was only much later that I realized he was speaking for

his taping system.

[END TAPE I; Side B - end of 9-26-01 interview]
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Today is December 13, 2001 and we are resuming the oral history interview of

Judge Laurence Silberman for the D.C. Circuit Historical Society.  The interviewer is again Ray

Rasenberger.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Judge Silberman, when we finished up at our last session

you had just left the Labor Department and had been considered for a position, actually offered a

position, as a judge on the Ninth Circuit, which that offer had been subsequently revoked for

reasons you had explained.  I guess that brings us to the end of your career in labor, or in labor

law, at least as an executive branch individual.  And then you moved on to Steptoe and Johnson

as a lawyer.  Let me ask you first before we go on from there.  Was there anything in the Steptoe

experience, which I guess was fairly brief, which stayed with you or stays with you today in

terms of your role as a judge?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I had a couple of interesting cases.  I was recruited by

Steptoe primarily to sort  of head a labor practice, but with one exception of one big labor case, I

sort of evolved gradually into more general administrative law practice, and I was just at the

point of getting it started really when I was called back into government about a year later, a year

after I started at Steptoe.  But I do recall, there were several interesting things, I remember when

Watergate blew.  I recall vividly when John Dean made a public statement to the effect that he

would not be a scapegoat, and I immediately had the view that the President was culpable.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Why was that?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Because I knew the people.  And I couldn’t imagine that,

first of all, when John Dean said what he did, I thought he was implying pretty strongly that the

President was knowledgeable and therefore guilty, but beyond that, it seemed to me
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inconceivable that Nixon would not have known about something that Dean knew about.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Let me interrupt you here for just a moment [checking

tape recorder].

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And as Watergate unfolded, I used to spend a good deal

of time in John Nolan’s office, or he in mine.  I think he had a television set, and we were

watching various things and discussing matters and intently following the developments.

MR. RASENBERGER:  This would have been in 19— ?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  1973.

MR. RASENBERGER:  In the summer say?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  That is correct.  And then— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  So you knew Dean pretty well I guess.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Not well, but I knew him enough to conclude as I did. 

You recall, he was very young to be general counsel, or White House Counsel.  The first White

House Counsel was John Ehrlichman, who then, after a year, moved over as Assistant to the

President for Domestic Affairs, and John Dean became White House Counsel.  And he was

rather young, even callow, for the job.  So his very youth and inexperience suggests to me that it

was extremely unlikely that he would have been personally guilty unless those superior to him

were guilty.  In any event, John Nolan and I followed those events very carefully.  I got caught up

in the events on several items.  First of all the story I told you about the fights with Colson

became public by virtue of a Sy Hersh story in The New York Times, which had a good part of the

story, not as much as I’ve given you, but a good part of it, particularly the battles with Colson. 

This was a sort of an off-shoot of the Watergate investigation.  There was also a responsiveness
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program that the White House had demanded of various departments of government, and I

remember having to testify about that before the Watergate Committee with respect to the Labor

Department.  Unfortunately one of the Assistant Secretaries of Labor had written a memo in

response to the responsiveness program to me which I rejected, didn’t pass on to the White

House because I thought it was inappropriate.  And my Executive Assistant, instead of following

my instructions to destroy it, kept it in the file and when the Watergate investigators subpoenaed

everybody, he called me on the phone and said, “Gee I, you know I didn’t follow your

instructions and I’ve kept this document in the file,” and I told him, of course, that he had no

other alternative but to turn it over to the Committee.  And the Assistant Secretary was largely

ruined because of that–which was a bit of a shame.  He had a senior job at a corporation which

let him go and he never really did very well after that.  I have always felt terrible about that

because although the memo was ill-advised and I thought inappropriate it was a bloody shame

that it had not been destroyed.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It certainly was never passed on to the White House

because I made a judgment that I thought correct.  But that was the second incident.  Then John

Ehrlichman called me to represent him, actually to represent his legal defense fund.  I suppose I

had an image of being fairly much a straight arrow.  I refused to represent him.  I didn’t think, I

took the position that I wasn’t going to represent anybody involved in Watergate.  But I did make

an exception.  There was a fellow who was Assistant Secretary of Treasury for Law Enforcement

by the name of Ed Morgan.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, that’s familiar.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You may recall in the picture I showed you with George

MacKinnon in the White House, Ed Morgan is in that picture.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He was then an Assistant Director of Domestic Affairs

under Ehrlichman.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And he was drawn into the Watergate— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He was drawn in, not to Watergate per se, but he was

under investigation for the backdating of Nixon’s deed, of his vice presidential papers, which had

tax consequences.  You may vaguely recall.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And Morgan came to me to represent him.  And I don’t

think this is a breach of attorney-client anymore because of what occurred, but I spent days

questioning him and was absolutely convinced that he was innocent.  I represented him.  And by

the time I went back into the Justice Department in February of 1974, I had, as I recall, gained

indication from the special prosecutor’s office that he would not be indicted–that they were pretty

much convinced that he was innocent.  When I went in as Deputy Attorney General he insisted

on having another counsel who knew him personally; it was very important for him to have

someone who believed in him, and so the two of us got Dick Van Dusen, who had been

Undersecretary of HUD and was a senior, I think a managing, partner of a very large Detroit

firm–a wonderful guy–and Dick took over the representation of Ed Morgan.  To both Dick’s and

my astonishment, after Dick had secured an indication from the special prosecutor that there

would be no action against Ed Morgan, Morgan went in on his own without telling counsel and
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confessed.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Out of an oppressive sense of guilt.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Wow.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He was really a very fine individual.  He went to jail, and

he never, ever recovered from it.  I don’t think he, unlike many Watergate figures, he never, ever

recovered.  He was consumed with guilt, and he backdated that deed apparently with no benefit

to himself and not at Nixon’s request.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That is some story.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  That was a sad story.  But, in any event, I stayed at

Steptoe and Johnson a relatively short time, it was from the end of January 1973, until about the

end of 1973.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Now, this is when Watergate was unfolding.  Was this

the period when newspapers–everyday The Washington Post had something else about it–and for

that period of time you were in a law firm and basically a spectator, except for this Morgan

representation, except for your connections with John Dean.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, not connections with John Dean, but The New York

Times’ revelation of the Colson fights, which was a big story in the summer of 1973 and it

becomes relevant, and in a moment I’ll tell you why.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Actually, Woodward had tried to get that story earlier

about the Colson efforts.  See Colson was trying to fix cases in the Labor Department and
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elsewhere, the NLRB, and so forth.  I told you about that earlier.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Woodward got the story first from some people in the

Labor Department and the NLRB.  He called me at home and I wouldn’t confirm anything, and

I’ll never forget it because, and we have laughed about it between each other subsequently, he got

so aggravated at the fact that I wouldn’t talk on the phone that he hung up on me.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But Hersh had other sources and had gotten the story

some months later.  So that is the setting of the stage when in the fall of 1973 October you have

the “Saturday Night Massacre.”

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  And how did that ultimately affect your life?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well I recall I was at a charitable ball that night when we

heard about the “Saturday Night Massacre” and my first reaction when Archie Cox was fired,

and Elliot resigned, and Ruckleshaus was fired,  I said something like I knew Nixon had made

much of his anti-Harvard feeling but this looked a little too much.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN: All three graduates of Harvard Law School.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  I never focused on that.  So then Bork

became Acting.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  And you know all that occurred at that time.  But

I remember that night someone said to me, you know I’ll bet they turn to you to go back into

Justice.  I said, “No, that’s silly.  Given my stiff-neck attitude on various matters, I can’t imagine
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the Nixon Administration wanting me.”  In any event, you may recall, the first problem was: 

how was Nixon going to get an attorney general confirmed?  And it became rather obvious

quickly that he had to get a Senator, only a Senator would be confirmed.  And he wanted a

Senator that was as conservative as he could get but couldn’t be too conservative because he

wouldn’t get confirmed either.  So it quickly narrowed down to either Marlow Cook of Kentucky

or Bill Saxbe of Ohio.  And Saxbe was chosen in no small part because, you may recall, he had

become somewhat famous for the remark he had made when asked whether he believed Nixon’s

protestation that he was not knowledgeable about Watergate, and Saxbe said it reminded him of

the man who had played the piano in the cathouse for 30 years and claimed he didn’t know what

went on upstairs.  Do you recall that?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I do. [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well that made Saxbe Attorney General.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Because he was quite independent.  I had known Bill in

the Senate where I had worked with him on the Labor Committee on Legislation.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There is another fortuity here that explains my going

back into government.  David Wimer was then head of personnel in the White House.  He had

been head of personnel in the Labor Department, I had recruited him.  And we were reasonably

close.  When Saxbe was chosen as Attorney General and confirmed, or in the process of

confirmation, I don’t recall whether it was Wimer or Saxbe who first called me about the

prospect of coming back as Deputy Attorney General.  But I talked with both of them, and Bill
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Saxbe made very clear that he was not going to work all that hard.  He was getting old, and he

was willing to take this job but had been attorney general of Ohio, he had been Senator, and he

didn’t want to kill himself, he wanted to be free to go hunting, which he loved to do, and he

wanted somebody who had administrative experience and ability to run the Department day-to-

day.  And I realized, from both the White House prospective and from Saxbe, I was rather unique

because I had been an Undersecretary or the number two chief operating officer of a department

for three years.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I was a lawyer.  And because of the stories that came out

as a product of the Watergate investigation I was perceived at the time as a “white hat.”  So I was

perceived as a good administrator, and could get confirmed, and I was a loyal

Republican–reasonably conservative at that too.  So I was almost unique.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well did you have any hesitation about taking the job or

did it look— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, I didn’t.  I had refused earlier, I forgot to tell you, in

1973 to come back into government.  There were several jobs that the White House had come to

me on.  And I did not want to go back into the Nixon Administration, partly because I was

appalled at Watergate.  But Justice was different–particularly after the massacre–Justice was

virtually independent of the White House with respect to all Watergate matters; indeed, Saxbe

and I both on confirmation were obliged to promise that we would protect the special prosecutor. 

So it was this anomalous position whereby, I used to tell people, we had an obligation to loyally

carry out the President’s policies except where we were prosecuting him.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Or supporting those who were prosecuting.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You know it was a challenge to take on such a role.  So I

thought yes, that’s the one place I would be willing to go.  Now there is an amusing incident

about that which tells you a lot, I think I may have told the State Department fellow.  Saxbe had a

very public meeting with Nixon after he was nominated, in which he came out and said he

believed Nixon.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And remember he was— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That comment earlier suggests to the contrary.  But he

said he believed Nixon–now he believed him.  Nixon had assured him that he was innocent.  And

I recall someone from the White House, it could have been Dave Wimer, but it could have been

someone else, called me and asked whether I would meet with the President as the new Deputy

Attorney General or the new nominee.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I told that person of course I would meet with the

President but I wanted to warn them that I would not say what Saxbe said because I didn’t

believe the President.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Now this is a testament to how weak, I am sure no one
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ever told Nixon this, but how weak he was at this point.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That a Deputy Attorney General would be recruited who

would openly tell his staff that he didn’t believe him.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, that is remarkable.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I recall the ones in the White House who helped a

little, who were involved in recruiting me with Saxbe, believed that I would be loyal to Nixon

accepting on these areas and they knew they couldn’t get anybody in— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  —was going to be a partisan or advocate for Nixon on

Watergate.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, right, exactly.  So you became Deputy Attorney

General with not only administrative responsibility but, I gather in light of Saxbe’s absences, the

overall responsibility of Acting Attorney General.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Sometimes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Sometimes?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Sometimes I was Acting, and I was Acting for the last

month, or maybe more than a month after Saxbe went off to India before I went to Yugoslavia.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So I thought I would ask you about what happened on

your watch, so to speak, at Justice as Deputy and as Acting, in any ways you think are significant,

whether with respect to the relationships of Justice to the judicial system, to judicial

appointments, to ongoing developments in Watergate, to the FBI.  Everybody in Justice gets
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asked about the relationships with the FBI, and matters of that nature.  What stands out in your

mind from this period?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Did you see the speech I gave on the 25th Anniversary of

Watergate?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Was that a Minnesota speech?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes. Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  No.  I was going to ask you about that because there was

a reference to it in the other–so in terms of what you did as Deputy Attorney General, to pick up

again, particularly with respect to Watergate, I take it there was a speech where you described

what you–oh see, I have the speech in front of me, and may we include that in the record?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Of course.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And while I am on the subject, may I include in the

record your speech about the Philadelphia Plan on Affirmative Action?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, of course, going back to the Labor Department.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Referred to last time?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay. Well that talk will of course speak for itself, we

don’t need to go through what you’ve got in there.  Is there anything else you would add about

that?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It was an extraordinary difficult time.  The pressure was

so intense.  Because as you could well imagine trying hard to loyally carry out the President’s

policies except when he was under prosecution, it was like walking through a minefield
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blindfolded.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  One had to think every day about what was the right

thing to do.  We had to provide information to the impeachment, to the Judiciary Committee of

the House with respect to impeachment, and we had to think all the time what was appropriately

sent over and what was not.  We never had any intention of acting as Nixon’s counsel; we made

clear that the Justice Department couldn’t play that role, it hadn’t played that role.  In Andrew

Johnson’s time, the Attorney General resigned and acted as Johnson’s counsel; he couldn’t as a

government lawyer representing the President.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Was there a special prosecutor at that time who was

totally independent of, more or less independent, of Justice?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes and no.  But as you will see from my speech there

were some areas where we had to cooperate with the Special Prosecutor.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.  And I had enormously high regard for the Deputy

Special Prosecutor, I didn’t know Jaworski very much at all, but I spent a lot of time with Hank

Ruth.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I know him.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And we became close friends; good friends; we still

occasionally see each other.  The speech deals with the most combustible issue that arose relating

to Watergate and Nixon, which if you have a chance to read it, includes the time I had to submit a

resignation to stop something that Nixon wanted relating to John Connally, the Connally
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prosecution.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You resigned or submitted a resignation?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Submitted a resignation.  But they backed down–you’ll

see it.  Well first of all, running the Department, just running it was an enormous job.  One of the

innovations of that time which developed into an even greater structure today is I set up an office

of policy development which, it was my notion, would be staffed by economists, political

scientists, and lawyers, to do a good deal of research about the impact on the legal process has on

the American system.  I was even then beginning to be troubled by what I thought was the over-

lawyerization of American society.  That office subsequently became headed by an Assistant

Attorney General after Congress created it by statute sometime in the '80s.  But perhaps it was

the late '70s.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I guess that proved to be a good idea?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, I think so.

MR. RASENBERGER:  It worked.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think so.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Do you still think that from what you know of it?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  As a matter of fact one of my ex-law clerks is now

heading that office as an Assistant Attorney General for Office of Legal Policy–Viet Dinh.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Did that office get into policy areas that regulatory

agencies got involved in?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Yes.  As a matter of fact one of the things that I did

a good deal of work on with Phil Areeda as Ford’s co-counsel–Phil Areeda, Professor of Harvard
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Law School who came down to be co-counsel under Ford with Phil Buchen as counsel.  Areeda

and I did a lot of work on airline deregulation.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So you’re the one?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Unfortunately.  Remember I was Deputy Attorney

General for about six months under Nixon and then another seven or eight months under Ford. 

So with respect to the first six months under Nixon, there was a good deal of focus obviously on

matters relating to Watergate.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Ending with his resignation?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Ending with his resignation.  One incident I recall is that

I had to fire Don Santarelli who was the administrator of LEAA–one of the major elements

within the Justice Department, big budget element, the grant-making agency.  He had given an

interview to the Philadelphia paper in which he called for Nixon to resign, and I called Don in

and said you know whatever you privately think you cannot make a public statement like that

when you are one of Nixon’s appointees, so he quietly resigned and we still remain close friends. 

Then I recall learning about the smoking gun–the tape that so inculpated Nixon, about two

weeks, or a week to two weeks, before it was released when a young lawyer on the White House

Counsel’s staff called me and told me.  I had been planning to give the opening speech at the

ABA convention in Hawaii that summer.

[END OF TAPE I - Side A; START TAPE I - Side B]

MR. RASENBERGER:  And to continue, Judge Silberman you were talking
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about the smoking gun and the Nixon impeachment, what led to the Nixon impeachment, and

you were going to Hawaii to speak to the American Bar Association.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, in August of that year, and as soon as I found out

about the smoking gun I believe I canceled my trip.  But the most vivid memory I have about that

week was, I was informed, I think either I was Deputy Attorney General, of course I was Deputy

Attorney General, but I don’t recall whether I was Acting or not, but Bill Saxbe may have been

out of town.  But I was informed that Jim Schlesinger, who had been the Secretary of Defense,

had instructed the military not to follow any orders from the President concerning deployment of

military forces without his approval, and I remember that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That impressed me as a major constitutional crisis.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I would say so.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  My response was to resume smoking.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Then when Nixon resigned two weeks later Gerry Ford

became President and he called me and he asked me to replace him as the closing speaker at the

ABA which frustrated me no end because I recruited Bork to go in my place when I canceled and

he complained he didn’t have a speech so I gave him my speech.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh. [Laughter.]  So you had to get another speech

together.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I ended up having to give extemporaneous remarks.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see. [Laughter.]
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Very frustrating.  And particularly since I thought it was

a damn good speech–which I gave Bork.  And it was a— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  And did he give it pretty much as— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.  He modified a little, but he gave it pretty much

and it was a condemnation of judicial activism which he then subsequently elaborated in a

number of talks.  In terms of my colleagues in the Department, two people, one of whom I helped

recruit and one I recruited.  Carla Hills had already been approached by Elliot Richardson to

come in as Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Division and then after Elliot and Bill

Ruckelshaus left I sort of took it up and persuaded her to come as an Assistant Attorney General

for civil where she did a fine job and we remained close friends ever since.  I just last week

performed a wedding for one of her daughters.  And then the second person, who was rather

important to bring in, was Nino Scalia who I recruited to replace the Assistant Attorney General

for OLC, a fellow by the name of Dixon from Georgetown Law School who was so scared by the

Watergate events that he was, I think he had lost his nerve, and so I interviewed with Nino and

immediately liked him and recruited him.  He was nominated by Nixon and appointed by Ford.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.

MR. RASENBERGER:  He had been head of the Administrative Office?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Which is a professorial kind of job.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And he had also worked in the White House Office of

Telecommunications in the first Nixon Administration.  One of my Associate Deputy Attorneys
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General, Jon Rose, had come up with Nino’s name, he knew Nino because he had been an

associate in Jon’s father’s law firm, Jones Day.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  So this was really your first contact with Scalia.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  And we became dear friends, and are still dear

friends.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  During your period, I suppose there was not much

going on in terms of selecting or confirming judges, or am I wrong?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No there was, it continued to go on.  One of the more

interesting matters was Meskill to the Second Circuit.  Oh, and the other one was Tony Kennedy. 

Perhaps I should talk about Tony Kennedy first.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You may recall, I had been offered a seat on the Ninth

Circuit as Undersecretary of Labor but then it sort of dissipated when it turned out that they had

committed that seat to somebody else.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But the next year when I was Deputy Attorney General

another seat on the Ninth Circuit became available, and Bill Saxbe asked me did I want it. 

Because as Deputy Attorney General I essentially did most of the judge picking and so— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Obviously I could have it if I wanted it.  But I had

decided that it was a blessing that the other one had gone by because I really was too young.  I

thought I was too young,  and I had kids then.  I just didn’t think financially, as much as I was
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dazzled by it, I just thought financially it didn’t make sense.  And perhaps and also that I was too

young to go on to the reclusive life.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But, so Reagan, then Governor of California,

recommended Tony Kennedy who had been his counsel at one point and was practicing law and

lobbying in Sacramento, California.  The ABA came in early on to tell me they objected because

Tony was too young.

MR. RASENBERGER:  How old would he have been then?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think he was 37 or 38, and I remember telling them,

well why do you say that?  He is my classmate.  And Jack Sutro looked at me and said well I

guess maybe he’s not all that young.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  There was no other answer.  Well that was

certainly a good choice.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well I’m not so sure about that.  But, in any event, that is

neither here nor there.  But then there was a spectacular fight about Tom Meskill.  Tom Meskill

had been a Congressman, and then a Governor of Connecticut, and he was very well liked in

Congress.  He hadn’t practiced law for a very long time at all.  And Nixon had wanted him

nominated for the Second Circuit.  We sent his name to the ABA.  The chairman of the standing

committee was Jack Sutro, senior partner at Pillsbury Madison, and actually a friend of mine. 

And the ABA came in with a preliminary report that Meskill was unqualified because he hadn’t

practiced law very much.  By that time I think Ford had become President and if anything Ford

was more adamant that Meskill should be nominated.  I was a little troubled about the ABA’s
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rating because in those days the ABA was rigorously nonpartisan, a situation which I don’t

believe obtains today.  That is to say, their opposition to Meskill had nothing to do with his

political views or the political views of the members of the Standing Committee.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But they just genuinely thought he didn’t have the

litigation experience, or the lawyering experience to be on Second Circuit.  I remember the

President saying, you know, “full speed ahead,” and I remember calling Jack Sutro in to tell him

that we were going ahead with the nomination notwithstanding the ABA’s report.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And they said he was unqualified?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Unqualified.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Which is the worst rating they can give you?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  Right.  Let me digress for a moment.  I used to

have a lot of arguments with Jack and the ABA Standing Committee concerning professors

because they would generally try to take the position that a professor without much litigating

experience was unqualified, and I thought for the court of appeals that was a particularly

parochial and dumb position.  I actually had the view then, which is even stronger now, that most

trial lawyers are less qualified to be Court of Appeals judges than are professors who never tried

a case.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But there was a certain amount of parochialism on the

part of the ABA.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But on the other hand, their opposition to Meskill was

more troubling–they had some merit to their position.  But I remember having a discussion with

Jack, and Jack telling me in all his high dudgeon that he would have to go up and testify against

Meskill as unqualified, and I remember telling Jack, “you had better bring a helmet.”  And he

went up to testify and he got pounded by every single Senator on the Judiciary

Committee–Democrats as well as the Republicans because the Democrats in those days were if

anything more hostile to the ABA because they had prevented friends of Senators from getting

judgeships.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Of course.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In other words, they’ve done exactly the job that they

were originally asked to do by Brownell in the Eisenhower Administration.  So they were all mad

at him and besides they all liked Tom Meskill.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Who incidently turned out to be a fine judge.  Now

retired.  In any event, he was confirmed unanimously and the ABA was completely humiliated,

completely humiliated, which had its impact some years later when Jim Buckley was nominated

and the ABA in the Second Circuit–the ABA representative for the Second Circuit–was damned

if he was going to find Jim unqualified given his popularity, very similar to Meskill.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And so he found him qualified.  [Laughter.]  And then

the Administration moved him from the Second Circuit to the D.C. Circuit.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  That’s right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Frustrating the devil out of the D.C. representative who

probably would have argued that he was unqualified.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In any event, that was one situation.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well now did you have any recollection of having a

particular approach, or maybe you developed something since that time, as to what you look for

in selecting judges, district judges, court of appeals judges, or recommending them I should say,

what qualities, and where politics ends in that process, if it’s involved at all?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well as you can see from the speech I gave about the 25th

Anniversary of the “Saturday Night Massacre,” the President called me once and asked me how I

was doing on judges and what kind of judges were we picking, and I said, and I was trying to find

those who believed in judicial restraint, the Frankfurter type.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And he approved of that.  For the district court, basically

the choice is made by Senators who would present names to the Justice Department, and the

Justice Department and the ABA would try to screen out the ones that they thought not

competent with the exception of the District of Columbia district court.  The court of appeals we

try to maintain control over, “we” meaning the executive branch.  Almost all the work was done

at Justice, the White House had very, very little involvement from the White House Counsel’s

Office or anyone else in the White House, and most of that was done in my office by one fellow

who had been doing it for many years.  He had the title of Executive Assistant to the Deputy

Attorney General.  I didn’t spend as much time on it as probably I should have because I was so
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busy trying to do so many other things, administer the Department and deal with  the many, many

crises the Watergate era threw up to me.  However, insofar as we had discretion on the Courts of

Appeals, we would look for Republicans with good backgrounds, well-educated, and/or litigating

partners in good firms, or on the district court and had done well on the district court.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Or from academia?  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  We had some from academia but remember I was having

terrible fights with the ABA about that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I think, however, that I subsequently determined, that

I was surprised, that some of the people we selected–I would rather not use names— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN: Turned out to be much more prone to judicial activism

than I would have thought based on their background and record beforehand.  But my own

personal view is  that the law schools had become increasingly corrupted by judicial activism and

so the environment in the profession had changed, and if you didn’t have a strong view against

judicial activism you were going to be corrupted by law reviews, and your law clerks, and so

forth.  And so many more of these Republican judges turned out to be activists than I would have

suspected, which led me to have a quite different view about how to go about selecting judges

when I was, in 1980, chairman of Reagan’s lawyers and law professors campaign. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I had a clear view of what kind of people ought to be

made circuit judges, partly out of what I thought were bad experiences from the Nixon era.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  You were looking more for people who already had track

records as judges?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Or as professors.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Or as professors.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There is no question.  I am jumping way ahead of myself,

but my view, which I expressed to Bill Smith, who became Attorney General and Ed Schmults

who became Deputy, was that it was much safer to look for academics.  Of course the amusing

thing is that I had a committee, mostly on paper, we didn’t have meetings, of law professors who

were part of Law Professors and Lawyers for Reagan, and every law professor on that list

subsequently became a judge.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In any event, we’re going back to the Nixon era, Nixon

and Ford era.  Several things that are of importance; that are perhaps interesting.  One of which is

after Nixon left, shortly after Nixon left, The Washington Post wrote a headline story about the

existence of the secret and confidential files of J. Edgar Hoover.  Now when I first became

Deputy I asked Clarence Kelley, who was the Director of the FBI, whether there were any such

files because I had heard rumors about that, and Elliot Richardson when he had been Attorney

General had asked the same question.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Kelley said no.  So I was astonished when The

Washington Post headlined that story.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I sent one of my associates, Deputy Attorney General,

Jim Wilderotter, down to talk to Kelley and he came back white-faced, Jim did, and said Kelley

is thunderstruck but he has figured out they are referring to the files that are right in his waiting

room, and the reason he said there were no secret files is he thought they were quite open; they

were right in his waiting room.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He never went and read them.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I had to spend I think three or four weekends, I was then

Acting Attorney General, Saxbe had left and gone off as Ambassador to India.  I had to spend

three or four weekends reading those secret files because I was asked to testify–demanded to

testify about them–by the House Judiciary Committee, and I was shocked, stunned to my toes,

because Hoover had for many years directed his SACs to come up with whatever scandal

material they could on public figures–particularly political figures–pass it, back-channel, to

Hoover, and that stuff was then used to blackmail Congressmen, Senators, and other political

figures, into supporting the FBI.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Wow!

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It was horrible.  I mean absolutely horrible.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So a bunch of dossiers on each individual in public life?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  As many as they could find.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, as many as they could find?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Whatever scandals they had.  
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I mean some of those I hope to take to my grave because

they still have never been public.  Some people still alive.  One of the things that has been made

public, and was a shocker–I remember testifying before the House–that amongst the horrors I

found was that the FBI had operated as a Gestapo, a political police force, investigative force for

Johnson who was by far and away the worst abuser of the FBI, although Roosevelt was pretty

bad too.  There were two presidents that refused to have anything to do with Hoover’s wares, his

nasty wares.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Eisenhower and Truman.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Interesting.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But Roosevelt misused the Bureau and Johnson misused

it terribly.  One of the things Johnson–well I had testified before the House before I tell you about

this.  The FBI had been used in a political campaign to find dirt on a political opponent.  At that

point, the Congressman from California who had once been an FBI agent?  Don Edwards.  He

was the Chairman of the Committee and there was a fellow from New York who was Herman

Badillo, I think.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Herman Badillo?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  And they started demanding I tell them who it was.

I didn’t want to talk about what specifically was in those files.  I wanted to speak about it just

generically.  And one of them said, I know what it was.  It was an effort to get Al Lowenstein,

remember, who had run against Rooney, who was a great protector of the FBI— 
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  and Chairman of the committee that authorized or

appropriated funds for the FBI.  And I said no that is not true.  And they said you had better tell

us because we know that’s it.  And I said, as a matter of fact, it involved the presidential

campaign of 1964, at which point Don Edwards slammed down his gavel and stopped the

hearing.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And it subsequently came out.  What happened was that

Johnson’s special assistant Walter Jenkins, who you may recall, was found in the men’s room— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Johnson was paranoid that Goldwater would use that

against Johnson in the campaign–it was in the last month of the campaign.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So he wanted dirt on the Goldwater staff.  And he asked

one of his assistants to find it for him for the FBI.  Do you know who it was?

MR. RASENBERGER:  No.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Bill Moyers.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Bill Moyers called over to the FBI to find dirt on

Goldwater’s staff.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  This is according to the files.  I’ll tell you the rest
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of the story.  Well it turned out they did find dirt on one of Goldwater’s staffers, and Johnson was

ready to use it, Moyers and Johnson were ready to use it, but Goldwater never had the slightest

intention of using Jenkin’s matter against Johnson.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  They were waiting for Goldwater to make the first

move?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And he never did.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And he never did because, this was also clear in the files,

he thought it was inappropriate.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Now, you know I have been a life-long Republican, Ray,

but I voted and signed an ad for one Democrat in my life.  It was Johnson in '64 against

Goldwater.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I didn’t think Goldwater was smart enough to be

President.  That’s before I realized that character was much more important than brains.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Yes, you’re right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And so when I read this I was so stunned.  Of course I

had read–all the stuff on Johnson was just awful, just really awful.  About his misuse of the FBI,

there’s a book out about it, which, I think the title is, It Didn’t Start With Watergate.  Nixon had

several times during Watergate indicated that Johnson had been engaged in pretty bad stuff.  I’d

always thought that was Nixon trying to defend himself by diverting attention away from himself
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to Johnson.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I wondered how Nixon knew all this.  I think Nixon

knew about it because Hoover told him when he first became President.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Of course.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I think that is the genesis of Watergate in a way

because Nixon was the kind of guy who believed in situational ethics.  Whatever Johnson did, he

would do.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But he didn’t trust the FBI, he thought they were too pro-

Democrat.  So that’s where I think he ended up setting up the plumbers because he wanted the

same kind of political intelligence that Johnson had.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  I see.  You know the Johnson tapes are coming out

slowly.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I know.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And they are fascinating listening to.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I can’t bear it because I am so horrified about what I read.

MR. RASENBERGER:  What you know, yeah?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He, for instance–I suppose it wouldn’t hurt to say

this–one of the people targeted for investigation was Richard Goodwin.  When Johnson wanted,

you know, Doris Goodwin’s husband.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  Right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  To see whether he was in secret contact with Bobby

Kennedy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Johnson was using the FBI to try to figure out who in his

Administration was close to Kennedy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  Well he started out with everyone close to Kennedy

in his White House and wanted it that way for a period of time.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  But then he distrusted them afterwards.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I mean at one point asked Hoover to investigate The

Washington Star to see whether Kennedy had any secret money in it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Hoover kept coming back with memos saying, look, they

are Republicans.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Johnson said I don’t believe it; Kennedy is behind it

somewhere.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I’m surprised these files that you had to go through never

got out through the FOIA channel.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That is a very interesting question.  I don’t know exactly

what’s happened about that.  I think when the Church Committee was investigating and found

out about this stuff, I think there was an effort on the part of the Democrats in the Senate to bury
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it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh.  Truthfully that’s–neither side would benefit from

having those tapes made public, or those files made public, I suppose.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well certainly Nixon is already been tarnished without

ever touching those files.  I think any fair-minded person who went through those files would

conclude by far and away the worst President of the United States with respect to misuse of the

FBI was Johnson and the second worst was Roosevelt.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Kennedy was being blackmailed by Hoover.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Hoover knew all about the sex stuff. So Kennedy

couldn’t dare— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  He wouldn’t touch him.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He couldn’t fire Hoover.  I remember thinking the two

Presidents post-Roosevelt who were clean were Truman and Eisenhower.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well that’s something that history has yet to record,

except that you are telling it now.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.  I don’t understand why there’s not more about it

because I don’t even know what’s happened to those files, Ray.  I am sort of mystified now that

you tell me, I am going to figure out afterwards–I remember somebody made a FOIA request for

them.  Of course a lot of the stuff is private.  Oh, I remember a case came before me a couple of

years ago involving those files.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  The secret files?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  And there was a FOIA request.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And Justice was desperately trying to stop revealing

them.  I wrote an opinion on it, a concurring opinion, saying I had actually read those files and

they’re pretty awful and they should be disclosed.  I forget what case that it–I don’t know what’s

happened to that case.  Now some of the stuff can’t be disclosed because it’s embarrassing to

individuals who would be unfairly tarnished.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well that’s the problem, the picking and choosing.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well you can do that under FOIA.  You know, if there is

an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy I’d not release that part of the file.

MR. RASENBERGER:  But that would still leave plenty of releasable material.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, oh absolutely.  A lot of the people are dead.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I mean the kind of stuff like whether a major politician, a

major, major, major Presidential candidate had an illegitimate child.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, Warren Harding—Wow.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I thought Hoover, after I read those files, I was convinced

Hoover was the single worst government official who had served in the 20th century, and it

breaks my heart to see his name on that FBI building.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  You are not the only one.  Other than those Hoover

files, did you have much to do with the FBI during your— 
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, yes.  I am very proud of this.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  Oh.  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Read that.  You have to read it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Judge Silberman is handing me something that looks

something like a small baseball bat.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, it’s a club.  It’s a police club.

MR. RASENBERGER:  It’s a billy club.  That’s true.  Presented to Hon. Laurence

H. Silberman, Deputy Attorney General, United States of America, and the Whole Department of

Justice.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That’s the key language.  And the Whole Department of

Justice.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Yes, we know what those code words mean. 

“With Respect And In Appreciation From Director Clarence M. Kelley and the Command Staff

and Members of the Federal Bureau of Investigation–1974.”  Yes, I see why you keep that on

your desk.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, well the point was that I did try very hard to

understand the Bureau and— 

[END TAPE I - Side B; START TAPE II - SIDE A]

MR. RASENBERGER:  Sorry, your Honor, we were interrupted by a shift to a

new tape.  We are now on Tape II, Side A for this session.

JUDGE SILBERMAN: —involved one of my partners at Steptoe and Johnson in

that secret and confidential files of J. Edgar Hoover.  To put the story very quickly.  Remember
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Jack Miller was the Assistant Attorney General for criminal, and he was actually a Republican

recruited by Kennedy–part of a nice practice of having the Assistant Attorney General for

criminal from another party, which I always thought was a good idea.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And Miller was investigating Bobby Baker, and Johnson

was frantic.  Johnson was frantic because Baker knew where all the bodies were buried and

Johnson was afraid it was going to come to him.  This is really incredible.  Hoover, knowing

Johnson’s views about this, refused to cooperate with Miller’s investigative efforts.  He refused

to wire a witness that Miller wanted wired.  You know— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Hoover actually sent a memo saying that was contrary to

Bureau practices–to wire a witness.  Ridiculous; they wire witnesses all the time.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Of course.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But he didn’t want to help Miller go after Baker

because— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  He was protecting Johnson?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Protecting Johnson.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Johnson was still in the White House at that time.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  President, yes.  And Bobby Kennedy was Attorney

General.  This is the early days before Bobby left, and Miller was the Assistant.  And so, as I

recall, the files indicated  that Miller, perhaps with Kennedy’s, maybe it was Kennedy’s

suggestion, but anyway, Miller went to Treasury, and they went to Bob Jordan who was special
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assistant to Henry Fowler.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  To get Treasury agents–I forget whether they were ATF

or Secret Service, or something–Treasury agents to wire the witness, and they did.  Jordan

arranged it; they did; and of course they got the evidence to indict Baker.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well now, while Johnson was President and Baker was

being tried, Edward Bennett Williams, I think, was defending Baker, and one of Johnson’s

confidants would call  an associate at Williams and Connolly, Judy Hope.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  To get a day-by-day report of how the trial was going on. 

You know who that confidant was?  Abe Fortas; when he was a Supreme Court Justice.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You’re kidding.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I am serious.  After Baker was convicted, and he never

did, as it might be recalled, turn on Johnson.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Johnson found out about Bob Jordan’s role in providing

Treasury agents to wire a witness that was crucial in the indictment of Baker.  And he demanded

of Fowler, I think it was in the last year of his Presidency, that Jordan be fired.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And Fowler wouldn’t do it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Wow, wow.  Jordan, just for the record, the Jordan we

are talking about he was Bob Jordan of Steptoe and Johnson.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  My classmate at Harvard and my partner at Steptoe and

Johnson.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  I didn’t know you were classmates.  That’s a

fascinating story.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It is.  I think John Nolan knows that story; I think I told

him.  I know Jordan— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  I’m sure.  Well let’s see, do we have anymore of these

stories?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well I think that about covers what I can talk about on

the secret and confidential files.  This all came up after Ford had become President.  I remember

thinking to myself why is it The Washington Post, who obviously knew about these secret and

confidential files, didn’t disclose it earlier?  I think they didn’t want to disclose it when Nixon

was President; not while he was under impeachment because it supported Nixon’s claim that

Johnson had been doing bad things.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  It might have also been unfavorable to a Kennedy

or two.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes that’s true.  It was, although it was much more

unfavorable to Johnson.  Johnson had used the FBI above all else to try to get Kennedy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Or to get anybody who was close to Kennedy, or find out.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.  He was paranoid on that subject.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes he certainly was.

MR. RASENBERGER:  No doubt about it.  Just one more thing— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh, incidentally, Moyers called me after this became

public.  Remember the story I told you about Moyers calling?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Moyers called me.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You were still then Deputy Attorney General under Ford.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He was very upset.  And he said you know that the FBI

typically has these CYA memos that blames something on somebody else.  And I’m innocent.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I said Mr. Moyers if you wish I will conduct an

independent investigation as to exactly what occurred and if in fact you’re innocent of this I

would make a public statement to that effect.  And there was a silence at the end of phone.  I

remember there were several of my staff in the room.  Silence on the phone, and Moyers said “I

was very young then,” he was almost in tears, and he said “what do I tell my children?”  And I

said I don’t know, but some of your columns have blasted people involved in Watergate who also

were very young.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  That’s true.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I had nothing but contempt for him.  Because I think

using the FBI to gather dirt on your political opponents is about the most heinous crime I can
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think of.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And not as of this date sufficiently explored?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  This has come out.  This has come out; about Moyers’

exact involvement.  There have been public descriptions of it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  But I mean the scope of it beyond that?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh no.  I don’t think there is sufficient–I said there is one

book that was written by a defender of Nixon.  I think the title of it was It Didn’t Start With

Watergate, and half the book is garbage insofar as it defends Nixon.  But half of it describes the

secret and confidential files of Hoover, and largely accurately, at least a large part of it.  I think

the guy’s name was Lasky or Lansky or something like that.  That’s a long time ago.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Just one final thing about your period as Deputy

Attorney General.  Of course that was an executive branch, and an executive position, where you

had things coming to you everyday you had to decide.  How did you like being the deciding

person?  You had that role in Labor I realize, but this was obviously more intensive in that

respect, you had to call the shots, sometimes on short notice.  Were you uncomfortable as an

executive decision-maker?  Did you enjoy it or— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, actually I enjoyed it; I enjoyed it a great deal.  It was

an enormous strain because it was inherently difficult, but it was a strain for another reason.  It’s

one thing to have the full authority; I had the responsibility without having the full authority.  Bill

Saxbe virtually always backed me.  But it’s still different than having the authority

independently.  And I frankly used to disguise to a certain extent the amount of decision-making

I was doing on my own.  There’s one story that Scalia and Bork are still furious about.  When
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they were having an argument in my office, the Solicitor General and the Assistant Attorney

General for OLC, who occasionally clashed— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And rather than resolve the issue myself I said, “Well

you know I think I ought to discuss this with the Attorney General.”  Now he was out hunting

that day; they didn’t know that.  So I left my conference room and went in the back to the

elevator, took the elevator up to the top floor where Saxbe’s office was, smoked a cigarette, and

then came back down and told Bork and Scalia, the Attorney General agrees that we should do it

this way.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  They found out about it long after.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Did they?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.  They were furious.  But I thought it was important

to a certain extent not to call attention to the fact that Bill was away as much as he was, hunting

as much as he was.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Even though he was much less concerned about that.  He

was asked one day how he could spend so much time away from the office hunting, fishing,

doing whatever, and he said, “I’ve got a deputy who works long hours, has a good mind for

detail, and is meaner than a junkyard dog.”

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That was published.  My kids have never let me forget it.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Basically flattering I would say.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I hope; I’m not sure about that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay, well that’s all I have on that particular period in

your life–the Deputy Attorney General job.  You moved from there into the realm of foreign

policy, and went to Yugoslavia.  Was there any interim there between the Justice Department and

Ambassador to Yugoslavia?  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Sort of; sort of.  There’s nothing on the c.v. about it. 

Rumsfeld was Chief of Staff and we had been friends.  Ford wanted me to stay as Deputy

Attorney General under Ed Levi.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Rumsfeld said to me, at the time I was only 37, he said

you’re really too young to be Attorney General.  And I said you’re right.  But he said we badly

want you to stay as Deputy; Ford said it; Rumsfeld said it.  I thought it inappropriate for two

reasons.  My relationship with Saxbe was rather unique which allowed me an enormous sway. 

And I thought Ed Levi should pick his own Deputy, it was going to be hard for me to shift and

perhaps restrain my administrative sway under a new Attorney General.  And furthermore,

secondly, I was not all that impressed with Ed Levi.  He had a first-class mind, but I didn’t think

he was enormously courageous and he wasn’t a very quick decision-maker.  So there was quite a

vivid contrast between the two of us because I tend to be a very quick decision-maker in

administrative jobs, not as a judge, but in administrative jobs, and Levi was more of a Hamlet. 

So it would have a been a clash.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I told Ford and Rumsfeld that I wanted to leave, also

because I was running out of money and my son was about to go to prep school, I think he had

started Exeter.  So Ford and Rumsfeld offered me the post of Special Trade Representative which

was cabinet level.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I accepted.  And there was about a three week period

when I was preparing to be Special Trade Representative.  However I ran into a slight problem. 

Russell Long was Chairman of the Finance Committee which had jurisdiction over the Special

Trade Representative; he had actually raised it to the cabinet level.  As a matter of deference and

courtesy and everything else I had to go up, once it was known that I was going to be nominated,

and talk with Russell.  And in that conversation, which was very friendly, he indicated that I had

two deputy positions; one in Geneva and one in Washington.  And for the one in Geneva, the one

that does the actual negotiations in those days, he thought his Staff Director, a fellow by the

name of Bob Best, would make a wonderful deputy; and I said, Mr. Chairman I would love to

discuss that with him after I’m confirmed.  And Russell said oh, well, oh.  That’s not what I

mean–this is a deal and you’re not going to have discretion.  So I went through two or three

weeks in which Russell Long would get people to say they objected to me on various grounds: 

first they objected that I was too anti-labor; as you know I was rather close to the AFL-CIO and

they put out a statement immediately saying, you know, we think he’s perfectly adequate; we

perfectly trust him.  And then they switched and said I was too pro-labor.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the White House was ready to announce it.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Really.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I told them you had better not until Russell Long

gives his okay.  It was a symbiotic relationship between the Chairman of the Finance Committee

and the Special Trade Representative.  And he called; I got a call from Rumsfeld, this was about

three weeks after, I was actually going over resumes of deputies, and Rumsfeld called me and

said the President wants to see you.  At five o’clock in the afternoon I went over to the White

House and Don saw me first beforehand and he said Russell Long called and we’ve got an energy

bill on the floor, and he said he has three votes that can kill it, his own and two others and— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  On your issue?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right, on me.

MR. RASENBERGER:  On you?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, and Russell said he was perfectly willing for me to

have any other job, he will support me for Secretary of Commerce because he wants Fred

Deming, who was Secretary of Commerce, to be Special Trade Representative and he told

Rumsfeld, he told the President, he said: “Mr. President, Larry Silberman is 100% your man, I’m

entitled to 50%.”

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Exactly, quote unquote.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Boy, that’s laying it out.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  And so the President told me the story, and I said,

“Mr. President you know I understand.”  Thinking to myself it was his loss not mine.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  If I were him I’d be god damned if I’d want an appointee

who was 50% Russell Long’s man.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But Ford didn’t have that kind of strength.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Particularly early on I would think.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, early on he was a strong–this is why.  About six

months into it he just didn’t have the kind of strength to dominate.  In some ways he was an

accidental President.  He didn’t have quite the fire in the belly.  I liked Gerry Ford, we had been

friends, he was really a wonderful person, but, in any event–then Ford said, well Don and I have

different ideas, because I had been investigating, I started an investigation of the CIA, I should

have told you about this.  Bill Colby had come to me either as Deputy or Acting, I can’t recall, to

provide me formally with the so-called crown jewels.  The product of an investigation Jim

Schlesinger had started as CIA Director before Colby to find out what if anything the CIA had

done since the beginning of the Cold War which could be arguably illegal.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And presented to you when you were Deputy Attorney

General?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Either Deputy or Acting, I can’t recall which I was.

MR. RASENBERGER:  During that period.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And he and his General Counsel came over and met with

me and one of my Associate Deputies and I had gone over all the material.  I remember, you

know we spent three hours going over all this stuff, and I remember my reaction when Colby and

his General Counsel left when I turned to my associate and said, can you imagine that’s all there
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is.  You know we’ve been in the Cold War for what, 30 years, and I couldn’t believe that that

was all there was.  But I said some of it was arguably illegal so we have to start an investigation. 

So I did start an investigation.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Non-public? 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Criminal— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Now I didn’t think really there was–that investigation, to

my very grave regret, led under Griffin Bell, to the indictment of Dick Helms, which I think was

profoundly wrong, I never would have prosecuted.  And he pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor; I

think that was really quite wrong; he should never have been prosecuted.  There was a lot of

pressure in part generated by Sy Hersh’s very hyperbolic stories about the CIA involved in

domestic matters which was really, I think, going back to what I was telling you about the FBI,

when the Church Committee went after the CIA as they did, and it really hurt the CIA badly, that

was not the scandal; the scandal was the FBI, but Church did not want to go after the Democrats. 

And, as I told you, if you went after the FBI you were going to get Johnson, to a certain extent

Kennedy, but more Johnson, and some, a lot of Kennedy stuff was going to be embarrassing.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Because you are going to get into all the sex stuff.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The secret and confidential file.  So Church diverted over
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to the CIA, made everything out of the CIA.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And so Helms became a victim of that.  I started the

investigation of the CIA which led Ford to ask me to come into the White House to be Assistant

to the President for Intelligence.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I had never wanted to work in the White House.  Don

knew I was interested in being CIA Director, we had a private conversation about that before he

went for Special Trade Representative.  But, and he said if you came into the White House and

ran intelligence, by running intelligence that meant trying to coordinate the activities of the

intelligence agencies from the White House, in effect replacing the CIA Director as Director of

Central Intelligence; you know he has two hats.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And also dealing with the Congress; being the guy who

would say no to the Congress about turning over information and dealing with the public, the

press and so forth.  I did not ever want to work in the White House; I hated the atmosphere in the

White House because there was always this jockeying for power and nobody knows who’s on

top.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I left the office saying I would like to think about it

Mr. President, I want to talk to my wife and see what she thinks, and Ford said, “Can I call her?” 

And I said I would rather you didn’t.  And the reason I did is because I wanted to use her as my
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grounds of— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I knew if he called her she would say, “Of course Mr.

President.”

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I thought about it that night and came back the next

morning and said, no I didn’t want to do that.  I wanted to leave government.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Now what month?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  This is now April of ' 75.  March of ' 75 is when this is

going on.  I mean, frankly I am a little annoyed by this Special Trade Representative business.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So the whole government–I want to get out.  But I feel

guilty about turning down the intelligence thing because it is obviously a big problem.  I had to

go over to the White House two more days in the afternoon while Ford and Rumsfeld tried to

convince me to come do this.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Take this intelligence job?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  They were very worried about the intelligence

situation at that point.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And they thought I’d frankly be tough enough to deal

with it.  I didn’t like it for a number of reasons.  Number one, I thought if I was going to be the

point guy to turn down the Congress I would be willing to do it but I wasn’t convinced Ford
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would stand firm and back me up, so I would end up with all spears in the chest for no good

reason.  And secondly, there was an aspect of it that I didn’t like.  I liked Bill Colby; I respected

him, and I didn’t like being in the position where it was all going to be a plan where I was going

to replace him.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In six months.  In other words, he was going to get sort

of, I’m afraid of what it is going to look like, he was going to get all torn up in this process and I

would replace him if I didn’t get torn up.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You mean you would have replaced him as head of CIA

as well as Director of Central Intelligence?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That was, I think, that was Don’s view.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I didn’t like it, I didn’t like it at all.  So I declined

three times.  And finally the President said, this is very revealing, he said, “Would you at least

talk to Henry?”

MR. RASENBERGER:  Kissinger?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Which was an indication of in a way of how weak Ford

was.  Could you imagine being President of the United States saying this young man is going to

turn me down but now I want him to appeal to a higher authority.  So I went over to the State

Department to meet Henry and he was busy, so I said screw it, I went back to the Justice
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Department.  He went nuts.  He called me back up and said come on please come back, so I came

back.  And he made this long pitch that it is really crucial for the country; somebody has got to be

in there who is tough enough to handle this.  And after he went through it for some time I said

Henry if you were me would you do it?  And he said–stopped dead–he said I would if I trusted

the President.  I thought that was sort of an ambiguous, so in any event I declined, and then

Kissinger talked with me about embassies.

MR. RASENBERGER:  At that time or shortly thereafter?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think maybe either that time or shortly thereafter he

called me over to talk to me about embassies and he dangled the notion of Germany.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Ambassador to Germany.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  First Jewish Ambassador to Germany.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I went home.  I was very interested because I was one of

the few Americans who was whole-heartedly in favor of German unification.  In fact I took that

position subsequently, my theory being that a unified Germany would be a bulwark against

Russia.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It was very much in our interest.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I went home and for the first and only time in our

life my wife said no.  She would not do it; she just could not do it.  She couldn’t bear the idea of

having to go to concentration camps, go through that, she has such a horror of that period.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  She just could not do it.  So I had to say no, and then they

discussed Yugoslavia in which I have always been interested in from Dartmouth, you know I told

you a long time ago.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, that’s right.  And they had known or someone knew

about— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  I had been to Yugoslavia the year before, no two

years before, as Undersecretary of Labor on a mission.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Diplomatic mission.  So they knew I was interested in

Yugoslavia.  And they, Kissinger’s view, that was a crucial place because they thought Tito

would die any minute and a lot of people thought that was the spot where if a Third World War

would break out, it would break out over Yugoslavia because there was a disputed claim between

NATO and— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

[END TAPE II - Side A - end of 12-13-01 interview]  
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The date today is January 25, 2002 and we are continuing with the Oral History

interview of Judge Silberman on behalf of the D.C. Circuit Historical Society.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Judge Silberman, the last session we had was devoted

almost entirely to your experiences as Deputy Attorney General and Acting Attorney General in

the Nixon Administration basically.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.  For most of that was in the Ford.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Then Ford.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The first six months is Nixon and the rest are Ford.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s right.  And then I am going to ask you a little bit

about your decision not to stay on with Ford.  But there was loose item from last time and that

concerned J. Edgar Hoover’s secret files, and we had talked about what ever happened to those in

terms of the expected, or at least what you or I would expect, FOIA request to see those secret

documents which you had seen.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Did you see the case?

MR. RASENBERGER:  And you sent me–yes, the case.  I just want to refer to it

on the record here:  Summers v. Department of Justice, and the opinion, your concurring opinion,

140 F.3d 1077, which deals with this very issue comes about as close as your telling what you’re

allowed to tell as possible.  In that case, as I recall, the opinion was a remand to the District

Court.  Is that were it still stands?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I checked after our interview.  I had my clerk check it;
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apparently the case has been settled.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I guess the government gave the plaintiff essentially

what they wanted.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So we will, presumably— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I don’t know.

MR. RASENBERGER:  What will happen.  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  I think I told you last time there was another book

which seemed to have access to much of that information.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The title of which is, It Didn’t Start With Watergate.  But

I remember the book as being, pretty trashy in its defense of Nixon.  But part of it was a criticism

of Johnson, and that seemed to draw upon stuff that— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  You had seen?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, I had seen, and maybe some stuff that I hadn’t seen.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  Interesting.  Okay.  Well, so we are in the Ford

Administration and Saxbe has stepped down as attorney general, and Ed Levi was the candidate

of the President and you decided you did not want to stay on at that point as Deputy, is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, that is correct.  Did we discuss this last time?  I

can’t recall.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You did in the State Department interview somewhat. 

Anyway, you didn’t want to work with Levi for reasons you indicated I think at least in the State
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Department.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Did I indicate in the State Department what the reasons

were?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Pretty much under Bill Saxbe I had an arrangement

where I basically ran the Department.  He hadn’t really wanted to be hands-on all that much.  We

had a couple of issues that we would follow.  And that was the arrangement that we had, and I

didn’t think that it made sense to try to stay on as deputy.  Levi asked me to; George Schultz

called me on Levi’s behalf to persuade me to try and stay on, and Ford asked me to stay on, but I

didn’t think it was a good idea.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  I remember you were under some considerable

pressure actually to stay on, as I recall.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  But I didn’t think it was a good idea, and also

couldn’t afford it because by that time my son had started at Exeter.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the salary of Deputy Attorney General was not

adequate to cover all my expenses.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Now as I recall you started to talk about being

asked then to recommend someone else for the job.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  First of all, I was offered the post of Special Trade

Representative— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  By Ford and Rumsfeld; Rumsfeld was Chief of Staff

then.  And I agreed to take it and it was widely known in Washington that I was to be nominated;

in fact the White House almost nominated me but I told them to hold back because the President

had wanted to get the approval of Russell Long, the chairman of the Finance Committee.  I went

up and met with Russell, and to make a long story very short, Russell’s price was that he wanted

his Staff Director as one of the deputy jobs.  I told Russell I would be glad to talk with him after I

was confirmed, and Russell said you don’t understand.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Have I described all that in the State Department?

MR. RASENBERGER:  A little bit.  You said something like you did not want to

be 50% Russell’s guy.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, Russell told Ford after two weeks of going back and

forth, in which incidentally Jack Marsh who was Ford’s legislative head and ex-Congressman

came over to the Justice Department to try and persuade me to agree to take–his name was Bob

Best–and I explained to Jack that if I took him as a quid pro quo of confirmation I might as well

not have the job because he would be over in Geneva, and he would be taking direct instructions

from Russell Long.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Absolutely right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And this was very much a President’s problem more than

my problem.  Marsh, an ex-Congressman, didn’t totally appreciate all of this.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But when Russell Long finally gave up figuring out how
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to stop me any other way or get me to agree to a quid pro quo he called Ford when the energy bill

was on the floor and told him he had three votes and the President wouldn’t get them, and he

needed them, unless he withdrew me from Special Trade Representative and put in Fred Dent

who was then Secretary of Commerce and was perceived as closer to the southern textile interest. 

And he told Ford in that conversation, Larry Silberman is 100% your man, I’m entitled to 50% of

his appointment.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s it.  Interesting little civics lesson there.  Then I

guess the White House did ask you for— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, actually before that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Before that.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The President directly asked me for the names of three

people to replace me.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Did you say that Rumsfeld was lobbying you?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Don, who was my friend, still is a close friend, as

you may have noted I swore him in as Secretary of Defense, called me to urge that his Princeton

classmate, Marty Hoffman— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I know Marty.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Be put on the list.  He was then General Counsel of

Defense, put on the list as Deputy Attorney General.  I don’t recall whether I put him on the list,

and I like Marty very much, but my first recommendation was Ed Schmults, and he was picked;

and then the Administration had to withdraw when it, I think it was the old Washington Star,

disclosed that he was a director of a corporation that had just been indicted for antitrust
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violations, and although he was clean as a whistle, in that post-Watergate era they didn’t even

want to try to disclose that or to prove that and as a result he was withdrawn and ultimately Ace

Tyler was selected to replace me.  I recommended Schmults once again to Smith when Reagan

was elected and he was picked as Deputy Attorney General.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Then, after the Special Trade Representative fiasco, if

that is the word for it, there was an offer that you become White House intelligence coordinator. 

Could you talk a little bit about what that was all about?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  You may recall this was during the period

following Sy Hersh’s disclosure in The New York Times of a story alleging that the CIA had

engaged in domestic surveillance.  That story, incidentally, was vastly overdrawn, and in my

view the real scandal of that period was not the CIA but the FBI.  I’ve already described the FBI

problems.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But when ultimately the Church Committee inquired into

all of that they buried the FBI problems because it led to the wrong Administration.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And made much of the CIA difficulties.  Now I had, as

Deputy Attorney General or even perhaps I was Acting at the time, I can’t recall, initiated an

investigation of the CIA, including the investigation of Dick Helms that was prompted by Bill

Colby’s coming to see me and disclosing the crown jewels of the CIA–you know the stuff that

had been collected under Jim Schlesinger’s watch–alleged violations of law during the Cold War. 

I remember it vividly because after Bill Colby spent three hours going over that with me and one
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of my Associate Deputy Attorneys General and his General Counsel, my reaction afterwards was

disbelief or shock.  And what I was shocked about is how little there was.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That we had gone through at that point almost 30 years of

Cold War and I was surprised at how relatively little there was.  Now some of it was more

serious than others.  The mail openings were tricky, although they had been blessed by Brownell

as Attorney General.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And some of the other stuff involved interrogations of

people in the United States that if it had been taking place–foreigners–if it had been taking place

outside the United States it wouldn’t have been a problem.   In any event, I was deeply involved

in all of that, in that investigation, and keeping the White House informed.  Incidentally, I

regarded it as a great sadness that Helms was forced to plead guilty to a misdemeanor.  I would

never have prosecuted Helms, and that happened under the Carter Administration.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  I remember.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think it was a grave mistake.  Don Rumsfeld had, before

the Special Trade Representative job was offered, had a candid conversation with me asking if

there was any job in government I would be willing to stay for.  And the one I had mentioned

was Director of the Central Intelligence Agency.  So when the STR matter exploded both

Rumsfeld and Ford were very concerned about the intelligence problem.  By this point the

Church Committee had gotten started.  The press was all over the CIA.  And so they decided it

was really a very good idea to have somebody in the White House in charge of “the problem,”
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which was a multifaceted problem.  One, it was a coordination of intelligence, and two, it was

dealing with those who were attacking the intelligence community.  So it would be Special

Assistant to the President for Intelligence.  And they asked me to come and do that and Don

indicated that, after some months of that job, it would be likely that Bill Colby would leave and

then I would replace him as the Director.  But number one, I had long ago thought that I would

never want to work in the White House:  I just didn’t like the atmosphere of White Houses, just

any White House.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There is too much jockeying.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Just not my taste.  Partly because there’s lack of

structure.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There’s a lot of elbowing.  Secondly, I didn’t

underestimate the importance of the problem of defending certain activities of the intelligence

community, but I had the impression that I would end up taking all the spears in the chest.  And I

wasn’t sure if Ford would stick on certain issues–he might cave–and then that would be all. And

finally I didn’t like being put in a position where I would have an incentive to try to let Colby be

the flycatcher and then replace him.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It just seemed dishonorable.  I liked Bill Colby, I thought

he was a decent and straight guy.  We had dealt together on a number of matters, so I just didn’t
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feel comfortable with that for all those reasons so I declined–actually I declined three days in a

row.  I had to go over to the White House three times.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the first time Ford asked–I’ll never forget it, when

he first made the offer, it was more than an offer, urging me to do it.  I said I had to talk to my

wife and he said–while he was walking out of his office–can I call her?   I said I would rather you

didn’t.  Of course the truth of the matter is she would have said yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes–when the President calls— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  And I was using her sort of as a pick.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, after having turned him down three days–three

afternoon sessions with he and Don Rumsfeld–he asked, he said to me, would you at least go talk

to Henry.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Kissinger?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Which of course led me to believe that part of the

idea for this came from Henry who was desperate at that point that something be done to prevent

the hemorrhaging of the CIA.  So I went over and spoke to Kissinger and he urged me to take it

and said my country needed me, etc., etc., etc.  And I’ll never forget saying to Henry, would you

do it if you were me?  And he was sort of taken back and said I’d do it if I trusted the President.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  First of all, what was so revealing about it is, if I were

President of the United States and I wanted somebody to take a job and that person wouldn’t take
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it, there is no power on earth that would induce me to have that individual go to talk to one of my

cabinet officers.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Of course.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And it would almost look like Henry was the superior

figure— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I thought Henry’s comment was interesting because

one of the reasons I didn’t want to do, as much as I liked Ford, I just didn’t think he was strong

enough.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah, the fact you were sitting there to support that— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  So, in any event, I declined finally.  And

Kissinger and Ford both then moved to discussing an embassy.  They wanted me very much to

get foreign policy experience.  And it was Henry’s idea that I go to Germany.  You know about

that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And Ricky wouldn’t do that–that was the only thing she

ever said no to.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I ended up in Yugoslavia for which I had a great

interest.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Over how long a period in time did these various offers

and turn-downs— 
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:   — 

MR. RASENBERGER:  So it was rather rapid.  They were going to get you into

some job in the Administration.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay.  So now we are in Yugoslavia and that is covered

in some depth by your State Department Oral History, so I thought I would not go over that very

much except perhaps to ask you whether any of the recent events in Yugoslavia resonate with

views you held then or held since, including the evolution of this to a war crimes trial in The

Hague for Milosevic.  Have you got any thoughts on the modern issues?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, during the late ' 80s early ' 90s when Yugoslavia

started to come apart I was not in the least surprised because, although it had been often said

incorrectly that Yugoslavia was held together by Tito, that was not true.  Tito had died long since

and it still held together.  It was held together by fear of the Soviet Union.  And once the Soviet

Union collapsed the natural centrifugal forces which had been very powerful would have

threatened to break up Yugoslavia, even before WWII came to the fore.  I was not surprised. 

When I was Ambassador, I think I told the interviewer from the State Department, a census asked

individuals in Yugoslavia what their nationality was, and only 11% described  themselves as

Yugoslavs.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?  That says it all.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I was, as I said, not surprised.  I also in private

conversation–I never took any public position–I moderated one or two sessions in the Council on

Foreign Relations on Yugoslavia, and I was rather amused that all the people who were against
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the war in Vietnam were in favor of intervention in Yugoslavia and people who were generally

supportive of the Administration, Kennedy and Johnson Administration, in Vietnam, even

somewhat dubious, were the ones who were opposed to our intervention in Yugoslavia; so it was

complete reversal.  I, in private conversations with friends who were in the executive branch, at

dinner parties and so forth, or luncheons, urged that we stay out.  And still people believe that our

military intervention in Yugoslavia was a mistake–and is a mistake–that’s true both with respect

to Bosnia and Kosovo.  Although Bosnia is a closer case; Kosovo I think a disaster.  Now that

does not for a moment mean that I have any views in defense of Milosevic or anybody else who

was standing trial for war crimes.  And I admired enormously the willingness of my colleague

and friend Pat Wald to go over there and act as a judge in The Hague for a couple of years.  And

I’ve talked with her a great deal about her experiences.  But the criminal prosecution of

individuals accused of war crimes is one thing.  As a matter of American foreign policy I have

never thought it was wise to have intervened as heavily as we have on Yugoslavia.  It is no

longer of vital interest to the United States and it was a great, great, great awful cost we paid in

terms of the resentment that was generated amongst young Russians, Chinese, and many other

people around the world who were frightened by the American display of power in a situation

where the United States acknowledged, made a virtue over the fact, that it was not in our vital

interest, for humanitarian reasons of course.  But once a country intervenes militarily that

powerfully when it’s not in their vital interest it’s not surprising that that tends to scare people

around the world.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, yes. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In any event, I was against it.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  When you were Ambassador you were also a special

envoy on ILO affairs.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  True.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And you did talk a little about that in your State

Department oral history.  I don’t know whether there is anything particularly salient about that

that is worth mentioning.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well it was only interesting in the sense, I don’t

remember whether I said it in the State Department interview, but I was in a unique position

because the President had set up this cabinet committee to deal with the ILO which included

George Meany.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the truth of the matter is that the question of whether

we remain in the ILO was a question which involved two people, most importantly George

Meany and Henry Kissinger.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Meany wanted out because he was disgusted with the

European tolerance of ideological movements within the ILO which of course were the same as

the UN.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The ILO is a part of the UN.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And which reflected hostility to democratic values. 
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Henry, looking at it from the point of view of Secretary of State, did not wish to withdraw.  The

compromise was this committee and a special envoy–me–who would go around the world and

tell our allies that we were serious; that we would pull out if they didn’t support us.  Meany was

so clever, he started out with the proposition that he didn’t want anybody in the State Department

involved because he didn’t trust the State Department:  Kissinger had apoplexy–it has to be a

State Department official as the special envoy–and then Meany said okay I’ll accept one of two

ambassadors, Moynihan or Silberman.  Well Moynihan was an anathema at this point to

Kissinger; he was then our UN Ambassador.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, that’s right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I was the second choice.  And it was an incredible

experience because I was representing both the Republican and Democratic parties, that is to say,

Meany controlled the Democratic party–at least on this issue.

MR. RASENBERGER:  On this issue.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  On a hell of a lot of other issues.  And so it was

interesting going around the world in this special— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well yes–they appreciated how much authority you were

carrying.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, but Kissinger was trying to undermine me.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, I see. Through his own channels.  Oh, that must have

been uncomfortable.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, it was typical.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, I mean that is government in a way.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.  Henry and I had an— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  An easy way out anyway.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.  Others have said that.  Well he’s got his point of

view out there in three volumes, maybe there’s four.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So we are now in 1977 and your winding up your term as

Ambassador and you’ve completed your work as ILO representative, Carter has been elected, and

as I recall, your resignation is effective with his inauguration.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  January 20th.

MR. RASENBERGER:  From there it appears from your c.v. that you went to the

American Enterprise Institute as a resident fellow and basically did some writing and publishing,

on subjects of your own choosing I take it.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That is true.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And was that the kind of refreshment and renewal that

you, that it is often advertised to be, for you?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  It is sometimes said that it is correct that you don’t

build up any intellectual capital when you are in government, you draw it down.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I was advised, and I have advised others, to go to an

academic institution of one kind or another after you leave government and spend some time

thinking and writing, which is what I did, and speaking.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, the back-and-forth part of it benefits everyone I

think.  You can say the same about being a judge and having had experience in the rough and

tumble of government and politics couldn’t you?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Something a little different, but I do think there is an

advantage in being a Federal judge, particularly a Federal appellate judge, and perhaps

particularly the D.C. Circuit to have a background in government and in politics.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  Then after a year or so there, am I correct, you

went to Morrison and Foerster part-time and then I guess full-time as a managing— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, slightly different.  I spent a year at AEI and then I

agreed to spend part-time at Dewey Ballantine as counsel there.  Phil Buchen was the

Washington partner; he had started the Washington office, and he had been Ford’s counsel as you

recall.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And so I thought it would be helpful financially if I got

back into law practice and so I agreed  to spend about one-third or one-half of my time at Dewey

Ballantine.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The rest of the time I continued to write and lecture. 

That went on for about a year, and I found that very difficult because everything depended on

where your emotional energy was in the morning; if you were thinking about a legal problem, it

is hard to think about something else, and vice versa.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I mean I liked some of the partners at Dewey Ballantine

but I didn’t really like the atmosphere of a New York law firm.

MR. RASENBERGER:  This was in New York? Or no, a New York firm,

Washington office.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  I remember being in a partnership meeting when

decisions were made how to, whether to make associates partners and I was truly astonished at

how cold-blooded those decisions were.  

[END TAPE I - Side A; START TAPE I - Side B]

MR. RASENBERGER:  We were talking about firms making partners or not.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  In those days in the firms that I had experience

with, outside of New York firms, if a young man or woman–there were very few woman

partners–but if a young man demonstrated that he was a superb lawyer he would be made a

partner without regard to the economic situation in the firm.  That was not the New York— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  No.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I guess its not anymore anywhere in the country. 

But, in any event, I was sort of shocked by it and put off and so I think that year Morrison and

Foerster approached me to go back into law full-time and to start their Washington office.  And I

had a long connection with Morrison and Foerster–some of their senior partners were close

friends of mine.  But beyond that, my law firm in Hawaii, in which I had been a partner, was a

offshoot of Morrison and Foerster.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  So you went with them for a period of time, and

according to the c.v. the next event was moving to the Crocker Bank.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, it seems a little strange but let me explain.  I started

the Washington office of Morrison and Foerster.  It was building very nicely after a year, I was

doing general administrative law practice.  The largest single client of Morrison and Foerster by

far, 25% of the billings of the firm, was Crocker Bank, which was then the eighth largest bank in

the country.  The senior partner at Morrison and Foerster who was in charge of the Crocker Bank

account was a gentleman by the name of John Austin.  He had reached 65; under the rules of

Morrison and Foerster that was retirement time.  He went to the CEO of Crocker Bank, Tommy

Wilcox, and told him that he had to retire.  And gave him the names of four or five of the senior

mature partners at Morrison and Foerster who he suggested as possibilities to replace him–he had

his number one choice, two, three— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  To John Austin’s shock, Tommy said, he didn’t want

them, he wanted me.  And I was here in Washington, and I had done one matter for Tom Wilcox,

a regulatory matter involving the Federal Reserve.  And so I got this phone call from John Austin

and his partners.  And he said it’s a really serious problem.  And I was absolutely thunderstruck. 

I said, “John, I know very little about banking law, very little.”  And John said, “You don’t have

to tell me that, I know that!”

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  John Austin was always a little arch about somebody

who spent a lot time in government.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He would tease me about that or even suggest I wasn’t a
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real lawyer because I had spent all this time in government.  So he was thunderstruck at Wilcox’s

position.  And he said, “you know, this is your choice.  It means moving to San Francisco.  But

Wilcox had said if you or somebody like you doesn’t do this, and I think by somebody like you,

he means only you, he’s going to switch the law firm to Sherman and Sterling.”

MR. RASENBERGER:  Huh.  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And have them come open a San Francisco office.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Wow.  Nice to be wanted, but that was a heavy price he

was threatening to use.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well it put me in a hell of a spot.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And so I agreed to meet Tommy up in New York at the

Waldorf, and I went in and explained to Tommy Wilcox that there were at least 2,000 lawyers in

the United States  who were superior in their ability to do banking law than I was–I mean I do

very little.  Wilcox was nevertheless insistent.  And so I agreed.  It was a hot summer in

Washington.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And of course I had spent a lot of time in San Francisco

when I was practicing in Hawaii.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I figured really I had no choice.  And we decided the

better thing was to come into the bank itself rather than simply go out to Morrison and Foerster’s

office in San Francisco to run the Crocker matter— 
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MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Because I realized that there must have been 30 lawyers

in San Francisco who were working on Crocker matters and it was going to be awkward to

supervise them when it was obvious to everybody that they knew more about banking law than I

did.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But if I went in as Executive Vice President of a bank,

which is what Tommy really preferred, then I would be the client.  It doesn’t really matter how

dumb a client is.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, usually.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I went out and I became Executive Vice President of

Crocker Bank.  We had a problem at the outset about the title, because Tommy wanted me to be

Executive Vice President and General Counsel.  And Jack Sutro, an old friend of mine and then

senior partner at Pillsbury Madison, and a lion of the bar out there, told me that the bar took the

position that anybody who designated themselves general counsel of a corporation in California

had to be a member of the California bar.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh yes.  Which you wouldn’t want to do.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Which meant that I would actually have to take the bar.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You couldn’t waive in.  At that point I met George

Coumbs who had just become the General Counsel of Bank of America, and he was apoplectic

about having to take the bar, and I realized that it would take months of work.  The downside was
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so horrible, particularly if I flunked it–as an ex-Deputy Attorney General— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That I would have to work, you know you couldn’t

possibly, you couldn’t take any chances, you had to work up to maximum.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  It’s a tough bar.  I have a friend who had to do

this very same thing.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I decided to hell with it–this is ridiculous.  You know

I’m not going to be practicing.  So I designated myself Executive Vice President for Legal and

Regulatory Affairs.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I made my deputy, Deputy General Counsel.  So if

you looked and wondered who the devil was the General Counsel— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  There wasn’t any.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well it was obviously me, but I didn’t use the title.  And

the Bar never came after me.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh that’s interesting.  So did you function as a lawyer or

did your functions get broadened?  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Certainly I started as the General Counsel.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I also had government affairs.  Over time other duties

were dumped on me and I became more of a businessman than a lawyer.  I was head of strategic

planning, and the economics department reported to me and various other functions.  So I had a
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number of administrative responsibilities–strategic planning perhaps was the most important

because it turned out incidentally one of the reasons, or perhaps the key reason Tommy Wilcox

was trying to recruit me, is he wanted somebody to help negotiate the sale of the bank.  And he

had some reason to think that I would be helpful in that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And it turned out, within a year or so we did negotiate the

sale to Midland Great Britain.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, I recall that.  Well that experience was in the total

scheme of things fairly pleasant and positive?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, yes, I loved it.  Very, very exciting.  And after four

years I had pretty much given up the law.  My deputy became the General Counsel under me, and

I was doing broad-scale banking work.  And we got to the point where I was going to have to

give it up, any connection to the law, and at that point I sort of decided no, I didn’t want to do

that, I didn’t want to give up entirely, and so I decided for a number of reasons I thought I would

like to go back to practice.  I accomplished pretty much what I wanted to.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And you did.  That’s when you went to Steptoe?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, no, no.  I went back to Morrison and Foerster.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, okay.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Steptoe was one year between Labor Department and

Justice.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I went back to Morrison and Foerster and came back
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for two years until I became a judge.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Where you stayed until you became a judge.  Okay. 

Now while you were at Crocker, which was from '79-'83 roughly, it appears there were various

what you might call extracurricular activities related to the political— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  I was co-chairman of Governor Reagan’s foreign

policy advisors during the campaign of 1980.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  One of his domestic advisors, and chairman of his

lawyers and law professors committee.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  And then, now the Committee on the Present

Danger is not a Republican or Democratic committee as such.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, it is rigorously bipartisan.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In fact its rules pretty much required one Democrat per

one Republican.  I joined that shortly after I left Ambassador to Yugoslavia and was put up for

membership there by Lane Kirkland.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  And that lasted— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Until the time I became a judge.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah, that was ongoing.  Well anyway you did get drawn

into the Reagan campaign in 1980 I take it.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I did.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Significantly?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh yes.  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  On domestic and foreign policy issues?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Primarily foreign policy.  I spent a good deal of time

briefing Governor Reagan and George Bush, and discussing with them–of course George Bush

had an extensive background as an ex-CIA Director— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But a good deal of time briefing Reagan on national

foreign policy–national security issues.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And was that a major time-consumer for you?  Or was it

something that was, did you enjoy doing that?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh I loved it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It was very exciting.  I think there were a least four long

meetings.  Two of them I recall in a motel in Los Angeles near the airport.

MR. RASENBERGER:  With Reagan?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  With Reagan.  One of them I was there with Paul Nitze

and Gene Rostow and Dick Allen, who was subsequently the National Security Advisor, and who

was sort of in charge of all the outside advisors in the national security field.   And another one

was with another group, largely defense-related people.  There was one in Washington, a long

meeting in Washington, and then there were a number of short meetings that I would have with

his campaign staff on foreign policy issues.  Then in the fall, in October, a few weeks before the

election I was sent down to Central America, at Reagan’s request, and I spent some time with the
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President of Guatemala, Salvador, and the Sandinista Junta in Nicaragua. And I think Reagan and

his staff were particularly interested in my perceptions as to whether the Sandinista Junta were

communists or not.  There was a good deal of debate about that at the time.  So I spent about, I

recall, six hours with the Sandinista Junta— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Sizing them up?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Talking.  Well it was interesting because they wanted to

talk about various practical accommodations of the United States, and for two reasons I thought

that was impossible, first of which is Reagan wasn’t elected.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So it was inappropriate to make those kind of comments

or have those kind of discussions.  And secondly, I thought if I talked with them at length about

their ideological views I would be a better predictor of what they would do and be than if I tried

to talk about practical questions.

MR. RASENBERGER:  True.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So as an ex-ambassador to a communist country I was in

a pretty good position to discuss that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well after those hours and hours of discussion I did come

back and I recall reporting to Dick Allen (I don’t recall that I spoke to Reagan directly on this or

not) and telling him that three of the ones I had talked to were, I was certain, communists.  They

were kids–immature–but they were communists.  And that included Ortega and Hussein and

somebody else.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the two others were not communists; but they were

fools.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And they weren’t going to last.  And that turned out to be

true.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s the case?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I was right on the button.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Essentially the Sandinista Junta was communist.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And that was borne out later?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  So that was an interesting experience.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So that brings us up to the 1980 election.  You had some

contact with Reagan, not a lot, but got to know him somewhat.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  As I said, I spent a great deal of time with him in

three or four meetings.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In the summer and fall of '80 on foreign policy issues. 

He was an interesting character in some respects.  After all that time with him I never had the

impression that there was a personal connection.  There was with George Bush.  We had been

friends for a long time.  As a matter of fact, as an interesting sort of sidelight on that.  Do you

remember a Congressman by the name of Bill Steiger?
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, from Wisconsin, yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He and I were close friends and he died very young of

complications caused by diabetes, in fact I don’t think anybody knew that he had diabetes.  He

had been one of the early supporters of George Bush for the Presidency in 1980, and then he died

late '78, or something like that.  And I went out to the funeral and George Bush was there. 

George Bush, as they say, Number 41.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And he got me in the kitchen of Bill Steiger’s house and

he asked me to support him in his presidential race.  And I said I am sorry George, I can’t

because I am going to support Ronald Reagan.  And George Bush said, gee Larry, I didn’t even

know you knew Reagan, and I said, I don’t.  And he couldn’t understand that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  No? Sounds more anti-George than pro-Ronald.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, no, the point was, for George Bush, and we had

known each other through the Nixon era, Ford era, personal relations were everything.  He didn’t

have much interest or focus on philosophy or ideology.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So he was sort of surprised that I would be supporting

Reagan and not knowing him.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I was supporting Reagan because I believed what he was

saying.  Obviously I was more conservative than George Herbert Walker Bush.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But personally I liked George Bush very much.  And

even after spending all the time with Reagan I liked Bush much more than I liked Reagan

personally.  I mean I didn’t dislike Reagan, he was a very interesting character.  He didn’t give

much of himself; he was incredibly disciplined.  Now in terms of these, there is an interesting

point though.  While I was going through these briefings I was also trying to wrap up the

Midland deal.  And I kept getting called out of meetings with Governor Reagan to deal with

problems that were developing in the merger.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Bank merger, yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I remember thinking at one point when I was called

out of a meeting that you know some day I’ll think about how funny it is that I’m being called out

of a business meeting with somebody that may become President of the United States.  When I

came back to San Francisco, once Ricky asked me what was my impression of the two–George

Herbert Walker Bush and Reagan.  And I told her what I told you, that I liked Bush more but

Reagan had a longer attention span.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You didn’t see his eyes glazing or any of that sort of

thing?  He was really listening?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes or talking.  Well, he would always keep his sense of

humor, but I thought he had more focus than Bush and maybe even had a greater intellectual

depth.  I thought that was interesting given the fact that George Bush was a Phi Beta Kappa from

Yale— 
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And Reagan had this image of being— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  A dunce from California.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  But I’ll never forget one meeting when I was with

Gene Rostow and Paul Nitze.  They had been Atlantasists from the beginning on NATO matters

in their creation and at one point Reagan asked the three of us, how do I get leverage on our

European allies dealing with the Soviets, you know they’ve always been trying to put themselves

in the middle— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  How do I get some leverage there?  And I thought

Rostow and Nitze would jump out of their skins–they didn’t like any question like that.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I thought that was exactly the right question.  It provoked

an interesting conversation.  So I came out of that experience–bottom line–with enormous

respect for Reagan as a politician and less interest in him as a person, because I didn’t think he

cared much about any other individuals, which it happened turns out to be true.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Very often.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well it was particularly true of him.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Other than his wife, I don’t think he was ever close to

anyone.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Whereas George Bush was enormously interested in

everybody and personally considerate, and so forth.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That is a very interesting insight.  Well, in any event, so

Reagan got elected in 1980 and you are still with Crocker Bank but you were involved in some

party activities after that— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well first of all, after the election I was asked to head the

transition at both Justice and the CIA.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Tall order.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well I was asked by two different groups— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  In the Reagan apparatus.  So I communicated back; I had

been willing to do either, but decide which was more important, and so the answer came

back–CIA.  And there was some speculation at the time that they were going to ask me to be

Director of Central Intelligence.  So I spent a couple of weeks on the transition at the CIA.  Once

it became apparent that Bill Casey was going to be director of the CIA, that he was not going to

get the job that he wanted to get which was Secretary of State— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I decided I wanted to withdraw because I decided this

business of being head of the transition was a thankless position that didn’t mean anything. 

People who headed a transition, and who did not end up running an agency, their views would be

discarded by whoever came in and ran the agencies.  It wasn’t wise to try and do anything.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So all I did was tell Stan Turner he was fired.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Which annoyed him no end.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So after two weeks I broke my foot coming down the

stairs in San Francisco and withdrew.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  But then we have some other committees and

things, there’s a General Advisory Committee on Arms Control and Disarmament.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  You know, are you familiar with the GAC?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Not really, no.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The GAC has been in existence for many years.  It is an

advisory commission and the members of which have to be confirmed by the Senate.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Advisory to whom?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  To the President, to the Secretary of State, and to the

director of the arms control agency.  And I served on that committee with, amongst others, Don

Rumsfeld.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And was that a useful committee or a useful experience?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It was an interesting experience.  We spent a good deal of

time looking at alleged Soviet violations of arms control treaties.  We concluded that the Soviets

had violated virtually every treaty that they had entered into.  We demanded an opportunity to

disclose that to the President of the United States.  George Schultz was then Secretary of State. 

Both Rumsfeld and I were very close to him.  He was desperate to avoid a meeting in which we
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would tell the President this because there was an internal struggle about arms control, and from

George’s point of view, classic Secretary of State, the last thing he wanted was open disclosure

of the fact that the Soviets were violating all the treaties.  There was this mantra he had gotten

Reagan to announce, or Reagan announced, which was “trust but verify.”  We are going to verify,

we are going to seek much tighter verification.  Well I remember we met for a couple of hours,

Rumsfeld and I and the others on the committee, before we met with the President.  Incidentally,

they had no choice but to schedule a meeting I think in '83, early '83.  There was a terrible battle

going on between Richard Perle at Defense and Richard Burt at State.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I remember that.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Okay, over these arms control questions.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Ken Adelman may have been replacing Rostow as head

of arms control I think at that point, but I can’t recall for sure.  In any event, we had the meeting

and we prepared for it beforehand.  And it was my job to explain in excruciating detail to Reagan

so there couldn’t be any mistake.  Verification was a non sequitur if you had already concluded

that the Soviets violated other treaties.  Because it was like saying, I remember using the analogy,

that you determine that John Doe has violated a number of laws, now the question is what are

you going to do.  Well, are you going to put more police on the street to make sure he doesn’t

violate new laws or are you going to take action under the justice system to punish him for

having violated all the laws.  I explained this in excruciating detail to Reagan.  And Rumsfeld

went on at some length, we sort of divided it up, to explain the violations.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  We had one picture of a Soviet submarine that it was

bent in half which had been taken by a satellite.  It was supposed to be destroyed.  Well the fact

that it was bent in half because it was a typhoon and it was a rubber boat–it was a phony.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh is that–right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That really grabbed Reagan, I admit.  But after we go

through all that period and I go through my little song and dance, George is turning redder, and

redder than a beet, although I think Weinberger was pretty sympathetic.  And then Reagan looked

at me straight in the eye and said, Larry this is really a wonderful report and that’s why I am

insisting on verification.  We walked out and somebody, I don’t know whether it was Rumsfeld

or Graham–Graham was the chairman–said Jesus, that’s idiotic, I mean, how can that possibly

be.  He looked and asked me and I was shaking my head because I was convinced looking in his

eye that he knew god damn well it was a non sequitur, but he was not going to allow himself to

be politically trapped.  He didn’t care if we went out thinking he was an idiot, but we was not

going to get up and say to the American people, arms control was a mistake because the Soviets

had been violating all these— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Interesting.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He didn’t want to be boxed into that position.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, very sophisticated.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Incredible discipline.  And you know what, he was right. 

Because he used the arms control process— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Later on.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  To bring down the Soviet Union.  So I was a little
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stunned after that.  I told that story to Morris when he was going to write his biography.  I think

one of the reasons why Morris had such trouble coming out with a book was because he could

never figure out Reagan.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And also I don’t think he liked Reagan’s politics.  That

book he wrote is just a terrible book.  It doesn’t capture Reagan at all.  Reagan is very, very, very

disciplined, inside man, he did not reveal himself.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It’s going to take many years before you get an adequate

biography of Reagan.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Now that, of course, is a quality that serves Presidents

well, often.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  I remember the last day he was in office he was

interviewed by, I think it was David Brinkley.  And Brinkley made a comment about his being an

actor.  And I’ll never forget Reagan’s response.  He said, I cannot imagine being President unless

you were an actor.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Of course.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Do you remember that?

MR. RASENBERGER:  No I don’t, but I mean it is when you think about the job,

politics to some extent but the President especially.  All right, so that the— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There’s a funny story about his asking me to be a judge.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Do you want to get to that now or— ?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  During the period of 1981 to 1985— 

[END TAPE I - Side B; START TAPE II - Side A]

MR. RASENBERGER:  New Side A, please continue.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I spent even more time on the defense policy board which

was an organization set up by Cap Weinberger and Fred Ikle.  Fred Ikle being the Undersecretary

of Defense for Policy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  To advise Ikle and Weinberger concerning various

strategic policy issues.  There was a wonderful group that included such people as Ambassador

Sy Weiss, Albert Wohlstetter, John Deutsch who was then provost at MIT and had been, I guess,

been  Deputy Secretary of Energy under Carter, and of course went on to do various things in the

Clinton Administration.  Eli Jacobs was an advisor to various Republican Administrations

particularly in the national security intelligence field.  Paul Wolfowitz who was then an Assistant

Secretary of State, Dick Armitage–Richard Armitage–is now Deputy Secretary of State was

involved, I think he was a staffer, he may have been Assistant Secretary of Defense, I can’t recall. 

Jim Roche, who is now Secretary of Air Force, was working for Ikle and providing some staff

help to this group.

MR. RASENBERGER:  A committee of outsiders, was it a federal advisory

committee?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It was a mixture of outsiders and insiders.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I see.  To advise— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And interestingly enough, you’re so shrewd.  Because it

is kept very, very secret and the reason it turns out that it was so secret is they were desperate to

avoid FACA–the Federal Advisory Committee Act.  And it never became public I think until

probably around '85 when I left and became a judge.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  But who were you giving advice to?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The Secretary and the Undersecretary for Policy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And it had been organized at whose insistence, the

Secretary’s or the White House?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The Secretary or the Undersecretary, oh it was Defense,

strictly Defense.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And it was very sensitive stuff.  It was— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  So this was Weinberger?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Called you in and called this committee together, said I

want the combined wisdom of you people?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  And some of the people were in the government

in various other positions.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Probably was very useful— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think.  It was very useful I think, and one of the things

we focused on was strategic defense.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  We were much more sympathetic to that than the

Defense Department generally. 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  During that period of time I think we had meetings

about once every month or so and as a consultant I was entitled to compensation for it.  I waived

the compensation.  I was a well-paid executive at Crocker Bank and then a partner.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But my son was then a naval officer on a ship, a frigate,

gunnery officer, he had at one point indicated he would love to get hold of a flight jacket because

they were warm to wear on standing watch.  So I told Ikle that for compensation all I wanted was

a Navy flight jacket sent to my son.  And sure enough, Jim Roche, now Secretary of the Air

Force, arranged for it to be sent out there and it arrived at his ship the USS Badger from the

Secretary of Defense to Lieutenant JG Robert Silberman.  And of course he was also the

communications officer.  Everybody thought why is this, you know this comes to the ship, this is

a communication, but why is it directed personally to him.  He opened it up and there’s this flight

jacket.  Everybody said, what’s that?

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  That gave a little standing.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  There was something else called the State Department

Commission on Economic Security and Assistance.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  That’s something George Schultz set up when he
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was Secretary of State, and I think he appointed Lane Kirkland, Frank Carlucci, and me–Carlucci

was chairman and Kirkland and I were co-chairman or something like that, of that commission. 

And it was to look at government-to-government economic transfers in various fields and to try

to make a determination what was effective and what was not.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  There is also something called the U.S. Foreign

Intelligence Act Court of Review.  I don’t know exactly where I read of that or where that enters

into your history if— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Court

interestingly enough is a court on which I now sit.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh really.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  As one of three appellate judges, actually you sit on the

appellate panel.  This is a court that was created under at the instance of the Carter

Administration to provide a judicial approval of intrusive methods of trying to gain intelligence

from entities in the United States who are controlled by foreign powers, etc.  It used to be done

by the Attorney General and then, partly after a political fight on it, the Carter Administration

recommended and the Congress ultimately passed legislation creating this court.  There has been

some occasional attention to it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  It’s largely in confidence though.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It’s all secret.  And it’s a one-party court because the only

person that ever appears is the government seeking judicial approval for— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You know the classic idea–the black bag jobs. 
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Remember you go into a foreign embassy to get some intelligence, obviously there are various

electronic devices.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well the amusing aspect of that is I testified on behalf of

Republicans who were opposed to the legislation.  I testified against the legislation in the House,

it had passed the Senate but there weren’t really extensive hearings.  I testified against it, arguing

it was a very bad idea to give this to judges, it didn’t suit them, it wasn’t an adversary

proceeding, it was a mistake.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It even had, I thought, dubious constitutionality.  The

House, based on my testimony, voted it down.  And I think it was Tip O’Neill called them back

in session and got it passed the second time.  And so there is a great irony that Rehnquist has

appointed me on the appellate panel of this court.  Even more ironic, one of the reasons, as he

explained to Ricky, why it was a perfect job for me is that it took advantage of all my

intelligence, classified background.  And the appellate panel of this court has never had an

appeal, never a single case.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh the way it works you can appeal the decision of the

three judges to the— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, no, no there’s only one judge.  The presiding judge is

Lamberth.  I think there are six or seven other district judges who are assigned to it and they

rotate.  But the only party that could appeal is the government.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The targets never know that they’re targeted.

MR. RASENBERGER:  No, no, of course.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the government has never appealed.  I don’t know

what goes on down there.  So I sat for the last four years as a member of that appellate panel.  I

had to go through another FBI–Rehnquist’s insistence before he appointed me, and nobody who

has ever sat on that court has ever heard a case.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Are there, just as a matter of curiosity, are there

standards in the Act for judges to use to guide them in deciding these cases?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You will have to either look at my testimony or look at

the statute and see.  My own view is the standards are not susceptible to judicial determination. 

But it doesn’t matter because I’ll never get a chance to rule on the constitutionality because

nobody can challenge it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Anyway, it seems to work.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, you remember the hullabaloo about, what was it,

the Chinese-American physicist who was alleged to have been giving information to the

Chinese— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Wen Ho Lee.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the FBI had wanted to search his computer.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the Justice Department said it would never get by

the special court.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh I don’t remember that; that’s the court they were
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talking about.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Very interesting.  All right so now we are up to your

appointment to this court, and before we get into life on the court, anything about the

appointment process that is worth mentioning?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well one story I think you will love.  Someone had

convinced President Reagan, in my judgment foolishly, to actually call on the phone all of his

federal judicial appointments to ask them to serve, to tell them that— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  To personally ask them.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Personally–after they’ve gone through the process.  You

know— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see, yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I am not sure whether they did it only with appellate

judges or whether they did it with all district judges.  I don’t know, but they did do it with all

appellate judges.  He also did the same thing with all ambassadors.  This was very dumb.  And is

to be contrasted to Jack Kennedy, who made it a point of calling his assistant secretaries,

undersecretaries, and so forth.  Now Kennedy was much shrewder about that.  Reagan never had

much interest in running his bureaucracy— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  He ran it through his speeches.  In other words, he would

formulate policy that forced people to follow it by giving speeches, but he didn’t care about

running anything, and he didn’t really care about the people in this administration–they were sort
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of interchangeable, he didn’t pay attention to them— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You know, as witness the switch of Kennedy, I mean

Reagan, and Baker— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Bizarre.  But Reagan cared desperately about ideas,

desperately about policy, but not about people.  He didn’t realize that people often are policy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Of course Kennedy understood how important it was to

have a personal loyalty coming from the Assistant Secretary of Treasury, or the Assistant

Attorney General.  But Reagan thought an ambassador and a judge were more prestigious so he

would call them.  The reason it was silly is judges, once they are appointed, they owe no loyalty

to the President.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And so it’s a waste of his time, and it takes a lot of time. 

And ambassadors, the truth of the matter is that theoretically they represent the President

personally rather than the Secretary of State— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Theoretically— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There are only a few ambassadors–of which I am

one–who ever tried to assert that power.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And most of them, for the most part, are reporting to a
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desk officer in the State Department— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So it’s silly.  But I did get the call from Reagan.  And

remember I had spent a lot of time with Reagan.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I could tell as he was going through the spiel that he

didn’t sound like he knew who he was talking to, and at some point, I said, something to the

effect, you know, I’m Larry Silberman, you know, identifying— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah–remember me.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I can’t remember what I said.  But his response was

wonderful.  He said, You’re that Larry Silberman, I didn’t even know you were a lawyer.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Perfect.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Because he knew me as a banker.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s right; that’s right.  So you got sort of the canned

talk rather than— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No it was strictly canned, he was reading it off a card.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I thought it was so amusing.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Well now I’m sure when you accepted the

appointment— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah I remember what he said, Mr. Silberman, and I

said, no it’s Larry Silberman and— 
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And then he said, “You’re that Larry Silberman–I didn’t

know you were a lawyer.”

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  When you accepted the appointment as a

judge I assume you–I was starting to ask you whether you appreciated when you took the

judgeship that it would be a dramatic change in what happened when you went to the office, so to

speak.  I mean at least the presumption that I have always had is that being a judge is a much

more lonely job, where people do not call you.  You take the cases that come along and you do

your thing and you interact with colleagues but it is by no means the same exciting kind of

interactive existence that you had had in all of these various other roles.  Did that worry you at

the time, and has it turned out to be better, or worse, or irrelevant since?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I can’t recall whether we discussed when I was Deputy

Attorney General the fact that, and even as Undersecretary of Labor, that the post of the Ninth

Circuit had been offered— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes we did.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah.  So I thought hard about the judicial life and

ultimately decided when I was Deputy Attorney General I was too young to do that then.  This

time around the ones who were influential in persuading me to be a judge were Nino Scalia,

particularly Nino, Bill Rehnquist, because he had first suggested it— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Was he?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Scalia was on the bench at that time?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  On this bench.

MR. RASENBERGER:  On this bench, yes.  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Rehnquist was on the Supreme Court.  Bill and I had

lunch when, Bill Rehnquist and I had lunch when I moved back from San Francisco and he was

the first one to say, you know, why don’t you think about being a judge.  You know at this point I

had been god knows how many things— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  You’re right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  It was the furthest thing from my mind.  And there was a

good deal of speculation in '84 that, in fact some press speculation, that Bill Casey would leave

the CIA and I would be asked to come in then.  And I, that was one job that I was thinking that I

would still be interested in.  But when Bill Rehnquist first mentioned being a judge I began to

think about it.  And I have always been a little ambivalent, part of me has, as is obvious was very

much of an activist, but part of me had been attracted to the scholarly life, or this time at AEI, my

writings and so forth.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And ever since my law school days being an appellate

judge, a federal appellate judge, has always seemed very attractive to me.  So Scalia, perhaps my

closest friend, had suggested that I ought to think seriously about it; he thought that I would love

it.  Now interestingly enough, Bork, who was also at that point a close friend, but he and Scalia

had opposite reactions to becoming a judge.  Scalia loved it, and Bork felt much more a sense of

isolation.  Strangely enough, they are both academics.  Nino turned out to be absolutely right.  I

was, the more I thought about it the more I became convinced that, at the age of 50, I was
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prepared toward a scholarly life.  I loved government.  Ricky used to tease me and say you can’t

be a permanent cabinet officer.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Or any other job.  You can be a permanent judge.  But

the idea of withdrawing from the political world seemed more and more attractive to me.  And

therefore when I did become a judge I liked it from the start–I loved it.  What surprised me was

how little judges all in one building have to do with each other.  How little time is actually spent

with each other.  And that was partly in a function of the time when I first came, I think we spend

a little more time with each other now.  But still it’s a rather isolated life.  You spend more time

with your law clerks than you do with other judges.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I was going to say, you interact all the time with

your clerks and that’s stimulating for both sides perhaps.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, I think so.  But I have not missed the hurly-burly. 

And I propitiate desires that I have to discuss and express views on a broader world than the

judicial world, which includes everything from economics to foreign policy to politics, so forth,

at dinners in Washington, with friends.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And you know at private dinners you can pretty much

talk about anything you want.  You don’t talk about cases coming before the court.  And I will

disclose another matter.  A number of journalists will call me–friends I’ve had over the years–to

discuss with me various events that are going on, background, just my view.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, your take on them, sort of.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  And gives me an opportunity to express views.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I don’t feel quite so isolated.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  No, and you do keep up with things obviously, that’s

because of all your varied background.  You are more interested in what appears in the paper and

more connected to it perhaps.  Well, look at your friend Mr. Rumsfeld for example.  

[END TAPE II - Side A - end of 1-25-02 interview]
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Today is Wednesday, February 6, 2002, we are continuing today the oral history

interview of Judge Laurence Silberman.  The interviewer is still Ray Rasenberger.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Judge Silberman today I think we can wind this long set

of interviews up.  We have been through your distinguished and varied career right up to the time

you had gone onto the bench, and of course that’s where you have been since 1985.  And I am

sure any reader would be interested in your views on many legal issues, and I am sure any reader

can find those views in your written opinions and so we need not delve into them, but as I look at

some of your writings, and opinions, and speeches, there are certain themes that seem to emerge

and I thought I’d ask you if you would like to expound a little bit on some of them.  They come

under various labels.  One of them, for example, is called Judicial Activism or Judicial Restraint

whichever side of the coin you are coming at it from.  And some of your opinions deal with that. 

I call your attention particularly to a recent one I noticed that was issued on December 21, 2001,

and your concurring opinion ends with a remark that, “Supreme Court decisions particularly in

the last century have resembled more the periodic declarations of a continuing constitutional

convention than efforts to read the Constitution as a body of positive law.”  Would you like to

sort of summarize your views on activism, the views that underlie that particular statement,

anything else you want to say on this subject that you either have said or haven’t said already?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, I have written a lecture which I gave at various law

schools in 2000, the title of which is “Will Lawyering Strangle Democratic Capitalism: A

Retrospective.”  That was the title of an article I wrote back at AEI in 1977 or '78 and this was an

opportunity to look back 25 years, approximately, and see how the trends that I decried in that

original speech had either continued or discontinued.  I concluded they had continued, in that
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speech in which I analyze the effect of the growth of the legal profession on American society as

a whole and on American lawyers.  I reiterated the point I made much earlier–an earlier draft of

the speech–which is that judicial activism, particularly practiced by the Supreme Court, was an

engine to the growth of the legal process in the United States and a crucial factor which explains

the enormous and disproportionate growth of the legal profession.  In that speech I give my own

definition of judicial activism.  The concept of judicial activism, however, is hardly new.  When I

was at Harvard Law School between 1958 and 1961 virtually all of my professors were of the

view that judicial activism in our democracy was illegitimate.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Legitimate or illegitimate?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Illegitimate.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Illegitimate, yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That view stemmed from Felix Frankfurter, who as you

know was a professor at Harvard Law School, and as a Supreme Court Justice he on occasion

deplored judicial activism.  I hasten to say, on occasion he practiced it himself, which has been

something of a disappointment because he and his predecessor Oliver Wendell Holmes were

symbols of judicial restraint.  It’s interesting that these two figures are symbols of judicial

restraint because Holmes, as you surely know, was a profound political conservative who

nevertheless dissented repeatedly against opinions of the Supreme Court which were animated by

a conservative majority’s efforts to resist legislative efforts to redistribute income.  Thus, Holmes

was an opponent of such cases as Lochner v. New York.  Frankfurter, on the other hand, was a

political liberal who found himself often in opposition to left-of-center majorities of the Supreme

Court seeking redistribution policies.  By redistribution I mean redistribution of economics or
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political power.  So these two have been heroes of mine although I hasten to say Frankfurter, in

particular, often engaged in judicial activism himself.  Perhaps the classic example is Rochin, the

constitutional decision in which he reached out to condemn activities that “shocked the

conscience of the court” without regard to strict constitutional interpretation.  That was my

background with respect to judicial restraint.  I never changed the views that I developed at

Harvard Law School.  It has always seemed rather simple to me that in a democracy federal

judges appointed for life may not allow themselves, or should not allow themselves, to make

policy judgments but should do their very best to interpret the policy judgments Congress makes

and turns into legislation as well as the policy judgments that are embodied in constitutional law,

that is to say the Constitution.  Now policy judgment is a judgment on which there is a degree of

discretion.  I do not believe judges legitimately exercise the authority to make such a judgment. 

That leads me to the view, and I’ve thought about this a good deal, that it’s crucial for a judge to

proceed on the basis that there is a theoretical right answer to every case.  To be sure, judges are

imperfect, as you know, and it may be that judges often make mistakes and do not get the right

answer.  However, to believe that your only legitimate purpose is seeking that right answer

prevents judges from drifting off into discretionary policy judgments.  By right answer I refer to

the answer to the case which is driven by normal legal materials, statutes, prior judicial decisions,

which, using logic, will lead you to the “right answer.”  In that respect, Holmes, one of my

heroes, uttered what I think in hindsight was an unfortunate comment when he said the life of the

law was not logic it was experience.  First of all, he was talking about the common law and under

the common law judges did make law.  But we, the Federal Judiciary of the United States, have

rejected the common law notion; we operate with respect to our decisions in accordance with
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statutes and the Constitution.  And I might say that I wholly agree with Jefferson’s views when

he, back in the latter part of the 18th century and early part of the 19th century, condemned

common law judges and the common law process as no longer appropriate when you had robust

legislatures and a robust Congress.  I think he was quite correct.

MR. RASENBERGER:  There are times as you know when, let’s take a statute

rather than the Constitution, when there are gaps that don’t provide answers to questions. 

Sometimes those gaps are deliberately left by Congress in the interest of getting the legislation

enacted without having  to face up to certain issues.  How does a judge committed to judicial

restraint deal with those kinds of situations?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  First of all I don’t think I’ve ever seen a statute where,

even if badly drafted and even if there are ambiguities or gaps, one could not reason through the

materials to determine what the right answer is to a case presented under that statute, even one in

which there is some measure of ambiguity.  If you see a compromise in legislation, which is

typically true, and the issue arises you can look and figure out where the line of compromise  was

and extend it out and see where that issue is–which side of the line it’s on.  Now, beyond that, of

course, there are the cases coming from the agencies.  The Supreme Court, to a certain extent,

has gone a long way to reduce judicial activism in its famous Chevron opinion of 1984 in which

it held that federal courts, district courts and courts of appeal, reviewing agency action and faced

with a case that deals with an ambiguity in a statute or a gap should defer to a reasonable agency

interpretation of that statute rather than puzzle through the process as I described.  That opinion,

Chevron, is, in that respect, a very important opinion supporting judicial restraint.  It is rather

amusing that it was written by John Paul Stevens who was hardly a devotee of judicial restraint
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and nobody hates the Chevron opinion, the Chevron case, more than John Paul Stevens who

would give his right arm to reverse it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Yes I’ve read a talk or an article you did on

Chevron–I found it very interesting.  We will go to the constitutional arena and judicial restraint. 

Obviously the court has had to flesh out the Constitution–courts I should say–have had to flesh

out the Constitution over these years in ways that the drafters could not even possibly have

conceived of, and it involved policies.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You see I don’t think that’s right.  I’ve read a great deal

about the Framers of the Constitution and, although the exact facts, technology, etc., that would

cloth a case in 2000 could not have been anticipated exactly by the Framers, the nature of the

controversy wouldn’t have looked all that strange to them.  They were rather far-seeing people. 

But beyond that, I think it is indisputably correct that for much of the Supreme Court’s history

the majority of the Court hasn’t even tried to figure out what the Constitution meant with respect

to particular issues–it simply invented new constitutional provisions to cover policy objectives

they wished to pursue.  And I think that has been a horrifying development and is understandable

in terms, as I have written, of public choice doctrine–it’s power.  They have sought power.  And

they have aggrandized themselves and the federal judiciary and American lawyers.  There are

certain provisions in the Constitution that necessarily might change in application with

technology and developments like the notion of a reasonable search.  One talks about telephones

and movies and so forth— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Computer hard-drives.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Computer hard-drives.  You’re talking about
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technologies that were not available to the Framers, but the principles can be extended out,

principles that are embodied in the Constitution could have been extended out, but I think there

has been much too much proclivity on the part of American lawyers, American law professors,

who are perhaps the most corrupt group of all, and judges to say:  “Oh well we can fill in gaps, it

has to be fleshed out so, let’s go, let’s have fun, let’s do what we think a black-robed elite ought

to be able to do.”

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Well just to take two illustrations.  What

you’re saying, I gather, you would say for example Marshall’s initial decision that the Court had

the power to declare acts of Congress unconstitutional, and secondly the Court’s determinations,

I guess you could say, that the Fourteenth Amendment basically applies most of the Fifth

Amendment to the states–that both of those were logical extensions of the intent of the Framers

that— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Certainly the first.  Certainly the first–I agree with you on

that.  I think that implicit in the very language of the Constitution is the notion of judicial review. 

Although having watched it over 200 years or thought about it over 200 years of American

history if I were a Framer myself I would preclude judicial review since I think it’s— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  You mean the ability to declare an act unconstitutional?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, yes I think I would because the cost has exceeded

the benefits.  But in any event, I think it was a logical interpretation of the Constitution.  I also

think probably you’re right about the interrelationship of the Fourteenth and the Fifth.  But as a

perfect example, a case holding that the Fifth Amendment, the case District of Columbia— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Which case is that?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The one holding that the equal protection component of

the Fourteenth is included in the due process clause of the Fifth in order to declare segregated

schools in the District of Columbia unconstitutional.  It was a political judgment, it had no legal

validity.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Would that be your feeling about Brown v. Board of

Education?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.  In Brown v. Board I thought was a correct result

although I thought the reasoning was ridiculous and long.  All that was necessary was to take

Justice Harlan, the original Justice Harlan’s dissent in Plessy v. Ferguson, which I thought was

absolutely correct.  You may recall, Harlan wrote that separate but equal was an illusion, that

when the government set up separate schools for blacks it could not help but be imposing a

government-sponsored stigma on blacks.  I mean I thought it was rather a simple proposition and

we would be much better off if they had simply taken his dissent and put it into Supreme Court

law.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Do you think there’s a term “original intent,” which you

have heard many times, do you think that sums up the direction that one would go in looking for

an answer to some of these difficult issues of constitutional interpretation or is that just part of

the story?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I don’t like the term “original intent.”  I prefer the phrase

“original meaning.”  I think when interpreting any legal document whether it be a statute, a

contract, or the Constitution, one is bound to consider the meaning of words used at the time that

they are adopted.  I don’t think the fact that the Constitution was adopted over 200 years ago
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gives any legitimacy to the notion that you can change the meaning of the words as time goes on. 

The Framers provided a method whereby you can amend the Constitution.  It is a difficult

process, it’s true, but they never contemplated, and I think it’s an outrageous usurpation, that the

Supreme Court justices would be authorized to amend the Constitution by judicial decision.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Do you have sort of a capsule view of the

Supreme Court’s Commerce Clause jurisdiction in this respect?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh, that’s hard.  I think some mistakes were made back

in the 19th Century, but you’re probably thinking more about the more recent cases holding that

there is some limit to the Commerce Clause power of Congress— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Or the cases that went pretty far in the direction of

holding there was no limit.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I beg your pardon?

MR. RASENBERGER:  I mean in earlier cases when it really expanded the

Commerce Clause.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  That’s true.  And I think a fair reading of the

Constitution would lead one to the conclusion that there are limits.  Where the limits are is not an

easy question to determine, but there are limits.  And it’s interesting that the present court in

struggling to articulate those limits is accused of judicial activism by those who never openly

stated but implicitly believe there shouldn’t be any limits.  Well, that doesn’t accord with the

language of the Constitution.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  You mentioned Holmes and Frankfurter as

advocates of judicial restraint, which I think everyone recognizes to be the case.  Are there any
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federal judges of more recent vintage that you would put in that category?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  But I don’t think I would like to name them.

MR. RASENBERGER:  All right, that’s fine.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I would say, one of the things that has disappointed

me terribly about being a judge is the recognition as to how few judges and justices are really

believers in judicial restraint.  I often have struggles with my conservative colleagues who I think

sometimes are guided more by Adam Smith than the Constitution or the statutes, and I also have

disagreements with my so-called liberal colleagues who seem to be driven by other goals or

objectives and in the federal courts around the country I find relatively few judges really

committed to judicial restraint.  Now it’s interesting in a way that the D.C. Circuit as a whole is

probably the best court of appeals on this basis if you’re judging by virtue of judicial restraint. 

And that is the reason why our case load has dropped so precipitously or dramatically over the

last ten or fifteen years because as you know with respect to most federal statutes involving

jurisdiction in the federal courts, that is to say statutes which provide for judicial review of

agency action in the court of appeals often provide that a company, union, individual, etc., may

petition for review either in its home circuit or the D.C. Circuit.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And for many years, even today I suppose, the D.C.

Circuit has a vastly disproportionate number of administrative law cases as compared to other

circuits.  However, over the last ten years we have seen increasingly those seeking a conservative

policy outcome are tempted to go to places like the Fourth Circuit or the Seventh Circuit and

those seeking a left-of-center liberal policy outcome go to the Ninth Circuit or perhaps the
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Second Circuit.  I had an interesting experience at an ABA meeting in this respect in which Nino

Scalia and I questioned a group of lawyers as to how they decide which circuit they go to on

appeal, this was a section of the ABA I think called the Public Utility Section, which is

composed of lawyers who do FCC, FERC and various other kinds of high-value litigation.  It is a

very sophisticated portion of the bar, and these lawyers, one of them was a classmate of mine,

one of them was a classmate of Nino’s, were ducking and jiving and didn’t want to answer the

question.  We finally pressed hard enough that one of them fessed up and said, look if we don’t

like the policy of the agency we will go to the Eighth Circuit or the Fifth Circuit or the Ninth

Circuit or the Seventh Circuit or the Fourth Circuit.  If we have a good administrative law, i.e., a

good legal claim, we will go to the D.C. Circuit.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So I take some satisfaction of the fact that the D.C.

Circuit as an institution is perceived, and I think accurately, as more committed to judicial

restraint perhaps than other federal courts of appeal.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Do you think Chevron has contributed to that also?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I don’t want to get too much into particular cases, maybe

not at all here, but I can’t resist asking whether you have any thoughts you want to express on

Bush v. Gore.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well I will.  If you ask me.  I wasn’t willing to express

any views on it for about six months because it is the only case that ever came to the Supreme

Court or my court, in which I was somewhat familiar, and in which I didn’t trust my own
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judgment.  It cut too close to the bone.  However, having thought about it a good deal since then,

read some material, including Dick Posner’s book, which I’ll go back to in a moment, I think that

had I been on the Supreme Court I would have joined the concurring opinion written by Justice

Rehnquist, which I think was correct.  I do not think the majority opinion was correct.  I do not

think the Equal Protection Clause could be extended, should be extended, legitimately as far as

the majority went, and of course there were seven justices who adopted that notion.  But I would

not have joined that opinion, but I did think the concurring opinion was correct.  By the

concurring opinion I am talking about Justice Rehnquist.  I do think it was a violation of

particularly Article II for the Florida Supreme Court to have so dramatically changed the rules

and I would of phrased it rather simply:  that in interpreting a statute in a post-election context, a

post-election presidential context, a Supreme Court of a state violated the Constitution if its

interpretation of the statute was an unreasonable one.  Similar to Chevron.  And I don’t think

there is any doubt that the Florida Supreme Court’s interpretation was unreasonable, as three

members of the Florida Supreme Court itself pointed out.  And so then I, that’s the way I would

have decided that; I thought that was correct.

MR. RASENBERGER:  You’ve mentioned Richard Posner’s book.  I gather his

view of why it was correct is not your view.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well I think he would agree with the formulation I just

gave although he wasn’t as critical; he was somewhat critical of the equal protection notion.  But

the difference between the two of us is he thinks there was great discretion and he thinks the

Supreme Court’s decision is a triumph of pragmatism, which is his great philosophy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, yes.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I think in that respect his book is rather strained.  To

try to defend his own philosophy of pragmatism, with which I disagree, Posner sees himself as a

linear extension of a British common law judge which you just get up there on the bench and

come up with what you think is right answer politically, as a policy matter.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Let me ask you about a couple of areas of

constitutional law that keep coming up.  I’m thinking of the whole question of separation of

powers and I have in mind your opinion in Morrison v. Olson.  And also things that I have read

that you have said about regulatory agencies.  This whole area, is there any sort of generalization

you can make about your philosophy on separation of powers.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, when I wrote Morrison v. Olson, which

incidentally is the longest opinion I’ve ever written, 88 pages, I thought the answer we set forth,

Judge Williams joining me, was the correct analysis, the correct answer to that issue as it stood. 

And even the Supreme Court’s opinion which reversed, tacitly admitted as much by using Justice

Rehnquist’s famous phrase, it is our present considered view, as in effect he reversed the logic of

Humphrey’s Executor v. Myers.  That reception in the Supreme Court was a great disappointment

to me.  I suppose my greatest disappointment as a judge.  I find it rather amusing that years later

many people, a good part of the bar, the majority of law professors, who were incidentally either

critical of my opinion at the time or even actually argued against it like Professor Tribe, have

now come to the view that I was right.  And I am asked on occasion does that give me a sense of

solace.  My answer is absolutely no.  Because what that simply reflects is a perception on a part

of a liberal democratic group of lawyers and law professors that that device, the Independent

Counsel Statute, could be used and has been used to torture Democratic presidents as well as
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Republicans.  So long as it was only the latter rather than the former it was perfectly all right.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I have on occasion, including at a dinner at Harvard Law

School, used the following historical analogy.  With a group of Harvard law professors I asked

the following  hypothetical:  In 1949, a Republican Congress after legislative hearings revealing

communist infiltration in the Treasury and State Departments, such people as Alger Hiss and

Harry Dexter White, etc., passes a statute called the Loyalty in Government Act instead of the

Ethics in Government Act.  The Loyalty in Government Act authorizes a three-judge panel of the

D.C. Circuit, with one actual D.C. Circuit judge, to appoint an independent counsel under

circumstances similar to the Ethics in Government Act to investigate and prosecute violations of

espionage statutes.  The findings of the committees that draft this legislation find that the

Democratic administration has a conflict of interest because there are too many senior officials

who have been shown to be communists or communist sympathizers.  I have hypothesized had

that statute been passed and challenged and gone to the Supreme Court of the United States, it

would have been held to be unconstitutional on exactly the grounds I articulated in my opinion

and Scalia joined in dissent.  By a vote of nine to nothing.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I even went— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  You mean the Morrison v. Olson grounds.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.  Separation of powers.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The whole apparatus; the whole nine yards.  Nine-zero. 
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Would have been held unconstitutional.  If you took the present Supreme Court and put them

back in history for that point it would have been held unconstitutional eight-to-one.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The one who would have dissented is Rehnquist.  He

hated communists.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So much he would have let his policy views— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Now I gave that hypothetical to a group of Harvard law

professors at a dinner.  They all agreed that I was absolutely correct that that case would have

been 9-0 on exactly the grounds I articulated in Morrison v. Olson.  I was rather amused that one

professor was trying hard to figure out how he could make, I think it was Nesson at Harvard Law,

how he could make a distinction between the loyalty in government and ethics in government. 

But that wasn’t very persuasive.  It was obviously policy driven.  I have used that hypothetical on

occasion.  No one disagrees with me.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s a good one.  Well you could say that driven by

pragmatism is a version of driven by policy.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Of course.  That’s exactly correct.  That is exactly my

view.  It’s interesting that in the number of cases that I have decided that have gone to the

Supreme Court, either on direct review or because its gone up, in a sense, because there is

another case contrary to that that went up— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Someone asked me how, what my batting average is. 

And my response is, the Supreme Court is batting about 750.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I said I don’t think I’ve ever been wrong.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Of the cases I’ve been reversed, other than Morrison v.

Olson, my opinions have been to the left of the majority of the Supreme Court.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Really.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But I thought I was following a statute or prior Supreme

Court decision.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Are there any other opinions–I know Morrison v.

Olson was not only your longest opinion but in some senses your strongest opinion in terms of

jurisprudence–any other opinions of yours here on the D.C. Circuit that you consider particularly

significant in terms of from anything, from the effort you put into them to the effort that the

Supreme Court had to put into those issues?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Oh gosh Ray, there’s a lot.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  One that’s very much in the news today because of the

potential litigation that’s about to transpire between the Comptroller General and the Vice

President is the Hillary Clinton case, in which I wrote the opinion holding that the Clinton

Administration was correct in rejecting the notion of the Federal Advisory Committee Act

applied to the President’s health care task force.  And that opinion not only interprets the statute,
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which is a very close question, but also makes clear that the constitutional question is a very

serious one, which is one of the reasons why— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the constitutional question of course deals very

much with presidential power.  There are a number of opinions in the communications area

dealing with telecommunications, FCC cases come up.  There are a number of labor cases, I

teach labor law at Georgetown and a number of my opinions are in the labor law casebook. 

Perhaps the most important one was the one a few years ago holding that President Clinton’s

executive order banning replacement of strikers on the part of government contractors was in

excess of his powers:  in a sense unconstitutional because in conflict with the National Labor

Relations Act.

[END TAPE I - SIDE A; [START TAPE II - SIDE B]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There have been a number of administrative law cases

which I’ve written which are of some importance I guess.  And there is one constitutional case

which was rather noteworthy because it was a hot political issue at the time, it still is in some

respects, there was a question of whether it was constitutional of the Navy to discharge an officer

on grounds that he had declared himself a homosexual, which was an en banc opinion of the

court.  Actually I’ve written a number of en banc cases for the court because fortuitously I was

the most senior so-called conservative so it came to me assigned.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  Do you think the en banc procedure is used about

the right amount of time?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  When I originally came on the court I actually
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supported the de-en bancing  of some cases because I thought we were overusing the process and

it was causing too much tension, but now we are pretty much down to one or two a year and

that’s manageable.  We are fond of saying the Supreme Court gets paid to sit en banc; we don’t.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the en banc process is enormously time-consuming.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So it should be reserved for extreme cases.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Let me ask you a little bit about the concept of

federalism, that is state versus federal powers.  Would you say you are in basic agreement with

where the Supreme Court has been going in the last decade or so in that area in terms of the

balance that they seem to be trying to strike between state and federal power?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I haven’t focused as hard on that issue–looked carefully

at it.  To tell the truth,  after the first ten years on the court I became so disappointed with the

Supreme Court opinions that I don’t read them unless I have to with respect to a particular case

before me.  I have become enormously disenchanted and cynical about their opinions for this

reason:  Typically a number of them do not write their opinions; their clerks write their opinions. 

And one of the things that’s crucial in my judgment about judicial opinions is that judges should

write at least the analysis in every opinion.  I have tried in the vast majority of my

opinions–actually to write the analysis because it is only by writing that you can be confident that

you have reasoned through a case.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Many of the Supreme Court justices, a number of them,
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do not write their own opinions, they just vote on the results, and it’s the political or policy

result.  And they are not bound by the analysis; sometimes even if it’s their own signature.  But

typically when they sign on someone else’s opinion they are really not bound by that

analysis–they will switch it in the next case if they want to change the results.  Now there are

some justices who write their own opinions, Scalia being the foremost example, and he has a

terrible memory; he could forget a case three weeks after it’s decided.  But if that case came up

six years later he would reason it through exactly the same way.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yeah.  Well I know that you did say in one of your

writings that judges often do not truthfully explain their reasoning.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That’s connected with not writing your own opinions.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You get a law clerk who starts out with some canned

framework of an opinion–well this is our standard of review, this is this, this is this, this is this,

and it doesn’t reason through the case the way you would have thought the judge had to do in

order to decide what he or she decided.  So that’s a discipline of writing.  There is an interesting

dialogue between Posner and Judge Wald in some law review articles in which Posner also made

the point that it’s crucial for judges to write their own opinions.  I must say that Judge Wald who

seems to have implicitly acknowledged that she did not write that much of her opinions,

nevertheless was capable in my judgment, much more capable than I would have been, in making

sure every opinion, even though it might have been drafted by her clerk, reflected her views

exactly; she was much better at narrowing the efforts of her staff.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The interesting thing is she’s really a splendid writer.  I

think her speeches often are much better than her opinions because she wrote them herself.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well there is no doubt that writing helps the thinking

process, for most of us anyway.  I mean some people can think things through maybe word-for-

word without putting anything down on paper, but not many.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.  And the real key is that when you write it

yourself–you’ve heard judges say, it wouldn’t write; what they meant is when they wrote it, when

a judge wrote the opinion him or herself it became apparent that there was a logical flaw in their

reasoning.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I have on at least two or three, four occasions

received a draft from a clerk which reflected my views and the views of the panel at conference

and when I sat down to rewrite it I found that there was a flaw and changed my view–changed

my position on the case.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I can believe that.  It happens to me all the time

when I start to write.  Well I was going to ask you, I did ask you a little bit about more modern

judges that fit in the Holmes-Frankfurter category.  Without limiting it to modern would you put

Learned Hand in your pantheon of— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Anyone else?  This is not an exam so don’t feel like you

have to come up with other names here, I just thought if there were some others that teamed on— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well Learned Hand certainly would be included.  I’d
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rather not mention judges who are alive today.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I have sat with judges and of course on occasion I’ve sat

with judges who were visiting from other circuits so you can’t assume that I am talking not only

about D.C. Circuit judges.  I have sat with judges whose views on the case would be absolutely

predictable in light of the parties, without regard to the merits.  And I find that terribly

distressing.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I agree.  I wanted to ask you just generally a little

bit about— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Actually there is an interesting story about judicial

restraint.  Were you involved, Ray, in that case involving the Iceland— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  The ship?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The shipping.

MR. RASENBERGER:  The Navy contract?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Were you involved?

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, our firm was, yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That was one of my very first cases.  In fact it came up on

motions I think before I even was assigned to merits in the fall of 1985.  And I was keenly aware

of the NATO concerns about Iceland.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I’ll never forget one of my law clerks who was drenched

and very sophisticated about foreign policy was working on a motion with me and arguing the
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NATO/Navy/Iceland position and when I looked, and of course that would have been my foreign

policy concern.  I came out the other way.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That was the first case where I felt it was imperative, that

I had to think of myself as doing something different as judge than I did as a non-judge.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Well, would you conceive of any circumstances where

the fact that our national security interests were involved somehow, would lead to perhaps a

different conclusion than otherwise?  I am reminded of the phrase, whether it was used or

whoever who said that, the power to wage war is the power to wage war successfully, or words to

the effect.  It seemed to suggest that, when the cheese gets really binding in terms of our security

interests, some things have to give in the interests of foreign policy or security objectives.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, I think there is ample room in reading the

Constitution itself as well as Supreme Court cases interpreting the Constitution to allow for

national security concerns.  On the other hand, there have been some horrible mistakes made in

the name of national security, perhaps most glaringly the Japanese relocation cases.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  Perhaps I did ask you last time:  we have obviously

globalizing society in terms of trade and other issues, and we have greater, more powerful

international judicial institutions than we used to have, I’m thinking of the court at The Hague,

and so on.  Do you see those as readily accommodating in our system.  I guess I am not giving

you a very specific question here, and it’s hard to answer.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, except I think you are touching on something on

which both Judge Edwards and I were asked recently to speak to Georgetown.  The question is
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how much does foreign law, how much of a legitimate role does foreign law play in interpreting

the Constitution or American law.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Exactly.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Most of all the Constitution.  And our answer was

simple, none.  Although Justice Breyer keeps trying to bring it in.  Now how much foreign

tribunals play a role in ordering American affairs depends on treaties.  I have never been very

impressed with the body of “international law,” which I think is often a figment of prosecutorial

imagination.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Public international law.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right; public international.  When I was at Harvard I was

interested in pursuing international law and Professor Katz who taught it said there really isn’t

any international law, it’s baloney.  Take the course in international transactions.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I still think it’s baloney.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Now what’s happened because of American judicial

activism, a fascinating development, is that other nations around the world, the judiciary in other

nations around the world are becoming entranced with American judicial activism because it

promises power to judges.  I have been to conferences with European Justices and Israelis.  The

Israelis, for example, had a very strong tradition, more like the British tradition of judges not

getting involved in policy matters, and judges are increasingly attracted to the American system

for obvious power reasons.  And one conference I attended over at the Supreme Court with
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several Supreme Court Justices, and I think Breyer was then a circuit judge, and he was there,

with Italian Justices of their Constitutional Court and they were all entranced with Brennan.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Brennan was the model.

MR. RASENBERGER:  They think rule of law means rule of judges.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right; exactly.  Very simple.  And so what’s amusing is

that that is going to spread somewhat until there is resistence from the political branches in

foreign countries–we’ll see.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.  Well certainly in the EU the judicial branch is very

powerful compared to their legislature.  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right.

MR. RASENBERGER:  All right.  I didn’t ask you, we’ve talked about, this is

now going back to your pre-judicial experience, about public figures you’ve dealt with–Reagan,

Rumsfeld, to name a couple.  Would you care to identify what you might call your favorite public

figures, people you have encountered that you have felt particularly competent, particularly

likeable, particularly successful at what they were doing.  I know these kind of lists always end

up leaving people out so I don’t want wish you into something that can be misinterpreted.  But

you have had an unusual opportunity to see top levels of government at work in several

presidencies and several administrations, do you want to talk about any particular people other

than the extent that you already talked about them.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well I will go through the Presidents that I have dealt

with and grown to know.  And I suppose you could deduce from my prior discussions or writings
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that Richard Nixon was a very interesting figure who I came to have great distaste for.  There

was something about him that which turned everything away from idealism and towards

cynicism, even when, maybe in his heart of hearts, he was idealistic.  Gerry Ford was a lovely

human being.  But perhaps somewhat miscast as President.  He just never had an animating

vision of what a President should do and that I think made him a lot weaker than he would have

otherwise been.  Reagan of course did have an animated vision.  I spent a lot of time with Reagan

as I probably described in the campaign of 1980 and occasionally as an advisor on arms control

and I was very puzzled by Reagan.  He was man of enormous discipline I figured out afterwards. 

And he was capable of hiding and/or presenting parts of his personality in a very carefully

controlled fashion.  But I don’t think we are going to know enough about Ronald Reagan for

some years.  I think Morris’ book is just dreadful and I think the real problem Morris had is he

just didn’t understand Reagan.  He just couldn’t get a handle on him.  He was very difficult to

read.  But he was a man who had clear vision on both domestic and foreign policy which turned

out, in my judgment, to be quite sound.  I thought so at the time when I was supporting him; I

thought so afterwards.  But he cared not a wit for the people around him.  They were just

interchangeable figures on a board which made me not, which made me never, want to go to

work for him.  George Bush, the elder, had some of the characteristics of Gerry Ford.  He is most

famous for rather contentiously referring to the vision thing.  But one of the things that I learned

in government is that to be a good leader of any department or President of the country, the most

important single thing is to have a sense of where you want to go–a vision.  You can’t be a good

“manager” of the government or of a department unless you have a notion as to what you want to

accomplish.  And that usually requires a few ideas, a few goals.  I remember many years ago
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when Don Rumsfeld and I came back from a trip to the Middle East when we were both special

envoys and I was to replace him.  Don Regan who was then Chief of Staff met with us just before

we met with the President to report on our, particularly on our visit with Tariq Azziz the foreign

minister of Iraq, and Donald Regan complimented us considerably on our work.  We were dollar-

a-year men.  Don was still CEO of G.D. Searle and I was a senior partner of Morrison and

Foerster.  And Regan went on in some length that we accomplished what we did only because we

were not government bureaucrats; we were successful businessmen and/or lawyers.  And he

turned to me and said don’t you think that’s right, the people who really come into government

and really do well, are successful.  And I said you know, the truth of the matter, Don, is the

people I’ve noted who do best as cabinet secretaries are professors.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I thought businessmen are often lost because they are

driven by general accounting principles, bottom line; there is no bottom line in government.  And

lawyers tend to be awful managers because they will typically take one or two issues and pursue

those only and let everything else go adrift and they will just pursue cases rather than vision.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And I said a professor has a capacity to conceptualize the

notion of what the department should do and that’s more important in a way for managing a

department than the typical managerial tasks.  But Regan thought that was horrifying.  

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I can believe it.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  So those are my views of the— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Now just one final area.  Over the years that you have
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been on the bench here your name has often come up as a possible candidate for the U.S.

Supreme Court.  I wondered if there is anything you want to say about those instances, if there

were any instances, or your own thinking or reactions as to what happened and what didn’t

happen.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well it’s sort of interesting.  In 1987 after the Bork

nomination failed, one of the senior people at Justice told me that I was likely to be nominated as

a replacement.  And there was a good deal of discussion between Justice Department personnel

and my wife because I didn’t really want to talk about it.  There were however some factors

which have been described to me subsequently which caused my name to be dropped, one of

which was a story that was being spread by Judge Mikva to the effect that we had had an

altercation.  It actually got way out of hand, and it was suggested to me that we had a— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Physical?  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yeah; that we had a physical fist fight.  But actually

Mikva never actually said that.  What actually happened was that I had written a letter some time

ago to the Legal Times explaining that we were having a heated dispute–just three judges–about a

case involving affirmative action and he said something to me which caused me to say if he were

ten years younger I would be tempted to punch him in the nose.  It was just three judges there,

and it is not by far the worst thing I’ve ever heard judges say to each other in their conference,

but the story was spread and it sounded, by the time it was spreading it appeared as if there were

an actual altercation.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Not true.  And he subsequently said it was not true.  But
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it was quite a flapdoodle.  And then there was another matter which had surfaced which was the

suggestion that I had been part of the group that had met with an Iranian official in the campaign

of 1980 who was seeking the delay of the release of the American hostages, but that was a false

story, as the Congress subsequently decided.  In fact, I was brought along to a meeting as an ex-

Deputy Attorney General by Dick Allen who was the head national security advisor to Reagan. 

And it was true that an individual came to the meeting, he was not an Iranian he was a

Malaysian, I thought he was a Moroccan.  I couldn’t remember which.  He claimed that he had

special contacts with the Iranian mullahs and that they might be induced to release the hostages

to candidate Reagan rather than to President Carter.  I recoiled like a bite by a snake and said we

only have one President at a time, go talk to Carter.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But in any event, that story was being spread by The

Miami Herald as an absolute reverse of what happened, and it took some years before Congress

investigated and found out it was as I described.  But that floated at just that time and so the two

things together knocked me off as well as a third thing which is sort of amusing.  I am told the

National Rifle Association was opposed because many years ago when I had been Deputy

Attorney General and confirmed as Deputy Attorney General I had told Senator Kennedy that I

would be willing to work with him to ban “Saturday night specials” if we could define them. 

And of course I knew damn well you couldn’t define them separately.  But the NRA was nervous

about that which is rather amusing because they didn’t know that I am a hunter and gun owner. 

But it was a very unpleasant time in which there was some campaigning which I’ve never been

willing to do and wouldn’t let my wife do at all.  And so then I dropped off the list, and then it
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went through Ginsburg and Kennedy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Some years later when Souter was chosen, again I was on

the list of three, originally four but Starr was dropped off, and it was Souter, myself, and

Clarence.  And George Bush the elder who is a wonderfully decent human being had Boyden

Gray tell me afterwards that he would have nominated me but for the fact that I had just joined

and written a good deal of the North opinion.  It was too hot at the time.  Incidentally, that was

quite correct, it was too hot at the time.  But it was so decent of him.  Now the amusing thing is I

think George Bush the elder would have nominated me because he knew me and we were

friends, not as much for my judicial philosophy.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The next time around, again on the list, Clarence was

chosen.  I was pretty sure I really wasn’t a serious candidate.  I was pretty sure that the

Administration would pick Clarence and I indeed had done all I could to support Clarence. But

there was one rather amusing tidbit which you’d love.  With my name on the— 

MR. RASENBERGER:  Short list.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Short finalists.  I was advising Clarence and I knew it

was going to be Clarence and Clarence was invited up to Maine to meet with the President but I

thought it crucially important that nobody know that–that that not get out.  So I instructed

Clarence’s secretary to keep the door closed to Clarence’s office and to tell people that he was in

conference, and since the press knew somebody was going up to Maine they figured it must be

me.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And there was one judge on this court who was

particularly politically interested and politically connected and he kept every twenty minutes

popping into Clarence’s office to see where Clarence was, and Clarence’s secretary kept saying

he’s in conference.

MR. RASENBERGER:  [Laughter.]  Those are interesting stories; humorous

stories.  Again— 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The Los Angeles Times wrote a piece some years ago in

which they described me as one of those, as a character in the last twenty years who came closest

a number of times.  It was a very nice piece.  But the third time was not real; the closest was '87

but probably '90, '91 was close too with Souter but if I hadn’t written the North opinion.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Timing is everything isn’t it?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes it is.  But I wouldn’t have changed that for all the tea

in China.  I am very proud of that, of the parts of our opinion in North.  The amusing thing is I

ended up dissenting in the North case on a number of issues.  I would have reversed for a whole

series of other reasons including the refusal to call Reagan.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh.  Well I am glad you went into this.  This is a subject

I am sure other people have wondered about.  I had, too, but I didn’t know whether it was

something you wanted to talk about or not.  Judge Silberman, that concludes my questions. 

Perhaps after we read the transcript we will want to go back and pick up with a few more

although I think we certainly  have had some good questions and some superb answers here and I

am very happy with the way it has gone.  I want to thank you on behalf of D.C. Circuit Historical
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Society for taking all this time to subject yourself to this interview and personally thank you

because I found it a very interesting time myself.  It’s like reading a biography really first-hand. 

Thank you.

We are back on the record to continue Judge Silberman’s last answer.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I have often been asked, given the several occasions

when I was apparently close to being nominated to the Supreme Court, whether I deeply regret or

even regret not having had that opportunity.  Everyone assumes I would deeply regret it.  I think I

tell the absolute truth when I say I do not.  And the reason I do not is twofold.  First of all, I like

being able to retire at the age of 65 or take senior status and spend more time with my

grandchildren which you could never do as a Supreme Court Justice.

MR. RASENBERGER:  True.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Just can’t psychologically do it.  But the more important

reason is that I grew to have such profound dislike or distaste for Supreme Court jurisprudence

and lack of respect for the Supreme Court as an institution that I’m afraid that had I been

appointed one of two things would have happened.  Either I would have been miserable

psychologically at the open policy making up there, and it is quite open, or I would have become

corrupted and joined in on it.  Almost every law clerk who has left my chambers to go to the

Supreme Court, and according to the National Law Journal last year, the highest number of my

law clerks as compared to any other circuit judge had gone on to Supreme Court clerkships over

a ten-year period, almost without exception, within three months of being clerks on the Supreme

Court, I would receive a call in which the clerk would express enormous disappointment–some

even despair–about the Supreme Court process of decision.  I might say that was also true of a
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couple of my colleagues who left here and went up and became justices.  But after awhile the

justices perhaps get more comfortable.  I don’t think the perks or the prestige of being on the

Supreme Court would have been all that important to me and certainly wouldn’t have been

adequate to offset the concerns that have lead me to view the Court as a largely illegitimate

institution.  So I tell people when they ask me that, very few do but some do, that I am very

happy where I am and do not regret for a second that I didn’t get one of those appointments.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Thank you.

[END OF TAPE - END OF ORAL HISTORY]
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APPENDIX  I

The Origin of Affirmative Action as We Know It–The Philadelphia Plan Pivot

by The Honorable Laurence H. Silberman*

I am now a senior judge and have the time and inclination to look back 30 years

ago to the actions of President Nixon’s first Labor Department.  I had been planning to tell my

version of the Philadelphia Plan story.  It is interesting and poignant coincidence that John Irving

provided the opportunity by asking me to speak to this gathering.  John was my executive

assistant as Solicitor and Undersecretary of Labor until he went off to the NLRB.  He loyally and

effectively supported me during a tumultuous period.  Yet John, from the beginning, advised

against the crucial shift in affirmative action that I pursued, so if I was misguided it was not

John’s fault.  Of course, as a federal judge, I am not permitted to present normative views on

present, or even past, policy issues, but nothing precludes me from describing historical events,

nor is there any barrier to explaining in personal terms why we took the position we did.

First, the background.  The Wirtz Labor Department had gotten itself into quite a

tangle with the Comptroller General over its efforts in enforcing Executive Order 11,246.  That

order, as you well know, bars government contractors from engaging in employment

discrimination and requires “affirmative action” to avoid discrimination.  The Labor Department

had and has the overall supervisory role in enforcing the order.

The Department’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance had sought for several

years to establish pre-award compliance requirements on construction contracts over a million. 

*  Of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.  This speech
was delivered to the Federalist Society and the Labor & Employment Practice Group, The
Willard Inter-Continental Hotel, Washington, D.C., October 10, 2001.
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OFCC had focused on several cities and sought to oblige bidders in those cities to submit

manning tables showing the number of minorities to be hired, before contracts were actually

awarded.  That approach was tried in Philadelphia.  An inter-agency board, prompted by the

OFCC, issued the original Philadelphia Plan in October 1967.  Under that Plan, after the bids

were to be opened, the low bidder would not be awarded the contract until compliance officials

approved the number of minorities to be hired in six skilled trades.  The scheme ostensibly relied

on the contractors to come up with the numbers; the government did not propose to openly set

forth those requirements at the pre-bid stage, or, for that matter, after the bids were opened, but

some suasion and negotiation was contemplated.

The Association of General Contractors and the construction unions induced

Congressmen to complain to the Comptroller General that the Plan proposed in Philadelphia (and

in force in Cleveland) improperly injected uncertainty into the bidding process.  On November

18, 1968–right after the presidential election–the Comptroller General issued an opinion

determining that the “lack of specific detail and rigid guidelines requirements” could lead to

denial of contracts to a low bidder based on “purely arbitrary and capricious decisions.”  The

Comptroller General’s insistence on clear pre-bidding standards surely was designed to put the

Labor Department between a rock and a hard place.  If the government promulgated numerical

requirements for minority hiring it faced both political and legal problems.  The Labor

Department ostensibly backed down in late November 1968, quietly announcing that the

Philadelphia Plan was rescinded, but its compliance officers pursued similar techniques, leading

various Congressmen and Senators to again complain to the Comptroller General.  At the same

time, civil rights groups in Philadelphia were insisting on resurrection of the Plan.
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That was the situation we inherited.  I was confirmed as Solicitor of the Labor

Department on May 1, 1969, the last of the assistant secretary level appointees.  Art Fletcher, an

African-American former professional football player and candidate for Lieutenant Governor in

the State of Washington, had been appointed Assistant Secretary for Wage and Labor Standards. 

OFCC was placed under his wing.  He, not surprisingly, was anxious to reinvigorate OFCC and

particularly the construction industry plans.

But the problem was primarily a legal one, so it fell to me to see if I could fashion

a solution to the conundrum.  Hugh Graham’s excellent book The Civil Rights Era, which

extensively discusses the Philadelphia Plan struggle, acknowledges a gap in his account.  As he

put it, the available White House and Labor Department records do not reveal when and why

George Shultz decided to revive the Philadelphia Plan [at 324].  He tells us in a footnote (at 

p. 539)  that George reviewed the manuscript when Secretary of State in the mid-1980s, but said,

“he could not recall with sufficient precision the timing and circumstances that led to the Labor

Department’s commitment to the revised Philadelphia Plan.”

By that point I suppose my own involvement in the fashioning of the revised Plan

had become somewhat awkward since, as many of you know, in 1977 I had written a column for

The Wall Street Journal, in which I acknowledged that we had been wrong in pursuing the policy

we did.  I am afraid I was in the unfortunate position of having persuaded my boss, the Secretary

of Labor, to embrace a far-reaching policy that I later renounced.

I can recall exactly the moment when the core concept of what was to be the

“Revised Philadelphia Plan” was born.  I was discussing the problem with Gene Mittleman,

Senator Javits’ minority counsel on the Senate Labor Committee.  Gene was one of the most
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capable congressional staffers I encountered in my years in the executive branch, and one of the

few who always could be relied upon to speak for his principal.  During the conversation, we

came upon the notion of openly and boldly requiring all bidders to commit to meeting the

percentage of minority hires in the construction trades that we would demand.  To circumvent

legal and political problems, the numbers would be expressed in terms of ranges, and contractors

would be obliged only to use “good faith” to reach the numerical targets which would be

described as a goal.  Timetables would be included to measure progress to the goal.  I thought

that this approach would eventually pass legal muster because the anti-quota provision of the

Civil Rights Act 703(j) applied only to the Act itself, and, in any event, we were obliging

contractors to aim for goals not hard quotas.  Moreover, contractors would be forbidden to

discriminate in reaching their goal, a caveat which, in truth, may have been more clever than

realistic.  Much later, after all hell broke loose, I suggested to Gene that the goals and timetables

device might have been his idea, but he insisted that it was mine.

I gained the Secretary’s approval after his most searching inquiry, briefed

Undersecretary Jim Hodgson, and then brought the idea to Art Fletcher.  Fletcher was delighted

and could hardly wait to go to Philadelphia to announce these revisions.  Jim Jones, my seasoned

associate solicitor for civil rights, cautioned me to get the Justice Department on board before we

launched our initiative.  So I did.  I got a quick written opinion that our approach would pass

muster from Jerris Leonard, the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, and then advised

Fletcher to hold a hearing in Philadelphia so that we would have something of a discrimination

record to support the Plan as a remedy.  By that time several courts had approved numerical

obligations for future black hiring as a remedy for past discrimination, even though the future
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hires were not past discriminatees.  It should be noted that by treating blacks as interchangeable

the courts were tacitly accepting the concept of group rights rather than individual rights.  In any

event, although we predicated our plan as an independent affirmative action obligation, the

remedial guise would be some protection against legal attack.  Unfortunately, Fletcher announced

the Plan first and had the hearing afterward, which was a bit awkward.

Senator Fannin on July 1 asked the Comptroller General for an opinion on the

revised Plan.  My office responded with a long brief in defense of the Plan, which was publicly

released on July 16.  At a certain point–I think it was even before the brief was released–Senators

Fannin and Curtis went to the White House and demanded that I be fired.  George Shultz

instructed me to prepare a one-page memo to the President justifying our position.  John Irving

and I stayed up much of the night trying to find the exact right words.  We claimed that the

substantive obligations of the executive order exceeded non-discrimination requirements–which

if you read the order carefully is quite a stretch.  We “discovered” the seeds of the Philadelphia

Plan in the last report Vice President Nixon had sent to President Eisenhower in his capacity as

chairman of a government contracting commission.  As I recall, he had acknowledged the need to

take affirmative steps to avoid discrimination.  It was a bit hokey, but it worked.

Then on August 5 the Comptroller General, pressed by outraged Senators and

Congressmen from both parties–the AFL-CIO was apoplectic–issued his second Philadelphia

Plan opinion.  This time he declared the revised Philadelphia Plan in violation of the Civil Rights

Act’s anti-quota provision.  I was rather surprised; it was one thing for the Comptroller General

to express a view on the legality of contracting procedures.  Putting aside separation of power

concerns, contracting was his business, but the Civil Rights Act was enforced by the Justice
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Department and the relevant assistant attorney general had specifically opined that the Plan did

not violate the Civil Rights Act.

Nevertheless, contracting officers in the departments and agencies were

universally terrified of the Comptroller General.  He could under certain circumstances seek to

hold them personally liable for irregularities in the contracting process.  Still, any action against

contracting officers would have to be brought by the Justice Department.  I realized that a formal

opinion from the Attorney General would checkmate the Comptroller General.  Accordingly, on

my advice, George Shultz requested an opinion from John Mitchell.  I went over to discuss the

matter with Bill Rehnquist, then the Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel,

the office that prepares such opinions.  That may have been the hardest sell in the whole process,

but eventually he was persuaded and the opinion arrived on September 22.  The very next day the

Department issued the numerical ranges to be used in the Philadelphia  Plan.

Although the Comptroller General still huffed and puffed, the Attorney General’s

opinion had really cut off any immediate legal threat.  Congressional opponents were outraged

and they staged rather explosive hearings in late October before the senate subcommittee on

separation of powers.  The executive branch stood firm.  Then in December the continued

opposition of the AFL-CIO and conservative Republicans led to the dropping of a political

thermonuclear bomb.  The Comptroller General wrote Senator Byrd to request a rider on our

appropriations bill to prevent any funds spent on Philadelphia Plan activities.  Despite the

Administration’s fierce lobbying, Senator Javits’ brilliant and impassioned defense, and

President Nixon’s threat to veto the whole appropriations bill, the appropriation rider passed

overwhelmingly 57-32.
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That was the bleakest moment in the fight.  I was contemplating resignation when

I received a call from a Jack McKenzie, an editorial writer for The Washington Post.  He said, “I

see you are in deep trouble,” I agreed.  He then said something to the effect “don’t worry I am

going to save you”–and he did.  The next day, the day the rider was to be voted on in the House,

the Post editorial “Quotas and Goals” exhorted the House to undo the Senate’s “grievous folly.” 

That day, for the first time in this fight, some of the national civil rights groups openly broke with

the AFL-CIO and joined the Administration lobbying in the House.  It was a rout:  we won and

the Senate subsequently receded.

Although the Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania sued in

Philadelphia, they lost in both the district court and in the Third Circuit; the Plan was endorsed as

a broad remedial measure with little attention paid to the fact that the remedy was proposed prior

to a fact-finding hearing.  In those days it was virtually impossible to beat a “pro-civil rights”

case in federal court.

We went on to spread construction industry city plans around the country, as I

have written, much like Johnny Appleseed.  Early the next year we issued Order No. 4, which

extended the concept of government-imposed goals and timetables to all government contractors. 

I remember sitting in my office with Pete Nash, who was to be my successor as Solicitor, going

over a draft of that order and adding factors that should be used in calculating a goal so that it

would not appear to be per se racial proportional representation.  When I testified later on various

occasions in both Houses, as the undersecretary,  I was rather open in asserting a right to impose

these requirements regardless of any showing of discrimination.  I insisted that the executive

order’s affirmative action obligation was a good deal broader than Title VII.  For that reason, I
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opposed successfully efforts to transfer OFCC to EEOC.

* * * * 

It has been suggested by several writers describing the Philadelphia Plan’s genesis

that the Nixon Administration adopted the revised Plan as a cynical ploy to divide two traditional

allies in the Democratic Party’s coalition, the AFL-CIO and civil rights groups.  I cannot speak

for everyone in the Administration, but I can assure you that no one in the Labor Department, nor

for that matter in the White House, with whom I dealt, ever embraced that rationale.  To be sure,

we were a good deal more independent of the AFL-CIO than was the Wirtz Labor Department,

but it should be recalled that the Association of General Contractors were just as opposed as were

the construction unions.  And many–probably most–of the Republican Senators, led by Everett

Dirksen, were also opposed.

George Shultz, who bore the primary responsibility for our new policy, although a

formidable bureaucratic infighter, did not have a cynical bone in his body.  He was genuinely

concerned about black employment prospects from the first day he became Secretary of Labor. 

He saw his job as dealing equitably with three separate constituencies with different interests:

organized labor, employers and the minority community.  Moreover, as a professional labor

economist he was particularly disturbed by the soaring wage rates in the construction industry,

which he attributed in part to discriminatory restrictions on the supply of labor.

Art Fletcher, who was to be the spokesman for and administrator of the plan, was

naturally anxious to do all that he could to better the conditions of black Americans.  In this

regard, although other minorities were nominally included in our affirmative action efforts, it was

the plight of American blacks that drove the whole policy.
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I certainly had more influence than perhaps I should have had.  That was in part

because I was perceived both within the Department and at the White House as a reliable

Republican.  Arnie Weber, the brilliant Assistant Secretary for Manpower, a long-time academic

associate of George Shultz, who retired in 1994 as President of Northwestern, once said to

me–our relationship was rather frosty–that George Shultz had staffed the Labor Department with

an eye to talent rather than politics until he got to Solicitor–and then he had to have a real

Republican.

Yet, I had always been strongly sympathetic to the civil rights movement.  In fact,

I had refused to support Barry Goldwater in 1964–I even signed an ad for Johnson–partly because

of Goldwater’s opposition to the Civil Rights Act.  (Luckily for me that transgression had been

overlooked when the Administration was staffed.)  I had been somewhat uncomfortable with the

“southern strategy” pursued by Richard Nixon in the 1968 campaign and thought an aggressive

government push for minority hiring would offset that policy–giving blacks a stake in the

Administration.

I was also quite troubled by the OFCC strategy of pressuring contractors to hire

more blacks without ever indicating what would constitute compliance with the affirmative

action obligation.  It seemed lawless to me.  In this regard, organizations like the NAM were

telling us they would be more than willing to do whatever the government wanted; they simply

needed some certainty.

Most important, having come from Hawaii and, in the aftermath of the urban riots

of 1968, I fervently wanted faster “progress” in race relations.  Non-discrimination seemed

inadequate.  I, as well as many others in the bureaucracy and in the judiciary, were seeking quick
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integration of the workforce.  Underlying this push for integration was an implicit assumption. 

In the absence of discrimination, minorities would naturally end up in job

classifications–certainly manual labor jobs–roughly in proportion to their numbers in the

workforce.  As a corollary, it was thought that for jobs such as those in the construction industry

the apprenticeship training programs, like other job qualifications, were an artificial barrier to

black employment.  (The same kind of thinking underlay the famous Griggs case in the Supreme

Court.)  I remember Don Slaiman, the AFL-CIO’s civil rights chief, accusing me of Ivy League

snobbism in my unwillingness to recognize the possibility that construction job qualifications

were legitimate and therefore progress should be made by adapting apprenticeship programs

rather than overriding them. 

The AFL-CIO and conservative Senators from both parties were our most

powerful political opponents.  But others were dissenters.  I have mentioned John Irving’s quiet

disagreement.  More open in his opposition within the Department was the redoubtable Arnie

Weber, who administered our apprenticeship programs as part of his Manpower Empire.  I

remember going to Chicago, the fall of 1969, to speak to a lawyer’s group, and opening a

Chicago newspaper to read of Art Fletcher’s aggressive praise for the Philadelphia Plan approach

two days before, followed by Weber’s criticism the day after.  I called George Shultz for

guidance as to how I should answer press queries as to the intra-Department dispute.  His

response: “Weave their comments together.”

But it was Thomas Sowell’s criticism that caused me to begin to doubt the

wisdom of our policy.  Again and again he took issue with the critical assumption that underlay

the whole premise: that in a perfectly non-discriminatory world jobs would be distributed roughly
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in proportion by race.  He maintained that cultural factors lead different ethnic and racial groups

into different occupational paths, and that our policy would balkanize the country.

As my confidence ebbed, in 1971 I received a call from my old Harvard Law

Professor and mentor Derek Bok, who had recently been installed as the President of Harvard. 

He asked if I would meet with a delegation representing the American Association of

Universities who wished to complain about HEW’s implementation of the executive order vis-a-

vis universities.  I agreed.  I met with a three-man group composed of John Dunlop, the Dean of

Harvard’s Faculty of Arts and Sciences, another first-class labor economist who was a valued

consultant to the Department; William Bowen, the President of Princeton, ironically Bok’s co-

author of the recent book defending affirmative action, The Shape of the River; and the President

of Michigan, a university today much involved in affirmative action litigation.  They were

intensely critical of the civil rights chief at HEW, Stan Pottinger, whose aggressive (and in their

view unrealistic) pursuit of faculty minority hiring goals was causing academic dyspepsia.  It was

claimed that he was insensitive to academic standards.  I recall vividly John Dunlop’s example of

what he regarded as a particular absurd position HEW was taking, drawn from our construction

industry experience.  Pottinger  had told the universities that they could not apply hiring criteria

that were more restrictive than that governing the least qualified tenured professor in any

department.  John asked rhetorically, How could one possibly identify the least qualified member

of the economics department at Harvard?  I started to laugh, and John immediately broke in to

say, “I know you would point to Galbraith but that is a political judgment.”

At the end of the meeting I observed that it appeared the elite universities had

recently and wholeheartedly adopted affirmative action for their student bodies.  John brushed
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that observation aside saying, “that is different and, moreover, outside your jurisdiction.”

I do not recall what relief, if any, we afforded the universities, but I do remember

telling one of my aides that it was probably healthy for the academic elites to experience the

same pressure that employers and unions felt because, insofar as we might be misguided, they

would constitute a more politically respectable opposition.  Boy was I wrong.

By 1972, with my doubts increasing, I drafted President Nixon’s response to a

letter from the American Jewish Committee condemning quotas in language that might have

suggested a retreat from our policy.  I hoped to help fashion that retreat in the second term, but

that was not to be.  The President accepted my “resignation,” and when I returned as Deputy

Attorney General, after the Saturday Night Massacre, I had too many problems to tackle

“affirmative action.”

I did, as I mentioned, write my mea culpa in The Wall Street Journal in 1977,

entitled “The Road to Racial Quotas.”  I admitted that the goal-quota distinction was an illusion

and that any numbers led ineluctably to the concept of proportional representation.  I was

prompted to do so by the appearance of the Bakke case on the Supreme Court docket.  The

universities that had complained to me only a few years before concerning HEW’s pressure on

faculty hiring were defending proportional representation of their student bodies on so-called

“diversity” grounds.  Diversity, as I wrote in a recent opinion, could be justified indefinitely,

whereas affirmative action suggested only a temporary remedial notion even if the remedy was

national in scope.  Although the Court ignored my article, it had a ricochet effort.  The Fifth

Circuit cited it in its Weber decision.  It only had a brief shelf life, however, because Weber was

in turn reversed by the Supreme Court.
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After I became a judge my inconsistent positions on affirmative action were

thrown up to me when my good friend Bill Brock, the Secretary of Labor, had a rooftop party at

his Department.  He and Ed Meese, the Attorney General, were engaged in a rather fierce intra-

administrative squabble over the executive order (in which George Shultz supported Brock), and

Meese was also a guest.  They were continuing their argument over cocktails and both reached

out to me for support.  I, of course, declined to express a view.  That night I regretted my reserve,

but took solace in the realization that probably whatever I said would be wrong.

*  *  *  *

As I revisit those events of long ago I cannot help wondering what would have

happened if we had taken a different position, one not supporting numerical racial employment

targets.  I rather doubt, in that regard, that anyone else in the Department of Labor would have

suggested the open embrace that I advocated.  The OFCC would probably have sought to

continue to impose pressure on contractors without much real bite or force except in cases of

actual discrimination, in which case OFCC would probably have been transferred to EEOC.

Would many other institutions in the country like the universities have

nonetheless drifted towards proportional representation?  My wife thinks yes.  I am not so sure. 

That a Republican Administration took the position it did caused a rapid undermining of

resistence to that notion throughout our society.  The Philadelphia Plan may well have been the

crucial turning point.
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APPENDIX  II

“Will Lawyering Strangle Democratic Capitalism: A Retrospective”

by The Honorable Laurence H. Silberman**

Over twenty years ago while I was at the American Enterprise Institute among a

group of refugees from the Ford Administration, pondering our government service–and the

harms we inevitably caused–I wrote an essay for the first issue of our newly launched magazine,

Regulation.  The title, “Will Lawyering Strangle Democratic Capitalism?” may well have been a

bit hyperbolic, but it was suggested by another editor with greater dramatic flair.  The essay

received some modest attention; even the American Bar Journal gave it a not-unsympathetic

review.  My proposition was straightforward.  Although the legal process, by which I meant all

the work performed by lawyers, judges, and legal regulators–for which the number of practicing

lawyers is an accurate proxy–is essential to democratic capitalism, too great an expansion of the

legal process actually causes harm to both our economy and our polity.  In other words, there is a

theoretical tipping point, and we had, in my view, long passed it.

Looking back, I see that the themes that I touched on in that piece have been

expanded by others, including Walter Olsen, a subsequent editor of Regulation.  He, some years

later, published The Litigation Explosion.  The tipping-point concept, analogous to the Laffer

curve, has been pursued extensively in economic literature by Stephen Magee Professor of

Finance and Economics at the University of Texas.  I was certainly not original in noting the rise

of litigation or in decrying what Nathan Glazer had called the “Imperial Judiciary,” which I, in

**  Of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.  Given at
Drake University School of Law, Des Moines, Iowa, March 30, 2000. 
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part, blamed for attracting too many persons into the profession.  But, I focused on the entire

legal process as an integrated whole.  I used cancer as the metaphor; the legal process had

become a cancer which constituted both a major drag on our economy as well as an interference

with the scope of democratic choice. 

I employed Say’s Law to suggest that the growth of the supply of lawyers was in

part pushing the demand.  By this, I meant that the demand for lawyers has a defensive nature. 

For example, few businessmen will attend a meeting if their counterparts are accompanied by

counsel without being similarly protected; introducing one lawyer into a transaction causes a

multiplication of lawyers.  The Supreme Court, in its Walters decision (which upheld the de facto

ban on paid lawyers in veterans benefit cases), recognized this phenomenon.  It noted that an

existing system of awarding veteran benefits, operated essentially without lawyers, would be

changed fundamentally if some claimants hired counsel.  Other claimants, in order to protect

their share of a finite pie, would be obliged to retain attorneys, inevitably increasing the cost of

the whole system.

Perhaps my most controversial observation–at least within the profession–was the

notion that a disproportionate amount of intellectual talent, for the health of the nation’s

economy, was being drawn into law.  Derek Bok, who, after serving as Dean of the Harvard Law

School, became President of Harvard University and presumably gained a broader perspective,

made the same point in a major address some years later.

I also noted that socialism had never achieved major political respectability in this

country, and, therefore, the socialist impulse had been sublimated into the legal process.  It was

used to restrict the influence of those major economic institutions that would be owned publicly
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in a socialist economy.  Professor Marc Galanter, in a series of articles starting in the early 1980s,

implicitly agreed with that diagnosis but applauded rather than criticized those developments.

Dean Robert Clark of the Harvard Law School, on the other hand, in an effort to

blunt the increasing acceptance of the cancer metaphor, argued that the economy actually might

benefit from the enormous increase in the number of lawyers.  As befitting a specialist in

corporate law, he distinguished those lawyers engaged in advising or implementing business

transactions from those involved in litigation.  The former, the majority of the profession, he

suggested, performed work essential to the stability of transactions.  Their greater need was

dictated by, among other economic trends, the increase in international trade.  He maintained that

the work of transaction lawyers should be thought of as mere “normative ordering” and should

not be viewed as implicating the authority of the state.

The primary difficulty I find with Dean Clark’s heroic effort is that his division of

the profession into the more-productive business-counseling portion and the litigation portion is

quite artificial.  The demand for increased use of lawyers as business advisors is tied inextricably

to the risk of litigation.  No one uses a lawyer without at least thinking of the prospect of either

pursuing or avoiding litigation.  If one seeks norm-ordering not enforceable in court, one goes to

a clergyman.  And once one sees the legal process as an interconnected whole, it should be

apparent that its character has quasi-governmental aspects because the end point, litigation,

which takes place before judges, necessarily implicates the sovereign power of the state.  I had

observed that state legislatures, Congress, or activist judges could often achieve a regulatory

objective as easily by creating a private cause of action as  by establishing a regulatory agency.

Dean Clark also suggested that the growth of the number of lawyers could be 
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explained in part by the increasing economies of scale in the use of lawyers achieved by large

organizations.  I do not doubt that such economies of scale exist.  It has often been noted that

large corporations have a competitive advantage over their smaller competitors in dealing with

regulation, and, as I have noted, the legal process includes and complements regulation.  But

increasing that particular kind of competitive advantage is hardly welfare-enhancing.  The

optimal growth of our economy depends very much on our creating a climate in which new

entrepreneurs and small companies will flourish.

*   *   *   *   *

So much for theory; how justified were my fears?  The growth of lawyers over the

last 20 years, at least looking at that period as a whole, continued apace.  According to the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of lawyers in the United States nearly doubled between

1977 and 1996, from 448,000 to 880,000.  Over the same time-span, the total population of the

country only grew from approximately 219 million to 268 million.  That means that the

percentage of lawyers in the general population increased from .204% to .332%.  If one goes way

back to 1961, the year I graduated from law school, one can see that the trend since then has been

inexorable.  Although BLS statistics are not available for that year, the ABA’s are.  According to

the ABA, in 1961 the United States had only 257,403 lawyers.  The population was then

approximately 183 million, so the percentage of lawyers in the general population was .141%,

less than half of the 1996 figure of .332%.  It is also worth noting that, while the number of

lawyers has increased by almost 100% since 1977, Gross National Product (in real terms) has

increased only 56%.

Society seems to be resisting, however; the growth of the legal process is
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encountering real friction.  First, and perhaps most important in a democracy, the public’s regard

for lawyers appears to track the growth of the size of the profession in inverse terms; the more

the number of lawyers grows, the less lawyers are respected.  

A 1992 poll commissioned by the ABA revealed surprisingly widespread

dissatisfaction with lawyers.  

C Only 40% of respondents held a favorable impression of
lawyers.  The only professions that scored worse were
stockbrokers (28%) and politicians (21%).

C 56% replied that today’s lawyer is no longer a leader in the
community.

C Only 36% said that most lawyers are “a constructive part of
the community.”

C Only 22% felt that the phrase “honest and ethical”
described lawyers.

C 51% believed that most lawyers filed “too many lawsuits
and tie up the court system.”

Just last year, a Harris Poll confirmed this trend when it reported that those who thought a

lawyer’s occupation was one of “very great prestige” had dropped from 36% in 1977 to 19% in

1997.  I know this poll is reliable because journalists were at the bottom–only 15% thought that

occupation highly prestigious.  The invariable reaction of leaders of the bar to such dismal news

is to speak of the need for a public-relations offensive, particularly calling attention to the

profession’s pro bono activities and urging that lawyers increase their pro bono efforts. 

Even my colleague, Chief Judge Edwards of the D.C. Circuit, who cogently has

described some of the profession’s difficulties and distressing trends at the law schools, thinks an

answer to the lawyer’s declining image might lie in even greater emphasis on pro bono work.  He
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suggests that partnership decisions should turn in part on a candidate’s pro bono efforts.  I

believe, somewhat heretically I am sure, that all this talk of pro bono activities is quite

counterproductive.  Implicit in the emphasis on pro bono is the profession’s acknowledgment (if

not Judge Edwards’s) that its normal work is not really something to brag about.  It does not

seem to have occurred to leaders of the bar that the public’s view of lawyers–and what lawyers

do–is influenced by the lawyers’ own view of what they do.  If one does not believe in the

intrinsic value of one’s work, one can hardly expect that others will have a different opinion. 

When I entered Harvard Law School in 1958, Dean Griswold told the entire

assembled class that if we wished to earn a great deal of money we should go across the river to

the business school.  Oh, we would certainly do all right, but a lawyer’s satisfaction came largely

from the value of the service he or she performed to society as a whole.  (Admittedly, he was

more than a little parochial about the businessman’s role.)  In other words, practicing law itself

was regarded as pro bono.  Perhaps working directly for the government could be thought pro

bono plus.  Being a judge, of course, was super pro bono.  Our professors thought the practice of

law was an honorable and valuable calling, no matter who we were representing.  Today,

however, particularly at our elite law schools, most professors teach a quite cynical view of the

law and the work of lawyers–at least those representing the productive sectors of the economy. 

The disdain for the capitalist system is palpable, and much legal scholarship is warmed-over

Marxism with the only variation being in how the oppressed class is described–the oppressors,

the analogue to Marx’s bourgeoisie, typically are white males.  It follows that the actual practice

of law–sometimes even for a few years–is perceived often as a corrupting disqualification for

those seeking academic positions.  It is no wonder, then, that today’s lawyers, reflecting this
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academic culture, hide behind the shield of pro bono activities when attacked.  Lawyers see pro

bono services as the penance they pay for serving a capitalist system.  (Much pro bono

work–which, is more and more handsomely compensated because of fee-shifting statutes–is

really an effort to seek redistribution of money or power by circumventing the political process.)

American lawyers simply refuse to face the obvious explanation for their

increasing unpopularity.  The American people are reacting negatively to the vast increase in the

number of lawyers and the growth of the legal process that this increase represents.  These

developments have had, as one would expect, political consequences.  Litigation “reform” is

increasingly an issue before state and federal legislatures.  (I put reform in quotes because I do

not wish to take a political position.)  It is and will be a tough struggle, however, and not just

because of the increasingly aggressive direct and indirect political activities of lawyers and

associations of lawyers.  Even if the majority of the public is disgusted with our tort system, for

instance, they may be of two minds about legislative changes; everyone, after all, hopes to win

the jackpot.  But just because you play the horses doesn’t mean you have respect for bookies.

The public as a whole are not the only ones to react to the trend line.  Institutional

clients have adopted an interesting defensive strategy.  Lawyers have been hired as employees

and brought in-house, so to speak, to staff rapidly growing general counsels’ offices.  It is often

said that this development stems from efforts by corporations and other organizations to control

their fees.  I think that factor does not explain the trend adequately.  I actually rather doubt that it

has been all that effective in limiting total legal expenses.  As an ex-corporate executive who

created a general counsel’s office, I learned that the efforts many general counsel and their staffs

take scrutinizing legal bills and micro-managing legal output are of dubious value.  If a law
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firm’s performance is not worth its cost, a client should simply get another firm.

The general counsel’s office really developed, I think, because CEO’s and other

organization heads instinctively wished to gain control of an increasingly important area of the

institution’s concern.  Any executive worth his or her salt wants to control as much of his

organization’s environment as possible.  As the legal process grew, the CEO wanted to bring the

general counsel inside the corporation and as much of the company’s legal activity as possible.

Once the general counsel worked inside the corporation, he or she naturally

wanted to control all the company’s legal affairs.  If only the general counsel and his close

associates were familiar with the points at which the corporate business brushed up against the

legal process, his relative influence in the corporation was enhanced.  To this effect, many

general counsel began to disperse their corporations’ legal work widely, and they increasingly

delegated only specific tasks to individual law firms, often litigation.  In the process, law firms

lost their institutional ties to the corporation.  Professor Abram Chayes, with his wife Antonia,

traced this development in an insightful 1985 article in the Stanford Law Review.  They

observed, quite correctly, that the general counsel–and his staff–have become responsible for

painting their corporation’s big legal picture and integrating that picture into the even-larger

competitive setting.  Under the general counsel’s tighter, if not necessarily more productive,

control, the senior partner of the outside law firm, once looked to as the wise counselor to the

organization, has become outmoded.  

The inevitable consequence of this development was the diminished status of

lawyers in private firms–even litigators.  Today, the senior partner of a major law firm typically

takes his “instruction” and provides his services to a rather junior lawyer in the general counsel’s
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office.  If your “client,” the person to whom you give legal advice or provide legal services,

slides down the organizational structure, your own status declines accordingly. 

Not surprisingly, this trend has robbed the whole profession of much of its luster. 

To be sure, lawyers, at least at the high end of the market, are actually making more money in

real terms than was true 30 years ago.   In 1961, when I graduated from law school, a young

lawyer at an upper-crust New York law firm could expect to earn the equivalent, in today’s

dollars, of approximately $40,000.  That same young lawyer started at $87,000 in 1996, and this

year the figure is approaching $150,000.  Some young lawyers after clerkships are making more

than the federal judges for whom they clerked.

 I think there are two reasons for this enormous increase.  First, the most talented

lawyers have been driven by the market into narrower and narrower specialties in order to add

value to the general counsel’s office.  Insofar as they do so, they can charge commensurately

higher billings.  Second, law firms seem almost desperate to increase their billable hours to levels

that we once would have thought unbearable.  Many of my contemporaries, reaching the end of

their legal careers, cannot understand what has happened to them.  They make a good deal more

money than they ever expected, but they hate what the practice of law has become.  They would

gladly trade a good portion of their incomes to recover the old client-law firm relationship.

Why, it might be asked, are law firms so anxious to increase their revenues and

profitability?  I think the core reason was identified by the famous anthropologist Robert Ardrey

who, you may recall, wrote such important books as The Territorial Imperative and African

Genesis.  His thesis was that humans, like all mammals, have two drives (other than the basic

ones):  to acquire property and status.  If you depress the opportunity to acquire one, the second
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becomes much more important.  When I was an ambassador to a Communist country, where

property acquisition was quite restricted, I observed that an individual’s official status was a

good deal more important than in this country.

As lawyers’ place in society, and their status vis-a-vis their clients, have dropped,

they have been driven to acquire more property.  Efforts to repress that drive–running as they are

counter to human nature–are doomed.  That lawyers would gladly trade a portion of their income

to regain the previous equilibrium between status and property is of no avail.  Unless we

significantly reduce the number of lawyers as a percentage of the population, thereby cutting

back the legal process, lawyers will not regain their once respected place in our society.

*   *   *   *  *  

What is my prognosis?  We see some very recent indications that the growth of

lawyers and the legal process is slowing down.  The number of college graduates going on to law

school has stabilized; law school enrollment peaked in 1991 at approximately 130,000 and has

remained close to, but below, that figure since.  It is perhaps a good sign, regarding my concerns

about the percentage of our most-talented college graduates going to law school, that for the '94-

'95 school year, applications for Stanford Law School dropped by 19%, while applications to

Stanford Business School increased by 50%.  To be sure, salaries for new associates this year

have jumped through the roof and one might think that is an indication of explosion of demand

for lawyers.  But the truth is more complex.  These salary increases are a defensive reaction to

the enormous demand for analytical talent–not necessarily for lawyers qua lawyers–mounted by

the new technological companies.  They have sucked people out of the consulting firms,

investment banks, even students out of the best business schools before graduation, as well as
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young lawyers out of firms.  The last may well be a desirable “brain drain.”  In any event, the

general counsel of corporate clients have already indicated that it will be difficult for firms to

pass through these costs to their clients–which means, of course, the billable hour requirements

will be terrible.   

Still, the important question is why so many college graduates were drawn to law

school in the latter half of the twentieth century?  In my 1977 article, I pointed to the proliferation

of regulatory legislation and increasingly bold judicial activism as factors, besides high earnings,

that promised greater influence and power to those serving the legal process and that therefore

attracted too many college graduates to law school.  Regulatory legislation has gone somewhat

out of fashion recently.  But judicial activism remains and is still a crucial factor explaining the

vast number of American lawyers.  For the more the judiciary reaches out to decide issues

heretofore outside of the legal process, thereby expanding the law’s reach, the more relatively

attractive lawyering becomes, notwithstanding countervailing influences.  To be sure, it is not

clear how much judicial activism is a product of the manner in which the typical law professor

and lawyer thinks about the legal process, and how much it is a cause of the problem. 

The heyday of the present cycle of judicial activism began in the late 1950s led by

the Warren Court.  It is revealing, as my colleague Judge Randolph recently mentioned, that

before that trend was apparent, a special committee of the ABA in 1959 worried that “the law is

becoming a dwindling profession–not enough people wanted to be lawyers.” The Warren Court

seems to have saved us from that fate.

Although one hears increasing protests against judicial activism, few signs

indicate that it has been significantly discredited.  Opponents have often been rather short-sighted
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in attacking the capillaries rather than the jugular.  The jugular–the core problem in my view–is

the Supreme Court.  The Supreme Court is the key, not because it is the worst offender–in this

respect, the Rehnquist Court is a vast improvement over the Warren Court and certainly much

less troublesome than the State Supreme Courts–but because, by example if not by direct control,

the Court is the dominant influence on American judges.  When the Supreme Court engages in

activism it has an exaggerated impact throughout the judicial system.  Power, after all, is quite

enticing; even judges around the world, trained in less judicially robust systems, are entranced

with the activism of the American judiciary.  Unfortunately, the Supreme Court has never

recognized that the manner in which it decides cases–its example if you will–is much more

important than what it actually decides in the relatively few cases it takes.

 Defenders of judicial activism have been effective in sowing confusion in the

public’s mind as to just what is judicial activism.  One particularly ridiculous view of judicial

activism–what I call the Nina Totenberg school–asserts that it is judicially active for a federal

court to declare unconstitutional an act of Congress, particularly an act approved of by

Washington journalists.  Congressional acts are, of course, products of majority will.  But the

Constitution is a body of positive law that sets congressional parameters.  Whether an act in

question is properly declared unconstitutional depends entirely on whether a court’s

interpretation of both the Constitution and the statute is correct–and whether the court is activist

depends on how the court approaches its task of interpretation.  A more subtle distortion–

advanced last year by Jeffrey Rosen in his New York Times Magazine article–equates

incrementalism with judicial restraint.  According to Rosen, expanding the Constitution in small

steps so as to trail (and perhaps amplify) changing public opinion shows restraint, but deciding
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cases with “sweeping gestures” and against public opinion is activist.  Professor Rosen, it should

be understood, mixes up judicial restraint with political restraint.

Because there is so much controversy as to what it means to be judicially active, I

will  offer a definition.  Although it would certainly be helpful if I could illustrate by reference to

specific cases, as a judge I am reluctant to discuss specific Supreme Court decisions because their

progeny may come before me.  So, I will speak only of doctrine.  

Judicial activism simply means policymaking in the guise of interpreting and

applying law.  Policy issues are those questions of public concern on which the body politic or

political institutions have free range of choice.  When legislatures or constitutional conventions

make law, they resolve certain policy issues and crystallize the majority view into rules.  Of

course, these rules are not on equal footing: constitutional rules trump statutory rules.  What is

true for both is that, if a judge exercises policy choice when deciding what these rules mean, that

is judicial activism.  It is my firm conviction that if a judge believes that it is legitimate in any

case to exercise choice as to a case’s outcome, he or she will inevitably be, at least to some

degree, an activist.

That is why it is absolutely imperative as a matter of theory that judges believe

that there is a theoretical right legal answer to every case.  Of course, given human imperfections,

judges who try to find the right answer often fail.  But our only legitimacy as judges lies in the

pursuit.  Justice Thomas made a similar point in his address at Kansas Law School a few years

ago.  Once one asserts that there are even some cases in which there is no theoretical right

answer, one is on the road to perdition, because one judge’s subset of such cases will inevitably

be different from another’s and pretty soon no cases have right answers.  This simple notion is
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not generally accepted.  Indeed, a justice for whom I have a good deal of respect and affection

said publicly some years ago that it was naive to think cases in the Supreme Court had theoretical

right answers.  If cases there do not have right answers (and one assumes the Supreme Court is a

court), I do not see how it can be said that cases in lower federal courts have right answers.

Several important corollaries or subordinate principles guide judges opposed to

judicial activism.  One was put brilliantly by Justice Scalia in his Holmes Lecture at Harvard in

1989, “The Rule of Law as a Law of Rules.”  A court should articulate the broadest legal

principle–the rule if you will–that governs the case before him or her and, I would add, that

governed the behavior of the parties at the time they acted.  (In other words, the rule should be ex

ante not ex post.)  When a court focuses too much on the unique factors in any particular case, it

permits itself to decide differently in the next case, making all too clear that it is really engaged in

ad hoc decision-making or calibrated policymaking in small, sometimes zig-zagging, steps.  That

is why Professor Sunstein, generally sympathetic to judicial activism, saw a silver lining when

commenting on the 1997 Supreme Court Term, a Term generally thought if as a “conservative”

year.  The Court shrank from articulating clear principles that might inhibit it from further

constitutional expansion.  

Second, a restrained judge will honestly and fully set forth his or her reasons for a

decision–what my colleague Judge Williams has called “truth-in-judging.”  If the true reasoning

is revealed, it is impossible to hide policy choices.  This is a good deal rarer than it should be,

particularly in the Supreme Court.  As a part-time law professor, I tell my classes that the reason

it takes so long to teach law students how to recognize the holding of a case is because judges

seldom tell the truth.  Justice Ginsburg, in a lecture shortly before she was nominated to the
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Supreme Court, spoke of the virtues of speaking in a “judicial voice”–by which she meant

decorously.  The careful use of judicious language, however, is often designed to obscure

policymaking.  It is only the relentless, and sometimes not so decorous, logic of dissenters that

expose this technique.  One should also be aware of the dangers of stirring rhetoric, for instance,

statements that something “shocks the conscience of the court.”  This also serves as a cloak for

judicial policymaking.  

Honest reasoning includes honest treatment of governing precedent.  That is not to

say that any court–including the Supreme Court–is engaging in judicial activism if it overrules a

prior illegitimate decision; that is another favorite accusation of the journalistic crowd.  But it

does mean that a court must either follow the principle of a governing precedent or overrule the

precedent, and that a court must not–as so often happens in the Supreme Court–put forth a

blatantly unpersuasive distinction.  The Court and American law are not well served by attempts

to gain swing votes through disingenuously expressed reasoning.  Justice Scalia, in his recent

book, speaks critically of the common law tradition, what might be called twist and turn

jurisprudence.  He compares it unfavorably to statutory interpretation.  I am quite sympathetic to

his view.  There is, as Jefferson recognized, entirely too much policymaking in the common-law

technique to comport with a modern democratic legislative system.  Nevertheless, there is as

sharp a distinction, which Justice Scalia does not acknowledge,  between honest and dishonest

treatment of governing precedent as there is between honest and dishonest interpretation of

statutes.  The defects of the common-law tradition hardly justify the Supreme Court’s

characteristically disrespectful treatment of its own precedent.  

Finally–and I think this is a matter of prime importance–it is a hallmark of judicial
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activism for a court to reach out to decide issues not presented by the parties.  Indeed, it is the

first step on the slippery slope of activism.  When a court does not limit itself to the questions

presented, it behaves exactly like a legislature.  The temptation to “straighten out” the law, to

impose one’s own construct on a general area of the law, can be quite powerful, but there can be

no right answer to a question not asked.  The entire Supreme Court is unashamedly guilty of this

vice.  

Opponents of judicial activism have trained their fire on lower federal courts. 

Given the recent raft of state supreme court decisions ostensibly interpreting “evolving” state

constitutions, the federal courts may be a relatively minor problem.  But whether activism is

found in the decisions of the state courts or the lower federal courts (particularly the Ninth

Circuit) those opinions can find some justification in the stated reasoning of past Supreme Court

opinions.  The Supreme Court is simply much more politically prudent than the lower federal

courts; it takes care to issue judicially active judgments that have achieved a consensus among

the elite, and it will rarely confront a view held firmly by an overwhelming percentage of the

public, for instance, the constitutionality of capital punishment.  To put it numerically, the Court,

no matter how its prior reasoning points, will seldom confront over 55% of the American voters. 

That self-imposed limitation still leaves the Court enormous leeway, for, in a democracy, most

divisive issues are located, if I may use a football metaphor, between the 45-yard lines.

Since the most influential agent of judicial activism in this country is the Supreme

Court, legislative efforts to attack the problem are problematic.  The Court’s example dominates

American jurisprudence.  If one wishes to shrink the legal process significantly to restore more

ground to the political process and reduce economic impediments imposed by lawyers, one must
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seek a “little judiciary” (recall Gladstone’s proud espousal of a “little England”).  A Supreme

Court that behaves like a traditional and limited court, deciding only the cases and controversies

before it in accordance with judicially principled standards, is an indispensable prerequisite.
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APPENDIX III

On the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the Saturday Night Massacre 

by The Honorable Laurence H.  Silberman*

I was recently asked to speak on my personal recollections of the latter Watergate

period, and I thought to give that talk again today.  Some of the matters I will describe have been

reported on–at least in part.  But I dare say I will provide some fresh information and certainly

some added context.  You should be warned, however, I have concluded, after reading

innumerable memoirs, that the author invariably portrays him or herself in an overly favorable

light.

It is 25 years last October that the so-called Saturday Night Massacre occurred. 

Elliot Richardson, the Attorney General, was obliged to resign; Bill Ruckelshaus, the Deputy

Attorney General, was fired; and the then third-ranking Solicitor General, Bob Bork, as Acting

Attorney General, discharged Archibald Cox, the Watergate Special Prosecutor.  The events that

weekend in terms of dramatic impact rank with the fall of the Soviet Empire, the start of the Gulf

War, and the recent impeachment proceedings.  Still, we all tend to think of such events in

personal terms.  When I was asked for my reaction at a dinner that Saturday night, I responded

that we knew that President Richard Nixon disliked and distrusted Harvard graduates, but this

seemed a bit extreme.  In a few months, however, I would replace Bill Ruckelshaus, who was a

class ahead of me.

*  Of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.  This speech
was delivered to the Federalist Society, Los Angeles Lawyers Division, Los Angeles, California,
June 24, 1999.
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First, and much more important, of course, the President had to find an Attorney

General.  That was dicey.  It was apparent to all that only a Republican Senator would do.  This

was before the John Tower nomination, and it was still common wisdom in Washington that

Senators or ex-Senators were easily confirmable.  Yet, the White House did not dare to choose a

Senator, thought too conservative.  The choice came down to Senator Marlow Cook of Kentucky,

a former state judge, or Senator Bill Saxbe of Ohio, the former Ohio Attorney General.  Both

were regarded as middle-of-the-road Republicans–not of the conservative wing but by no means

part of the now nearly extinct species of liberal Republicans.

I suspect Saxbe was chosen because he had a reputation for unvarnished candor. 

Earlier that year, when he was asked whether he believed Richard Nixon’s claim to be ignorant

of the Watergate break-in, he answered that he was reminded of the fellow who played the piano

in a house of ill repute for 20 years yet claimed he did not know what went on upstairs.  After

Nixon persuaded him to take the post, and assured him personally that he was innocent, Senator

Saxbe relented.  When his nomination was announced, he told the press that he believed the

President.

Shortly thereafter, I was approached by Senator Saxbe and the White House

personnel chief to ask whether I would be willing to be the Deputy Attorney General.  I was then

a partner in the Washington firm Steptoe & Johnson and had been Solicitor and Undersecretary

of Labor in the first Nixon Administration.  I had a reputation for being a decent manager–for a

lawyer–which, as most of you know, is not really saying a lot.  But my key attraction was that,

like Senator Saxbe, I was a loyal Republican, and not a particularly liberal one, who could be

confirmed.  That was because I had been fired from the Labor Department after the 1972
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election.  I had made a mortal enemy in one Charles Colson by resisting his efforts to influence

affairs in the Labor Department (I thought improperly).  Colson, you may recall, was infamous

for his reputed remark that he would walk over his grandmother to serve the President.  I suppose

there are some who would wish me to draw comparisons, but, as President Nixon was want to

say, it would be wrong.

I will not try your patience by reviewing those bureaucratic battles.  The point is

that as a by-product of the Watergate investigation, they were revealed by The New York Times

(July 1, 1973), and I was for a brief halcyon moment in my career a New York Times White Hat. 

To be sure, that I had much to do with the development of the Nixon Administration’s

affirmative action initiatives did not hurt in certain political circles either.  So I was confirmable,

and as it turned out, confirmed.  As a quid pro quo, however, both Bill Saxbe and I were obliged

to promise the Senate that we would adhere to the regulatory charter, which guaranteed the

independence of the Watergate Special Prosecutor, unless he engaged in extraordinary

improprieties.

It is a fair question to ask why was I willing to go back into the Administration?  I

actually had rebuffed White House solicitations to return to other senior positions in the summer

of 1973, but it seemed to me that the Justice Department was unique.  Because of the Special

Prosecutor’s mandate and the Department's obligation to protect his independence, joining the

Department was not the same thing to me as joining the Administration in any other position. 

After April 1973, I did not believe Richard Nixon.  When a senior White House

official suggested that I, like Bill Saxbe, should meet with the President as I was nominated, I

told him that I, unlike Bill Saxbe, knew the cast of characters from my service in the first Nixon
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Administration, and I did not believe the President, nor would I say that I did.  Not surprisingly,

there was no meeting, and I rather doubt that Nixon was ever told why.  I suppose that his staff's

acquiescence indicates rather clearly just how politically weak was the President.

As I think back on those days, I am struck by how anomalous was our position. 

Bill Saxbe and I were, of course, presidential appointees, and, as such, morally and politically

obliged to do our level best to carry out the President’s policies.  On the other hand, the Special

Prosecutor was a part of the Justice Department, therefore, even without our commitment to the

Senate to support his independence, we would have felt obliged to protect and support him and

his activities.  The tension between those two conflicting pulls on conscience sometimes seemed

unbearable.  Each day it seemed that some event would force us to consider afresh what was our

appropriate course–and there were no precedents.  I sometimes felt that I was walking

blindfolded through a moral and political minefield.

I remember, for example, in the spring of 1974 when Don Santarelli, then the head

of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, one of the major components of the

Department, visited Philadelphia, and in a burst of candor told a Philadelphia paper that, in his

view, President Nixon should resign.  With a heavy heart–I had enormous regard for Don's talent

and character–I told him that as a consequence he had to resign.  He asked me whether I

disagreed with him, and I could not say yes–but I told him no matter how removed the

Department was from the President on Watergate related matters the President was entitled to our

loyal service on all other issues.  We could not very well offer that service if we were publicly

calling for his resignation.  Don left quietly.

On two occasions, the Attorney General and I were approached by the adversaries
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in the Watergate affair for help that we thought obliged to decline.  The recounting of those

incidents, I think, illustrates the difficulties we faced in steering the right course.

As you may realize, the most important legal issue in the famous case, Nixon v.

United States, was not the matter which gained all the attention.  Indeed, it was virtually swept

under the rug in the Supreme Court's decision.  That question was the jurisdictional one–the

tenuous claim to Article III standing that a special prosecutor in the Justice Department asserted

in suing his constitutional superior.  When the President raised the point in his brief to the

Supreme Court, Leon Jaworski–obviously worried–wrote to the Attorney General claiming that

the President was, by that tactic, violating the charter.  Jaworski's argument was that for the

President to challenge the court's jurisdiction to adjudicate the tape case was, in effect, to threaten

to put Jaworski out of business.

Jaworski asked us to intervene.  Given my well-known views on jurisdiction, it

should not be surprising that I was quite unsympathetic to Jaworski.  After all, it is normally

thought that a party, and particularly the government, has an obligation to raise a legitimate

question as to a federal court’s jurisdiction.  There was no doubt that the issue was legitimate.  I

actually believed then, and still do, that the court lacked jurisdiction.  The notion that the Special

Prosecutor’s charter–an Attorney General’s regulation–was sufficient to give the Special

Prosecutor constitutional independence from the President seemed almost frivolous to me.  In

any event, we rebuffed Jaworski and stayed neutral, but as it turned out, his fears were

groundless.  The Supreme Court was not about to permit mere constitutional limits on judicial

power to prevent it from playing the dominant role to which it had grown accustomed.  

The second event, which occurred on Tuesday, April 30, 1974, was a good deal
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more dramatic.  Bill Saxbe was off hunting, and I was Acting Attorney General.   That was not

unusual.  Bill loved to hunt.  When asked by a reporter how he could spend so much time on

holiday, he explained that his deputy worked ungodly hours, had a good mind for detail, and was

meaner than a junkyard dog.  About mid-morning, after first being primed by a call from Al

Haig, the President's Chief of Staff, I received a follow-up call from Jim St. Clair, the President's

Special Counsel on Watergate matters.  St. Clair was a prominent trial lawyer from a Boston law

firm and a part-time lecturer at Harvard Law School, who had come onto the White House staff

to defend the President.  He somberly informed me that Jaworski was guilty of an "extraordinary

impropriety."  That was the magic phrase under the charter that constituted grounds for

Jaworski's removal.  To say I was paying close attention would be an understatement.  He went

on to explain that Fred Buzhardt, the White House Counsel, had been called before the

Watergate grand jury.  That action was an extraordinary impropriety because it pierced, or was an

effort to pierce, the attorney-client privilege.  I asked St. Clair, what attorney-client privilege?  I

expressed doubt that any government lawyer could have a conversation with a government

official that would be privileged as against a Justice Department inquiry.  I remember using as an

example a Secretary of a Department who takes a bribe and then discloses it to the General

Counsel of the Department.  (As a former General Counsel, I had had occasion to consider the

nature of the problem, if not that specific hypothetical.)  Would not the General Counsel, I asked,

have an obligation to turn that information over to the Justice Department?  I do not recall his

response, but I do remember his observing that he too was on the government payroll.  I told him

that was his problem.  Our conversation was interrupted when my secretary came rushing into my

office just before noon, pale as the proverbial ghost, to tell me the President was on the line.  I
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told a shocked St. Clair that I would have to ring off because his "client" was calling.

I have to pause at this point to explain just how unusual an event this was. 

President Nixon almost never spoke to his cabinet members other than at pro forma cabinet

meetings–let alone to a number two.  I recall a dinner in 1972 with three domestic members of

his cabinet and several undersecretaries when each cabinet member confessed that he had had no

meetings or conversations with the President.  They all thought they were out of favor.  The

President dealt almost exclusively with a small handful of White House senior staff.  It was

widely believed that he did so because he did not wish to be lobbied on his cabinet members' pet

policies.  I have come to believe, however, that Nixon was well aware of just how dark and

unpleasant to others his unguarded conversations could seem.  The nature of his speech was

apparent when the transcripts of his taped conversations were released.  I think it was to protect

his own reputation that he met with so few.

The nature of my conversation with the President, as well as an outline of other

events that day, was reported by The Washington Post over five years later on December 28,

1979.  That happened because a memo that I asked one of my three Associate Deputy Attorney

Generals to write was disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act.  But more about that

presently.

The President started the conversation by asking me how I was doing in picking

judges.  In those days, the Deputy Attorney General's role in that regard–at least for the

Administration–was dominant.  I assured him that insofar as we had discretion, I was looking

only for those who believed in Frankfurterite judicial restraint.  (I did not realize back then that

choosing prominent Republican trial lawyers was no guarantee of such a jurisprudential
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commitment.)  He then turned the conversation to the Connally case.  John Connally, formerly

Treasury Secretary, was under investigation for allegedly accepting a $10,000 gratuity from the

Association of Milk Producers in return for his efforts to boost federal milk price supports.  This

matter was being handled by the Watergate Special Prosecutor's office, although Leon Jaworski

was recused, and his Deputy Hank Ruth was in charge.

The principal witness against Connally, who allegedly had delivered the gratuity,

was one Jake Jacobsen, who was already under indictment in Texas for allegedly lying to a

federal grand jury and allegedly misapplying bank funds.  The President complained that it was

his understanding that someone in the Justice Department was planning to drop federal felony

charges against Jacobsen in Texas in return for permitting Jacobsen to plead guilty to a

misdemeanor and to testify against Connally in the District of Columbia proceeding.  I was taken

aback but reminded the President that the Connally case was being prosecuted not by the Justice

Department but by the Watergate Special Prosecutor force, which had been guaranteed freedom

of independence.  The President responded that the Texas charges against Jacobsen had been

brought by the U.S. Attorney under the supervision of the Justice Department and that the

Department was permitting or engaging in an abuse of the plea bargaining process.  I confessed

that I was not familiar with the details of Jacobsen's plea bargaining but would look into the

matter.  He instructed me to do so and to call him back within the hour.  

I called for Henry Petersen, the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the

criminal division, who atypically had been a career attorney prior to his appointment.  Although

the circumstances were undoubtedly extraordinary, I recall, somewhat ruefully, that my

awareness of the gravity of the situation was mixed with bureaucratic annoyance; I was more
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than a little miffed that Petersen had not reported to me on the matter.  Henry apologized for that

omission and explained to me that the matter had been worked out with Hank Ruth, the Deputy

Special Prosecutor.  He assured me that, contrary to the President's assertion, Jacobsen was

pleading guilty to a felony in the District of Columbia that was at least as serious as the one for

which he was under investigation in Texas.  I asked Henry what we would do under normal

circumstances–if the Justice Department were not bifurcated?  He convinced me that the criminal

division would ordinarily drop one of the pending indictments of a defendant who pled guilty to

the second–so long as the second was punished as severely.  This would be so even in the

absence of the defendant's willingness to testify against a target as significant as the former

Treasury Secretary.

After thinking for a few moments, I called the President back.  Somehow I was

not surprised when the President immediately answered.  The conversation, however, was not a

pleasant one.  I explained to the President that the Department's position was neither improper

nor unusual.  The President grew quite agitated, repeatedly interrupting me, and argued that the

plea bargain was nothing but a disreputable plot to get Connally.  He said, "I want it straight.  I

don't want any dancing around."  In response to my explanation that the Department was

handling the matter "normally," the President bellowed, "I don't want to hear about normal

procedures.  I want orders."  He curtly told me to call Haig back in one hour and he hung up on

me.  It was a rather stunning experience to have the President of the United States angrily hang

up the phone on you–particularly when you are only a 38-year-old Deputy Attorney General.  It

was clear to me by his excited phrase, "I want orders," that he meant he was giving me orders to

change the Department's position on the Jacobsen plea.
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I told my staff that the President had issued orders with which I could not comply,

and therefore I was obliged to resign.  One of my deputies, in a display of gallows humor, started

to take my pictures down from the wall.  Before going any further, however, I was required to

report to the Attorney General, who was on a pheasant shoot on Shelter Island.  It was not easy to

get hold of Bill Saxbe when he was hunting, but, he always had FBI escorts, so I succeeded.  He

was not at all pleased to be dragged to the phone and listened rather impatiently to my report. 

When I asked him what I should say if I were asked by the White House as to his position on the

matter, he responded–and I will remember this if I live to be 100–"Tell the President to go piss

up a rope."  He also said he did not agree with me about resigning.  He would be damned if he

would resign; the President would have to fire him.  He then abruptly returned to his hunting,

admonishing me not to bother him again.

I then called General Haig, described my conversations with the President, and

told Haig that I planned to resign that day.  He seemed stunned and asked me to wait at least long

enough for him to find out more about the matter.  He muttered something about Connally

probably being in the Oval Office.

In the meantime, Bob Bork rushed into my office, having been brought up to date

by one of my deputies, and said, "Not this time."  He was not going to be left holding the bag

again.  If I resigned, he would follow.  

Late in the afternoon Al Haig called back and said forget the whole matter; the

President's call was to be erased.  I did not think I could do so.  What, or more important, who,

had prompted the President to call me could be of legal significance.  I was certain Haig was not

complicit; he had been focused on the Buzhardt matter.  But it was distinctly possible that
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Connally might have been involved and that could suggest an effort to obstruct justice.  I was

therefore bound to inform Henry Ruth.  I provided him with the memorandum.  A few weeks

later he brought it back explaining to me that he did not think he could make out an obstruction

case.  

I did not, however, tell Ruth about the subject of the St. Clair call, which had been

eclipsed by the President's more dramatic intervention and was not thereafter mentioned to me by

anyone.  The White House was certainly entitled to make a claim to us at any time that the

Special Prosecutor was guilty of an extraordinary impropriety.  Even if we thought the claim

unfounded, it did not seem appropriate to me to pass on that information to the Special

Prosecutor.  

*   *   *   *

The denouement of the Nixon Presidency came in August of that year, after the

Supreme Court's decision.  The President had no alternative but to turn over the tapes, which 

included the so-called smoking gun.  I learned about that particular tape when a young lawyer in

the White House called and told me about it a week before it became public.  About the same

time, I was told that the Secretary of Defense, Jim Schlesinger, had instructed the top military not

to obey any order from the President that could cause a military confrontation without his

approval.  Aware of this impending constitutional crisis, I resumed cigarette smoking.  

But the President went peacefully.  Unfortunately for him, my last service to his

Administration was to prevent him from taking his papers.  I do not recall who called whom, but

I told General Haig that I objected to his taking his Presidential papers before the Department had

an opportunity to give a formal legal opinion as to whether President Nixon owned them.  I asked
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the new Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel, Nino Scalia, nominated by

Nixon, but appointed by Ford, to look into the matter and prepare an opinion for the Attorney

General.  As you will recall, the Department concluded the papers were indeed Nixon's, but in

the meantime, Congress legislated and, in effect, seized them.

In early 1975, six months or so into the Ford Administration, Bill Saxbe went off

as Ambassador to India.  I was left as Acting for a short while, long enough to help get Ed Levi

confirmed, and then to help the Administration find a replacement for me.  I was utterly drained

and insistent on leaving for a number of personal reasons. 

Shortly after Nixon resigned, so did Leon Jaworski.  We appointed the decent and

capable Henry Ruth to succeed him.  After several months, Hank came to me asking why any

special prosecutor was needed.  He pointed out that, after all, the need for that office was based

on the premise that the Justice Department could not appropriately investigate President Nixon

and his White House assistants.  Jerry Ford was now President–which meant the justification of

the office had disappeared.

I immediately agreed with him and arranged for us both to meet with the newly

appointed Attorney General Levi.  Hank repeated to Ed Levi what he had said to me, and I added

the further point that it could be thought an insult to President Ford, and to us, to continue the

Special Prosecutor's office.  Ed Levi pondered and then asked about the Watergate convictions

that were on appeal.  What would happen, he asked, if any convictions were overturned?  I

responded that the Department would try them--that is what we got paid for.  (Not, I hasten to

remind Senator Biden, with big bucks.)  Ed Levi, however, worried about the possibility of

criticism if the Department lost any cases, so the Special Prosecutor's office stayed, and Ruth too,
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for a while.

That turned out to be a fateful decision because the office remained in place

through the fall of 1976, the election year.  Ruth, who left in 1975, was replaced by none other

than the present White House counsel, Charles Ruff, who had been on his staff.  In the spring of

1976, an obviously malicious claim was brought to the FBI–an allegation that illegal maritime

union money had been put into one of President Ford's congressional campaigns.  I say obviously

malicious because the charge was brought by a maritime union which was furious at the

President for having vetoed the cargo preference bill, and it was supported by two bureaucratic

enemies of the President.  Of course, this had nothing to do with the Watergate Special

Prosecutor's charter, but the Attorney General turned it over to Mr. Ruff because he thought it

awkward for the Department to investigate a matter implicating the President.  When I

subsequently learned about it, I did not disagree with Levi's premise, but I was rather surprised

that he did not conclude that the charge was frivolous and therefore could have been summarily

rejected.

In any event, the matter took a long time to dispose of–long enough so that the

existence of the investigation leaked during the fall campaign.  It had a powerful impact. 

President Ford had virtually caught up with Jimmy Carter when the story broke.  All the country

had to hear was that Ford, too, was under investigation by the Watergate Special Prosecutor, and

Ford's support dropped precipitously.  Well, Ford lost narrowly, but that paved the way for

Ronald Reagan's victory.  And he appointed me to the bench.  So everything happens for the best.
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Today is Wednesday, January 23, 2008.  We are continuing the oral history

interview of Judge Laurence Silberman.  The interviewer is still Ray Rasenberger.

The purpose of this addendum to Judge Silberman’s earlier oral history is to

cover the ground that he has covered since we completed the last interview in 2002,

which includes his service as Co-Chairman of the Commission on Intelligence

Capabilities of the U.S. Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction.

MR. RASENBERGER:  So, Judge Silberman, before we begin, is there

anything...it has been almost 4 years now since we last interviewed.  Do you have

anything you want to change or say about your personal life – we did cover that quite a bit

in the earlier oral history – that might be relevant in view of this later time?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I certainly should mention that Feb. 18 of last year,

2007, my wife, Ricky, died at Georgetown Lombardi Cancer Center.  She had been

fighting breast cancer for seven years and it had finally engulfed her.  We had planned,

only the next month, to have a black tie dance at the Metropolitan Club, to which,

incidentally, you would have been invited, along with John Nolan, to celebrate our 50th

anniversary.  I had always prayed that she would last long enough to make the 50th

anniversary.  But, as I said at her funeral, I also prayed that she would not suffer and I

was glad that God heard the latter prayer and overrode the first.  We had a funeral at

Georgetown Chapel, which is where Ricky wanted a service.  Unfortunately, it is small

and the crowd overwhelmed the chapel.  I believe that all of my colleagues on this Court
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came and seven of the Supreme Court Justices came and Lord knows how many people in

and out of the Executive Branch in Washington.  Fortunately for me, in June, 4 months

after, my classmate, Tim Dyk, a judge on the Federal Circuit, married to Sally Katzen,

who was one of my wife’s dear friends, had a dinner party, and to that dinner party they

invited Tricia Winn, who lost her husband to cancer shortly after Ricky died.  He was a

prominent oncologist.  We met at that dinner and then within a relatively short period of

time we were engaged and I was married two weeks ago.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Thank you for that update and my condolences on

Ricky’s death and congratulations on your marriage.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Incidentally, I should note that Tricia was five

years behind Ricky at Smith, which made it somehow seem appropriate.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  That is great news.

Okay, the main event that we came to talk about today is your service on the

Commission on Intelligence Capabilities.  I know in our earlier oral history discussions

you talked about involvement in intelligence activities in a number of ways, including

being offered a national security-type job on intelligence, as I recall in the Ford

Administration, and more recently you have served as one of the judges on the Foreign

Intelligence Surveillance Act Court of Review.  At the time we did the last oral history

interviews, that court had been in existence for some time but had not decided a case.  As

I recall, there has been a case decided since then by the court and maybe that is a good
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place to start getting into the whole subject of intelligence capabilities.  Was there

anything about that service or that case worth mentioning?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I think so.  I think I may have told you the last time

that when Chief Justice Bill Rehnquist appointed me to that court, he told Ricky that he

had the perfect job for me to do – that I had all the background, and one time had all the

clearances, because, as Deputy Attorney General and Acting Attorney General, I had, on

numerous occasions, authorized foreign intelligence surveillance activities.  I don’t recall

whether I told you that I had also testified against the existence of that court.

MR. RASENBERGER:  No I don’t recall that.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Which gave Bill a kick when he appointed me.  I

had raised questions about the propriety of judges deciding these issues ex parte, both

because I didn’t like an ex parte proceeding and second, because I thought judges were

being asked to make what were very close to policy judgments which were not

appropriate.  Nevertheless, I took the appointment and, as you know, the government

finally, after all those years, filed an appeal.  Remember, an appeal can only be filed by

the government because it is an ex parte court and the targets never know they are targets. 

That was an enormously big case because the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance District

Court had determined, to put it simply, that the Patriot Act had constitutional infirmities,

and therefore they had refused – several of the judges – had refused to authorize certain

surveillance pursuant to the Patriot Act, or certainly the government’s interpretation of the
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Patriot Act.  The government then, finally for the first time, appealed.  They used to, in

the past, always try to negotiate with those district judges, but this time the government

thought they were stymied and they thought the district judges were wrong.  It was an

unusual experience for a federal judge.  Most of what I testified about, in opposing the

legislation, I experienced as an appellate judge.  I disliked intensely being put in a

position to answer a question ex parte.  I sat with two other judges who were on that

panel, both senior judges – one Ralph Guy from the 6th Circuit and Ed Leavey from the 9th

Circuit.  It was quite uncomfortable trying to make a judgment based on the government’s

brief by itself.

MR. RASENBERGER:  There was only one party.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Right, but we did ask the ACLU to file amicus

briefs.  Now, they were not privy to the factual matters, but the factual matters were not

that crucial, and because it was ex parte, I remember discussing the case with a couple of

my colleagues on the court who had been in the Justice Department and had been

involved in this matter.  I also discussed this case with the  journalists who had followed

the whole subject of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court for some time.  I felt no

inhibitions about talking with people because I was very anxious to try to see what

arguments would be presented in opposition to the government.

MR. RASENBERGER:  It was a Patriot Act issue in a way.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, it was.  The issue, simply put, was the amount
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of information that the law enforcement people could glean from foreign intelligence and

vice versa and how much emphasis on foreign intelligence was necessary before

surveillance was taking place.  The Patriot Act had described it – it had to be a significant

factor – but they did not preclude use of that information in law enforcement so long as

the government’s initial purpose as a significant factor was foreign intelligence.  We

concluded that the district court was in error and that the government was even more right

than it thought.  That is to say, we thought the inhibitions that the government itself had

imposed on the original statute, a so-called wall between foreign intelligence and law

enforcement, had been overdone and was not constitutionally required.  That issue, of

course, has not been finally determined by the Supreme Court.  Someone tried to seek

cert on it and I don’t know how they could have possibly had standing, but the issue will

ultimately get to the Supreme Court because I believe there are some persons or

defendants who were targets of foreign intelligence surveillance, and were also convicted

of crimes, who are challenging the constitutionality of the Patriot Act.  I believe there

may be a district judge in Michigan who held that the Patriot Act was unconstitutional

and disagreed with our opinion.  That case will eventually come up through the 6th Circuit

to the Supreme Court perhaps.  I don’t know.

MR. RASENBERGER:  But your opinion was not published.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes it was.  There was an excerpt of only a few

pages that was not published, but the rest of the opinion was published.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  I see.  Okay.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And actually I wrote it.  It says per curiam and

normally judges would never disclose who actually wrote a per curiam opinion, but in

this case, everyone knew that I had written or drafted the per curiam opinion.  My

colleagues expressed views on bits and pieces and they certainly contributed, but the

reason it was known that I drafted it, for one thing, is it is in my style, but secondly, the

Justice Department had to come over to my office...to my chambers...to go over the

opinion to make sure there was no breach of security in the part that we were making

public.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That is another reason why this ex parte process is

very uncomfortable.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I see what you mean.  Okay, well, between

that and the Commission, were there any other intelligence cases or anything relevant to

the Commission’s activities that you were involved in?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.  Let’s go off the record for a moment.

* * *

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I don’t recall the exact date, but you can deduce it

from journalistic treatments, I suppose.  There was a good deal of tension between Gov.

Kaine and Congressman Hamilton and certain members of the Commission and the White
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House concerning various issues.  I received a phone call from Andy Card.  Oh, let me

take a step back.  You will recall the Commission was originally supposed to be chaired

by Henry Kissinger.  Some of the families of those killed in 9/11 objected strongly to

Kissinger, for what I didn’t think were particularly good reasons, and Kissinger decided

to withdraw.  There was also some hostility to Kissinger based on his client list.  In any

event, Kissinger withdrew as chairman.

So as I started to say, I received a call from Andy Card, the President’s

Chief of Staff, in which he asked me whether I would be willing to replace Gov. Kaine as

Chairman of the 9/11 Commission.  I was somewhat puzzled because I had no indication

– nothing in the papers  appeared – suggesting that Gov. Kaine wished to leave.  I

deduced from my conversation with Andy Card that this would be a matter that the White

House would “manage,” which was another way of saying I thought they wanted to push

him out and replace him with me.  I told him I would think about that and I called back

some time later to say that I declined and that I didn’t think it was a good idea.  I told him

that I would have been willing to become Chairman and leave the bench – after all it was

war time – if they had asked me initially or after Kissinger pulled out, but this looked to

me like it would be a repeat of the Saturday Night Massacre and I thought it was a dumb

idea for both the Administration and for me.  The 9/11 Commission was,  unfortunately,

quite split amongst partisan lines and I thought that replacing Gov. Kaine with me would

exacerbate those tensions and would not look fair or appropriate to the American people. 
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Nobody knew...very few people knew about this.  I was sort of astonished to find out

some months later that the Vice President, Dick Cheney, who is a close friend, did not

know about this and I think you can understand why I do not wish that this be disclosed

until after the Administration leaves office.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  But the reason it is relevant, in answer to your

question, it explains why the Administration came to me to chair the WMD

Commission...co-chair with Chuck Robb.  After the invasion of Iraq and the failure to

find weapons of mass destruction, which virtually everybody in the government and in the

military and the intelligence community were convinced did exist, there was a good deal

of disquiet in the government and outside the government about that failure.  And the

President was under certain political pressure to try to figure out (a) whether or not the

intelligence community had done an adequate job, and (b) whether there were any

indications that the Administration had pressured the intelligence community into its

conclusion that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction or, as the NIE had put it, that there

was a 90% certainty that Saddam had weapons of mass destruction.  It was determined

that a new commission would be set up to look into that issue.  The 9/11 Commission had

not yet reported, but the focus of the new Commission was actually a much broader

charter.  The 9/11 Commission was initially designed to figure out what happened, or

what didn’t happen, when we were attacked on 9/11.  They weren’t actually given the
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charter to examine the structure and performance of the intelligence community broadly. 

We, however, were.  The Executive Order was quite broad in asking our Commission to

evaluate the behavior and effectiveness of the intelligence community and to recommend

any changes we thought appropriate.  I was called this time by the Vice President, not by

the Chief of Staff, asking whether I would be willing to serve on the Commission,

probably as co-chairman.  The initial notion was that I would serve as a co-chairman

along with Congressman Foley...retired Congressman Foley.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Tom Foley?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Tom Foley of Washington.  This time I agreed to

do it.  I initially thought I would be obliged to retire from the bench, but when I went over

to meet with Gonzales and his staff to look over an Executive Order, I was rather

surprised when one very senior fellow from the Office of Legal Counsel, who was present

at the meeting, pointed out to me that I did not have to retire, that the Canons of Ethics

specifically allowed a senior judge to take an appointment in the Executive branch or, for

that matter, a state government, so long as the senior judge, during the period of the

appointment, would not use judicial resources, including his secretary or law clerk, in the

performance of this non-judicial role.  That made it rather easy for me because I would

have been reluctant to give up my seat on the bench, but I was initially willing to do it,

because it was war time.  When I got over to the White House and we were discussing the

Executive Order, Andy Card came into the office...Gonzales’ office... to say (or maybe
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we met first in Andy’s office) and I learned that Congressman Foley, who had initially, as

did I, accepted in a phone call with the President, had called Andy Card to tell him that he

couldn’t do it after all.  He explained that Nancy Pelosi had put enormous pressure on

him...he was a partner in a firm that did a good deal of lobbying...to urge him not to

accept the appointment.  Congresswoman Pelosi wanted to force the Administration to

come to the Congress to get authorization for a commission that would be bipartisan.  She

did not want the President to simply appoint a bipartisan commission.  She wanted

something more like the 9/11 Commission, where half the members were appointed by

Congress and you had a really sharp partisan split.  So Congressman Foley apologetically

withdrew.  At that point the President came into the room and asked me whether I would

be willing to be the sole chairman and, as I recall, I said I didn’t think that was a good

idea.  I thought the co-chairmanship arrangement, although perhaps awkward, was

preferable, since I certainly had been a Republican prior to going on the bench and was

perceived pretty much as a conservative, and I thought it would be much better to have a

known Democrat to serve as the other co-chairman, but also someone who I thought I

could work with.  Foley had specifically told the President that he was quite comfortable

working as co-chairman with me before he felt obliged to withdraw.  I should divert for a

second to say that when the President called me to ask me to officially serve as co-

chairman, he got me on my cell phone driving along from home to chambers, and I

couldn’t help but tell him that...first of all, he was on a cell phone which, of course, is less
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secure, and he said, “I am not troubled about that.”  I said, “Well, I have a slight problem

because...as I understand it, the city council had passed a law making it illegal to talk on a

cell phone while driving.”  So I said, “Will you guarantee me a pardon if I am arrested

while I am talking with you?”  He laughed and said, “I will take care of that.”  In any

event, back to the White House.  The President agreed, I think, with me that it would be

much preferable to have a Democratic co-chairman and he called Chuck Robb, who I did

not know, and Chuck Robb, the ex-Democratic Senator from Virginia, agreed to serve as

co-chairman.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Governor of Virginia, wasn’t he?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Both senator and governor.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That’s right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  As a matter of fact...to divert for a second, when

the President was announcing the Commission and had the two of us in the White House,

we had a little discussion beforehand as to what title Chuck would use, and I interjected

that I thought the only title, as a matter of protocol, that he continued to have was

governor – that presidents, ambassadors, judges and governors retained their title for life. 

I didn’t think senators did, but Chuck would prefer to be referred to as a senator.  We had

a funny conversation about that because the President asked that  when he leaves the

office would he have to be referred to as governor.  And I said, “No, president is a title

you keep, too.”  
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I did contribute views as to members of the Commission.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I was going to ask you that.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  There were several people who had been

recommended by senior people in the White House, but we didn’t have a full slate and I

strongly recommended Pat Wald, one of my colleagues on this Court, both because we

didn’t have any women and Pat is certainly perceived as a liberal Democrat and I have

enormous confidence in her judgment and her integrity.  According to Woodward’s book,

there was some resistence in the White House as to Pat’s appointment with, I think, Karl

Rove at one point somewhat jocularly referring to her as a Communist, but I insisted that

we have Pat.  I also selected Harry Rowen, or urged the selection of Harry Rowen, who

had enormous experience.  He had been in the McNamara Defense Department, he was a

first-class scholar at Stanford, an expert on national security affairs and had been the

senior intelligence official under Casey.  He had the job under the CIA director, as

assistant for the community as a whole, because the director of the CIA was the head of

the intelligence community.  I remember calling Harry, who was in Beijing, and it was

sort of amusing that I was calling Harry to serve on the intelligence community when he

was in Beijing because we both recognized, of course, that we were not on the phone

alone.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Were there others who you were involved in

selecting as commissioners, or was this mainly a White House process?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Actually I had to approve...I approved all of them. 

I don’t recall whether there were others I suggested.  No.  Both Chuck Vest, the president

of MIT, and Rick Levin, the president of Yale, were selections of...I think Andy Card

suggested Vest, who we knew from Massachusetts, and the President knew Rick Levin of

Yale.  Oh, another one I was quite involved with was Lloyd Cutler, who had been

mentioned and I was strongly in favor of.  As a matter of fact, I considered both Lloyd

and Pat Wald as potential co-chairmen, but the President came up with the notion of

Chuck Robb.  And the problem with Pat was she didn’t have intelligence experience...and

Lloyd, who did have intelligence experience and had been White House counsel under

two presidents, was very old, so Chuck Robb was the selection, but I did weigh in

strongly in favor of Lloyd Cutler as a member and I was the initiator of Pat Wald.

MR. RASENBERGER:  And your relations with Robb, I take it it worked

out fairly well.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Astonishingly well.  The concept of having co-

chairmen is one that you would think inherently was difficult, but we worked very closely

together.  I have enormous respect for his judgment and wisdom.  Insofar as we had

exterior relations, Chuck pretty much dominated that and I was more the inside man,

although we consulted each other on everything.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Let me ask you, did you...despite the fact that there

was an ethics rule that said that a senior judge could serve on a commission such as this,
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did you have any hesitation about the dual role of judge and commissioner personally or

were you satisfied that the ethics ruling was basically sound in terms of your own

standards?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I was rather surprised that the judiciary had

considered that and specifically decided that was appropriate.  It ran counter to my notion

of what judges should and shouldn’t do,  but on the other hand, since it was clear that it

was considered by my colleagues and had been carefully considered and thus was

permitted, I thought, well, why not take advantage of the ruling.  I didn’t really think that

there was a conflict in my own mind because what I was doing wasn’t legal at all.  It was

strictly a nonlegal position.  Still, what would have bothered me if I had been writing this

ethics rule because you have a judge expressing a view on a policy issue and then going

back as a judge and judges aren’t really supposed to be involved in policy formulation,

but I thought well, number 1, it is war time, and number 2, this is a pretty specialized

area, and so not without some concern, I decided what the hell, I will do it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  When you were doing it, did you feel any

awkwardness related to the fact that you were a judge?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No.  First of all, remember I stopped sitting on

cases when I took this job.  I arranged for my law clerk to go down and finish his

clerkship with Paul Friedman, a district judge.  My secretary had to find another job. 

Almost instantly I dropped my judicial mode of thinking and went back to thinking as if I
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were more of a manager or more of an executive.  There was a good deal of management

involved in creating a staff and determining how we would go about doing this job, then

recruiting first the executive director and an enormous number of people to build up the

staff.  The executive director that Chuck and I agreed to hire was Scott Redd, a retired

vice admiral, an enormously able fellow.  I was rather amused one day we were having a

conversation on a legal issue, which was rare, and Scott said something.  At that point

Mike Leiter, who was the deputy general counsel, a graduate of Harvard Law School who

had been recommended to me by Steve Breyer for whom he had clerked, and was first in

his class at Harvard.  He was paired with the other deputy general counsel who had

clerked for me and clerked for Kennedy and was a Republican.  Mike was a Democrat.  It

was part of our effort to be consistently bipartisan.  In any event, Mike made some

criticism of Scott’s view and I agreed with Mike and we both sort of suggested that this

was a legal question, not a matter that we would expect an Annapolis graduate to be an

expert on.  The next day Scott walked in and dropped on my desk, with Mike there, his

acceptance from Harvard Law School which he had turned down.  That was a closeout

bid.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Was it of any particular help...this is really a two

part question.  First, was being a judge in general of any help, and secondly, was your

prior experience in the intelligence aspects of judging and, make a third branch to that,

your prior experience in the intelligence aspects of the government before you went on
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the bench.  How did those all play out in terms of your...

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Insofar as I had the ability to do this job, and that is

up to somebody else to make a determination or judgment, my abilities were drawn

entirely from my executive experience both in government and out of government and not

at all as my role as a judge.  It probably did not hurt in dealing with the executive branch

to be thought of as a judge, but I don’t think that meant that much.  It was more important

by far that frankly I was rather tough and that I would be prepared to resign if I didn’t get

cooperation.

MR. RASENBERGER:  The Commission had a fairly tight deadline, if I

recall correctly.  Were you consulted about that deadline?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes, I was actually.  When the Executive Order

was being drafted, I worried that it would be hard as hell to meet that deadline and the

President, and I think Al Gonzales both, said, “Well, if you couldn’t make it you could

always ask for an extension.”  Indeed, the 9/11 Commission did ask for an extension.  I

thought it would be important to try to make it and did my best, along with Chuck, to

manage the process so as to meet it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, well, I have to say by looking at the document

itself, at least the unclassified report, thirteen months is pretty darn fast for all those

recommendations and all that analysis that went into it.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The truth of the matter is that I think we had a staff
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of somewhere around 70, but twenty people did 90% of the work.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Oh, that is the way organizations work anyway.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  I guess that’s true.  Now in selecting the staff

for the Commission, we were constrained in the sense that we had to either take people

with security clearances or get them cleared very quickly.  The first two people we hired

were the two deputy general counsels, even before we hired the general counsel, because

we desperately needed people immediately.  We got Mike Leiter and Brett Gerry.  It took

us a while to get Scott Redd because, although we interviewed him in Washington, he

volunteered to go over and help Bremmer in the coalition activities in Iraq, and then when

we decided we wanted him, Bremmer fought desperately to keep him, and the President

had to finally make the decision that our demand had priority and he came back as

executive director.  We had gone through a number of people and Chuck and I, although

we agreed on almost everything, had some disagreement along the way as who would be

the ideal executive director.  My sense is we didn’t want a lawyer, we wanted a manager

because we had enough legal experience, and I saw it as a management job, not a legal

job.  But we had to pick people with clearances or could get clearances quickly.  We

could take a number of detailees from the agencies, but we had to recognize that any

detailee from an agency – CIA, FBI, DIA, NSA – was going to be in a conflict of interest

and we had to manage that.  In fact, I fired one FBI employee who leaked back to the

FBI, contrary to her instructions.  I don’t know what has happened to her over at the FBI. 
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They had her under investigation by some internal audit group.  I am quite certain she was

being encouraged by someone rather senior in the Bureau, so I don’t think she was on her

own.  But it had a salutary impact when she was fired.  So you had a group who came in

as detailees.  You had a certain number of people who were working for contractors who

had been retired from the agencies and were working for contractors.  They were

enormously valuable, but they also had their ax to grind and you had to keep that in mind. 

Then we had a certain number of academics and, because of Rick Levin, we were very

lucky in getting 3 or 4 people who had just graduated from Yale, which had a new

National Security major and they were stunningly good.  We also had one from Harvard. 

These young people worked very hard.  I also recruited another ex-law clerk of mine who

was first in her class at Georgetown Law School, and who had worked for ten years in the

clandestine side of the CIA before she went to law school.  She is now at Wilmer Hale. 

So there were some people around you could get who had experience and didn’t

necessarily have an ax to grind, but it was hard to find them.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Still you had to assemble these people and then

deploy them in a way.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, of course Scott Redd was the executive

director, but I was very active in that, too.  
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Judge Silberman, I was going to ask you a little bit

about the concluding part of your report and then we can go back to some of the other

things.  You say in there that there have been other studies...other commissions

perhaps...that have looked at our intelligence services and made other recommendations

about how to solve them and, by and large, they have not succeeded in producing any

change, but that you have reason to be somewhat more hopeful this time that these

recommendations of yours, which are certainly very substantial and certainly worthy of

consideration, would not meet that fate.  My question is...now that was two years ago or

so...are you more or less hopeful about your recommendations than you were at the time

you wrote that?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Well, the President went over them with some care

with his staff and concluded that virtually all of them – not all of them but virtually all of

them – should be implemented.  He put Fran Townsend in charge of the implementation. 

There was some resistence. There was resistence at the CIA for taking on the role of

head...of leader of HUMIT (HUMIT is human intelligence) so as to provide guidance to

the FBI and the DIA for those activities.  But that has come along, I gather.  I have lost

track now, although I have been occasionally consulted by PIAB, the President’s

Intelligence Advisory Board.  My knowledge is rapidly diminishing since I no longer
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have access to complete information.  But let me continue.  There was enormous

resistence at the Justice Department to our recommendation of a separate new division for

internal national security in the Justice Department and, more importantly, for a new

division within the Bureau forging counterintelligence, terrorism and intelligence into a

new national security division of the Bureau.  That has been like pushing a noddle uphill. 

There has been enormous bureaucratic resistance to that and I, frankly, am disappointed at

how slow it has been in its implementation.  We wanted very much to see new training for

separate intelligence types and counterintelligence types, new incentives, new structures,

and so forth.  The Bureau has resisted as only the Bureau can do.  And I am disappointed

with that.  Very disappointed.  There have been a number of specific changes in the

analysis side and in the collection side which I think we recommended, some of which I

can not discuss.  The whole DNI structure is one that still remains to be determined

whether it adds value or not.  One thing I have told people subsequently who work in the

DNI (the Director of National Intelligence) is they should ask themselves every day how

they are adding value as opposed to adding bureaucracy.  I wonder about that, but I just

don’t know enough about that.  I stayed somewhat in contact with John Negroponte, the

first DNI, but not so much with McConnell.  My exposure, my interest, my expertise,

such as it is, is diminishing rapidly.  I do hear bits and pieces, some of which are

encouraging and some discouraging, but I am simply not in a position to feel reasonably

authoritative anymore.  I do worry about the DNI structure just adding bureaucracy, not
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just adding value.  We, of course, had to accept the DNI.  There was an interesting

question – would we have been better off to have a loose coordinating mechanism, which

is what my colleague Dick Posner continues to argue, from a very CIA-centric point of

view.  The problem with the loose coordinator...an assistant to the President for

intelligence similar to the job I was offered 30 years ago...the problem with that is...and

the reason that it works in England and would have great difficulty in the United States is

that in England you have a fusion of all legislative and executive authority so you can run

the government there much more efficiently and easily than you can in the United States,

where you have separation of powers and a constant tug of war between the Executive

and Congress, so the bureaucracies of government are always looking to the

Congressional moon competing with the Presidential sun, making it harder and harder to

coordinate or to manage.  

I thought the job of DNI was a management job.  I, frankly, am not happy to

see the DNI spend every day briefing the President, which forces him to get up at four

o’clock in the morning and it means all his creative energy, or a good part of it, goes into

that part of the day.  I thought that was a mistake.  I thought that you should have a

rotating individual do the briefing of the President.  DNI could be present, but he

shouldn’t have to prepare himself, because I was afraid that the management problems in

the intelligence community would never get solved unless somebody spent time on that,

but there is this great temptation to be close to the President.
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MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  And the President actually wants that, so the

President gets the organization he wants.  Presidents don’t think about long-term

management in the Executive branch – they think about next week.

MR. RASENBERGER:  I sense from your recommendations overall that

they call for more coordination and basically putting more power into the hands of the

DNI as a coordinator of intelligence activities. 

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Not just coordinator, but manager.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, okay, so let’s take an example.  You think the

DNI can ever manage the Department of Defense’s intelligence?  I mean, isn’t...

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Actually that has worked out much better with

Gates as Secretary of Defense and McConnell as DNI because they had a continuing

relation.  Also Gates put in General Clapper, who had been the head of NGA (National

Geospace Agency) and who was a first-class intelligence type to be his undersecretary for

intelligence.  There is an inherent difficulty, of course, but...and that is why Mike Hayden

and Clapper originally testified that they should be under the DNI and taken away from

the Secretary of Defense, but that couldn’t get through Congress, nor could it get through

the Defense Department.  The answer to that question would depend on how well,

particularly the acquisition process, is going.  That is where there rubber meets the road

and how influential has the DNI’s office become in dealing with that question.  Certainly
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the DNI was in a better position to deal with it than the CIA Director was.  Theoretically,

the CIA Director was also the director of the community, but his or her power to

influence what went on in the Defense Department was pretty minimal.  The DNI has

greater clout, indeed, he has as much clout as the President wants to give him.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, I think you put your finger on it in a way.  It

is only the President who can make this coordination happen, isn’t it?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Always was true.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Yes, which means he has to rein in the agencies

that need reining in.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  I thought it was important that DNI brought to the

President certain issues that had never been brought to the President and to say, “I think

you need to decide this.”  For instance, there has been this fight which still has not been

resolved concerning lie detectors.  Certain intelligence agencies in the United States

government insist that their employees take lie detector tests routinely every 5 years, or

whatever it is.  CIA does that; the FBI does that; Defense refuses; State refuses. 

Remember George Shultz famously threatened to resign over that.  I thought that was

ridiculous.  I think everybody should be prepared to take the lie detector test and I was

going to volunteer to take one until I found out it would take 10 hours.  I didn’t have 10

hours to spend.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That is the kind of thing, though, that normally the
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President can make happen.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  That’s right.  It presented an enormous problem in

terms of dissemination of information.  Also, there were other problems in term of

recruitment.  Different agencies had different standards of recruitment.  They could have

been unified, but those kinds of problems require a lot of management attention, and the

latest information of where Osama Bin Laden is tends to drive that away.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right.  Then you have the problems which you

mention in your report of different cultures and one that I have always noticed is the

paymaster problem.  I mean, you work with the guy who writes your check and all the

coordination in the world is not going to break that bond between the employee and the

guy...

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Unless the DNI has something to say about

promotions.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Okay.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Which he could have.  Yes, actually this legislation

required the DNI to approve the appointment of the NSA director and so forth, but he

could or she could be given much more power by the President if he wanted it.

MR. RASENBERGER:  That would make a difference perhaps.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Yes.  Now McConnell has in mind, as we did too,

some aspects of the way in which the Defense Department subsequently organized after
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Goldwater/Nichols, in which you have strong incentives to put senior officers into joint

commands.  Without joint commands on their record, they are in trouble.  Something like

that could be done in the intelligence community, but training, personnel

requirements...all those kinds of things...are very important and they should be centralized

insofar as it would be useful to centralize, not for the...

MR. RASENBERGER:  Right, no, for its own sake.  Right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  You know what...we are...this is good because I

want to tell you...
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MR. RASENBERGER:  This is February 4, 2008, and we are resuming the

oral history of Judge Silberman, notably the Addendum to it regarding his activity since

our last discussions in 2002.  And I wanted to ask you, Judge, whether you have any

comments on the reactions to your appointment to the Commission.  I don’t think I asked

you that the last time we were together.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  No, I don’t think you did.  Well, I was rather

surprised that the day I was selected, the Los Angles Times came out with a rather

negative story based in large part on a book by David Brock.  Actually, that is not

adequate.  It was based on a press release, or a white paper, that the People for American

Way sent to newspapers all across the country criticizing me, and their white paper was

drawn from the David Brock book, plus a slight rehash of an accusation that I referred to

in my earlier sessions with you, and that was my involvement, or non-involvement as the

case may be, with the fantastic October Surprise story.  So, I should like to deal with both

of those now.  What actually happened is, I believe the day after the Los Angeles Times

story appeared, the minority leader of the Senate, Harry Reid, and his – I think it was

Senator Conrad, who had a position in the Democratic leadership – strongly criticized my

appointment as a partisan and referred to the Brock book and the matter that was covered

in the October Surprise investigation.

MR. RASENBERGER: What was the name of the Brock book, if you

remember?
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:  Blinded by the Right.  I have written a response to

the Brock book.  It is on Michael Barone’s blog, but I will give you a copy and I would

like it to be incorporated within this.

MR. RASENBERGER:  Done.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:  The Brock book was a rather fantastic tissue of

fantasies and lies.  But I will get to that in a moment.  In fact, let me stop for a second

while I get a copy of that.  I was rather shocked by the Los Angeles Times story and Harry

Reid’s criticism.  It was quite unfair that the Los Angeles Times wrote the story without

my response, although I said I would get back to them the next day.  It turned out that

they wouldn’t wait.  As it was confessed to me later by one of the reporters, they wouldn’t

wait until the next day because they had already arranged with Harry Reid that they were

going to go with the story, and then Reid was going to criticize me or attack my

appointment based on the story, so it was all on schedule.  To their credit, the next day

they wrote my response, which I think largely demolished the story – not totally, but

largely demolished the story – but they didn’t print one thing which would have totally

demolished the story.  Take a step back.  Why did the People for American Way send that

paper to all the newspapers?  Or to put it – why did they commission a study of me done

by Ron Ostrow, who is a retired Los Angeles Times reporter.  It was based on the David
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Brock book, and why would the People for American Way levy an attack on then a sitting

senior judge, hardly in a position to cause any trouble for the People for American Way. 

Well, it turns out that the People for American Way were quite annoyed with me – furious

at me – because I had spoken out against judges answering questions in Senate

confirmation proceedings, which probed into doctrine –  judicial doctrine.  It was often

said by senators they couldn’t ask a nominee how he or she would decide a particular

case.  On the other hand, not surprisingly, senators would push hard to try to get an

indication from nominees as to how they would decide individual cases by probing into

doctrine, or probing into their view of past cases and so forth.  I had been the leading

spokesman against the propriety of judges answering those kinds of questions and I had

been successful in persuading Stuart Taylor, who is a centrist and very respected writer,

that I was correct.  The reason for my view was not because of the general nostrum that

judges shouldn’t answer questions that will jeopardize their ability to decide cases coming

before them in the future.  The real problem was, and is, that in answering those kinds of

questions, judges are drawn into the position of giving little tidbits to senators – hints, if

you will – as to how they would treat past cases which is, of course, a suggestion as to

how they would treat future cases.  The difficulty with this is not so much that it

jeopardizes their ability to be fair to litigants who come before them, although there is a

little bit of a problem there, the more important problem is that it diminishes judicial

independence because it gets into a trading mechanism whereby nominees with winks and
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nods and hints and suggestions give senators impressions as to how they would decide

future cases and it diminishes the very dignity and the independence of judges.  I don’t

blame senators for asking questions.  The Supreme Court and the federal courts of appeal

have become deeply involved in, for better or for worse, all sorts of political issues, and it

is not surprising that senators press hard, but I had been a voice arguing it was wrong for

judges to answer those kinds of questions.  The People for American Way, with a

Republican president, wish senators to ask very probing questions and force nominees to

answer them, or else vote them down.  My speaking out on the subject was regarded as

troublesome, even obnoxious, and so they commissioned Ostrow to do a white paper on

me long before there was any thought of my being nominated for anything.  He wrote that

paper.  He called me – I have known Ron from my days in the Justice Department – and I

was perfectly prepared to cooperate with him until I realized he was no longer with the

Los Angeles Times, but was being commissioned by the People for American Way.  It

didn’t seem to me to be appropriate for a judge to talk to a flack or an organization that is

deeply involved in judicial politics, as opposed to a reputable newsman, so I refused to

have anything to do with him.  He nevertheless wrote the white paper from the Brock

book and certain interviews in the Brock book – interviews from Brock.  I never paid any

attention to it.  I wrote a letter saying I would have nothing to do with it.  When I was

nominated to be a co-chairman or selected to be co-chairman of the Intelligence

Commission, then People of American Way sent that white paper out to every newspaper
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in the country.  Fortunately for me, the only paper that paid any attention to it was the Los

Angeles Times, and as I said, they wrote a rather nasty piece which was utterly false in

many respects and I was able to –  the next day –  denigrate those stories, and I

understood that Harry Reid, the next day, told the journalist that he was through, that he

was backing off, and he never said another word, nor did Conrad.

MR. RASENBERGER: You wrote a letter back to the paper in response?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   No I didn’t.  I responded the next day orally to the

questions.

MR. RASENBERGER: Oh, I see.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Yes.  The second day they did a rather fair

treatment, except it was very amusing.  One of the accusations – the most dramatic

accusation – in the Brock book was that (and I’ll give you a copy of what I wrote in

response to the book) after consulting my wife, Ricky, concerning the famous or

infamous article, Troopergate, that he wrote for the American Spectator, as to whether he

should publish that article.  Ricky, who had helped David write the book, Anita Hill, the

Real Anita Hill, she had edited it for him and was quite motherly about David,

protectively advised him not to publish the article for fear of physical harm.  He

subsequently came to me, at Ricky’s suggestion, and the three of us met together and I

told David that I didn’t think the allegations that the Clintons would engage in violence

was worth any consideration at all.  I thought that was complete fantasy.  He told me the
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nature of the story.  I didn’t know the details and he asked me whether it was a legitimate

news story, and I told him that it reminded me very much of Sy Hersh’s book, The Dark

Side of Camelot, in which Hersh had criticized the press for not disclosing similar

activities on the part of John Kennedy.  Hersh, of course, is not a conservative, but he

argued that it was improper for American journalists not to disclose Kennedy’s wild

sexual behavior because it involved two governmental concerns.   First it was incredibly

indiscrete and opened him up to blackmail from foreign intelligence agencies, and

secondly, he was using government resources to gain women.  That was Sy Hersh’s

argument why the press should have disclosed his amorous activities.  I told Brock that,

insofar as Clinton’s behavior was extremely reckless, and might, continue, it could

present a national security interest.  So journalists who believe Hersh was right would

think that was a legitimate story.  And the second part, insofar as he used state troopers,

that would be a misuse of government resources.  But then I told him that I didn’t think

there was any doubt that after his book, The Real Anita Hill, he would be perceived as a

conservative, not a centrist, and, therefore, he would certainly be attacked from the left.  I

told him that I thought the Anita Hill/Clarence Thomas dispute reminded me very much

of Alger Hiss and Whittaker Chambers, that all conservatives believed Clarence and all

liberals believed Anita, at least that was the way it was originally.  I think, as time goes

on, more and more people believed Clarence. But, in any event, I told him that I didn’t

think insofar as he was concerned about being subsequently boxed as a right wing
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reporter, I didn’t think there was any chance he would be perceived any other way,

particularly after his book, The Real Anita Hill.  Still I strongly advised him not to publish

until the Los Angeles Times published.  The Los Angeles Times story on me never

mentioned this, even though I told them.  Two reporters of the Los Angeles Times had

been working with Brock.  They were all three pursuing the same story down in Arkansas

and I advised Brock, before he published in the American Spectator (he had more detail), 

he should let the Los Angeles Times go first because they are a mainstream paper which

was strongly tied or allied with the Democratic party.  If they wrote the story first, it

would be very hard to criticize him.  He subsequently claimed that I encouraged him to

write the story.  The truth is the exact opposite.  I told him to hold the story until the Los

Angeles Times.  I told that the second day to the Los Angles Times, and although they

treated me more fairly, they did not include that.

MR. RASENBERGER: Oh, is that right?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   They did not include that.  They said something to

the effect that Judge Silberman denies encouraging him, but they didn’t point out that I

specifically advised him to hold it until the Los Angeles Times wrote the story.  Moreover,

I didn’t have any knowledge of the details of the story.  I emphasized to him again and

again that his reputation as a journalist would depend on it being truthful.

MR. RASENBERGER: Now this whole Troopergate story you are telling is

an aspect of a subject that came up in the criticism of you in connection with your
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employment.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Right.  That is why I go into it.  And with the

advent of the internet, I read on the blog some of the most incredible things, incredible

statements of criticism based on Brock’s book, and it is very rare that people pick up my

response, which appeared in Barone’s blog.  There are apparently ways in which you can,

using Google, raise somebody’s comments or lower somebody’s comments depending on

computerized hits, and there are actually companies hired to do that.  So in other words, if

somebody wrote a newspaper story about you that was negative and a group wanted to

keep it constantly in play at the top of Google’s list, there are ways to make sure...

MR. RASENBERGER: It stays at the top of the list.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   By hitting it.  It is really rather scary, but I never

paid much attention to that until I realized that becomes a permanent record.  Google

becomes a permanent record, even more than the newspaper stories because newspaper

stories don’t appear on Google for very long, but the blogs do.

MR. RASENBERGER: Oh.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Now, at the same time as the Brock, I will give

you a copy of what I gave Michael Barone and my couple paragraphs in which I point out

that Brock’s allegations were not only false, they were demonstrably false.  He mixed up

Judge Wald and Judge Mikva.  In one point in his book, he described me as hating Judge

Wald.  He got that absolutely backwards, as you well know, and he also made a number
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of other false statements.  He also claimed that I had manipulated Judge Sentelle into

concurring with me in the North case, but we wrote it per curiam to hide my authorship. 

Well, that was ridiculous because I dissented openly on three or four grounds on which I

couldn’t get Sentelle’s agreement, so I would have reversed the conviction for three

reasons rather than the one reason.

MR. RASENBERGER: This is the Oliver North case.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Right.  Finally, at the same time, the People for

American Way rehashed the accusation against me that was based on the October

Surprise story.  You will recall I mentioned it a little bit in the prior session, but it dogged

me for two or three years and it really is an extraordinary story.  I am responsible for it 

myself, in this sense, that Bill Safire, an old friend of mine, once had a conversation with

me some years ago when Iran Contra first blew in which he indicated that he had heard

something about Bud McFarlane, who is not a favorite of his, having brought some

individual to see Dick Allen and me in the L’Enfant Plaza during the campaign in 1980

regarding the hostages that were then being held in Iran.  I told him, “Yeah, you are

right,” and I told him exactly what had happened, that I had been back here in the summer

of 1980, when I was co-chairman of Reagan’s foreign policy advisors, to meet with Dick

Allen and a group of people concerning, as I recall, it was specifically concerning

Reagan’s desire to openly advocate the recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel

and we were concerned that that was not a wise thing to do, that it would interfere with
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negotiations.  But while we were discussing that – I may be repeating myself – but at

twelve o’clock Dick Allen asked me whether, as an ex-deputy attorney general, I would

accompany him to a meeting in L’Enfant Plaza that he was a little apprehensive about. 

We got in his little sports car and drove over to L’Enfant Plaza. I had a plane to catch

later that afternoon, but I had time for this meeting.  And Bud McFarlane walked in with

a Middle Eastern, or I thought was a Middle Eastern, a rather swarthy fellow who

suggested he had certain contacts in Iran.  I thought he was a Moroccan.  One thing was

clear to me, he was not an Iranian.  He had certain contacts in Iran and he thought they

might be induced to get to the Mullahs to, in turn, get the Mullahs to release the captives

– the hostages – to Gov. Reagan rather than to President Carter, so as to humiliate Carter. 

This guy was a pro-Shah supporter and mad at Carter.  As the House of Representatives

subcommittee determined, I said pretty quickly that we have one president at a time and

cut off the meeting and we left.  Thereafter, there was constant talk about our meeting

with an Iranian.

MR. RASENBERGER:  This meeting...

JUDGE SILBERMAN:    He was never an Iranian.  I thought he was a

Moroccan.  It turned out that Dick Allen - when I left the meeting (I was nervous about it

because I was afraid it might be some kind of a setup or some kind of attack),  I told Dick

to write a memo of the meeting.  He did write the memo, but for four years he couldn’t

find the dratted memo, and when he found it and the FBI authenticated it as having been
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written at the time, it turned out the guy was not from Morocco, it was Malaysia.  The

only thing I remembered –  it was only a 5 or 10 minute meeting – all I remembered was

the M, but my memory is superb.  Nobody else remembered he was not an Iranian.  But

you can still read on the blogs that we met with a representative of an Iranian government. 

It is absolutely false.  There is not a word of truth to it.  After Safire wrote a column in

which he pointed out in passing that  Bud McFarlane hadn’t used very good judgment in

bringing this person to meet with Dick Allen and me, a reporter for the Miami Herald by

the name of Alfonso Chardy got hold of the story and twisted it around to make it a story

that we had sought to delay the release of the hostages, which was, of course, would have

been horrible.  I was stunned at the time when the story came in the Miami Herald.  I

wrote a letter to the Miami Herald denying it all and explaining what happened.  I was

particularly shocked because my son was a gunnery officer on a frigate in the Persian

Gulf during the hostage crisis.  I would have cut my throat before I would have done

anything to endanger his own life, and I couldn’t believe that that story would even get

started –  it was such a fantastic story.  Remember, at one point, it had Bush traveling to

Paris to seek a meeting with the Iranians.  The whole thing was spun out of the sky, of

Alfonso Chardy’s imagination.  I was picked up by various Democratic politicians,

including Jimmy Carter, who was so anxious to try to figure out some reason why he

could blame somebody for having screwed up the hostage crisis.  It ended up with a

House and Senate investigation.  Hamilton was the congressman in charge of the House
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investigation and they finally concluded that we were telling the truth –  there was

nothing to the story, but they had one little criticism, “You should have told the State

Department about the meeting because then there never would have been any phoney

story that developed.”  It thought about that and thought, boy that was ridiculous because

I wouldn’t have touched it with a ten foot pole.  To tell the State Department about it

would be to verify it.  Besides, if we had told the State Department three weeks before the

election  about this meeting, they would have probably leaked a story that the Reagan

Administration was in contact with Iranian officials and poor Reagan would have been in

trouble.  It was baloney.  This guy was a nut.  Those kinds of people show up in

campaigns all the time.  No good deed goes unpunished.  I did exactly the right thing.  I

said, “We have one president at a time,” and walked out.  The left-wing blogs still spread

the story that we met with a representative of Iran, yet we never met with an Iranian, let

alone a representative of Iran.  I suffered through three or four years of that, including

constant comments by Jimmy Carter and Hodding Carter.  There was a long series of

correspondence between me and Hodding Carter.

MR. RASENBERGER:  It just would not die.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Until the House finally killed it.

MR. RASENBERGER: That’s what put it to rest and that is your

vindication.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Although, by the time the investigation by the
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House had gone ahead, a fellow by the name of Steve Emerson had written a piece for the

New Republic, in which he totally destroyed the story, but it was almost for political

purposes, it was almost too good a story not to be true.

MR. RASENBERGER: That’s right.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Those stories dogged me for a long time and then 

the Brock book was grist for the People for the American Way and their criticism of me

when I was appointed to the Intelligence Commission.

MR. RASENBERGER: So this had surfaced again at that time in the L.A.

Times story.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   That is the only time it surfaced because the

People for the American Way had done this study on me but they couldn’t get anybody

else to write anything, and as I told you, they were really mad at me because of my view

on what judges should – or what nominees should – or should not do when they testify

before the Congress –  the Senate.

MR. RASENBERGER: Well, we have had some good and bad examples of

what judges have done before the Senate.  By and large, do you have any criticism of the

way Roberts and Alito handled their particular...

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   I think they did very well, but even they went

beyond what I thought was appropriate.  The other reason that People for American Way

were mad at me was that I disclosed that I had acted as Nino Scalia’s counsel when he
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went up for confirmation and we had agreed that he would not answer any questions that

went into doctrine, including even when he was even asked the question whether he

agreed with Marbury v. Madison.  He called me on the phone and said that the White

House fellows say this is ridiculous –  I should answer that question.  I said, “No, no you

don’t because if you answer one question there is no stopping point.”  So...

MR. RASENBERGER: Judge Bork, though, did like answering those

questions.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   He was very foolish...very foolish.

MR. RASENBERGER: That was really his downfall....

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   I think it was.  I think it was incredibly dumb and I

advised him against it.  He said he had no choice because he had written so much, but I

don’t think that was true.  I think Bork thought he was smarter than all the Senators and

therefore he could turn it into a Yale Law School classroom.  The problem was that the

Senators would just get their questions on television –  they didn’t listen to his answers.

MR. RASENBERGER: That’s mainly what those hearings are like.  

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   I have a very strong view about this and it has

nothing to do with partisanship.  I am equally reluctant to see Democrat nominees answer

any questions on doctrine because it cannot help but erode the view of the independence

of the judiciary.  It more and more makes us look like political actors.  Arlen Specter said,

somewhat horrifyingly I thought, that nominees have to answer as many questions as they
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think they need to get confirmed.

Okay, now back to the Intelligence Commission.  I was very gratified that

the Reid attack disappeared after one day only.  He was bitterly criticized by one

columnist, as I recall Robert Novak, and Novak called me afterwards to tell me that Reid

called him up and said, “I give up.”  I think Reid was running that year so he didn’t want

to be...

MR. RASENBERGER: Well, other than that, so does that take care of the

whole area of your appointment?  All the issues that came up with your appointment?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Yes

MR. RASENBERGER: We were talking when we last met about the

problem of your –  of recommending an answer to the intelligence failures that we have

had in the past, and I just wanted to go back for a moment to this – what seems to me to

be a dilemma here.  In a way, the problem we have is a half dozen agencies, not counting

the Director of National Intelligence, Defense Department, State Department, FBI,

Homeland Security and, in Defense, of course, different like NSA and other things.  How

is it ever possible, do you think, to coordinate all those agencies toward a common

mission?  I think you recommend something like that, and doesn’t that coordination

depend so much on the exact right combination of individuals being in the appropriate job

at the right time for the coordination process to work?  I mean, I am asking this as sort of

a skeptic about any coordination that I suppose we could certainly do better than we did in
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the case of weapons of mass destruction, but can we ever get as far as the kind of

coordination that your Report recommends?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Well, you will recall that our Report indicated that

we were faced with a fait accompli –  a legislative fait accompli –  because Congress had

put in the DNI structure based on the 9/11 Commission recommendation, and in the

frantic atmosphere of the presidential election of 2004, we would much have preferred

that they had waited a little while until after the election, because that was not a good

atmosphere to think these things through, and we really wanted to have an opportunity to

think it through ourselves.  After Congress did accept the DNI structure, then we had to

figure out how to make it work as best as we could.  Now, there were two alternative

possibilities facing the country.  It was perfectly clear that in the aftermath of the

intelligence debacle, with respect to the weapons of mass destruction in Iraq (and it was a

debacle), that there had to be a better stitching together of the intelligence community and

better leadership.  It was exceedingly doubtful, in our views, that the CIA director could

effectively operate simultaneously as the director of the intelligence community –  he

simply did not have the clout politically or institutionally to deal with the Defense

Department and the Defense Department agencies.  You may recall that when Congress

was considering the legislation, before we reported Mike Hayden, then head of the NSA,

and General Clapper, head of NGA, both testified, to the great disquiet of Don Rumsfeld,

that their agencies should be pulled out of the Defense Department formally and put
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under the DNI, as should the CIA.  But Congress wasn’t willing to go that far.  

The British, which Dick Posner is inclined to follow, do have an

intelligence coordinator as an assistant to the Prime Minister, but the British can operate

that kind of loose structure more effectively than the United States because they have a

fusion of legislative and executive power.  In the United States, all bureaucracies are

faced with a congressional moon and a presidential sun, or vice versa, both exercising

gravitational pull, which is why we see the continued proliferation of political appointees

down to lower and lower levels in the executive branch and the corresponding increasing

of staffs in the Congress.  So the notion of a loose coordinator who speaks in the name of

the Prime Minister in the British model coming over to the United States does not strike

me as likely to be very effective.  There are some people, including some people who

have gone through the last two years in the DNI structure, who believe that the only way

this is going to work is to strengthen the DNI structure and move towards a more formal

supervisory role of the DNI over CIA, NSA, NGA, NRO and even State Department

intelligence and that we are sort of betwixt and between now.  The DNI has responsibility

without adequate authority.  I had always thought that the amount of authority that the

DNI had would depend totally on what the President wanted to give them.  Statutes gave

him certain authorities, but they weren’t very significant.  He could approve the

appointment of the head of the NSA or NGA, but appointment isn’t the key –  the key is

the power to fire.
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MR. RASENBERGER: And promote.  Let me ask you this about the

coordination process.  Do you think it is possible for the President or his surrogate or

whomever, to single out certain missions as to which the DNI would have absolute power

–  not absolute, there is no such thing as that –  but I mean, would have far broader

powers because of the importance of those missions specifically than he would have

generally over the personnel of those other agencies?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Of course.  The President can do anything he

wants with respect to the executive branch.  Well, not totally, he always has to worry

about the Congress.

MR. RASENBERGER: Would that work?

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   The President could give the DNI much more

authority than he has, there is no question in my mind.  But there is a big problem.  It is

not unique to intelligence, but a problem throughout government.  To illustrate the

problem I will give you an example of a very, very smart senior fellow in the government,

in the national security area, who I was interviewing about his ideas concerning structure

of the intelligence community.  I was with Chuck Robb and Scott Redd – Chuck, my co-

chairman, and Scott, the executive director.  And this fellow said revealingly, “We just

got to do a better job of getting intelligence right.”  And I thought to myself, that really

reflects the view from the White House which is, they are not going to be as interested in

the management of the intelligence community for the next 2, 3, 5 years, they are worried
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about what is going to be on their desk next week and that is sort of a dilemma because

what is desperately important for the intelligence community is certain long-range

planning that deals with recruitment and training and incentives and interrelationships

between the intelligence communities.  It is very hard for the White House, concerned

about what exactly is happening in Ramallah, Iraq, tomorrow, to be as worried about

those things.  That is why I thought the DNI might be – probably should be –  a good

idea, but only if the DNI could be focusing on the management of the intelligence

agencies rather than the day-by-day stuff.  I thought it was a big mistake for the DNI to

take over the morning briefing of the President, which means he has to get up at 4 a.m. in

the morning.  The truth of the matter is the kind of creative energy we have in a day is

probably 75% in the morning, so if he is getting up at 4 or 5 o’clock in the morning to go

through the intelligence to brief the President at 8 o’clock, how much energy does he

have left in the rest of the day to deal with the trackable management problems.

MR. RASENBERGER: It underscores the emphasis on daily intelligence,

which is not his mission.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Right.  I thought that the DNI should attend at 8

o’clock but shouldn’t have to be the briefer because we found out from George Tenet

how much of the time he was spending on that and made it really impossible for him to do

the coordination of the intelligence community jobs that were required.  But the President

gets what he wants, and he wants the DNI to give him that daily briefing, so that is the
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way it is going.  I would be very surprised if the kind of management problems which we

thought were quite troublesome in the intelligence community were being addressed with

the force they should.  At the same time, the DNI has developed this monstrous

bureaucracy which I did not think was a good idea.  I would have had a relatively very

small number of very able, bright people who were secured from the intelligence

community for maybe 2 or 3 years.

MR. RASENBERGER: But not jeopardizing their career.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   On the contrary.  I would set it up so that you

didn’t get to the top of the intelligence community unless you spent time in the DNI, just

like the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  Just like Goldwater/Nichols.  But what happened was, and

this was a dreadful mistake, I think, the intelligence community had enormous –  a big – 

staff, community staff.  They were located out at the CIA.  I think it is fair to say that the

people who were volunteered by the agencies to work on the community staff were not

necessarily the hot runners.

MR. RASENBERGER: Why would they give their best people away.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   So the DNI ended up taking that whole

community staff over to the DNI.  I am not sure that was smart.  I would have liked to see

a very lean staff, as lean as possible but effective on a few areas.  I would have liked to

see people brought in from the agencies to work on problems instead of building up a big

bureaucracy.  Lean and mean.  And working hard on the really, really tough issues.  I
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mean that is not to say that day-to-day intelligence isn’t tough too, that’s tough too, but

you have to be focusing on acquisition because you are talking about major, major, major

billions of dollars of cost that has to be worked out - you have to be fighting sometimes

with the Pentagon.

MR. RASENBERGER: Perhaps all the time.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   I should tell you about –  have you asked me about

what happened after the Report was issued and ...

MR. RASENBERGER: Well you did tell me that Rumsfeld thought you

ought to take that job and you said, “We are such great friends,” or something like that.

JUDGE SILBERMAN: What I said is, “We would fight like hell,” and he

said, “Oh no, we are such good friends,” and I said, “We would still fight like hell.  There

is no question.”

MR. RASENBERGER: And if you did your job right, you would have had

to have fought like hell.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   There is no question about that.  I did explain why

I declined to be considered, didn’t I?

MR. RASENBERGER: You did.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   The reason was, and if I haven’t made it clear

before...

MR. RASENBERGER: Yes, let’s just get this again on the record.
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JUDGE SILBERMAN:   You can edit it out.  The White House called me

on several occasions to ask whether I was willing to take that job or willing to be

considered to take that job and I said, “No,” and that is when I got pressure from

Rumsfeld and various others.  The President actually invited Ricky and me to a

Valentine’s Day dinner, when I thought he was really going to put the arm on me.  But the

reason I did not want to do it was twofold.  First of all, we were going to report

unanimously that the Administration had not pressured the intelligence community to

conclude there were weapons of mass destruction in Iraq.  Indeed, the intelligence

community had pushed both the Clinton and the Bush Administrations to the truth of that

proposition.  They had actually gone so far as to say there was a 90 percent certainty, as

you know in the NIE, so it was sort of a myth – another one of those myths that it is too

convenient to let the truth get in the way – that Bush lied about WMD.  It is certainly true

that the Administration tried to pressure the intelligence community to find the link

between Al-Qaeda and Saddam, but if anything, the intelligence community pushed back

even further.  They leaned over backwards not to find that.  So they weren’t pressured on

WMD, but I thought, here, if we issue such a conclusion and then I am given the job of

DNI, it would look like a payoff, so I am in a conflict of interest.  Secondly, it would look

bad to my fellow members because we were putting together these reports and I didn’t

want my objectivity to be questioned by my colleagues.  It was just the wrong time.  I did

tell you, however, that in the summer of 2006 –  that was early 2005 – in spring of 2006
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spring/summer John Negroponte was scheduled to move over to State as Deputy

Secretary.  Technically a downgrading, but I think John Negroponte was perfectly happy

to go back to State.  DNI was not just a tough job, but perhaps he was a better diplomat

than a manager.  He is a fine man.  And then again, I don’t know if I told you that I was

asked again.

MR. RASENBERGER: No, I didn’t know that you were asked twice.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   Actually, this time the Vice President called.  It

turned out [I didn’t even know it] my wife, Ricky, had been troubled that I had turned

down the DNI job first.  She was sick, you know she had breast cancer, but she was a

strong patriot and she thought I should do the job even though it would involve an

enormous time away from her when she would rather that I be home.  She privately told

someone, without letting me know, that if Negroponte left, that I would be willing to take

the job because I no longer had the conflict of interest problem.  So that led –  I never

knew that until much later when she confessed it –  to Dick Cheney calling me, asking

whether I would do it this time again.  And I said, “It is war time.”  “How can you turn

down the President?”  So I said I was willing to do it and he ended the conversation.  This

was probably in August, and Josh Bolten had taken over as Chief of Staff and they were

doing a number of things and trying to think about what they were going to do and maybe

they wanted to wait until after the election.  In the meantime, I decided that I had cases

before me that involved the government and I thought I had to recuse myself from those
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cases as long as I was being considered as a DNI successor and I didn’t want that

situation to continue any longer, so I met with Dick and said, “I want out,” and he agreed

I couldn’t remain in limbo. 

MR. RASENBERGER: I am not sure everyone would have done the same

thing, but that was the correct thing.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   I don’t think I had any choice.  I had a big case

involving the Justice Department and I had to either fish or cut bait.  So one of the good

things is that I don’t have to get up at 5 o’clock in the morning to go to work.

MR. RASENBERGER: And do those damn briefings.

JUDGE SILBERMAN:   And also once the Democrats took over the

Congress it became a nastier situation, although one of my great friends and supporters

was Jane Harman, who I knew back when she was Jane Frank and counsel to John

Tunney.  John and I were very close but I didn’t realize Jane Frank was Jane Harman until

I got a letter from her asking why was I being so distant.  I had no idea, but I think she is

just wonderful.  She is first class.  In any event, that’s what happened there.
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Honorable Laurence H. Silberman
Biographical Sketch

SILBERMAN, LAURENCE  H., U.S. Senior Circuit Judge; recipient of the Presidential Medal

of Freedom, June 19, 2008.  Born York, Pa., Oct. 12, 1935; s. William and Anna (Hirsch) S.; m.

Rosalie G. Gaull, April 28, 1957 (deceased); m. Patricia Winn, Jan. 5, 2008; children – Robert

Stephen  Silberman,  Katherine  DeBoer Balaban  and Anne  Gaull Otis  (8 grandchildren); B.A.,
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U.S. Dept. Labor, Washington, 1969-70; under sec. Labor, 1970-73; partner Steptoe & Johnson,
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Law Center, 2003–; Bd. dirs. Com. on Present Danger, 1978-85; Inst. for Ednl. Affairs, 1981-85;
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Board, 1981-85; vice chmn. State Department's Commission on Security & Economic

Assistance, 1983-84.  Served with AUS, 1957-58.  Mem. Am. Bar Assn. 1962-92 (labor law
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com. 1965-72, corp. and banking com. 1973, law and nat. security adv. com. 1981-85), Bar Assn.

Hawaii (ethics com. 1965-67); Member Council on Fgn. Relations, 1977–; U.S. Foreign
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Raymond J. Rasenberger
Biographical Sketch

Raymond J. Rasenberger passed away on April 3, 2018.

Mr. Rasenberger was in private practice since 1957, and was a founding partner of Zuckert,
Scoutt & Rasenberger when it was formed in 1964.

Prior to entering the practice of law, Mr. Rasenberger worked as an Examiner in the U.S. Office
of Management and Budget, and as an instructor in Dartmouth College's "Great Issues" course.
He held a bachelor's degree from Dartmouth, where he was Valedictorian of his class, a master's
degree in Public Administration from the Maxwell School of Syracuse University, and a Juris
Doctor degree from George Washington University.

During his years of practice, Mr. Rasenberger was an active participant in aviation law and
policy. He published articles, testified before Congress and spoken to interested organizations on
aviation issues a number of times. He represented both U.S. and foreign airlines, cities, states,
airport authorities, general aviation interests, aviation manufacturers, financial institutions and
others that have an interest in airline service and airports. 

Mr. Rasenberger served the D.C. Bar in various capacities beginning as a member of the
committee to create the Bar's original committee structure. He served on the Advisory Board of
the D.C. Bar Foundation, as an arbitrator for the D. C. Bar Fee Arbitration Board, and as a court
appointed mediator of cases before the U.S. Court of Appeals and District Court for the District
of Columbia. In 1991 he was appointed by Chief Judge Robinson as a member of the Board of
Directors of the Indigent Civil Litigation Fund, Inc., a corporation formed by the Court to finance
expenses of volunteer lawyers serving on the civil pro se panel. He served as a member of the
Executive Committee of the Washington Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights and Urban
Affairs. Mr. Rasenberger's other principal outside interests were related to Dartmouth College,
which he served in various capacities, including Chairman of the Dartmouth Alumni Fund and
President of the Dartmouth Alumni Council.

Mr. Rasenberger's practice focused primarily on mediation of federal cases and arbitration. He
was a member of the District of Columbia Bar.
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APPENDIX I

The Origin of Affirmative Action as We Know It–The Philadelphia Plan Pivot
by The Honorable Laurence H. Silberman*

I am now a senior judge and have the time and inclination to look back 30 years

ago to the actions of President Nixon’s first Labor Department.  I had been planning to tell my

version of the Philadelphia Plan story.  It is interesting and poignant coincidence that John Irving

provided the opportunity by asking me to speak to this gathering.  John was my executive

assistant as Solicitor and Undersecretary of Labor until he went off to the NLRB.  He loyally and

effectively supported me during a tumultuous period.  Yet John, from the beginning, advised

against the crucial shift in affirmative action that I pursued, so if I was misguided it was not

John’s fault.  Of course, as a federal judge, I am not permitted to present normative views on

present, or even past, policy issues, but nothing precludes me from describing historical events,

nor is there any barrier to explaining in personal terms why we took the position we did.

First, the background.  The Wirtz Labor Department had gotten itself into quite a

tangle with the Comptroller General over its efforts in enforcing Executive Order 11,246.  That

order, as you well know, bars government contractors from engaging in employment

discrimination and requires “affirmative action” to avoid discrimination.  The Labor Department

had and has the overall supervisory role in enforcing the order.

The Department’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance had sought for several

years to establish pre-award compliance requirements on construction contracts over a million. 

*  Of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.  This speech
was delivered to the Federalist Society and the Labor & Employment Practice Group, The
Willard Inter-Continental Hotel, Washington, D.C., October 10, 2001.
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OFCC had focused on several cities and sought to oblige bidders in those cities to submit

manning tables showing the number of minorities to be hired, before contracts were actually

awarded.  That approach was tried in Philadelphia.  An inter-agency board, prompted by the

OFCC, issued the original Philadelphia Plan in October 1967.  Under that Plan, after the bids

were to be opened, the low bidder would not be awarded the contract until compliance officials

approved the number of minorities to be hired in six skilled trades.  The scheme ostensibly relied

on the contractors to come up with the numbers; the government did not propose to openly set

forth those requirements at the pre-bid stage, or, for that matter, after the bids were opened, but

some suasion and negotiation was contemplated.

The Association of General Contractors and the construction unions induced

Congressmen to complain to the Comptroller General that the Plan proposed in Philadelphia (and

in force in Cleveland) improperly injected uncertainty into the bidding process.  On November

18, 1968–right after the presidential election–the Comptroller General issued an opinion

determining that the “lack of specific detail and rigid guidelines requirements” could lead to

denial of contracts to a low bidder based on “purely arbitrary and capricious decisions.”  The

Comptroller General’s insistence on clear pre-bidding standards surely was designed to put the

Labor Department between a rock and a hard place.  If the government promulgated numerical

requirements for minority hiring it faced both political and legal problems.  The Labor

Department ostensibly backed down in late November 1968, quietly announcing that the

Philadelphia Plan was rescinded, but its compliance officers pursued similar techniques, leading

various Congressmen and Senators to again complain to the Comptroller General.  At the same

time, civil rights groups in Philadelphia were insisting on resurrection of the Plan.
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That was the situation we inherited.  I was confirmed as Solicitor of the Labor

Department on May 1, 1969, the last of the assistant secretary level appointees.  Art Fletcher, an

African-American former professional football player and candidate for Lieutenant Governor in

the State of Washington, had been appointed Assistant Secretary for Wage and Labor Standards. 

OFCC was placed under his wing.  He, not surprisingly, was anxious to reinvigorate OFCC and

particularly the construction industry plans.

But the problem was primarily a legal one, so it fell to me to see if I could fashion

a solution to the conundrum.  Hugh Graham’s excellent book The Civil Rights Era, which

extensively discusses the Philadelphia Plan struggle, acknowledges a gap in his account.  As he

put it, the available White House and Labor Department records do not reveal when and why

George Shultz decided to revive the Philadelphia Plan [at 324].  He tells us in a footnote (at 

p. 539)  that George reviewed the manuscript when Secretary of State in the mid-1980s, but said,

“he could not recall with sufficient precision the timing and circumstances that led to the Labor

Department’s commitment to the revised Philadelphia Plan.”

By that point I suppose my own involvement in the fashioning of the revised Plan

had become somewhat awkward since, as many of you know, in 1977 I had written a column for

The Wall Street Journal, in which I acknowledged that we had been wrong in pursuing the policy

we did.  I am afraid I was in the unfortunate position of having persuaded my boss, the Secretary

of Labor, to embrace a far-reaching policy that I later renounced.

I can recall exactly the moment when the core concept of what was to be the

“Revised Philadelphia Plan” was born.  I was discussing the problem with Gene Mittleman,

Senator Javits’ minority counsel on the Senate Labor Committee.  Gene was one of the most
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capable congressional staffers I encountered in my years in the executive branch, and one of the

few who always could be relied upon to speak for his principal.  During the conversation, we

came upon the notion of openly and boldly requiring all bidders to commit to meeting the

percentage of minority hires in the construction trades that we would demand.  To circumvent

legal and political problems, the numbers would be expressed in terms of ranges, and contractors

would be obliged only to use “good faith” to reach the numerical targets which would be

described as a goal.  Timetables would be included to measure progress to the goal.  I thought

that this approach would eventually pass legal muster because the anti-quota provision of the

Civil Rights Act 703(j) applied only to the Act itself, and, in any event, we were obliging

contractors to aim for goals not hard quotas.  Moreover, contractors would be forbidden to

discriminate in reaching their goal, a caveat which, in truth, may have been more clever than

realistic.  Much later, after all hell broke loose, I suggested to Gene that the goals and timetables

device might have been his idea, but he insisted that it was mine.

I gained the Secretary’s approval after his most searching inquiry, briefed

Undersecretary Jim Hodgson, and then brought the idea to Art Fletcher.  Fletcher was delighted

and could hardly wait to go to Philadelphia to announce these revisions.  Jim Jones, my seasoned

associate solicitor for civil rights, cautioned me to get the Justice Department on board before we

launched our initiative.  So I did.  I got a quick written opinion that our approach would pass

muster from Jerris Leonard, the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, and then advised

Fletcher to hold a hearing in Philadelphia so that we would have something of a discrimination

record to support the Plan as a remedy.  By that time several courts had approved numerical

obligations for future black hiring as a remedy for past discrimination, even though the future
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hires were not past discriminatees.  It should be noted that by treating blacks as interchangeable

the courts were tacitly accepting the concept of group rights rather than individual rights.  In any

event, although we predicated our plan as an independent affirmative action obligation, the

remedial guise would be some protection against legal attack.  Unfortunately, Fletcher announced

the Plan first and had the hearing afterward, which was a bit awkward.

Senator Fannin on July 1 asked the Comptroller General for an opinion on the

revised Plan.  My office responded with a long brief in defense of the Plan, which was publicly

released on July 16.  At a certain point–I think it was even before the brief was released–Senators

Fannin and Curtis went to the White House and demanded that I be fired.  George Shultz

instructed me to prepare a one-page memo to the President justifying our position.  John Irving

and I stayed up much of the night trying to find the exact right words.  We claimed that the

substantive obligations of the executive order exceeded non-discrimination requirements–which

if you read the order carefully is quite a stretch.  We “discovered” the seeds of the Philadelphia

Plan in the last report Vice President Nixon had sent to President Eisenhower in his capacity as

chairman of a government contracting commission.  As I recall, he had acknowledged the need to

take affirmative steps to avoid discrimination.  It was a bit hokey, but it worked.

Then on August 5 the Comptroller General, pressed by outraged Senators and

Congressmen from both parties–the AFL-CIO was apoplectic–issued his second Philadelphia

Plan opinion.  This time he declared the revised Philadelphia Plan in violation of the Civil Rights

Act’s anti-quota provision.  I was rather surprised; it was one thing for the Comptroller General

to express a view on the legality of contracting procedures.  Putting aside separation of power

concerns, contracting was his business, but the Civil Rights Act was enforced by the Justice
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Department and the relevant assistant attorney general had specifically opined that the Plan did

not violate the Civil Rights Act.

Nevertheless, contracting officers in the departments and agencies were

universally terrified of the Comptroller General.  He could under certain circumstances seek to

hold them personally liable for irregularities in the contracting process.  Still, any action against

contracting officers would have to be brought by the Justice Department.  I realized that a formal

opinion from the Attorney General would checkmate the Comptroller General.  Accordingly, on

my advice, George Shultz requested an opinion from John Mitchell.  I went over to discuss the

matter with Bill Rehnquist, then the Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel,

the office that prepares such opinions.  That may have been the hardest sell in the whole process,

but eventually he was persuaded and the opinion arrived on September 22.  The very next day the

Department issued the numerical ranges to be used in the Philadelphia  Plan.

Although the Comptroller General still huffed and puffed, the Attorney General’s

opinion had really cut off any immediate legal threat.  Congressional opponents were outraged

and they staged rather explosive hearings in late October before the senate subcommittee on

separation of powers.  The executive branch stood firm.  Then in December the continued

opposition of the AFL-CIO and conservative Republicans led to the dropping of a political

thermonuclear bomb.  The Comptroller General wrote Senator Byrd to request a rider on our

appropriations bill to prevent any funds spent on Philadelphia Plan activities.  Despite the

Administration’s fierce lobbying, Senator Javits’ brilliant and impassioned defense, and

President Nixon’s threat to veto the whole appropriations bill, the appropriation rider passed

overwhelmingly 57-32.
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That was the bleakest moment in the fight.  I was contemplating resignation when

I received a call from a Jack McKenzie, an editorial writer for The Washington Post.  He said, “I

see you are in deep trouble,” I agreed.  He then said something to the effect “don’t worry I am

going to save you”–and he did.  The next day, the day the rider was to be voted on in the House,

the Post editorial “Quotas and Goals” exhorted the House to undo the Senate’s “grievous folly.” 

That day, for the first time in this fight, some of the national civil rights groups openly broke with

the AFL-CIO and joined the Administration lobbying in the House.  It was a rout:  we won and

the Senate subsequently receded.

Although the Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania sued in

Philadelphia, they lost in both the district court and in the Third Circuit; the Plan was endorsed as

a broad remedial measure with little attention paid to the fact that the remedy was proposed prior

to a fact-finding hearing.  In those days it was virtually impossible to beat a “pro-civil rights”

case in federal court.

We went on to spread construction industry city plans around the country, as I

have written, much like Johnny Appleseed.  Early the next year we issued Order No. 4, which

extended the concept of government-imposed goals and timetables to all government contractors. 

I remember sitting in my office with Pete Nash, who was to be my successor as Solicitor, going

over a draft of that order and adding factors that should be used in calculating a goal so that it

would not appear to be per se racial proportional representation.  When I testified later on various

occasions in both Houses, as the undersecretary,  I was rather open in asserting a right to impose

these requirements regardless of any showing of discrimination.  I insisted that the executive

order’s affirmative action obligation was a good deal broader than Title VII.  For that reason, I
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opposed successfully efforts to transfer OFCC to EEOC.

* * * * 

It has been suggested by several writers describing the Philadelphia Plan’s genesis

that the Nixon Administration adopted the revised Plan as a cynical ploy to divide two traditional

allies in the Democratic Party’s coalition, the AFL-CIO and civil rights groups.  I cannot speak

for everyone in the Administration, but I can assure you that no one in the Labor Department, nor

for that matter in the White House, with whom I dealt, ever embraced that rationale.  To be sure,

we were a good deal more independent of the AFL-CIO than was the Wirtz Labor Department,

but it should be recalled that the Association of General Contractors were just as opposed as were

the construction unions.  And many–probably most–of the Republican Senators, led by Everett

Dirksen, were also opposed.

George Shultz, who bore the primary responsibility for our new policy, although a

formidable bureaucratic infighter, did not have a cynical bone in his body.  He was genuinely

concerned about black employment prospects from the first day he became Secretary of Labor. 

He saw his job as dealing equitably with three separate constituencies with different interests:

organized labor, employers and the minority community.  Moreover, as a professional labor

economist he was particularly disturbed by the soaring wage rates in the construction industry,

which he attributed in part to discriminatory restrictions on the supply of labor.

Art Fletcher, who was to be the spokesman for and administrator of the plan, was

naturally anxious to do all that he could to better the conditions of black Americans.  In this

regard, although other minorities were nominally included in our affirmative action efforts, it was

the plight of American blacks that drove the whole policy.
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I certainly had more influence than perhaps I should have had.  That was in part

because I was perceived both within the Department and at the White House as a reliable

Republican.  Arnie Weber, the brilliant Assistant Secretary for Manpower, a long-time academic

associate of George Shultz, who retired in 1994 as President of Northwestern, once said to

me–our relationship was rather frosty–that George Shultz had staffed the Labor Department with

an eye to talent rather than politics until he got to Solicitor–and then he had to have a real

Republican.

Yet, I had always been strongly sympathetic to the civil rights movement.  In fact,

I had refused to support Barry Goldwater in 1964–I even signed an ad for Johnson–partly because

of Goldwater’s opposition to the Civil Rights Act.  (Luckily for me that transgression had been

overlooked when the Administration was staffed.)  I had been somewhat uncomfortable with the

“southern strategy” pursued by Richard Nixon in the 1968 campaign and thought an aggressive

government push for minority hiring would offset that policy–giving blacks a stake in the

Administration.

I was also quite troubled by the OFCC strategy of pressuring contractors to hire

more blacks without ever indicating what would constitute compliance with the affirmative

action obligation.  It seemed lawless to me.  In this regard, organizations like the NAM were

telling us they would be more than willing to do whatever the government wanted; they simply

needed some certainty.

Most important, having come from Hawaii and, in the aftermath of the urban riots

of 1968, I fervently wanted faster “progress” in race relations.  Non-discrimination seemed

inadequate.  I, as well as many others in the bureaucracy and in the judiciary, were seeking quick
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integration of the workforce.  Underlying this push for integration was an implicit assumption. 

In the absence of discrimination, minorities would naturally end up in job

classifications–certainly manual labor jobs–roughly in proportion to their numbers in the

workforce.  As a corollary, it was thought that for jobs such as those in the construction industry

the apprenticeship training programs, like other job qualifications, were an artificial barrier to

black employment.  (The same kind of thinking underlay the famous Griggs case in the Supreme

Court.)  I remember Don Slaiman, the AFL-CIO’s civil rights chief, accusing me of Ivy League

snobbism in my unwillingness to recognize the possibility that construction job qualifications

were legitimate and therefore progress should be made by adapting apprenticeship programs

rather than overriding them. 

The AFL-CIO and conservative Senators from both parties were our most

powerful political opponents.  But others were dissenters.  I have mentioned John Irving’s quiet

disagreement.  More open in his opposition within the Department was the redoubtable Arnie

Weber, who administered our apprenticeship programs as part of his Manpower Empire.  I

remember going to Chicago, the fall of 1969, to speak to a lawyer’s group, and opening a

Chicago newspaper to read of Art Fletcher’s aggressive praise for the Philadelphia Plan approach

two days before, followed by Weber’s criticism the day after.  I called George Shultz for

guidance as to how I should answer press queries as to the intra-Department dispute.  His

response: “Weave their comments together.”

But it was Thomas Sowell’s criticism that caused me to begin to doubt the

wisdom of our policy.  Again and again he took issue with the critical assumption that underlay

the whole premise: that in a perfectly non-discriminatory world jobs would be distributed roughly
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in proportion by race.  He maintained that cultural factors lead different ethnic and racial groups

into different occupational paths, and that our policy would balkanize the country.

As my confidence ebbed, in 1971 I received a call from my old Harvard Law

Professor and mentor Derek Bok, who had recently been installed as the President of Harvard. 

He asked if I would meet with a delegation representing the American Association of

Universities who wished to complain about HEW’s implementation of the executive order vis-a-

vis universities.  I agreed.  I met with a three-man group composed of John Dunlop, the Dean of

Harvard’s Faculty of Arts and Sciences, another first-class labor economist who was a valued

consultant to the Department; William Bowen, the President of Princeton, ironically Bok’s co-

author of the recent book defending affirmative action, The Shape of the River; and the President

of Michigan, a university today much involved in affirmative action litigation.  They were

intensely critical of the civil rights chief at HEW, Stan Pottinger, whose aggressive (and in their

view unrealistic) pursuit of faculty minority hiring goals was causing academic dyspepsia.  It was

claimed that he was insensitive to academic standards.  I recall vividly John Dunlop’s example of

what he regarded as a particular absurd position HEW was taking, drawn from our construction

industry experience.  Pottinger  had told the universities that they could not apply hiring criteria

that were more restrictive than that governing the least qualified tenured professor in any

department.  John asked rhetorically, How could one possibly identify the least qualified member

of the economics department at Harvard?  I started to laugh, and John immediately broke in to

say, “I know you would point to Galbraith but that is a political judgment.”

At the end of the meeting I observed that it appeared the elite universities had

recently and wholeheartedly adopted affirmative action for their student bodies.  John brushed
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that observation aside saying, “that is different and, moreover, outside your jurisdiction.”

I do not recall what relief, if any, we afforded the universities, but I do remember

telling one of my aides that it was probably healthy for the academic elites to experience the

same pressure that employers and unions felt because, insofar as we might be misguided, they

would constitute a more politically respectable opposition.  Boy was I wrong.

By 1972, with my doubts increasing, I drafted President Nixon’s response to a

letter from the American Jewish Committee condemning quotas in language that might have

suggested a retreat from our policy.  I hoped to help fashion that retreat in the second term, but

that was not to be.  The President accepted my “resignation,” and when I returned as Deputy

Attorney General, after the Saturday Night Massacre, I had too many problems to tackle

“affirmative action.”

I did, as I mentioned, write my mea culpa in The Wall Street Journal in 1977,

entitled “The Road to Racial Quotas.”  I admitted that the goal-quota distinction was an illusion

and that any numbers led ineluctably to the concept of proportional representation.  I was

prompted to do so by the appearance of the Bakke case on the Supreme Court docket.  The

universities that had complained to me only a few years before concerning HEW’s pressure on

faculty hiring were defending proportional representation of their student bodies on so-called

“diversity” grounds.  Diversity, as I wrote in a recent opinion, could be justified indefinitely,

whereas affirmative action suggested only a temporary remedial notion even if the remedy was

national in scope.  Although the Court ignored my article, it had a ricochet effort.  The Fifth

Circuit cited it in its Weber decision.  It only had a brief shelf life, however, because Weber was

in turn reversed by the Supreme Court.
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After I became a judge my inconsistent positions on affirmative action were

thrown up to me when my good friend Bill Brock, the Secretary of Labor, had a rooftop party at

his Department.  He and Ed Meese, the Attorney General, were engaged in a rather fierce intra-

administrative squabble over the executive order (in which George Shultz supported Brock), and

Meese was also a guest.  They were continuing their argument over cocktails and both reached

out to me for support.  I, of course, declined to express a view.  That night I regretted my reserve,

but took solace in the realization that probably whatever I said would be wrong.

*  *  *  *

As I revisit those events of long ago I cannot help wondering what would have

happened if we had taken a different position, one not supporting numerical racial employment

targets.  I rather doubt, in that regard, that anyone else in the Department of Labor would have

suggested the open embrace that I advocated.  The OFCC would probably have sought to

continue to impose pressure on contractors without much real bite or force except in cases of

actual discrimination, in which case OFCC would probably have been transferred to EEOC.

Would many other institutions in the country like the universities have

nonetheless drifted towards proportional representation?  My wife thinks yes.  I am not so sure. 

That a Republican Administration took the position it did caused a rapid undermining of

resistence to that notion throughout our society.  The Philadelphia Plan may well have been the

crucial turning point.
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APPENDIX II

“Will Lawyering Strangle Democratic Capitalism: A Retrospective”

by The Honorable Laurence H. Silberman1

Over twenty years ago while I was at the American Enterprise Institute among a

group of refugees from the Ford Administration, pondering our government service–and the

harms we inevitably caused–I wrote an essay for the first issue of our newly launched magazine,

Regulation.  The title, “Will Lawyering Strangle Democratic Capitalism?” may well have been a

bit hyperbolic, but it was suggested by 1another editor with greater dramatic flair.  The essay

received some modest attention; even the American Bar Journal gave it a not-unsympathetic

review.  My proposition was straightforward.  Although the legal process, by which I meant all

the work performed by lawyers, judges, and legal regulators–for which the number of practicing

lawyers is an accurate proxy–is essential to democratic capitalism, too great an expansion of the

legal process actually causes harm to both our economy and our polity.  In other words, there is a

theoretical tipping point, and we had, in my view, long passed it.

Looking back, I see that the themes that I touched on in that piece have been

expanded by others, including Walter Olsen, a subsequent editor of Regulation.  He, some years

later, published The Litigation Explosion.  The tipping-point concept, analogous to the Laffer

curve, has been pursued extensively in economic literature by Stephen Magee Professor of

Finance and Economics at the University of Texas.  I was certainly not original in noting the rise

of litigation or in decrying what Nathan Glazer had called the “Imperial Judiciary,” which I, in

1  Of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.  Given at
Drake University School of Law, Des Moines, Iowa, March 30, 2000. 
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part, blamed for attracting too many persons into the profession.  But, I focused on the entire

legal process as an integrated whole.  I used cancer as the metaphor; the legal process had

become a cancer which constituted both a major drag on our economy as well as an interference

with the scope of democratic choice. 

I employed Say’s Law to suggest that the growth of the supply of lawyers was in

part pushing the demand.  By this, I meant that the demand for lawyers has a defensive nature. 

For example, few businessmen will attend a meeting if their counterparts are accompanied by

counsel without being similarly protected; introducing one lawyer into a transaction causes a

multiplication of lawyers.  The Supreme Court, in its Walters decision (which upheld the de facto

ban on paid lawyers in veterans benefit cases), recognized this phenomenon.  It noted that an

existing system of awarding veteran benefits, operated essentially without lawyers, would be

changed fundamentally if some claimants hired counsel.  Other claimants, in order to protect

their share of a finite pie, would be obliged to retain attorneys, inevitably increasing the cost of

the whole system.

Perhaps my most controversial observation–at least within the profession–was the

notion that a disproportionate amount of intellectual talent, for the health of the nation’s

economy, was being drawn into law.  Derek Bok, who, after serving as Dean of the Harvard Law

School, became President of Harvard University and presumably gained a broader perspective,

made the same point in a major address some years later.

I also noted that socialism had never achieved major political respectability in this

country, and, therefore, the socialist impulse had been sublimated into the legal process.  It was

used to restrict the influence of those major economic institutions that would be owned publicly
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in a socialist economy.  Professor Marc Galanter, in a series of articles starting in the early 1980s,

implicitly agreed with that diagnosis but applauded rather than criticized those developments.

Dean Robert Clark of the Harvard Law School, on the other hand, in an effort to

blunt the increasing acceptance of the cancer metaphor, argued that the economy actually might

benefit from the enormous increase in the number of lawyers.  As befitting a specialist in

corporate law, he distinguished those lawyers engaged in advising or implementing business

transactions from those involved in litigation.  The former, the majority of the profession, he

suggested, performed work essential to the stability of transactions.  Their greater need was

dictated by, among other economic trends, the increase in international trade.  He maintained that

the work of transaction lawyers should be thought of as mere “normative ordering” and should

not be viewed as implicating the authority of the state.

The primary difficulty I find with Dean Clark’s heroic effort is that his division of

the profession into the more-productive business-counseling portion and the litigation portion is

quite artificial.  The demand for increased use of lawyers as business advisors is tied inextricably

to the risk of litigation.  No one uses a lawyer without at least thinking of the prospect of either

pursuing or avoiding litigation.  If one seeks norm-ordering not enforceable in court, one goes to

a clergyman.  And once one sees the legal process as an interconnected whole, it should be

apparent that its character has quasi-governmental aspects because the end point, litigation,

which takes place before judges, necessarily implicates the sovereign power of the state.  I had

observed that state legislatures, Congress, or activist judges could often achieve a regulatory

objective as easily by creating a private cause of action as  by establishing a regulatory agency.

Dean Clark also suggested that the growth of the number of lawyers could be 
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explained in part by the increasing economies of scale in the use of lawyers achieved by large

organizations.  I do not doubt that such economies of scale exist.  It has often been noted that

large corporations have a competitive advantage over their smaller competitors in dealing with

regulation, and, as I have noted, the legal process includes and complements regulation.  But

increasing that particular kind of competitive advantage is hardly welfare-enhancing.  The

optimal growth of our economy depends very much on our creating a climate in which new

entrepreneurs and small companies will flourish.

*   *   *   *   *

So much for theory; how justified were my fears?  The growth of lawyers over the

last 20 years, at least looking at that period as a whole, continued apace.  According to the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of lawyers in the United States nearly doubled between

1977 and 1996, from 448,000 to 880,000.  Over the same time-span, the total population of the

country only grew from approximately 219 million to 268 million.  That means that the

percentage of lawyers in the general population increased from .204% to .332%.  If one goes way

back to 1961, the year I graduated from law school, one can see that the trend since then has been

inexorable.  Although BLS statistics are not available for that year, the ABA’s are.  According to

the ABA, in 1961 the United States had only 257,403 lawyers.  The population was then

approximately 183 million, so the percentage of lawyers in the general population was .141%,

less than half of the 1996 figure of .332%.  It is also worth noting that, while the number of

lawyers has increased by almost 100% since 1977, Gross National Product (in real terms) has

increased only 56%.

Society seems to be resisting, however; the growth of the legal process is
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encountering real friction.  First, and perhaps most important in a democracy, the public’s regard

for lawyers appears to track the growth of the size of the profession in inverse terms; the more

the number of lawyers grows, the less lawyers are respected.  

A 1992 poll commissioned by the ABA revealed surprisingly widespread

dissatisfaction with lawyers.  

C Only 40% of respondents held a favorable impression of lawyers.  The
only professions that scored worse were stockbrokers (28%) and
politicians (21%).

C 56% replied that today’s lawyer is no longer a leader in the community.

C Only 36% said that most lawyers are “a constructive part of the
community.”

C Only 22% felt that the phrase “honest and ethical” described lawyers.

C 51% believed that most lawyers filed “too many lawsuits and tie up the
court system.”

Just last year, a Harris Poll confirmed this trend when it reported that those who thought a

lawyer’s occupation was one of “very great prestige” had dropped from 36% in 1977 to 19% in

1997.  I know this poll is reliable because journalists were at the bottom–only 15% thought that

occupation highly prestigious.  The invariable reaction of leaders of the bar to such dismal news

is to speak of the need for a public-relations offensive, particularly calling attention to the

profession’s pro bono activities and urging that lawyers increase their pro bono efforts. 

Even my colleague, Chief Judge Edwards of the D.C. Circuit, who cogently has

described some of the profession’s difficulties and distressing trends at the law schools, thinks an

answer to the lawyer’s declining image might lie in even greater emphasis on pro bono work.  He

suggests that partnership decisions should turn in part on a candidate’s pro bono efforts.  I
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believe, somewhat heretically I am sure, that all this talk of pro bono activities is quite

counterproductive.  Implicit in the emphasis on pro bono is the profession’s acknowledgment (if

not Judge Edwards’s) that its normal work is not really something to brag about.  It does not

seem to have occurred to leaders of the bar that the public’s view of lawyers–and what lawyers

do–is influenced by the lawyers’ own view of what they do.  If one does not believe in the

intrinsic value of one’s work, one can hardly expect that others will have a different opinion. 

When I entered Harvard Law School in 1958, Dean Griswold told the entire

assembled class that if we wished to earn a great deal of money we should go across the river to

the business school.  Oh, we would certainly do all right, but a lawyer’s satisfaction came largely

from the value of the service he or she performed to society as a whole.  (Admittedly, he was

more than a little parochial about the businessman’s role.)  In other words, practicing law itself

was regarded as pro bono.  Perhaps working directly for the government could be thought pro

bono plus.  Being a judge, of course, was super pro bono.  Our professors thought the practice of

law was an honorable and valuable calling, no matter who we were representing.  Today,

however, particularly at our elite law schools, most professors teach a quite cynical view of the

law and the work of lawyers–at least those representing the productive sectors of the economy. 

The disdain for the capitalist system is palpable, and much legal scholarship is warmed-over

Marxism with the only variation being in how the oppressed class is described–the oppressors,

the analogue to Marx’s bourgeoisie, typically are white males.  It follows that the actual practice

of law–sometimes even for a few years–is perceived often as a corrupting disqualification for

those seeking academic positions.  It is no wonder, then, that today’s lawyers, reflecting this

academic culture, hide behind the shield of pro bono activities when attacked.  Lawyers see pro
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bono services as the penance they pay for serving a capitalist system.  (Much pro bono

work–which, is more and more handsomely compensated because of fee-shifting statutes–is

really an effort to seek redistribution of money or power by circumventing the political process.)

American lawyers simply refuse to face the obvious explanation for their

increasing unpopularity.  The American people are reacting negatively to the vast increase in the

number of lawyers and the growth of the legal process that this increase represents.  These

developments have had, as one would expect, political consequences.  Litigation “reform” is

increasingly an issue before state and federal legislatures.  (I put reform in quotes because I do

not wish to take a political position.)  It is and will be a tough struggle, however, and not just

because of the increasingly aggressive direct and indirect political activities of lawyers and

associations of lawyers.  Even if the majority of the public is disgusted with our tort system, for

instance, they may be of two minds about legislative changes; everyone, after all, hopes to win

the jackpot.  But just because you play the horses doesn’t mean you have respect for bookies.

The public as a whole are not the only ones to react to the trend line.  Institutional

clients have adopted an interesting defensive strategy.  Lawyers have been hired as employees

and brought in-house, so to speak, to staff rapidly growing general counsels’ offices.  It is often

said that this development stems from efforts by corporations and other organizations to control

their fees.  I think that factor does not explain the trend adequately.  I actually rather doubt that it

has been all that effective in limiting total legal expenses.  As an ex-corporate executive who

created a general counsel’s office, I learned that the efforts many general counsel and their staffs

take scrutinizing legal bills and micro-managing legal output are of dubious value.  If a law

firm’s performance is not worth its cost, a client should simply get another firm.
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The general counsel’s office really developed, I think, because CEO’s and other

organization heads instinctively wished to gain control of an increasingly important area of the

institution’s concern.  Any executive worth his or her salt wants to control as much of his

organization’s environment as possible.  As the legal process grew, the CEO wanted to bring the

general counsel inside the corporation and as much of the company’s legal activity as possible.

Once the general counsel worked inside the corporation, he or she naturally

wanted to control all the company’s legal affairs.  If only the general counsel and his close

associates were familiar with the points at which the corporate business brushed up against the

legal process, his relative influence in the corporation was enhanced.  To this effect, many

general counsel began to disperse their corporations’ legal work widely, and they increasingly

delegated only specific tasks to individual law firms, often litigation.  In the process, law firms

lost their institutional ties to the corporation.  Professor Abram Chayes, with his wife Antonia,

traced this development in an insightful 1985 article in the Stanford Law Review.  They

observed, quite correctly, that the general counsel–and his staff–have become responsible for

painting their corporation’s big legal picture and integrating that picture into the even-larger

competitive setting.  Under the general counsel’s tighter, if not necessarily more productive,

control, the senior partner of the outside law firm, once looked to as the wise counselor to the

organization, has become outmoded.  

The inevitable consequence of this development was the diminished status of

lawyers in private firms–even litigators.  Today, the senior partner of a major law firm typically

takes his “instruction” and provides his services to a rather junior lawyer in the general counsel’s

office.  If your “client,” the person to whom you give legal advice or provide legal services,
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slides down the organizational structure, your own status declines accordingly. 

Not surprisingly, this trend has robbed the whole profession of much of its luster. 

To be sure, lawyers, at least at the high end of the market, are actually making more money in

real terms than was true 30 years ago.   In 1961, when I graduated from law school, a young

lawyer at an upper-crust New York law firm could expect to earn the equivalent, in today’s

dollars, of approximately $40,000.  That same young lawyer started at $87,000 in 1996, and this

year the figure is approaching $150,000.  Some young lawyers after clerkships are making more

than the federal judges for whom they clerked.

 I think there are two reasons for this enormous increase.  First, the most talented

lawyers have been driven by the market into narrower and narrower specialties in order to add

value to the general counsel’s office.  Insofar as they do so, they can charge commensurately

higher billings.  Second, law firms seem almost desperate to increase their billable hours to levels

that we once would have thought unbearable.  Many of my contemporaries, reaching the end of

their legal careers, cannot understand what has happened to them.  They make a good deal more

money than they ever expected, but they hate what the practice of law has become.  They would

gladly trade a good portion of their incomes to recover the old client-law firm relationship.

Why, it might be asked, are law firms so anxious to increase their revenues and

profitability?  I think the core reason was identified by the famous anthropologist Robert Ardrey

who, you may recall, wrote such important books as The Territorial Imperative and African

Genesis.  His thesis was that humans, like all mammals, have two drives (other than the basic

ones):  to acquire property and status.  If you depress the opportunity to acquire one, the second

becomes much more important.  When I was an ambassador to a Communist country, where
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property acquisition was quite restricted, I observed that an individual’s official status was a

good deal more important than in this country.

As lawyers’ place in society, and their status vis-a-vis their clients, have dropped,

they have been driven to acquire more property.  Efforts to repress that drive–running as they are

counter to human nature–are doomed.  That lawyers would gladly trade a portion of their income

to regain the previous equilibrium between status and property is of no avail.  Unless we

significantly reduce the number of lawyers as a percentage of the population, thereby cutting

back the legal process, lawyers will not regain their once respected place in our society.

*   *   *   *  *  

What is my prognosis?  We see some very recent indications that the growth of

lawyers and the legal process is slowing down.  The number of college graduates going on to law

school has stabilized; law school enrollment peaked in 1991 at approximately 130,000 and has

remained close to, but below, that figure since.  It is perhaps a good sign, regarding my concerns

about the percentage of our most-talented college graduates going to law school, that for the '94-

'95 school year, applications for Stanford Law School dropped by 19%, while applications to

Stanford Business School increased by 50%.  To be sure, salaries for new associates this year

have jumped through the roof and one might think that is an indication of explosion of demand

for lawyers.  But the truth is more complex.  These salary increases are a defensive reaction to

the enormous demand for analytical talent–not necessarily for lawyers qua lawyers–mounted by

the new technological companies.  They have sucked people out of the consulting firms,

investment banks, even students out of the best business schools before graduation, as well as

young lawyers out of firms.  The last may well be a desirable “brain drain.”  In any event, the
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general counsel of corporate clients have already indicated that it will be difficult for firms to

pass through these costs to their clients–which means, of course, the billable hour requirements

will be terrible.   

Still, the important question is why so many college graduates were drawn to law

school in the latter half of the twentieth century?  In my 1977 article, I pointed to the proliferation

of regulatory legislation and increasingly bold judicial activism as factors, besides high earnings,

that promised greater influence and power to those serving the legal process and that therefore

attracted too many college graduates to law school.  Regulatory legislation has gone somewhat

out of fashion recently.  But judicial activism remains and is still a crucial factor explaining the

vast number of American lawyers.  For the more the judiciary reaches out to decide issues

heretofore outside of the legal process, thereby expanding the law’s reach, the more relatively

attractive lawyering becomes, notwithstanding countervailing influences.  To be sure, it is not

clear how much judicial activism is a product of the manner in which the typical law professor

and lawyer thinks about the legal process, and how much it is a cause of the problem. 

The heyday of the present cycle of judicial activism began in the late 1950s led by

the Warren Court.  It is revealing, as my colleague Judge Randolph recently mentioned, that

before that trend was apparent, a special committee of the ABA in 1959 worried that “the law is

becoming a dwindling profession–not enough people wanted to be lawyers.” The Warren Court

seems to have saved us from that fate.

Although one hears increasing protests against judicial activism, few signs

indicate that it has been significantly discredited.  Opponents have often been rather short-sighted

in attacking the capillaries rather than the jugular.  The jugular–the core problem in my view–is
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the Supreme Court.  The Supreme Court is the key, not because it is the worst offender–in this

respect, the Rehnquist Court is a vast improvement over the Warren Court and certainly much

less troublesome than the State Supreme Courts–but because, by example if not by direct control,

the Court is the dominant influence on American judges.  When the Supreme Court engages in

activism it has an exaggerated impact throughout the judicial system.  Power, after all, is quite

enticing; even judges around the world, trained in less judicially robust systems, are entranced

with the activism of the American judiciary.  Unfortunately, the Supreme Court has never

recognized that the manner in which it decides cases–its example if you will–is much more

important than what it actually decides in the relatively few cases it takes.

 Defenders of judicial activism have been effective in sowing confusion in the

public’s mind as to just what is judicial activism.  One particularly ridiculous view of judicial

activism–what I call the Nina Totenberg school–asserts that it is judicially active for a federal

court to declare unconstitutional an act of Congress, particularly an act approved of by

Washington journalists.  Congressional acts are, of course, products of majority will.  But the

Constitution is a body of positive law that sets congressional parameters.  Whether an act in

question is properly declared unconstitutional depends entirely on whether a court’s

interpretation of both the Constitution and the statute is correct–and whether the court is activist

depends on how the court approaches its task of interpretation.  A more subtle distortion–

advanced last year by Jeffrey Rosen in his New York Times Magazine article–equates

incrementalism with judicial restraint.  According to Rosen, expanding the Constitution in small

steps so as to trail (and perhaps amplify) changing public opinion shows restraint, but deciding

cases with “sweeping gestures” and against public opinion is activist.  Professor Rosen, it should
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be understood, mixes up judicial restraint with political restraint.

Because there is so much controversy as to what it means to be judicially active, I

will  offer a definition.  Although it would certainly be helpful if I could illustrate by reference to

specific cases, as a judge I am reluctant to discuss specific Supreme Court decisions because their

progeny may come before me.  So, I will speak only of doctrine.  

Judicial activism simply means policymaking in the guise of interpreting and

applying law.  Policy issues are those questions of public concern on which the body politic or

political institutions have free range of choice.  When legislatures or constitutional conventions

make law, they resolve certain policy issues and crystallize the majority view into rules.  Of

course, these rules are not on equal footing: constitutional rules trump statutory rules.  What is

true for both is that, if a judge exercises policy choice when deciding what these rules mean, that

is judicial activism.  It is my firm conviction that if a judge believes that it is legitimate in any

case to exercise choice as to a case’s outcome, he or she will inevitably be, at least to some

degree, an activist.

That is why it is absolutely imperative as a matter of theory that judges believe

that there is a theoretical right legal answer to every case.  Of course, given human imperfections,

judges who try to find the right answer often fail.  But our only legitimacy as judges lies in the

pursuit.  Justice Thomas made a similar point in his address at Kansas Law School a few years

ago.  Once one asserts that there are even some cases in which there is no theoretical right

answer, one is on the road to perdition, because one judge’s subset of such cases will inevitably

be different from another’s and pretty soon no cases have right answers.  This simple notion is

not generally accepted.  Indeed, a justice for whom I have a good deal of respect and affection
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said publicly some years ago that it was naive to think cases in the Supreme Court had theoretical

right answers.  If cases there do not have right answers (and one assumes the Supreme Court is a

court), I do not see how it can be said that cases in lower federal courts have right answers.

Several important corollaries or subordinate principles guide judges opposed to

judicial activism.  One was put brilliantly by Justice Scalia in his Holmes Lecture at Harvard in

1989, “The Rule of Law as a Law of Rules.”  A court should articulate the broadest legal

principle–the rule if you will–that governs the case before him or her and, I would add, that

governed the behavior of the parties at the time they acted.  (In other words, the rule should be ex

ante not ex post.)  When a court focuses too much on the unique factors in any particular case, it

permits itself to decide differently in the next case, making all too clear that it is really engaged in

ad hoc decision-making or calibrated policymaking in small, sometimes zig-zagging, steps.  That

is why Professor Sunstein, generally sympathetic to judicial activism, saw a silver lining when

commenting on the 1997 Supreme Court Term, a Term generally thought if as a “conservative”

year.  The Court shrank from articulating clear principles that might inhibit it from further

constitutional expansion.  

Second, a restrained judge will honestly and fully set forth his or her reasons for a

decision–what my colleague Judge Williams has called “truth-in-judging.”  If the true reasoning

is revealed, it is impossible to hide policy choices.  This is a good deal rarer than it should be,

particularly in the Supreme Court.  As a part-time law professor, I tell my classes that the reason

it takes so long to teach law students how to recognize the holding of a case is because judges

seldom tell the truth.  Justice Ginsburg, in a lecture shortly before she was nominated to the

Supreme Court, spoke of the virtues of speaking in a “judicial voice”–by which she meant
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decorously.  The careful use of judicious language, however, is often designed to obscure

policymaking.  It is only the relentless, and sometimes not so decorous, logic of dissenters that

expose this technique.  One should also be aware of the dangers of stirring rhetoric, for instance,

statements that something “shocks the conscience of the court.”  This also serves as a cloak for

judicial policymaking.  

Honest reasoning includes honest treatment of governing precedent.  That is not to

say that any court–including the Supreme Court–is engaging in judicial activism if it overrules a

prior illegitimate decision; that is another favorite accusation of the journalistic crowd.  But it

does mean that a court must either follow the principle of a governing precedent or overrule the

precedent, and that a court must not–as so often happens in the Supreme Court–put forth a

blatantly unpersuasive distinction.  The Court and American law are not well served by attempts

to gain swing votes through disingenuously expressed reasoning.  Justice Scalia, in his recent

book, speaks critically of the common law tradition, what might be called twist and turn

jurisprudence.  He compares it unfavorably to statutory interpretation.  I am quite sympathetic to

his view.  There is, as Jefferson recognized, entirely too much policymaking in the common-law

technique to comport with a modern democratic legislative system.  Nevertheless, there is as

sharp a distinction, which Justice Scalia does not acknowledge,  between honest and dishonest

treatment of governing precedent as there is between honest and dishonest interpretation of

statutes.  The defects of the common-law tradition hardly justify the Supreme Court’s

characteristically disrespectful treatment of its own precedent.  

Finally–and I think this is a matter of prime importance–it is a hallmark of judicial

activism for a court to reach out to decide issues not presented by the parties.  Indeed, it is the
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first step on the slippery slope of activism.  When a court does not limit itself to the questions

presented, it behaves exactly like a legislature.  The temptation to “straighten out” the law, to

impose one’s own construct on a general area of the law, can be quite powerful, but there can be

no right answer to a question not asked.  The entire Supreme Court is unashamedly guilty of this

vice.  

Opponents of judicial activism have trained their fire on lower federal courts. 

Given the recent raft of state supreme court decisions ostensibly interpreting “evolving” state

constitutions, the federal courts may be a relatively minor problem.  But whether activism is

found in the decisions of the state courts or the lower federal courts (particularly the Ninth

Circuit) those opinions can find some justification in the stated reasoning of past Supreme Court

opinions.  The Supreme Court is simply much more politically prudent than the lower federal

courts; it takes care to issue judicially active judgments that have achieved a consensus among

the elite, and it will rarely confront a view held firmly by an overwhelming percentage of the

public, for instance, the constitutionality of capital punishment.  To put it numerically, the Court,

no matter how its prior reasoning points, will seldom confront over 55% of the American voters. 

That self-imposed limitation still leaves the Court enormous leeway, for, in a democracy, most

divisive issues are located, if I may use a football metaphor, between the 45-yard lines.

Since the most influential agent of judicial activism in this country is the Supreme

Court, legislative efforts to attack the problem are problematic.  The Court’s example dominates

American jurisprudence.  If one wishes to shrink the legal process significantly to restore more

ground to the political process and reduce economic impediments imposed by lawyers, one must

seek a “little judiciary” (recall Gladstone’s proud espousal of a “little England”).  A Supreme
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Court that behaves like a traditional and limited court, deciding only the cases and controversies

before it in accordance with judicially principled standards, is an indispensable prerequisite.
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APPENDIX III

On the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the Saturday Night Massacre 
by The Honorable Laurence H.  Silberman1

I was recently asked to speak on my personal recollections of the latter Watergate

period, and I thought to give that talk again today.  Some of the matters I will describe have been

reported on–at least in part.  But I dare say I will provide some fresh information and certainly

some added context.  You should be warned, however, I have concluded, after reading

innumerable memoirs, that the author invariably portrays him or herself in an overly favorable

light.

It is 25 years last October that the so-called Saturday Night Massacre occurred. 

Elliot Richardson, the Attorney General, was obliged to resign; Bill Ruckelshaus, the Deputy

Attorney General, was fired; and the then third-ranking Solicitor General, Bob Bork, as Acting

Attorney General, discharged Archibald Cox, the Watergate Special Prosecutor.  The events that

weekend in terms of dramatic impact rank with the fall of the Soviet Empire, the start of the Gulf

War, and the recent impeachment proceedings.  Still, we all tend to think of such events in

personal terms.  When I was asked for my reaction at a dinner that Saturday night, I responded

that we knew that President Richard Nixon disliked and distrusted Harvard graduates, but this

seemed a bit extreme.  In a few months, however, I would replace Bill Ruckelshaus, who was a

class ahead of me.

1  Of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.  This speech
was delivered to the Federalist Society, Los Angeles Lawyers Division, Los Angeles, California,
June 24, 1999.
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First, and much more important, of course, the President had to find an Attorney

General.  That was dicey.  It was apparent to all that only a Republican Senator would do.  This

was before the John Tower nomination, and it was still common wisdom in Washington that

Senators or ex-Senators were easily confirmable.  Yet, the White House did not dare to choose a

Senator, thought too conservative.  The choice came down to Senator Marlow Cook of Kentucky,

a former state judge, or Senator Bill Saxbe of Ohio, the former Ohio Attorney General.  Both

were regarded as middle-of-the-road Republicans–not of the conservative wing but by no means

part of the now nearly extinct species of liberal Republicans.

I suspect Saxbe was chosen because he had a reputation for unvarnished candor. 

Earlier that year, when he was asked whether he believed Richard Nixon’s claim to be ignorant

of the Watergate break-in, he answered that he was reminded of the fellow who played the piano

in a house of ill repute for 20 years yet claimed he did not know what went on upstairs.  After

Nixon persuaded him to take the post, and assured him personally that he was innocent, Senator

Saxbe relented.  When his nomination was announced, he told the press that he believed the

President.

Shortly thereafter, I was approached by Senator Saxbe and the White House

personnel chief to ask whether I would be willing to be the Deputy Attorney General.  I was then

a partner in the Washington firm Steptoe & Johnson and had been Solicitor and Undersecretary

of Labor in the first Nixon Administration.  I had a reputation for being a decent manager–for a

lawyer–which, as most of you know, is not really saying a lot.  But my key attraction was that,

like Senator Saxbe, I was a loyal Republican, and not a particularly liberal one, who could be

confirmed.  That was because I had been fired from the Labor Department after the 1972
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election.  I had made a mortal enemy in one Charles Colson by resisting his efforts to influence

affairs in the Labor Department (I thought improperly).  Colson, you may recall, was infamous

for his reputed remark that he would walk over his grandmother to serve the President.  I suppose

there are some who would wish me to draw comparisons, but, as President Nixon was want to

say, it would be wrong.

I will not try your patience by reviewing those bureaucratic battles.  The point is

that as a by-product of the Watergate investigation, they were revealed by The New York Times

(July 1, 1973), and I was for a brief halcyon moment in my career a New York Times White Hat. 

To be sure, that I had much to do with the development of the Nixon Administration’s

affirmative action initiatives did not hurt in certain political circles either.  So I was confirmable,

and as it turned out, confirmed.  As a quid pro quo, however, both Bill Saxbe and I were obliged

to promise the Senate that we would adhere to the regulatory charter, which guaranteed the

independence of the Watergate Special Prosecutor, unless he engaged in extraordinary

improprieties.

It is a fair question to ask why was I willing to go back into the Administration?  I

actually had rebuffed White House solicitations to return to other senior positions in the summer

of 1973, but it seemed to me that the Justice Department was unique.  Because of the Special

Prosecutor’s mandate and the Department's obligation to protect his independence, joining the

Department was not the same thing to me as joining the Administration in any other position. 

After April 1973, I did not believe Richard Nixon.  When a senior White House

official suggested that I, like Bill Saxbe, should meet with the President as I was nominated, I

told him that I, unlike Bill Saxbe, knew the cast of characters from my service in the first Nixon
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Administration, and I did not believe the President, nor would I say that I did.  Not surprisingly,

there was no meeting, and I rather doubt that Nixon was ever told why.  I suppose that his staff's

acquiescence indicates rather clearly just how politically weak was the President.

As I think back on those days, I am struck by how anomalous was our position. 

Bill Saxbe and I were, of course, presidential appointees, and, as such, morally and politically

obliged to do our level best to carry out the President’s policies.  On the other hand, the Special

Prosecutor was a part of the Justice Department, therefore, even without our commitment to the

Senate to support his independence, we would have felt obliged to protect and support him and

his activities.  The tension between those two conflicting pulls on conscience sometimes seemed

unbearable.  Each day it seemed that some event would force us to consider afresh what was our

appropriate course–and there were no precedents.  I sometimes felt that I was walking

blindfolded through a moral and political minefield.

I remember, for example, in the spring of 1974 when Don Santarelli, then the head

of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, one of the major components of the

Department, visited Philadelphia, and in a burst of candor told a Philadelphia paper that, in his

view, President Nixon should resign.  With a heavy heart–I had enormous regard for Don's talent

and character–I told him that as a consequence he had to resign.  He asked me whether I

disagreed with him, and I could not say yes–but I told him no matter how removed the

Department was from the President on Watergate related matters the President was entitled to our

loyal service on all other issues.  We could not very well offer that service if we were publicly

calling for his resignation.  Don left quietly.

On two occasions, the Attorney General and I were approached by the adversaries
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in the Watergate affair for help that we thought obliged to decline.  The recounting of those

incidents, I think, illustrates the difficulties we faced in steering the right course.

As you may realize, the most important legal issue in the famous case, Nixon v.

United States, was not the matter which gained all the attention.  Indeed, it was virtually swept

under the rug in the Supreme Court's decision.  That question was the jurisdictional one–the

tenuous claim to Article III standing that a special prosecutor in the Justice Department asserted

in suing his constitutional superior.  When the President raised the point in his brief to the

Supreme Court, Leon Jaworski–obviously worried–wrote to the Attorney General claiming that

the President was, by that tactic, violating the charter.  Jaworski's argument was that for the

President to challenge the court's jurisdiction to adjudicate the tape case was, in effect, to threaten

to put Jaworski out of business.

Jaworski asked us to intervene.  Given my well-known views on jurisdiction, it

should not be surprising that I was quite unsympathetic to Jaworski.  After all, it is normally

thought that a party, and particularly the government, has an obligation to raise a legitimate

question as to a federal court’s jurisdiction.  There was no doubt that the issue was legitimate.  I

actually believed then, and still do, that the court lacked jurisdiction.  The notion that the Special

Prosecutor’s charter–an Attorney General’s regulation–was sufficient to give the Special

Prosecutor constitutional independence from the President seemed almost frivolous to me.  In

any event, we rebuffed Jaworski and stayed neutral, but as it turned out, his fears were

groundless.  The Supreme Court was not about to permit mere constitutional limits on judicial

power to prevent it from playing the dominant role to which it had grown accustomed.  

The second event, which occurred on Tuesday, April 30, 1974, was a good deal
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more dramatic.  Bill Saxbe was off hunting, and I was Acting Attorney General.   That was not

unusual.  Bill loved to hunt.  When asked by a reporter how he could spend so much time on

holiday, he explained that his deputy worked ungodly hours, had a good mind for detail, and was

meaner than a junkyard dog.  About mid-morning, after first being primed by a call from Al

Haig, the President's Chief of Staff, I received a follow-up call from Jim St. Clair, the President's

Special Counsel on Watergate matters.  St. Clair was a prominent trial lawyer from a Boston law

firm and a part-time lecturer at Harvard Law School, who had come onto the White House staff

to defend the President.  He somberly informed me that Jaworski was guilty of an "extraordinary

impropriety."  That was the magic phrase under the charter that constituted grounds for

Jaworski's removal.  To say I was paying close attention would be an understatement.  He went

on to explain that Fred Buzhardt, the White House Counsel, had been called before the

Watergate grand jury.  That action was an extraordinary impropriety because it pierced, or was an

effort to pierce, the attorney-client privilege.  I asked St. Clair, what attorney-client privilege?  I

expressed doubt that any government lawyer could have a conversation with a government

official that would be privileged as against a Justice Department inquiry.  I remember using as an

example a Secretary of a Department who takes a bribe and then discloses it to the General

Counsel of the Department.  (As a former General Counsel, I had had occasion to consider the

nature of the problem, if not that specific hypothetical.)  Would not the General Counsel, I asked,

have an obligation to turn that information over to the Justice Department?  I do not recall his

response, but I do remember his observing that he too was on the government payroll.  I told him

that was his problem.  Our conversation was interrupted when my secretary came rushing into my

office just before noon, pale as the proverbial ghost, to tell me the President was on the line.  I
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told a shocked St. Clair that I would have to ring off because his "client" was calling.

I have to pause at this point to explain just how unusual an event this was. 

President Nixon almost never spoke to his cabinet members other than at pro forma cabinet

meetings–let alone to a number two.  I recall a dinner in 1972 with three domestic members of

his cabinet and several undersecretaries when each cabinet member confessed that he had had no

meetings or conversations with the President.  They all thought they were out of favor.  The

President dealt almost exclusively with a small handful of White House senior staff.  It was

widely believed that he did so because he did not wish to be lobbied on his cabinet members' pet

policies.  I have come to believe, however, that Nixon was well aware of just how dark and

unpleasant to others his unguarded conversations could seem.  The nature of his speech was

apparent when the transcripts of his taped conversations were released.  I think it was to protect

his own reputation that he met with so few.

The nature of my conversation with the President, as well as an outline of other

events that day, was reported by The Washington Post over five years later on December 28,

1979.  That happened because a memo that I asked one of my three Associate Deputy Attorney

Generals to write was disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act.  But more about that

presently.

The President started the conversation by asking me how I was doing in picking

judges.  In those days, the Deputy Attorney General's role in that regard–at least for the

Administration–was dominant.  I assured him that insofar as we had discretion, I was looking

only for those who believed in Frankfurterite judicial restraint.  (I did not realize back then that

choosing prominent Republican trial lawyers was no guarantee of such a jurisprudential
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commitment.)  He then turned the conversation to the Connally case.  John Connally, formerly

Treasury Secretary, was under investigation for allegedly accepting a $10,000 gratuity from the

Association of Milk Producers in return for his efforts to boost federal milk price supports.  This

matter was being handled by the Watergate Special Prosecutor's office, although Leon Jaworski

was recused, and his Deputy Hank Ruth was in charge.

The principal witness against Connally, who allegedly had delivered the gratuity,

was one Jake Jacobsen, who was already under indictment in Texas for allegedly lying to a

federal grand jury and allegedly misapplying bank funds.  The President complained that it was

his understanding that someone in the Justice Department was planning to drop federal felony

charges against Jacobsen in Texas in return for permitting Jacobsen to plead guilty to a

misdemeanor and to testify against Connally in the District of Columbia proceeding.  I was taken

aback but reminded the President that the Connally case was being prosecuted not by the Justice

Department but by the Watergate Special Prosecutor force, which had been guaranteed freedom

of independence.  The President responded that the Texas charges against Jacobsen had been

brought by the U.S. Attorney under the supervision of the Justice Department and that the

Department was permitting or engaging in an abuse of the plea bargaining process.  I confessed

that I was not familiar with the details of Jacobsen's plea bargaining but would look into the

matter.  He instructed me to do so and to call him back within the hour.  

I called for Henry Petersen, the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the

criminal division, who atypically had been a career attorney prior to his appointment.  Although

the circumstances were undoubtedly extraordinary, I recall, somewhat ruefully, that my

awareness of the gravity of the situation was mixed with bureaucratic annoyance; I was more
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than a little miffed that Petersen had not reported to me on the matter.  Henry apologized for that

omission and explained to me that the matter had been worked out with Hank Ruth, the Deputy

Special Prosecutor.  He assured me that, contrary to the President's assertion, Jacobsen was

pleading guilty to a felony in the District of Columbia that was at least as serious as the one for

which he was under investigation in Texas.  I asked Henry what we would do under normal

circumstances–if the Justice Department were not bifurcated?  He convinced me that the criminal

division would ordinarily drop one of the pending indictments of a defendant who pled guilty to

the second–so long as the second was punished as severely.  This would be so even in the

absence of the defendant's willingness to testify against a target as significant as the former

Treasury Secretary.

After thinking for a few moments, I called the President back.  Somehow I was

not surprised when the President immediately answered.  The conversation, however, was not a

pleasant one.  I explained to the President that the Department's position was neither improper

nor unusual.  The President grew quite agitated, repeatedly interrupting me, and argued that the

plea bargain was nothing but a disreputable plot to get Connally.  He said, "I want it straight.  I

don't want any dancing around."  In response to my explanation that the Department was

handling the matter "normally," the President bellowed, "I don't want to hear about normal

procedures.  I want orders."  He curtly told me to call Haig back in one hour and he hung up on

me.  It was a rather stunning experience to have the President of the United States angrily hang

up the phone on you–particularly when you are only a 38-year-old Deputy Attorney General.  It

was clear to me by his excited phrase, "I want orders," that he meant he was giving me orders to

change the Department's position on the Jacobsen plea.
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I told my staff that the President had issued orders with which I could not comply,

and therefore I was obliged to resign.  One of my deputies, in a display of gallows humor, started

to take my pictures down from the wall.  Before going any further, however, I was required to

report to the Attorney General, who was on a pheasant shoot on Shelter Island.  It was not easy to

get hold of Bill Saxbe when he was hunting, but, he always had FBI escorts, so I succeeded.  He

was not at all pleased to be dragged to the phone and listened rather impatiently to my report. 

When I asked him what I should say if I were asked by the White House as to his position on the

matter, he responded–and I will remember this if I live to be 100–"Tell the President to go piss

up a rope."  He also said he did not agree with me about resigning.  He would be damned if he

would resign; the President would have to fire him.  He then abruptly returned to his hunting,

admonishing me not to bother him again.

I then called General Haig, described my conversations with the President, and

told Haig that I planned to resign that day.  He seemed stunned and asked me to wait at least long

enough for him to find out more about the matter.  He muttered something about Connally

probably being in the Oval Office.

In the meantime, Bob Bork rushed into my office, having been brought up to date

by one of my deputies, and said, "Not this time."  He was not going to be left holding the bag

again.  If I resigned, he would follow.  

Late in the afternoon Al Haig called back and said forget the whole matter; the

President's call was to be erased.  I did not think I could do so.  What, or more important, who,

had prompted the President to call me could be of legal significance.  I was certain Haig was not

complicit; he had been focused on the Buzhardt matter.  But it was distinctly possible that
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Connally might have been involved and that could suggest an effort to obstruct justice.  I was

therefore bound to inform Henry Ruth.  I provided him with the memorandum.  A few weeks

later he brought it back explaining to me that he did not think he could make out an obstruction

case.  

I did not, however, tell Ruth about the subject of the St. Clair call, which had been

eclipsed by the President's more dramatic intervention and was not thereafter mentioned to me by

anyone.  The White House was certainly entitled to make a claim to us at any time that the

Special Prosecutor was guilty of an extraordinary impropriety.  Even if we thought the claim

unfounded, it did not seem appropriate to me to pass on that information to the Special

Prosecutor.  

*   *   *   *

The denouement of the Nixon Presidency came in August of that year, after the

Supreme Court's decision.  The President had no alternative but to turn over the tapes, which 

included the so-called smoking gun.  I learned about that particular tape when a young lawyer in

the White House called and told me about it a week before it became public.  About the same

time, I was told that the Secretary of Defense, Jim Schlesinger, had instructed the top military not

to obey any order from the President that could cause a military confrontation without his

approval.  Aware of this impending constitutional crisis, I resumed cigarette smoking.  

But the President went peacefully.  Unfortunately for him, my last service to his

Administration was to prevent him from taking his papers.  I do not recall who called whom, but

I told General Haig that I objected to his taking his Presidential papers before the Department had

an opportunity to give a formal legal opinion as to whether President Nixon owned them.  I asked
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the new Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel, Nino Scalia, nominated by

Nixon, but appointed by Ford, to look into the matter and prepare an opinion for the Attorney

General.  As you will recall, the Department concluded the papers were indeed Nixon's, but in

the meantime, Congress legislated and, in effect, seized them.

In early 1975, six months or so into the Ford Administration, Bill Saxbe went off

as Ambassador to India.  I was left as Acting for a short while, long enough to help get Ed Levi

confirmed, and then to help the Administration find a replacement for me.  I was utterly drained

and insistent on leaving for a number of personal reasons. 

Shortly after Nixon resigned, so did Leon Jaworski.  We appointed the decent and

capable Henry Ruth to succeed him.  After several months, Hank came to me asking why any

special prosecutor was needed.  He pointed out that, after all, the need for that office was based

on the premise that the Justice Department could not appropriately investigate President Nixon

and his White House assistants.  Jerry Ford was now President–which meant the justification of

the office had disappeared.

I immediately agreed with him and arranged for us both to meet with the newly

appointed Attorney General Levi.  Hank repeated to Ed Levi what he had said to me, and I added

the further point that it could be thought an insult to President Ford, and to us, to continue the

Special Prosecutor's office.  Ed Levi pondered and then asked about the Watergate convictions

that were on appeal.  What would happen, he asked, if any convictions were overturned?  I

responded that the Department would try them--that is what we got paid for.  (Not, I hasten to

remind Senator Biden, with big bucks.)  Ed Levi, however, worried about the possibility of

criticism if the Department lost any cases, so the Special Prosecutor's office stayed, and Ruth too,
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for a while.

That turned out to be a fateful decision because the office remained in place

through the fall of 1976, the election year.  Ruth, who left in 1975, was replaced by none other

than the present White House counsel, Charles Ruff, who had been on his staff.  In the spring of

1976, an obviously malicious claim was brought to the FBI–an allegation that illegal maritime

union money had been put into one of President Ford's congressional campaigns.  I say obviously

malicious because the charge was brought by a maritime union which was furious at the

President for having vetoed the cargo preference bill, and it was supported by two bureaucratic

enemies of the President.  Of course, this had nothing to do with the Watergate Special

Prosecutor's charter, but the Attorney General turned it over to Mr. Ruff because he thought it

awkward for the Department to investigate a matter implicating the President.  When I

subsequently learned about it, I did not disagree with Levi's premise, but I was rather surprised

that he did not conclude that the charge was frivolous and therefore could have been summarily

rejected.

In any event, the matter took a long time to dispose of–long enough so that the

existence of the investigation leaked during the fall campaign.  It had a powerful impact. 

President Ford had virtually caught up with Jimmy Carter when the story broke.  All the country

had to hear was that Ford, too, was under investigation by the Watergate Special Prosecutor, and

Ford's support dropped precipitously.  Well, Ford lost narrowly, but that paved the way for

Ronald Reagan's victory.  And he appointed me to the bench.  So everything happens for the best.
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Appendix IV 

Judge Silberman's response to David Brock's book 

Barone Blog 
Michael Barone 

August 18, 2006 

 

Judge Laurence Silberman, whom I admired long before I met him, has told me that he was 

perturbed to find, as a latecomer to Google, that charges against him made in certain passages of 

David Brock's book Blinded by the Right: The Conscience of an Ex-Conservative had wide 

circulation in the search engine, while Robert Novak's column rebutting Brock has vanished. He 

provided me with his own account, as follows: 

David Brock's book, Blinded by the Right, published in 2002, made a number of statements 
about me (and my wife) that were quite false. I was first asked by journalists about his 
descriptions of my alleged views and conversations with him in 2004 when I was named to the 
President's Intelligence Commission, I responded that those accounts were fictional. When his 
book first appeared, no reviewer ever approached me. Although the mainstream press has 
largely ignored Brock's charges, I see that references to Brock's book appear at various blogs on 
the Internet, so I thought it appropriate to respond more fully in the same medium for a 
permanent record. 

At the outset I would make two general points. Brock claimed that this book initially stood 
largely unrebutted- and therefore his credibility was enhanced. I have noted that reviewers did 
not call me or a number of other persons quoted in the book for their response. Moreover, the 
first edition of the book rather cleverly and deceptively did not include an index so that Brock's 
targets would have had to buy the book and read all through it to find references to them. Very 
few were willing to buy the book. As far as I know, everyone who has been asked about passages 
that relate to them, including Ted Olson and my wife, have described them as false. 

The second general point I wish to make is that Brock, who was a journalist, purports to 
describe the private views of a number of persons without disclosing his source. If those views 
had been conveyed to Brock, they obviously would have been confidential and off the record. But 
since most are fictional, I suppose one can't complain concerning those accounts about the 
lesser journalistic ethical violation of betraying confidential sources. The book does, however, 
contain one truthful account of information I gave Brock in which I remember specifically telling 
him it was off the record. In my forty years in Washington, this was the first occasion in which a 
journalist betrayed such a confidence. In explaining his break with his conservative friends, 
Brock makes much of being disinvited from an Olson party after his Hillary Clinton book was 
published, and attributed that treatment to his relatively favorable description of Hillary Clinton. 
This is false. Barbara Olson was furious at Brock because she asserted that he had burned 
confidential sources in the book. When evaluating Brock's credibility, one should keep his lack of 
journalistic ethics in mind. 
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Now to the book. He consistently overstates his relationship with me. He described our 
relationship as "surrogate parents," which is an exaggeration, although my wife was close to 
him. She did spend a good deal of time helping to edit his book The Real Anita Hill. But I did not 
meet him until he carne to interview me - a good way into his work on the book- as to why I 
believed Clarence Thomas. Neither my wife nor I had ever met Anita Hill. I never suggested, as 
Brock claims (see Page 104) - that she might be a lesbian "acting out." (Indeed, I do not even 
understand what that phrase means.) Nor, since I never met her, could I possibly determine that 
she had bad breath. 

He also asked me whether Judge Wald was friendly with Senator Simon. I told him that I had no 
idea, but that Judge Mikva was from Illinois and had served with Senator Simon in both the 
House and the Illinois legislature. I never suggested any hostility to Senator Simon, who, 
contrary to Brock's intimation, did not vote against me for confirmation to the Court of Appeals. 
Nor did I ever suggest to Brock any negative views about Judge Wald (see Page 123). He 
obviously mixed up Judge Wald and Judge Mikva. (My relationship with Judge Mikva was 
known to be tenuous.) 

That was the only occasion that I met with Brock concerning his work on the Anita Hill book. I 
never read any chapters of the book until it was finished, including the chapter he describes as 
stuffed through our mail slot (see Page 123). 

Brock describes ''frequent dinnertime brainstorming sessions" with my wife and me (see Page 
185). This is pure fiction. I don't recall his ever coming to dinner. He did come to me at least 
four times for advice. I treated him much as I would have treated one of my ex-clerks or scores of 
other people, both Democrats and Republicans, including journalists, who have sought career 
advice. On one occasion he sought advice concerning his purchase of property in Rehoboth. At 
another time he discussed with me his proposed book on Hillary Clinton. His publisher wished 
him to get the book out before the presidential election. I urged him not to do that- first of all, it 
would not give him enough time and secondly, it would appear too much like a political hit job. 
He did not take my advice because of financial considerations; the publishers were willing to 
pay more if he made that deadline. Perhaps most sensitive, another time he disclosed to my wife 
and me that he was gay and sought advice as to how he should deal with certain journalists' 
veiled suggestions- particularly Frank Rich of the New York Times. Contrary to his implication, 
I urged him (as I have done with other gay friends) to publicly disclose that as soon as possible 
so that he could not be blackmailed and assured him that his friends would be understanding. As 
he admits, my wife and I stood by him. 

But by far the most dramatic occasion related in his book was when he sought advice concerned 
the Troopergate story -which he relates at Page 159. His account is, to say the least, distorted. 
He carne to our house to see my wife and me about the story he had investigated and was 
starting to write. He initiated his conversation by saying the story he was to tell us was dynamite, 
and that his editors at the Spectator were very enthused about it, but he wanted to seek our 
advice because we would be concerned more about him than the story. 
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He then told us the general nature of what he had learned through his investigative efforts. As 
his book concedes but implies my lack of sincerity, I told him that I would not express any views 
as to the political significance of the story. He explained that two reporters for the Los Angeles 

Times were working the same story and that he was cooperating with them. He had two 
concerns about publishing. The first was the risk of physical harm; the second was his 
apprehension that if he published, he would be typecast as a conservative, thereby reducing his 
journalistic opportunities in the future. He never revealed the slightest doubt as to the story's 
journalistic merit. 

My wife was quite concerned about the risk of physical harm and urged him not to publish. I 
discounted that risk completely. I told him he should not credit rumors to the effect that Arkansas 
allies of President Clinton would use force against him. Such actions against a journalist on the 
national stage were inconceivable in the US. 

As to his journalistic reputation, I emphasized at the outset that the story had to be absolutely 
true, with which he readily agreed. I then referred to Sy Hersh's book, The Dark Side of 

Camelot, and Hersh's criticism of the press, which had allegedly covered up President Kennedy's 
similar activities, even though it risked national security and misused government assets. Insofar 
as his story focused on Governor Clinton's misuse of government's assets and extreme 
recklessness, I suggested it would meet Hersh's test and some fair-minded journalists would 
think it was a legitimate story. Contrary to his claim that I encouraged him to go ahead, my 
strong advice was not to publish his article until the Los Angeles Times ran with the story. I told 
him that would give him a good deal of journalistic protection because the Times was seen as 
closely aligned with the Democratic Party. 

However, I cautioned him that he should have no illusions as to his ability to be seen as a 
nonpartisan. His book The Real Anita Hill had already placed him firmly in the conservative 
camp. I told him that the Clarence Thomas -Anita Hill credibility clash reminded me of Whitaker 
Chambers versus Alger Hiss. Conservatives tended to believe Thomas and liberals, Hill. 

Brock suggests (see Page 338) that because I gave him personal advice on the Troopergate story 
(which I never read until it was in galleys), I should have recused myself as a judge on a 
subsequent Clinton case involving the independent counsel's subpoena of Secret Service agents 
involving the Lewinsky imbroglio. That is an absurd stretch that no ethics expert nor counsel for 
President Clinton ever suggested. 

Finally, in Brock's book he attributes to me unflattering views of certain of my colleagues that I 
not only never uttered, I have never thought them (see Pages 123, 205). At a dinner Arianna 
Buffington threw for David Brock after publication of the Hillary Clinton book, Brock asked me 
about my view of Ken Starr. In hindsight, as I remember the manner in which he asked the 
question, I wonder if he was even then cooperating with persons in the president's camp. I told 
him that Starr was hardly a hard-nosed partisan and I did not think he had an instinct for the 
jugular. His reputation was as a fair-minded person and had been passed over as a potential 
Supreme Court nominee because he was thought too moderate. His description of my appraisal 
of Judge Starr is false (see Page 205) and the implication that I had anything to do with his 
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appointment by the special three-judge court is absolutely untrue (see Page 209).  Similarly, it is 
not only false - it is obviously false - that I had manipulated Judge Sentelle (for whom I have the 
greatest respect and affection) into a per curiam decision in the North case in order to disguise 
my role. Anyone reading the opinions would see that I dissented separately, urging the reversal 
of North's conviction on three separate grounds that Judge Sentelle did not join, so my position 
was hardly disguised. Paradoxically, Brock made this very point in his devastatingly effective 
review of Lawrence Walsh's book Firewall in the September 1997 issue of The American 

Spectator. 

Brock's book is such a tissue of lies, and so nasty, that it virtually took my breath away. When I 
am asked to explain why someone would have so viciously and untruthfully turned against those 
who only had his interests at heart- and treated him as a friend- I recall his constant concern 
with ensuring his earning power and his fear that his opportunities would be limited as a 
conservative. After his Hillary Clinton book bombed he obviously thought the only way he could 
gain another substantial advance was to propose a "tell all" book attacking his conservative 
friends. And to justify his behavior he would have to paint them in darkest hues. 

Perhaps Brock's dramatic volte-face also had something to do with the fourth matter on which 
he consulted me. He was writing the Hillary Clinton book in Washington when I received a 
panicked phone call from him. He explained that his publisher in New York had sent a very 
complete outline of the book and list of questions to Brock in Washington and somehow that 
letter was delivered or fell into the hands of a Clinton presidential appointee. I don't know 
exactly what was in the letter but whatever it was, it caused Brock great anxiety. I advised him to 
retain counsel and he did so. Shortly thereafter he moved to New York for unexplained reasons 
to finish his book. My wife, who was once again editing his chapters, was no longer consulted 
and we did not see him until the book was published. The book apparently took a more moderate 
tone in the New York period. 

I am still gratified, however, by Brock's review of Lawrence Walsh's book, which he has never 
(or at least, not yet) repudiated. In that review, Brock, by interviewing federal judges, 
demolished Walsh's bizarre and unique claim that I should have recused myself from sitting on 
the North case because of my supposed hostility to the federal district judge who decided the 
case. As Brock established, that assertion- which no one ever heard of as a ground for recusal- 
was untrue. More generally and ironically, Brock's coolly analytical piece demolished Walsh's 
unsourced and fanciful "right wing" conspiracy theory, even suggesting by the title, "Insanity or 
Vanity," that Walsh was unhinged. The old David Brock or any other careful reviewer might well 
have similarly entitled a review of' “Blinded by the Right.” 

Judge Silberman is now serving in senior status as a judge in the United States Court of Appeals 

for the District of Columbia Circuit. He served as solicitor of the Labor Department in the Nixon 

administration and the deputy attorney general in the Ford administration. He was cochairman, 

with former Gov. and Sen. Charles Robb, of President Bush's Commission on Intelligence 

Capabilities, which issued a first-rate report. He wrote an extraordinary article last summer for 

the Wall Street Journal on longtime FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover. As acting attorney general in 
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1975, he was tasked with reading the secret files Hoover had kept on public figures. As he tells 

the story: 

The House Judiciary Committee demanded I testify about those files, so I was obliged to read 
them. Accompanied by only one FBI official, I read virtually all these files in three weekends. It 
was the single worst experience of my long governmental service. Hoover had indeed tasked his 
agents with reporting privately to him any bits of dirt on figures such as Martin Luther King, or 
their families. Hoover sometimes used that information for subtle blackmail to ensure his and the 
bureau's power. 

I intend to take to my grave nasty bits of information on various political figures--some still 
active. As bad as the dirt collection business was, perhaps even worse was the evidence that he 
had allowed--even offered--the bureau to be used by presidents for nakedly political purposes. I 
have always thought that the most heinous act in which a democratic government can engage is 
to use its law enforcement machinery for political ends. 

He goes on to report: 

Other presidents, according to those files, misused the bureau, although never Truman and 
Eisenhower. But Johnson clearly was the most demanding. This discovery was particularly 
painful for me. Although I was a life-long Republican, I had not only voted for LBJ, I had signed 
an ad supporting him, which got me ejected from the Hawaii Young Republicans. 

In 1968 the FBI, at the president's direction, actually surveilled Spiro Agnew, the Republican 
vice-presidential candidate. To be sure, as subsequent events revealed, Agnew might well have 
been under surveillance when, as governor of Maryland, he was taking bribes; but in 1968 it was 
for the purpose of determining whether he was in contact with South Vietnamese leaders. It was 
not for law-enforcement purposes. Incidentally, the FBI never determined that he was in contact 
with the South Vietnamese. 

It was not only Republicans that Johnson targeted with the FBI  He must have been obsessed 
with the Kennedy political threat because he used the bureau to determine whether officials in 
his administration were too close to Robert Kennedy after Kennedy left the administration. 
Ironically, one of his White House assistants, whom he inherited from JFK and was a particular 
subject of this sort of surveillance, is now married to LBJ's biographer. I refer to Richard 
Goodwin, the husband of Doris Kearns Goodwin. 

Some of Johnson's suspicions of the Kennedys were rather amusing. He became convinced that 
the Washington Star was secretly owned by the Kennedy family and that is why he received less 
favorable coverage from the Star than from the Post. He insisted that Hoover unearth those 
connections. Hoover plaintively tried to explain that the Star was owned by the Kauffmann 
family and that they were Republicans. 

And he concludes with a call to which Congress and the Bush administration have yet to 

respond. 
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Former Director Louis Freeh initiated the practice of taking new FBI recruits through the 
Holocaust Museum to show what can happen when the law enforcement apparatus of a country 
becomes corrupted. I have always thought that sort of extreme example was a bit far-fetched for 
our country, but there is an episode closer to home. I think it would be appropriate to introduce 
all new recruits to the nature of the secret and confidential files of J. Edgar Hoover. And in that 
connection this country--and the bureau--would be well served4'his name were removed from the 
bureau's building. It is as if the Defense Department were named for Aaron Burr. Liberals and 
conservatives should unite to support legislation to accomplish this repudiation of a very sad 
chapter in American history. 

I trust Judge Silberman's account of his relations with David Brock. The judge has had a long 

and honorable career in public service, and I think he has been regarded as a truthteller by 

Democrats as well as Republicans. David Brock has a different history. I feel sorry for David 

Brock. He is a self-admitted liar, having claimed he purposely wrote untruths in his earlier work; 

and if you reject that admission, you have to regard him as a liar for telling the lie that he told 

lies. He has now taken his considerable talents to a conservative-bashing website. I wish him 

personal good fortune and hope that his days of peddling untruths are behind him. 

Footnote on polling interpretation 

Picking up on my suggestion in a posting on the Connecticut Democratic primary result that one 

of the old rules of polling interpretation-the rule that says that the undecided vote swings against 

incumbents-is no longer operative, Mystery Pollster (Democratic pollster Mark Blumenthal) 

presents his own thoughts. As usual, they're thoughtful and fair-minded: He seems to blanch at 

one of my more partisan thrusts. He agrees that the rule no longer seems to hold and presents 

several possible explanations, including two of mine. But, in a bit of intellectual honesty not 

always seen in our professions, he admits he doesn't know the answer. Neither do I. 
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